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Our forefather Abraham turned the evil instincts into good.
y. Ber. 9:5, 14b

God had made Abraham master of his evil inclination.
Gen. Rab. 59:7
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Introduction

The notion of “inclination” or “yetzer” has often been regarded by experts as
one of the most complex and misunderstood concepts of the Jewish religious
tradition.1 Yetzer plays an important role in the rabbinic corpus where it be-
came “a fundamental category through which rabbis expressed their concep-
tions of desire, emotions, and particularly impulses to transgress their own
norms.”2 In some rabbinic texts, speculations about yetzer are closely tied to
the story of the patriarch Abraham, who, according to such rabbinic traditions,
was able to overcome his evil yetzer. Thus, y. Ber. 9:5 states that “our forefather
Abraham turned the evil instincts into good ones.”3 In a similar vein, Gen. Rab.
59:7, while interpreting the biblical phrase “the Lord had blessed Abraham in all
things,” conveys in the name of R. Levi that God had made Abraham master of
his evil inclination.4 Sif. Deut. 33 further elaborates the patriarch’s struggle with
his yetzer by offering the following statement:

“Upon thy heart” (Deut 11:18) – This was the source of R. Josiah’s saying: One must bind
his inclination by an oath, for you find everywhere that the righteous used to bind their
inclination by an oath. Concerning Abraham, Scripture says, I have lifted up my hand
unto the Lord, God Most High, Maker of heaven and earth, that I will not take a thread
nor a shoe-latchet nor aught that is thine (Gen 14:22–23).5

1 D. Boyarin, Carnal Israel: Reading Sex in Talmudic Culture (Berkeley: University of Cali-
fornia Press, 1993) 62.

2 J. W. Schofer, “The Redaction of Desire: Structure and Editing of Rabbinic Teachings
Concerning ‘Yeṣer’ (‘Inclination’),” JJS 12 (2003) 19–53 at 19.

3 H. W. Guggenheimer, The Jerusalem Talmud: First Order: Zeraïm, Tractate Berakhot (SJ,
18; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2000) 673. The same tradition is repeated in y. Sot. 5:7: “Our
forefather Abraham turned the evil instincts into good ones. What is the reason?: ‘You found
his heart trustworthy before You.’ Rebbi Aha said, he compromised, from ‘concluding a cove-
nant with him.’ But David could not stand it and killed it in his heart.” H. W. Guggenheimer,
The Jerusalem Talmud, Third Order: Našim, Tractates Soṭah and Nedarim (SJ, 31; Berlin: Wal-
ter de Gruyter, 2005) 237.

4 Midrash Rabbah (eds. H. Freedman and M. Simon; 10 vols.; London: Soncino, 1961)
2.520. Another rabbinic passage from b. Baba Batra 17a tells that “three there were over whom
the evil inclination had no dominion, to wit Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, [as we know] because it
is written in connection with them, in all, of all, all.” I. Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Baba
Batra (London: Soncino, 1935–1952) 17a.

5 Sifre: ATannaitic Commentary on the Book of Deuteronomy (tr. R. Hammer; YJS, 24; New
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1986) 62–63. See also Num. Rab. 14:11: “One golden



Other rabbinic sources underline a monumental break between Abraham and
previous generations, who, unlike the patriarch, were forced to succumb to
their evil inclination. Gen. Rab. 22:6 proposes that the yetzer “destroyed many
generations – the generation of Enosh, the generation of the Flood, and the
generation of the separation [of races]. But when Abraham arose and saw how
really feeble he was, he began to crush him.”6 Abraham’s struggle with his yetzer
is also sometimes tied to a pivotal event of his spiritual career, when he was
ordered by God to sacrifice his son Isaac. Thus, y. Taan. 2:4 depicts Abraham
overcoming his evil yetzer in the midst of the Akedah:

Rebbi Bevai Abba [said] in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Abraham said before the Holy
One, praise to Him: Master of the worlds, it is open and known before You that when You
said to me to sacrifice my son Isaac I could have answered and said before You, yesterday
You said to me, for in Isaac will your descendants be named, and now You are saying,
sacrifice him as elevation offering. Heaven forbid that I should have done this, to the
contrary I suppressed my inclination and did Your will.7

Ishay Rosen-Zvi argues that, in this passage, “the inclination to question God is
marked as the advice of the yetzer, which Abraham successfully overcame.”8 He
further notes that “the term ‘to overcome the yetzer’ marks, from the Mishnah
on, one’s struggle with oneself.”9

Since in later rabbinic lore a person’s possession of yetzer is closely connected
to sexual behavior and the ability of procreation, the process of “overcoming
one’s yetzer” can be complicated. In this respect, Gen. Rab. 46:2 paradoxically
elaborates, in the name of R. Simeon b. Lakish, that Abraham’s circumcision
was in fact an attempt to invigorate his subdued yetzer: “Then let him be cir-
cumcised at the age of eighty-six, when Ishmael was born? Said R. Simeon b.
Lakish: [God said]: ‘I will set up a cinnamon tree in the world: just as the
cinnamon tree yields fruit as long as you manure and hoe around it, so [shall
Abraham be] even when his blood runs sluggishly and his passions and desires
have ceased.’”10

The aforementioned rabbinic passages, which develop the theme that Abra-
ham exerted control over his yetzer, may represent not merely later rabbinic
inventions but possibly have their early roots in Second Temple Jewish sources.
For example, already in a Qumran text, known to us as the Damascus Docu-
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pan – kaf. Kaf symbolizes Abrahamwho conquered (kafaf) his passions and stood the ten tests
to which the Omnipresent subjected him.” Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah, 6.617.

6 Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah, 1.185.
7 H. W. Guggenheimer, The Jerusalem Talmud: Second Order Moced; Tractates Tacaniot,

Megillah, Hagigah and Moced Qatan (Mašqin) (SJ, 85; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2015) 69.
8 I. Rosen-Zvi, “Refuting the Yetzer: The Evil Inclination and the Limits of Rabbinic Dis-

course,” JJTP 17/2 (2009) 117–141 at 133.
9 Rosen-Zvi, “Refuting Yetzer,” 133.
10 Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah, 1.390.



ment, Abraham’s role as the friend of God is connected with his ability to over-
come the “thoughts of a guilty inclination ( רצי ).” About the patriarch, CD II 15
– III 3 says the following: “you can walk perfectly on all his paths and not allow
yourselves to be attracted by the thoughts of a guilty inclination ( רצי ) and
lascivious eyes. For many have gone astray due to these … Abraham did not
walk in it, and was counted as a friend for keeping God’s precepts and not
following the desire of his spirit.”11

This Jewish witness points to the importance of the figure of Abraham in the
development of the yetzer speculations in early Jewish lore. The early origins of
such a conceptual trend is also supported by an early apocalyptic Jewish ac-
count, which offers extensive speculations about the patriarch’s struggle with
his inclination in the midst of his fight with idolatry. This early witness, the
Apocalypse of Abraham, is traditionally dated by experts to the second century
C.E. Several scholars have drawn attention to the yetzer traditions found in this
Jewish pseudepigraphon. In the beginning of the 20th century, Louis Ginzberg
argued for the presence of the yetzer hara imagery in the Apocalypse of Abra-
ham. Ginzberg suggested that in this Jewish text “God informs Abraham that
notwithstanding yetzer hara … with which man from the time has been pos-
sessed, he has a free will of his own and may choose to abstain from sin.”12

Ginzberg also drew attention to Apoc. Ab. 13–14, where Yahoel ordered the
antagonist of the story, the fallen angel Azazel, to leave the patriarch. He sug-
gested that this tradition can be linked to the one found in b. Baba Batra 17a
where Abraham is listed among three righteous persons over whom yetzer hara
had no power.13

Ginzberg’s comments about yetzer speculations in the Apocalypse of Abra-
ham were not unique. Henry Wicks also argued that “the idea of an evil impulse
in man appears in the Apocalypse of Abraham,” at the same time suggesting that
in that work the yetzer hara is not a part of man’s congenital endowment.14

In his discussion of the evil heart in 4 Ezra 3:21, which scholars usually con-
sider an example of yetzer hara symbolism, Michael Stone reflects on the simi-
larity of this motif with the imagery found in Apoc. Ab. 23:14 where Abraham
questions God about “that evil which is desired in the heart of man.”15 Stone
notes that the conceptual developments found in the Apocalypse of Abraham
“in one respect corresponds to the narrative part of 4 Ezra 3. It is the story of the
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11 The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition (eds. F. García Martínez and E. Tigchelaar; 2 vols.;
Leiden: Brill, 1997) 552–555.

12 L. Ginzberg, “Abraham, Apocalypse of,” in: Jewish Encyclopedia (ed. I. Singer; 10 vols.;
New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1901–1906) 1.91–92 at 92.

13 Ginzberg, “Abraham, Apocalypse of,” 1.92.
14 H. J. Wicks, The Doctrine of God in the Jewish Apocryphal and Apocalyptic Literature

(New York: KTAV, 1971) 252.
15 M. E. Stone, Fourth Ezra: A Commentary on the Book of Fourth Ezra (Hermeneia; Min-

neapolis: Fortress, 1990) 64.



working out of evil in the world.”16 Yet, Stone points out that in comparison
with the Apocalypse of Abraham, “the author of 4 Ezra seems deliberately to
avoid the bald statement that it was God who created the evil inclination in
mankind. Perhaps this is because of the large role that free will plays in his
thought.”17

The possibility of the presence of the yetzer hara tradition in the Apocalypse
of Abraham has been also acknowledged by the experts who worked closely on
critical editions and translations of the Slavonic manuscripts of the text. Rys-
zard Rubinkiewicz, in his critical edition of the Slavonic text, suggests a pre-
sence of such a motif in the phrase found in Apoc. Ab. 23:13 which tells about
“those who desire evil (иже злаго желають).” Commenting on this obscure
passage, Rubinkiewicz points out that “désirer le mal – c’est une inclination
mauvaise. Selon la théologie juive l’homme naît avec deux inclinations: bonne
et mauvaise.”18 Another expert of the pseudepigraphical writings preserved in
Slavonic, Marc Philonenko, has also discerned the possibility of yetzer symbo-
lism behind several Slavonic terms.19

Finally, Alexander Kulik put forward a hypothesis about yetzer imagery in
the scene of the protoplast’s corruption by Azazel in chapter twenty-three. In
this part of the text, the concept of yetzer was conveyed through the Slavonic
term “поышьление.” Deliberating on the phrase “this is the reason of men, this
is Adam, and this is their desire (Slav. помышьление) on earth, this is Eve”
found in Apoc. Ab. 23:10, Kulik suggests a possible presence of the evil inclina-
tion imagery.20

The insights about the yetzer symbolism have been propagated by an inter-
national cohort of experts in the mainstream publications over the course of a
century. Despite these efforts, the conceptual developments found in the Apoc-
alypse of Abraham remain completely neglected by scholars focused on tracing
the history of the yetzer traditions. This important textual witness is not even
mentioned once in the major studies of the yetzer concept undertaken by Frank
Chamberlin Porter,21 Geert Cohen Stuart,22 and Ishay Rosen-Zvi.23 One will
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16 Stone, Fourth Ezra, 64.
17 Stone, Fourth Ezra, 64.
18 R. Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham en vieux slave. Introduction, texte critique,

traduction et commentaire (ŹM, 129; Lublin: Towarzystwo Naukowe Katolickiego Uniwersyte-
tu Lubelskiego, 1987) 179.

19 B. Philonenko-Sayar and M. Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham. Introduction, texte
slave, traduction et notes (Semitica, 31; Paris: Librairie Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1981) 89.

20 A. Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha: Toward the Original of the Apocalypse of
Abraham (TCS, 3; Atlanta: Scholars, 2004) 27.

21 F. C. Porter, “The Yeçer Hara: A Study in the Jewish Doctrine of Sin,” in: Biblical and
Semitic Studies (Yale Historical and Critical Contributions to Biblical Science; New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1901) 93–156.

22 G. H. Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man between Good and Evil. An Inquiry into the
Origin of the Rabbinic Concept of Yeṣer Hara (Kampen: Kok, 1984).



search in vain for any reference to the Apocalypse of Abraham in the most recent
focused studies of the various aspects of the yetzer symbolism.24

Despite this evident lack of attention, I will argue that the Apocalypse of
Abraham ought to be seen not simply as a marginal witness. Rather, it is an
important conceptual landmark in the long-lasting development of various yet-
zer anthropologies which anticipated later rabbinic developments. The text op-
erates not with one but with several notions of yetzer, expressed at least by four
different Slavonic terms. These terms are related to several anthropologies of
yetzer, some of which are reminiscent of early biblical concepts, while others are
strikingly similar to the late rabbinic notions. Considering these scholarly gaps,
this study provides an in-depth exploration of the multifaceted nature of the
yetzer traditions in the Apocalypse of Abraham and their connection with the
demonological and eschatological developments in this early Jewish pseudepi-
graphon.
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23 I. Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires: Yetzer Hara and the Problem of Evil in Late Antiquity
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011).

24 N. Ellis, The Hermeneutics of Divine Testing (WUNT, 2.296; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck,
2015) 125–152; Y. Kiel, Sexuality in the Babylonian Talmud: Christian and Sasanian Contexts
in Late Antiquity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016); M. Kister, “The Yetzer of
Man’s Heart,” in: Meghillot: Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls VIII-IX (eds. M. Bar-Asher and
D. Dimant; Jerusalem: Bialik Institute and Haifa University Press, 2010) 243–284 [Hebrew];
C. A. Newsom, “Models of the Moral Self: Hebrew Bible and Second Temple Judaism,” JBL 131
(2012) 5–25; Schofer, “The Redaction of Desire,” 19–53; E. Shanks Alexander, “Art, Argument,
and Ambiguity in the Talmud: Conflicting Conceptions of the Evil Impulse in b. Sukkah 51b-
52a,” HUCA 73 (2002) 97–132; P. W. van der Horst, “A Note on the Evil Inclination and Sexual
Desire in Talmudic Literature,” in: Jews and Christians in their Graeco-Roman Context: Selected
Essays on Early Judaism, Samaritanism, Hellenism, and Christianity (WUNT, 1.196; Tübingen:
Mohr Siebeck, 2006) 59–65.





Chapter One

Yetzer Terminology in the Apocalypse of Abraham

1.1 Methodological Difficulties

1.1.1 Terminological Uncertainties

Previous studies have demonstrated that the notion of yetzer underwent a com-
plex conceptual and semantic evolution through the history of the Hebrew
language from the oldest known occurrences in the Hebrew Bible until its var-
ious uses in the rabbinic literature.1 While in the Hebrew Bible yetzer often
signifies “form,” “framing,” or “purpose,” being associated with the processes
of “drawing,” “forming,” or “creative activities of potters,” one can also detect
its meaning as “disposition” or “possibility to choose.”2 In the Dead Sea Scrolls,
its meaning sometimes was overlaid with an additional “sense of corporeality.”3

Various rabbinic texts often envision yetzer as “inclination,” “urge,” “desire,” or
“tempter.”4

But even the earliest biblical usage of yetzer is laden with “sufficient semantic
elasticity,”5 which provides “a wide range of metaphorical possibilities including
the ideas of formed substances, human inclination, disposition, instinct, coun-
cil, and desire.”6 Such semantic obtrusiveness is especially visible in the Greek
translations,7 where several terms are used to render yetzer’s various semantic
facets, including διαβούλιον, διάνοια, ἐπιθυμία, ἐνθύμημα, and πλάσμα.8
Many of these Greek terms are behind the Slavonic terminology for yetzer in

1 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 81.
2 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 81.
3 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 81.
4 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 81.
5 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 49.
6 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 49.
7 Cohen Stuart notes that “one has to take into account the possibility of changes in the

meaning of Greek words in Greek speaking Jewish communities independently of changes of
the meaning of Hebrew and Aramaic words in Hebrew and Aramaic speaking communities.
Therefore a Greek word, that during the second century BCE is an adequate equivalent of
yetzer, may be useless as translation of yetzer as used in later times. The possibility exists that
the meaning has changed of the Hebrew word or of the Greek word or of both words.” Cohen
Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 82.

8 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 49.



the Apocalypse of Abraham. This history of translations illustrates the incap-
ability “of carrying the metaphorical weight of the Hebrew term within a single
translation-equivalent.”9

Such a plethora of terminological options is conditioned by various social
and ideological contexts. In this respect, Ellis rightly observes that the yetzer
terminology “often bore the weight of its own technical and religious meaning
due to the theological or philosophical influences already present within the
various cultures and communities.”10

1.1.2 Conceptual Ambiguities

Besides the terminological difficulties, the precise theological meaning of yetzer
is also hard to establish since such meaning is determined by a broader ideolo-
gical context. Clarifications of such broader settings are especially difficult in
some pseudepigraphical texts, like 4 Ezra or the Testaments of the Twelve Patri-
archs, which contain early specimens of yetzer symbolism. These texts were
transmitted in multiple religious and social milieus that sometimes subtly chan-
ged their original ideologies especially in relation to their protology and escha-
tology. Such protological and eschatological settings have paramount signifi-
cance for determining the various molds of yetzer speculations which often
unfold in the midst of stories of the protoplast’s creation and fall. However,
the precise scope and mold of these protological settings are difficult to establish
due to their vague and fragmentary presentations, especially in the pseudepi-
graphical writings and the Qumran documents.

Early Jewish documents unveil memories of several strikingly different con-
ceptions of the creation and the fall. In some of them, the division of a primor-
dial androgynous humankind into two genders became understood as the
“fall.”11 This aspect is significant because one of the first instances of yetzer
terminology appears in the second chapter of the Book of Genesis which de-
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9 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 49.
10 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 49. Ellis further points out that “in sum, a variety of terms in

Greek, Latin, and other languages were employed to transfer the metaphors for the created
body, the heart, the mind, the flesh, and then the human inclination and other metaphysical
tendencies. Furthermore, as variances and developments in theological and philosophical
anthropologies occurred across centuries, cultures, and individual authors and the term com-
monly used in the 200’s B.C. may no longer be an appropriate gloss for yetzer in a work from
the A.D. 200s that operating from a different theological or philosophical orientation.” Ellis,
The Hermeneutics, 49–50.

11 Thus, April DeConick notes that “many Christian and Greek thinkers associated sexual
differentiation with the fall and embodiment of the soul.” A. DeConick, Seek to See Him: Ascent
and Vision Mysticism in the Gospel of Thomas (SVC, 33; Leiden: Brill, 1996) 17. Scholars often
point out that in such a mythological framework “the return to the original state of humankind
involves a rejection of the body, along with its corporeality and sexuality, and a return to a pure
state of spiritual androgyny. The corporeal female, according to this scheme, is twice fallen,



scribes humankind’s creation as the gendered pair. Could it be that the usage of
such terminology may unfold here in the midst of another aetiology of evil?
Furthermore, even in instances where the yetzer is unambiguously tied to the
fall of the protological couple in the Garden of Eden, the precise connections of
the yetzer symbolism with the alleged antagonists of the first human mishap
are not always clear. Is Adam’s “evil heart” still a human heart, or can it be
envisioned as a “psychodemonic” entity? Does it become a metaphor for the
otherworldly antagonist who now paradoxically reifies inner yetzer? Finding
answers for such questions is not easy since surviving texts and fragments
often do not provide a full picture of their “etiologies of corruption” and
“mythologies of evil” which could clarify for us the exact meaning of their
yetzer symbolism. These and other problems represent major impediments
for those scholars who attempt to investigate the evolution of the yetzer sym-
bolism through various religious and social milieus over extended periods of
time.12 It is therefore not surprising that every new study of the yetzer imagery
attempts to offer a novel model of the historical and conceptual development
of such symbolism. Summarizing this scholarly situation, Ellis observes that
“modern scholarship has disagreed on both the basic meaning of yetzer at any
particular stage of development, and also the term’s developmental history
from early post-exilic through rabbinic literature. Even the exact meaning of
yetzer as found in its most frequent usage in the rabbinic literature has eluded
scholarly consensus.”13

In this respect, it is significant that even ancient speculations on yetzer strive
to underline the puzzling and sometimes impenetrable complexity of its sym-
bolism. Rabbinic discourse about yetzer found in b. Sukkah 52a can serve as a
good illustration of such conceptual ambiguity when it suggests that “the evil
inclination has seven names. The Holy One, blessed be He, called it evil …
Moses called it the uncircumcised … David called it unclean … Solomon called
it the enemy … Isaiah called it the stumbling block … Ezekiel called it stone …
Joel called it the hidden one.”14
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once from the first spiritual Adam and once more from the second corporeal Adam.” Kiel,
Sexuality in the Babylonian Talmud, 122.

12 Hindy Najman, in her recent book, expresses a lament about the impossibility of such
projects. She notes that “any attempt to wring a full-blown account of the origin of human
sinfulness, one that can then be identified or compared with detailed later accounts, is mis-
taken and is bound to be shaped by the scholar’s anachronistic assumptions.” H. Najman,
Losing the Temple and Recovering the Future: An Analysis of 4 Ezra (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2014) 81.

13 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 51.
14 Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Sukkah, 52a. In relation to this passage, Solomon

Schechter notes that “the names applied to the Evil Yetzer are various and indicative both of
his nature and his function … Other names applied to this yetzer are: the foolish old king who
accompanies man from his earliest youth to his old age, and to whom all the organs of man
show obedience; the spoiler who spares none, bringing man to fall even at the advanced age of



These conceptual and terminological difficulties impede the discernment of
the yetzer symbolism even on the level of rendering this concept into English
language. Rosen-Zvi points out that conventional English translations of the
Hebrew term רצי , including “disposition,” “inclination,” “impulse,” “instinct,”
and “tendency,” “fail to present the yetzer as a reified object residing inside a
person.”15

1.1.3 Translational Challenges

As previously mentioned, the major studies on the yetzer symbolism have con-
sistently ignored the conceptual developments found in the Apocalypse of Abra-
ham. Such scholarly neglect can be partially explained by some difficulties in the
extant text of the Apocalypse of Abraham which may have obscured the yetzer
imagery. The surviving Slavonic manuscripts attest to the long journey which
these textual witnesses underwent in various linguistic and religious milieus
where their translators, unfamiliar with the initial ideological settings of the
original document, re-interpreted them again and again in light of various
theological concerns in different religious and social environments. Most of
the Slavonic manuscripts of the Apocalypse of Abraham were incorporated into
the so-called Explanatory Palaea (Tolkovaja Paleja), a historiographical com-
pendium in which canonical biblical stories were mixed with non-canonical
elaborations and interpretations. Such integration represents the typical mode
of existence of the Jewish pseudepigraphical texts and fragments in the Slavic
milieus where such materials were usually transmitted as part of larger histor-
iographical, moral, hagiographical, liturgical, and other collections that con-
tained both ideologically marginal and mainstream materials.

We have already reflected above on the ambiguous nature of the yetzer ter-
minology even in the sources which survived in their original languages. The
discernment of the yetzer terminology and imagery becomes even more chal-
lenging in such texts, like the Apocalypse of Abraham, which underwent multi-
ple translations. Many features of the Slavonic text point to the fact that the
original language of the Apocalypse of Abraham was Semitic, either Hebrew or
Aramaic.16 Most scholars also believe that the Slavonic prototext of the Apoca-
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seventy or eighty; and the malady. He is also called the strange god, to obey whom is as much
as to worship idols.” S. Schechter, Aspects of Rabbinic Theology (New York: Macmillan, 1909)
243–244.

15 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 12.
16 A. Rubinstein, “Hebraisms in the Slavonic ‘Apocalypse of Abraham,’” JJS 4 (1953) 108–

115; idem, “Hebraisms in the Slavonic ‘Apocalypse of Abraham,’” JJS 5 (1954) 132–135.



lypse of Abraham, similar to almost all early Slavonic texts, was translated from
an intermediate Greek Vorlage.17

In this respect, it is most likely that the yetzer symbolism, with its initial
ambiguity, became inevitably compromised during such multi-lingual and mul-
ti-cultural transmission. As a result of these long and complicated processes, the
yetzer imagery may thus be rendered in various parts of the Apocalypse of Abra-
ham by different Slavonic terms. Scholars who argue for the presence of the
yetzer symbolism in the Apocalypse of Abraham, including Ginzberg, Rubinkie-
wicz, Philonenko, and Kulik, often discern the concept in different parts of the
text through different Slavonic terminology.

For example, Louis Ginzberg links yetzer to the terminology of “desire” ex-
pressed in our text by the Slavonic term желание, which looms large in chap-
ters twenty-three and twenty-four of the Apocalypse.18 Rubinkiewicz also con-
nects this Slavonic term with the concept of evil inclination by discerning it in
the phrase “those who desire evil (иже злаго желают)” found in Apoc. Ab.
23:13.19

Alexander Kulik detects the yetzer concept in a different part of the Apoca-
lypse of Abraham, namely in God’s revelation about Adam and Eve’s fall in the
Garden of Eden where Eve was possibly envisioned as a personification of yet-
zer. In this protological scene, the yetzer imagery is rendered through a different
Slavonic term помышьление, a word which can be translated as “thought,” or
“opinion.”20 Yet, Kulik, following other translators, renders the Slavonic по-
мышьление with the English word “desire” rather than “thought.”21

Furthermore, two major sections of the Apocalypse, haggadic and apocalyp-
tic, which initially might have existed as independent units, seem to use differ-
ent terminologies in describing the yetzer concept. The first, haggadic section of
the text prefers to use the formulae of “heart” in rendering the concept of “in-
clination,” while the second, apocalyptic part mostly appropriates the terminol-
ogy of “desire.” In the sections that follow, I examine each of these constellations
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17 H. G. Lunt, “On the Language of the Slavonic Apocalypse of Abraham,” Slavica Hieroso-
lymitana 7 (1985) 55–62 at 56.

18 Ginzberg, “Abraham, Apocalypse of,” 1.92.
19 Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham en vieux slave, 179.
20 In the Slavonic dictionaries, this word usually corresponds to the Greek term διάνοια.

See I. I. Sreznevsky, Materialy dlja slovarja drevnerusskogo jazyka (3 vols.; St. Petersburg: Ti-
pografia Imperatorskoj Akademii Nauk, 1893–1912) 2.1170–1171; J. Kurz, Slovník jazyka star-
oslověnského: Lexicon linguae palaeoslovenicae (4 vols.; Prague: Akademia, 1958) 4.158.

21 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 84. He further notes that “this word ren-
dered either Gk. ἐπιθυμία (cf. Slavonic versions of Matt 5:28; Lam 1:7 – Heb דמחמ ; Dan 9:23 –
Heb הדומח ) or διάνοια (Heb רצי , in Gen 8:21: помышьление члчско – ἡ διάνοια τοῦ ἀνθρώ-
που – םדאהבלרצי ‘the desire of the man’s heart’ ; see Srezn. 2.1171). The most common
equivalents for Gk. ἐπιθυμία in the MTare Heb הואת , קשח , ןוצר (HR 521), while Gk. διάνοια
renders Heb רצי (1 Chr 29:18).” Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 84.



of terms in order to trace their conceptual developments and contextualize their
use in the Apocalypse of Abraham.

1.2 Terminology of “Heart”

In the Hebrew Bible, the concept of the evil inclination became closely linked to
the symbolism of the human heart.22 This tendency can be discerned in two
pivotal texts in which the yetzer terminology appears with negative connota-
tions in the Hebrew Bible,23 – Gen 6:5 and Gen 8:21.24 Gen 6:5 states that “the
Lord saw that the wickedness of humankind was great in the earth, and that
every inclination of the thoughts of his heart ( ובלתבשחמרצילכו ) was only evil
continually.”25 This early witness attempts to connect the inclination with the
human heart. The same tendency appears in Gen 8:21. There the evil yetzer is
again placed in the heart of human beings: “and when the Lord smelled the
pleasing odor, the Lord said in his heart, ‘I will never again curse the ground
because of humankind, for the inclination of the human heart ( בלרצי ) is evil
from youth; nor will I ever again destroy every living creature as I have done.’”
With regard to these biblical passages, Frank Porter points out that in the He-
brew Bible “the seat of the good and evil impulses alike is neither body nor soul
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22 Carol Newsom points out that in the Jewish religious anthropology, “the heart ( בל ) is the
locus of the person’s moral will, and it is this organ that is responsible for a person’s words and
actions.” Newsom, “Models of the Moral Self,” 10.

23 In relation to the use of yetzer in the Hebrew Bible, Nicholas Ellis notes that “in the
Hebrew Bible, the root רצי appears around seventy times. The verbal sense ascribes the act of
fashioning, creating, and designing objects, generally of clay, both to humans and to God,
including the divine fashioning of the human form. In the nominal form, רצי signifies the
result of the creative act, whether an inanimate object or a living creature. By extension, the
term yetzer can, though infrequently, describe the creative acts of the mind, such as thoughts,
inclinations, and intentions. This use of the term appears in only six OT verses, most of which
present the human inclination as natural, of divine origin, and generally positive. Two places in
the OT, however, describe yetzer as evil: Gen 6:5 – The Lord saw how great man’s wickedness
on earth was, and how every plan devised by his heart ( ובלתבשחמרצילכו ) was nothing but
evil all the time. Gen 8:21 – The Lord said to himself: ‘Never again will I doom the earth
because of man, since the devisings of man’s heart ( םדאהבלרצי ) are evil from his youth.’ In
these texts God appears to be saddened, even surprised to find that the yetzer of the human
heart is ‘only evil continually’ (6:5), even ‘from its youth’ (8:21), since the yetzer does not
appear to have been created as inherently evil. Nevertheless, by Gen 6 the inherent sinful
tendencies of the human heart appear to be fully in place. These descriptions of a compro-
mised yetzer in Gen 6:5 and 8:21 would provide an important focal point for later anthropo-
logical discussions.” Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 48–49.

24 Porter points out that the word yetzer “had gained therefore, already in the Old Testa-
ment, a certain independence as meaning the nature or disposition of man, and this could be
regarded as something which God made (Ps 103:14), or as something which man works (Deut
31:21).” Porter, “The Yeçer Hara: A Study in the Jewish Doctrine of Sin,” 109.

25 All biblical quotations are taken from the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) unless
otherwise indicated.



in distinction from each other, but rather, as Genesis 6:5 and 8:21 suggest, the
heart, – not, of course, the physical organ, but the thinking and willing subject,
the moral person, the inner self.”26 According to Porter, “the close association of
the yetzer with the heart is abundantly attested,” and “since the word heart
occurs in the two forms בל and בבל the rabbis were not slow to see in the
double beth a hint of the two impulses,27 and in the single beth of the one.”28

Other scholars have also discerned the tendency of the Hebrew Bible to as-
sociate yetzer with heart. George Foot Moore suggests that “the word ‘heart’
itself is often used in a sense entirely equivalent to yetzer especially when the
text of Scripture suggests a bad connotation.”29

The same tie between heart and evil inclination appears in extra-biblical
Jewish materials, some of which were written not long before or after the Apoc-
alypse of Abraham. 4 Ezra 3:21 speaks about “the first Adam, burdened with an
evil heart.”30 Moore argues that in this text “the cor malignum, or the granum
seminis mali in the heart, is used in connections in which the rabbinical texts
say yetzer hara.”31

Qumran materials also link yetzer with the heart. Thus, 4Q370 I 3 states that
“YHWH judged them according to [all] their ways, and according to the
thoughts of the [evil] inclination of their heart ( ובלרציתובשחמכו ), and he
thundered against them with [his] might.”32 The association between heart
and evil inclination seems also present in Barkhi Nafshic (4Q436) 1 i.10-ii.1:
“[…] you have [re]moved from me, and instead of it you have given a pure
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26 Porter, “The Yeçer Hara: A Study in the Jewish Doctrine of Sin,” 110.
27 See Zohar II.162b: “This is the meaning of ‘with all your heart’ – with both hearts,

namely, the two inclinations, the good inclination and the evil inclination, and each one of
these two is called ‘heart.’ One is called ‘the good heart’ and the other ‘the bad heart,’ and so we
have ‘with all your heart’– both the good inclination and the evil inclination.” I. Tishby, The
Wisdom of the Zohar: An Anthology of Texts (3 vols.; London: The Littman Library of Jewish
Civilization, 1989) 2.805.

28 Porter, “The Yeçer Hara: A Study in the Jewish Doctrine of Sin,” 110.
29 G. F. Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era: The Age of the Tanaaim

(3 vols.; Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1924) 1.486. Cohen Stuart also notes that
“from the time of Judith onwards sometimes a close relationship between ‘heart’ and yetzer is
found. Thus, in Jud 8:29 yetzer is clearly seen as a function of the heart (the yetzer of your heart
is good), just as in Gen 6:5 and 8:21 in the Hebrew Bible. In Qumran, there are also some
passages which show that ‘heart’ and ‘yetzer’ have a close relation to each other. In 1QS V 5 this
is clear in the use of the expressions ‘the thought of the disposition,’ and ‘the uncircumcised
disposition.’ In this case the use of yetzer as a replacement to heart, as used in the Hebrew Bible,
is highly important … the use of this terminology makes it convincingly clear that originally,
also in rabbinic and targumic circles, yetzer was regarded as one of the aspects of ‘heart.’”
Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man between Good and Evil, 223–224.

30 Stone, Fourth Ezra, 59. Cf. 1QS V 4: “No-one should walk in the stubbornness of his
heart in order to go astray following his heart and his eyes and the musings of his inclination.”
García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 81.

31 Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era, 1.486.
32 García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 732–733.



heart; the evil inclination ( עררצי ) [you have] remo[ved …] […] you have
placed in my heart …”33

In rabbinic literature, the notion of the human heart as the seat of the evil
inclination became firmly established.34 Ishay Rosen-Zvi notes that in some
rabbinic passages “heart” often functions as a metonymy for the yetzer.35 Yet,
according to Rosen-Zvi, in contrast to the Hebrew Bible and Qumran materials,
in rabbinic sources yetzer is often described not only as the heart itself but also
as a thing inside the heart,36 being thus envisioned as an independent entity
which resides in this vital human organ.37 A graphic illustration of such an idea
can be found in b. Ber. 61a which describes yetzer as a fly that dwells between
the two openings of human heart.38 In relation to this passage, Rosen-Zvi notes
that “the real innovation of this sugia is its representation of the yetzer as a
physical entity, almost part of the body.”39 A similar understanding of yetzer as
something residing in the heart can be found also in y. Sot. 5:7 which compares
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33 García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 914–917. Reflecting
on such association between evil yetzer and a human organ, Brand argues that in Barkhi
Nafshic “the sinfulness of the human being is expressed through the organs and parts of the
body as well as through intangible qualities such as the speaker’s former ‘evil inclination’ and
‘wrathful anger.’ The sinful organs must be replaced or changed in order to transform the
human’s basic condition of sinfulness.” M. Brand, Evil Within and Without: The Source of Sin
and Its Nature as Portrayed in Second Temple Literature (JAJS, 9; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 2013) 44.

34 Schechter notes that “the seat both of the Evil and the Good Yetzer is in the heart, the
organ to which all the manifestations of reason and emotion are ascribed in Jewish literature.
… It is in this heart, with its manifold functions, that the Evil Yetzer sets up his throne. The Evil
Yetzer resembles a ‘fly’ (according to others, a ‘wheat’ grain), established between the two
openings (valves) of the heart. More minute are the mystics, who describe the heart as having
two cavities, the one full of blood, which is the seat of the Evil Yetzer; the other empty, where
the Good Yetzer dwells. … The loose manner in which heart and Evil Yetzer are interchange-
ably used … suggest the close affinity between the two, as indeed, heart sometimes stands for
Yetzer.” Schechter, Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, 255–258.

35 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 33. See m. Ber. 9:5: “Man is bound to bless [God] for the evil
even as he blesses [God] for the good, for it is written, And thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart and with all thy soul and with all thy might. With all thy heart (lebab) – with
both thine impulses, thy good impulse and thine evil impulse; and with all thy soul – even if he
take away thy soul; and with all thy might – with all thy wealth.” H. Danby, The Mishnah
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992) 10.

36 Van der Horst notes that “according to the rabbis, the good inclination induces human-
kind to keep God’s commandments, but the evil one is the source of rebellion against God. But
it is important to add that the good one never resides solely in the soul and the evil one only in
the body; the seat of both of them is thought to be in the heart (levav).” Van der Horst, “Note
on the Evil Inclination,” 60.

37 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 33.
38 b. Ber. 61a: “Rab said: The evil inclination resembles a fly and dwells between the two

entrances of the heart.” Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Berakoth, 61a. Cf. also Avot of Rabbi
Nathan A 16: “and the evil impulse lies verily at the opening of the heart.” J. Goldin, The
Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan (YJS, 10; New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1955) 85.

39 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 76.



Abraham’s battle with yetzer with David’s struggles with the evil inclination.
The passage tells that “our forefather Abraham turned the evil instincts into
good ones. What is the reason? (Νeh 9:8): ‘You found his heart trustworthy
before You.’ Rebbi Aha said, he compromised, from ‘concluding a covenant with
him.’ But David could not stand it and killed it in his heart.”40 Here, David is
portrayed as one who kills the yetzer which is situated inside of his heart.41

The juxtaposition of the yetzer symbolism with the imagery of heart became
popular across all rabbinic corpora.42 Already m. Ber. 9:5 entertains such con-
ceptual connections by explaining that the commandment “thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart” means “with all thy heart (lebab) – with both
thine impulses, thy good impulse and thine evil impulse; and with all thy soul –
even if he take away thy soul; and with all thy might – with all thy wealth.”43

Reflecting on this mishnaic passage, Serge Ruzer notes that the evil inclination
here “is combined with an additional notion of the good inclination, also dwell-
ing in the heart.”44 According to Ruzer, such construction, found already in the
early strata of rabbinic literature, suggests that the double notion of the good/
evil inclination was known already in the tannaitic period and that this concep-
tual construct was tied to the notion of two hearts, where each heart is a seat of
one inclination.45
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40 Guggenheimer, The Jerusalem Talmud, Third Order: Našim, Tractates Soṭah and Nedar-
im, 237. A similar tradition can be found in y. Ber. 9:5, 14b: “our forefather Abraham turned
the evil instincts into good ones as it is written (Neh 9:8): ‘You found his heart trustworthy
before You’ … But David could not stand them and killed them in his heart.” Guggenheimer,
The Jerusalem Talmud: First Order: Zeraïm, Tractate Berakhot, 673.

41 Porter points out that Psalm 109:22, “my heart ( יבל ) is wounded within me” was often
interpreted in rabbinic literature “to mean that his evil yetzer has been wounded, or slain;
hence David is to be reckoned with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob over whom the evil yetzer had
no power (Baba Bathra, 16).” Porter, “The Yeçer Hara: A Study in the Jewish Doctrine of Sin,”
111.

42 See, for example, b. Ber. 61b: “It has been taught: R. Jose the Galilean says, The righteous
are swayed by their good inclination, as it says, My heart is slain within me.” Epstein, Babylo-
nian Talmud, Berakoth, 61b; b. Qidd. 30b: “Our Rabbis taught: The Evil Desire is hard [to
bear], since even his Creator called him evil, as it is written, for that the desire of man’s heart
is evil from his youth.” Epstein, Babylonian Talmud, Kiddushin, 30b; b. Qidd. 40a: “R. Il’ai the
Elder said: If a man sees that his [evil] desire is conquering him, let him go to a place where he
is unknown, don black and cover himself with black, and do as his heart desires.” Epstein,
Babylonian Talmud, Kiddushin, 40a; Gen. Rab. 67:8: “The wicked stand in subjection to their
heart. … But the righteous have their hearts under their control.” Freedman and Simon, Mid-
rash Rabbah, 2.612.

43 Danby, The Mishnah, 10.
44 S. Ruzer, Mapping the New Testament: Early Christian Writings as a Witness for Jewish

Biblical Exegesis (JCPS, 13; Leiden: Brill, 2007) 153.
45 Ruzer, Mapping the New Testament, 153. Ruzer notes that “within this general tendency

to see the heart as the true seat of the evil inclination, a number of questions are raised in
rabbinic sources. One avenue of discussion explores when the yetzer hara first affects a person’s
heart. Arguments for the embryonic state are offered, but the domineering notion is that the



Even later Jewish mystical compendiums are still cognizant of the connection
between “heart” and “inclination,” often reiterating the earlier rabbinic distinc-
tion about leb and lebab. Zohar II.174a connects the heart and evil inclination
by saying that in the famous statement “I will give thanks to the Lord with my
whole heart,”

the word lebab (heart) alludes to two hearts, the good and the evil inclination, both of
which dwell in man; for one must thank the Holy One for all things, not only with one’s
good, but also with one’s evil inclination. For from the side of the good inclination good
comes to man, so he has to give thanks to Himwho is good and who does good. From the
evil inclination, again, comes seduction, and one must needs thank and praise the Holy
One for all that comes to him, whether it be from one side or from the other.46

In light of these early and late Jewish sources, it is possible that in the Apoca-
lypse of Abraham the symbolism of heart may also be linked to the concept of
yetzer. The interesting peculiarity of the Apocalypse of Abraham is that in the
first, haggadic section of the text the heart as a whole entity is used as a meta-
phor for yetzer, while in the second, apocalyptic part of the text the yetzer is
expressed as “desire,” which is placed inside of the heart.

Let us first look at some passages found in the initial haggadic chapters of the
Apocalypse of Abraham where heart may function, as in some biblical passages,
as a metonym for yetzer. Such an understanding appears to be present in Apoc.
Ab. 1:4, 2:8, 3:1, and 8:3. All these passages occur in the early chapters of the
text, which describe Abraham’s inner struggles with idolatry, rampant in the
household of his father Terah. If these references to Abraham’s troubled heart
are indeed tied to the symbolism of yetzer, it appears not to be coincidental that
they occur in the midst of his encounters with Terah’s idols, since idolatry is
often a crucial battleground where the yetzer is able to overcome humanity. The
rabbinic tradition often ties the idolatry of the Golden Calf to the deeds of the
evil inclination. Thus, Song of Songs Rabbah 2:15 transmits in the name of
R. Meir that “the Community of Israel said: ‘The Evil Inclination obtained mas-
tery over me like wine, and I said to the calf, This is thy god, O Israel’ (Exod
32:4).”47 Another important link is that succumbing to the evil inclination
means to commit idolatry. Y. Ned. 9:1 unveils R. Yannai words in which he
warns that “the one who listens to his urges is as if he worshipped idols.”48

In the first section of the Apocalypse of Abraham, the protagonist’s fight with
idolatry is envisioned as a crucial test of the young hero’s spiritual career, which
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evil inclination begins to dwell in the heart only from the moment of birth.” Ruzer, Mapping
the New Testament, 154.

46 H. Sperling and M. Simon, The Zohar (5 vols.; London and New York: Soncino, 1933)
4.102.

47 Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah, 9.102.
48 Guggenheimer, The Jerusalem Talmud, Third Order: Našim, Tractates Soṭah and Nedar-

im, 656.



saves his life and establishes his friendship with God. Such a break with the
abominable practices of previous generations invokes the memory of later rab-
binic beliefs about Abraham’s unique role in conquering the evil yetzer.

The first reference to Abraham’s heart, which possibly serves in our text as a
metonym for yetzer, occurs in Apoc. Ab. 1:4 in the midst of the protagonist’s
interaction with the idols. According to the story, Abraham, when entering
Terah’s temple, finds one of the idols – Mar-Umath – fallen at the feet of another
idolatrous statue. The text then describes the protagonist’s peculiar reaction to
this event by saying that “his heart was troubled (смятеся ми срдце).”49 On the
surface, this reference to the troubled heart can be seen merely as disappoint-
ment about a broken masterpiece. Yet, in the light of later occurrences, it ap-
pears that the fragility of the idol, which is envisioned in our text as a divine
representation, instills mistrust into the young hero’s heart, the doubt which
eventually will lead him later away from the idolatry of his father.

Another reference to Abraham’s heart occurs in the second chapter, which
again describes an unfortunate accident involving the idols. In this episode,
Terah orders his son to sell five statues, some of which become destroyed when
Abraham tries to transport them. This happens when Abraham’s ass suddenly
takes fright. During this incident three idols were smashed while falling on the
ground. Apoc. Ab. 2:8 then describes Abraham’s reaction to this event as a feel-
ing in his heart: “I had been distressed in my heart (зане в срдцѣ моемь скор-
бяхъ).”50 Again, the protagonist’s ambiguous reaction could be interpreted
either as his sorrow for damaged property, or his disappointment with the
perishable nature of his father’s deities.

Another instance of the heart symbolism is found in the third chapter of the
Apocalypse of Abraham where it is unambiguously linked to Abraham’s battle
with idolatry. In this instance the reference to the hero’s troubled heart is fol-
lowed by his conclusion about the futility of idolatry. From Apoc. Ab. 3:1–8 we
learn the following:

And while I was still walking on the road, my heart was disturbed (съмятеся срдце мое)
and my mind was distracted. And I said in my heart (въ срдци своем): “What is the
profit of the labor which my father is doing? Is not he rather a god of his gods, since by
his sculpting, carving and skill they come into being? It would be more fitting for them to
worship my father, since they are his work. What gain is there for my father in his own
works? Behold, Mar-Umath fell and was unable to get up again in his own temple, nor
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could I lift him on my own, until my father came and we both lifted him. And as we were
unable, his head fell off of him. And he placed it on another stone of another god, which
he had made without a head. And [likewise were] the other five gods which were
smashed down from the ass, which were able neither to save themselves nor to hurt the
ass for it smashed them, nor did their shards come up from the river.” And I said to
myself, “If it is thus, how then can my father’s god, Mar-Umath, having a head of one
stone and [the rest] being made of another stone, save a man, or hear a man’s prayer and
reward him?”51

In this address, the previous stories of Mar-Umath and the five idols, which
earlier disturbed the protagonist’s heart, are openly invoked, thus making it
more plausible that these earlier episodes of the troubled heart were also inten-
tionally connected in the mind of the apocalypse’s author with Abraham’s fight
with idolatry.

All three references about the patriarch’s troubled/disturbed/distressed heart
in the haggadic section are closely related to his affairs with idols. At first sight,
such expressions can be simply interpreted as the protagonist’s reaction to the
mishaps of his life. Yet, despite the fact that later in the apocalypse Abrahamwill
experience even greater challenges, especially during his transition to the hea-
venly realm when he will pass several deadly fiery trials on his way to the divine
presence, the text will never again mention the protagonist’s distressed heart.

Another passage of the haggadic section which also possibly uses heart as a
metonym for yetzer is Apoc. Ab. 8:3, where God informs the patriarch that “in
the wisdom of your heart (в умѣ срдца своего) you are searching for the God of
gods and the Creator.”52 This occurrence, situated at the very end of the hagga-
dic portion of the text, differs in two aspects from the previous usage of heart
symbolism. First, heart here is not portrayed as “disturbed,” since the context of
the passage is different. The fight with idolatry is over, and Abraham has now
found the true God. Nevertheless, as in the previous instances where in the
negative situations yetzer was not labelled as “bad” or “evil,” here too, now in
the positive context, it is not labelled as “good.” Second, as in some biblical and
Qumran passages, the understanding of heart as yetzer is linked to human
thought or understanding. We will explore this conceptual facet later in our
study.

We should now turn our attention to the usage of heart imagery in the sec-
ond, apocalyptic portion of the text. In this part of the text, the symbolism of
heart is used differently. This usage is similar to later rabbinic traditions, where
yetzer is often understood as an entity inside the human heart. A specimen of
such usage can be found in Apoc. Ab. 23:14: “And I answered and said, ‘Eternal
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Mighty One! Why did you will to do so that evil is desired in the heart of man
(злу желаему въ срдци чловѣчи)?’”53 Here the evil is said to be desired inside
the human heart. Considering the long journey of our text through the multiple
translations, this expression can also be rendered as “evil desire in the heart of
man.” This expression is closer to the rabbinic understanding of yetzer, where it
is often described not only as the heart but also as a thing inside the heart.

A similar tendency can be detected in Apoc. Ab. 30:2, where the desire placed
in the human heart is now used in a positive sense when God speaks about the
inclination in the patriarch’s heart “Abraham, I shall tell [you] what you desire
in your heart” (въжелания срдца твоего).”54

1.3 Terminology of “Desire”

Among possible cognates of yetzer, the word “desire” is often mentioned. This
term is usually rendered in the Greek language as ἐπιθυμία. The prominence
of the terminology of desire in the Apocalypse of Abraham, along with previous
scholarly suggestions about the connection of such formulae to the concept of
yetzer in the pseudepigraphon, invite us to explore it more closely.

Loader notes that the Apocalypse of Abraham “highlights the importance of
‘desire,’ which includes ‘sexual desire,’ as an impulse for sin both in the allegory
and in the evaluation of primeval events.”55 Such notions of “desire” have often
been seen by experts as a major pre-rabbinic precedent for the yetzer concep-
tion. Thus, Cohen Stuart argues that one of the terms, “which seems to have
played a role in the making of the rabbinic concept of ‘evil inclination,’ is ‘de-
sire’ ; הואת in Hebrew, ἡδονή and ἐπιθυμία in Greek, concupiscentia and cupi-
ditas in Latin.”56

One of the Jewish pseudepigraphical collections where epithymia possibly
serves as the designation for yetzer is the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.
Joel Marcus notices that epithymia, which is used sixteen times in the Testa-
ments, like another Greek term for yetzer, diaboulion, is connected with sexual
desire. In several instances, both words are used in the same passage. For exam-
ple, in T. Reu. 4:9, a passage which speaks about Joseph’s temptation in Egypt, it
states: “For the Egyptian woman did many things to him, summoned magi-
cians, and brought potions for him, but his soul’s inclination (τὸ διαβούλιον)
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rejected evil desire (ἐπιθυμίαν πονηράν).”57 Marcus further suggests that the
link between epithymia and diaboulion with sexual desire in the Testaments
“corresponds to the rabbinic concept of the yetzer, which is also frequently
linked with the sexual urge” thus supporting the equation epithymia – diabou-
lion – yetzer.58

Although the Hebrew term רצי is never translated in the Septuagint as ἐπι-
θυμία, scholars have convincingly argued for such a connection in the New
Testament. One of the New Testament examples where ἐπιθυμία is tied to the
notion of yetzer is Jas 1:14: “but one is tempted by one’s own desire, being lured
and enticed by it (ἕκαστος δὲ πειράζεται ὑπὸ τῆς ἰδίας ἐπιθυμίας ἐξελκό-
μενος καὶ δελεαζόμενος).” Franz Mußner argued that “Vermutlich ist Jak in
seiner Anschauung über die ἐπιθυμία von der jüdischen Lehre vom ‘bösen
Trieb’ ( ערהרצי ) geleitet, nach der dieser von Gott selbst geschaffen ist und
wie ein ‘fremder Gott’ ( רגלא ) im Körper, näherhin im ‘Herzen’ des Menschen
wohnt; aber es ist der Mensch selbst, der den Trieb zum bösen Trieb macht.”59

The hypothesis about connections between ἐπιθυμία and yetzer is further so-
lidified by Joel Marcus and Peter Davids.60 Joel Marcus argues that the Greek
expression “hê idia epithymia” found in Jas 1:14 corresponds to the Jewish con-
cept of yetzer.61 Marcus suggests that the link between ἐπιθυμία and yetzer is
strengthened by a consideration of the usage of ἐπιθυμία and related words in
the works of Philo.62 Peter Davids, likewise, observed:

James introduces this contrasting statement with δέ, which here has its disjunctive sense.
Each person is put to the test ὑπὸ τῆς ἰδίας ἐπιθυμίας. Note that desire (ἐπιθυμία) is
singular. This fact, as well as the whole flow of thought, indicates the meaning which the
phrase has for James. What puts a person to the test is the evil impulse (yetzer hara)
within. James has excluded, or at least strategically ignored, the tempter without, but
only to point to the traitor within underlined by the emphatic ἰδίας. As many commen-
tators have noted, this is one of the clearest instances in the NT of the appearance of
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yetzer theology.63 In Jewish theology the evil impulse is not per se evil, but is simply
undifferentiated desire. Desire by nature will transgress the limits of the law; thus the
uncurbed yetzer will certainly lead to sin. A Jew could easily have written what James says
about desire. Furthermore, it is clear that desire could lead to blaming God, for in some
streams of Jewish theology God created the evil impulse (Gen. Rab. 9:7; b. Yom. 69b).
Desire is necessary for human life. To prevent it from becoming destructive God gave the
Torah (Avot R. Nat. 20) and the good impulse (b. Ber. 5a).64

Scott McKnight has also entertained a connection between ἐπιθυμία and yet-
zer, pointing out that “the anthropological focus of James comes to the fore now
as James explains the origins of temptations … James traces ‘evil’ not to God or
even to Satan, but to the seductive power of human desires: ‘But one is tempted
by one’s own desire.’ By appealing to ‘desires,’ James lands firmly in the Jewish
yetzer thinking (e. g., Gen 6:5; 8:21; see also 4:7).”65 Nicholas Ellis, in his recent
study, reiterates the connection between ἐπιθυμία and yetzer by suggesting
that

James’ ἐπιθυμία functions as the seat of supernatural interference by which the person is
lured into Satanic deception … it is entirely plausible to conceive of the bait of desire
being cast out by a satanic agent: the person is baited by the yetzer’s desire into a death-
producing division of the heart, or διψυχία.This anthropological model clarifies a num-
ber of the terms in James. The single ἐπιθυμία functions as the satanic instrument to
divide the loyalties of the heart. Much has been made of the δίψυχος in 1:8; 4:8, which
commonly forms the crux of the debate on whether a Jewish “double-yetzer theology” is
at work in James. Given the lack of evidence for any mention of a double-yetzer in the
Second Temple Period and its infrequent use even in rabbinic traditions, the δίψυχος
likely does not refer to the presence of a dualing yetzer ra and yetzer tov. Rather, the term
matches a common refrain in the literature that calls for a “unity of the heart,” an appeal
for religious loyalty that finds its source in the biblical Shema.66

The terminology of ἐπιθυμία also plays an important role in the Shepherd of
Hermas where it is reminiscent of the yetzer concept. Thus, Herm. Mand. 12 I
1–2 unveils the following tradition:

He said to me, “Remove from yourself every evil desire (ἐπιθυμίαν πονηράν) and
clothe yourself with the desire that is good (ἐπιθυμίαν τὴν ἀγαθήν) and reverent. For
when you clothe yourself with this desire you will hate the evil desire (πονηρὰν ἐπι-
θυμίαν) and bring it under control, just as you wish. The evil desire (ἐπιθυμία ἡ
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πονηρά) is wild and difficult to tame. For it is frightful and it greatly exhausts people by
its wildness.”67

In relation to the Shepherd’s terminological usage, Cohen Stuart notes that it
introduces the concept of “good desire” in the period in which the meaning of
yetzer underwent a decisive change.68 He further points out that Hermas uses
the notion of ἐπιθυμία πονηρά along with the notion of “good desire” in such
a way as to imply that the good desire is given to govern the evil one.69 Cohen
Stuart sums this up by saying that “these facts seem to be close to the rabbinic
ideas of the two inclinations.”70 In his recent study, Rosen-Zvi reiterates the
hypothesis about the similarities of two ἐπιθυμίαι of the Shepherd with later
rabbinic yetzarim, while seeing this text as an important witness of the process
of the demonic internalization. He concludes by saying that its “similarity to the
tannaitic yetzer is unmistakable.”71

As we already noted, experts who work closely with the Slavonic originals of
the Apocalypse of Abraham often trace its yetzer symbolism to the Slavonic term
желание, which is frequently used in the Slavonic texts to translate the Greek
term ἐπιθυμία.72 We should now direct our attention to the usage of this term
in the Apocalypse of Abraham.

Terminology of “desire” plays an especially prominent role in chapters
twenty-three and twenty-four of the Apocalypse of Abraham. These chapters
convey God’s revelations to Abraham, which the seer receives in the celestial
Holy of Holies. In chapter twenty-three, Abraham sees the corruption of the
primordial couple in the Garden of Eden, and in chapter twenty-four, he be-
holds the fornications and lawlessness of the Gentiles. The first instance of the
terminology of “desire” appears in Apoc. Ab. 23:13, where the word is used in
the description of the people whom God placed under the dominion of Azazel.
The revelation comes at the end of Abraham’s vision of the protological couple
seduced by Azazel. The perplexed seer inquires of the deity why he would grant
to Azazel such power to destroy humankind. God answers that he specifically
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gave Azazel power over those who desire evil (иже злаго желают) and whom
he (God) personally hates for their transgressions.73

Although the deity’s answer does not specify the provenance of the evil desire
or its location inside of a human being, the next verse traces the origin of the
evil desire to God’s will and locates it inside the human heart. In Apoc. Ab.
23:14, Abraham asks the deity the following question: “Eternal Mighty One!
Why did you will to do so that evil is desired in the heart of man (злу желаему
въ срдци чловѣчи)?”74 Here again, like in Apoc. Ab. 23:13, the text uses the
Slavonic term for desire – “желание” – which can be traced to the Greek ἐπι-
θυμία.

These passages contain several important details that are reminiscent of rab-
binic understandings of yetzer. First, the “evil desire” is given to humanity by
God. According to some rabbinic traditions, the yetzer was created by God.
Porter notes that in rabbinic accounts “God is always regarded as the creator
of the evil yetzer. This appears to be the most radical departure from the basal
texts, Genesis 6:5 and 8:21, in which the yetzer seems to be a man’s own shaping
of his thoughts or character.”75 Thus, in b. Ber. 61a the following tradition can
be found: “R. Nahman b. Hisda expounded: What is meant by the text, Then the
Lord God formed [wa-yizer] man? [The word wa-yizer] is written with two
yods, to show that God created two inclinations, one good and the other evil.”76

Here R. Nachman b. Hisda’s interprets the two yods in רצייו of Gen 2:7 as two
yetzarim, one good and the other evil. Another important passage which pos-
tulates God’s creation of yetzer is found in b. Ber. 61, where R. Simeon b. Pazzi
uttered the following: “Woe is me because of my Creator [yozri], woe is me
because of my evil inclination [yizri]! … God created two countenances in the
first man, as it says, Behind and before hast Thou formed me.”77 Commenting
on this rabbinic passage, Porter notes that “according to this the two yods mean
two woes, one for the yotzer, one for the yetzer. The God who made and will
judge man and the evil impulse that leads him to sin are his two fears.”78

The second significant detail of Apoc. Ab. 23:14 is that it locates the evil desire
inside of the human heart. This conceptual trajectory about yetzer is attested in
the biblical passages. We will explore this connection in the next section of our
study.
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In chapter twenty-four of the Apocalypse of Abraham, which unfolds God’s
revelation about the Gentiles and their transgressions, the “desire” terminology
appears again. In Apoc. Ab. 24:6, the seer reports his vision of the Gentiles’
fornication: “And I saw there fornication and those who desired it (желающая
его), and its defilement and their jealousy.”79 The association of the desire/yet-
zer with sexual acts, both illicit and lawful, represents a common feature of the
rabbinic teaching about yetzer. Thus, b. Abodah Zarah 5a reads: “Said Resh
Lakish: Come let us render gratitude to our forebears, for had they not sinned,
we should not have come to the world.”80 Similarly Avot of Rabbi Nathan rec. A
16 states: “How can a man escape from the evil impulse within him? For the
first seminal drop a man puts into a woman is the evil impulse!”81

For our study it is also important that in Abraham’s vision the Gentiles are
situated on the left side and thus occupy the lot associated in the Apocalypse of
Abraham with Azazel. Later rabbinic accounts often situate the evil yetzer on
the left side, the side occupied in the Apocalypse of Abraham by the Gentiles.
Likewise, b. Ber. 61a puts the evil yetzer on the left side while the good yetzer is
placed on the right side: “Our Rabbis taught: Man has two kidneys, one of
which prompts him to good, the other to evil; and it is natural to suppose that
the good one is on his right side and the bad one on his left, as it is written, A
wise man’s understanding is at his right hand, but a fool’s understanding is at
his left.”82

In Apoc. Ab. 24:8, the visionary sees another depiction which is usually inter-
preted by experts as a sexual encounter: “I saw there two bare-headed men
against me and their shame and the harm against their fellows and their retri-
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bution.”83 Scholars often see in this portrayal same-sex intercourse. For exam-
ple, William Loader suggests that the passage depicts “adult consensual same-
sex relations … which portrays men not in anal intercourse, but standing naked
forehead to forehead.”84 The text then applies already familiar formulae of “de-
sire” for the description of this encounter: “I saw there desire (желание), [and]
in its hand the head of every kind of lawlessness hand its torment and its dis-
persal committed to perditioni.”85 (Apoc. Ab. 24:9). Horace Lunt connects the
Slavonic term zhelanie here to the Greek ἐπιθυμία by arguing that “Slav. zhe-
lanie, a neuter, but the following possessives are feminine, surely reflecting me-
chanical translation of pronouns referring to Gk. epithymia.”86 Concerning
Apoc. Ab. 24:9, William Loader suggests that “the reference to ‘desire’ in this
context includes a significant emphasis on sexual lust. It also recalls the allegory
of Eve as representing ‘thought/desire’ in 23:10.”87

In conclusion, these occurrences of the “desire” terminology are exclusively
situated in the second, apocalyptic section of the text. Its usage betrays over-
whelmingly negative connotations as it becomes appropriated in the descrip-
tion of the various sinful acts, including sexual transgressions. In only one in-
stance, does it appear to have a positive connotation. Apoc. Ab. 31:4 speaks
about the righteous who “keep commandments” and “do justice” as the ones
who have chosen my desire (мое желание). Thus, Apoc. Ab. 31:4 reads: “For
those who do justice, who have chosen my desire (мое желание) and clearly
kept my commandments, will see them.”

1.4 Terminology of “Thought”

In his thorough investigation of the yetzer imagery, Frank Porter notices that in
some traditions yetzer was understood “as the thinking and willing subject.”88

Scholars have noted that already in one of the “basal texts” for the yetzer con-
cept in the Bible, Gen 6:5, yetzer is understood as the “thing formed” by a hu-
man being, i. e., his thought or purpose.89 Gen 6:5 appears to underscore the
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“mental” dimension of the yetzer symbolism by inserting תבשחמ in the Hebrew
expression ובלתבשחמרצילכו which can be literally translated as “every incli-
nation of the thoughts90 of his heart.”91 This connotation of “thought” or “plan”
corresponds to one semantic facet of the Hebrew word yetzer, which comes
from the root רצי , which means “to form or fashion” and also “to form in-
wardly, to plan.”92 This meaning is often expressed through the Greek terms
διανοεἶσθαι/διάνοια, which render Hebrew רצי in Gen 6:593 and Gen 8:21.94

Ishay Rosen-Zvi notes that “the root רצי appears in the Hebrew Bible ap-
proximately seventy times, usually in verbal forms, and denotes the creating,
fashioning, and designing of objects (mostly made of clay). Such a fashioning
can be ascribed to both humans and God, and indeed the creation of humanity
and of the world at large is described with verbs derived from this root. The
noun indicates the result of this craft: an object or a creature (Hab 2:18). By
extension, it also includes the things created in or by the mind, such as thoughts,
devices, and inclinations.”95 In another part of his study, Rosen-Zvi points out
that in the Bible yetzer mainly “denotes thoughts or plans.”96 This mental di-
mension of the yetzer imagery is also perpetuated in some Qumran passages
which deal with the evil inclination. Thus, 1QS V 5 uses the expression “the
musings of his inclination” ( ורציתבשחמו ).97 4Q370 I 3 speaks about “thoughts
of the [evil] inclination.”98

The “mental” dimension of the yetzer concept might be reflected in a passage
found in Apoc. Ab. 23:10, where the notion of yetzer appears to be rendered
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through the term “thought” (Slav. помышьление). Apoc. Ab. 23:10 unveils the
following designation of the first woman: “And he said, ‘This is the reason of
men, this is Adam, and this is their thought on earth (помышьление ихъ на
земли), this is Eve.’”99 Nathanael Bonwetsch translates it as “desire.”100 Box also
renders it as “desire”: “And He said: ‘This is the human world, this is Adam, and
this is their desire upon the earth, this is Eve.’”101 Paul Rießler also translates it
as “desire.”102 Philonenko translates it as “lust.”103 Rubinkiewicz in his French
edition renders this term as “desire”104 and in his English translation as
“thought.”105 Mario Enrietti and Paolo Sacchi also translate it as “thought.”106

Anne Pennington translates it as “desire.”107 Kulik renders it also as “desire.”
Considering these translations, William Loader concludes that although

Slavonic pomyshlenie is “thought” in any possible sense, including “intention, plan,” or
negative “plot, evil design,” and “desire.” Given the allusion to “desire” in 24:9, this is
probably the connotation of the word here. We appear therefore to have before us a
depiction of human sin as occasioned by humankind’s failure to control desire, expressed
in gendered form, as failure of the man to control woman’s desire.108

A tendency of previous translations to render Slav. помышьление not as
“thought” but as “desire” serves as an additional hint for the presence of the
yetzer symbolism. Yet, a more obvious key for unlocking the mystery of the
enigmatic term помышьление and its possible connection with the concept of
yetzer can be found in the Slavonic Bible. There, the puzzling Slavonic term was
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used repeatedly for rendering the familiar yetzer terminology. The Slavonic
Bible uses the term pomyshlenie in its rendering both Greek διανοεῖσθαι in
Gen 6:5 (помышляетъ въ сeрдце)109 and Greek διάνοια in Gen 8:21 (помы-
шлeние человѣку).110 These renderings provide additional weight to Kulik’s
suggestion that the Slavonic помышьление can be linked to the Greek term
διάνοια and Hebrew רצי .111 All major Slavonic dictionaries further affirm this
connection by listing διάνοια among the Greek cognates of Slav. помышьле-
ние.112

Another instance where the notion of thought is closely related to the con-
cept of yetzer, often expressed in the Apocalypse of Abraham through the sym-
bolism of “heart,” is a passage found at end of the haggadic section of the work,
which contains God’s very first words to Abraham. In Apoc. Ab. 8:3, the deity
tells the patriarch that “in the wisdom of your heart (в умѣ срдца своего) you
are searching for the God of gods and the Creator.”113 This expression can be
also translated as “in the understanding of your heart or in the thought of your
heart.”114 Horace Lunt traces this Slavonic expression to the Greek “en dianoia
kardias sou” – “in the thought of your heart.”115 The Septuagint uses these Greek
terms to translate the expression about yetzer found in Gen 6:5, “every inclina-
tion of the thoughts of his heart ( ובלתבשחמרצילכו ),” as “πᾶς τις διανοεῖται
ἐν τῇ καρδία αὐτοῦ” (Gen 6:5 LXX).116
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1.5 Terminology of “Counsel”

Another instance of the yetzer symbolism may be found in chapter twenty-six
of our text where the reader encounters an enigmatic dialogue between the
protagonist and the deity about predestination and the human choice. Apoc.
Ab. 26:1–7 reads:

And I said, “Eternal, Mighty One! Why did you establish it to be so and to call on the
testimonies of this one?” And he said to me, “Hear, Abraham, and understand what I will
explain to you, and answer whatever I ask you. Why did your father Terah not obey your
voice and abandon the demonic worship of idols until he perished, and all his house with
him?” And I said, “Eternal, Mighty One, surely because it did not please him to obey me,
nor did I follow his works.” And he said to me, “Hear, Abraham. As the counsel of your
father is in him, as your counsel is in you, so also the counsel of my will is ready. In days
to come you will not know them in advance, nor the future (men) you will see with your
own eyes that they are of your seed. Look at the picture!”117

This passage discusses the choices that Abraham and his father made earlier in
the haggadic portion of the Apocalypse. This dialogue can be seen as a crucial
anthropological nexus of the entire text. Several features point to the fact that
this conversation may be related to the yetzer anthropologies present in the text.
First, the conversation revolves around earlier decisions of accepting or reject-
ing idolatry, the choices which subsequently lead to Terah’s death and Abra-
ham’s ascension. As was suggested, Abraham’s struggles with idolatry were clo-
sely tied to yetzer symbolism, which was expressed in the first part of the
apocalypse through the formulae of the disturbed heart. Although Terah’s own
inner struggles or choices, besides occasional references to his anger, were never
elaborated in the haggadic section, his choice is now compared with Abraham’s.
Furthermore, his idolatrous practice is designated as the “the demonic worship
of idols” or, more precisely, as the “idolatrous demonism” (Slav. идольскаго
бѣсовьства).118 Could this reference about Terah’s “demons” (Slav. бесы) be
understood as pertaining to his inner condition? The text does not provide an
answer for this question. Yet, it is clear that the gist of the chapter is not only a
human choice but also the role of some human faculties in this crucial process.

What are the faculties which are envisioned to be important in this process?
Descriptions of such faculties in the passage are not simple and straightforward,
and their understanding requires an in-depth analysis of the Slavonic termi-
nology. The crucial nexus of our excerpt in this respect is Apoc. Ab. 26:5 where
the deity utters the following enigmatic words: “And he said to me, “Hear,
Abraham. As the counsel (с(ъ)вѣтъ) of your father is in him, as your counsel
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(с(ъ)вѣтъ) is in you, so also the counsel (с(ъ)вѣтъ) of my will is ready.”119 In the
majority of manuscripts, this sentence uses three times a Slavonic word
“свѣтъ,” which can be translated literally as “light” or “world.” Yet, such transla-
tions do not make sense in the broader context of God and Abraham’s conver-
sation. Therefore, most scholars see this term as a corruption of the Slavonic
word “съвѣтъ,” which can be translated in various ways, including “counsel,”
“advice,” “reason,” “will,” “plot,” “intention,” “agreement,” “decision,” and
“plan.”120 Accepting such an amendment, the majority of translations in Eur-
opean languages usually render this Slavonic word as “counsel,”121 seeing Slav.
“свѣтъ” (light, world)122 as the corruption of Slav. “съвѣтъ.”

Such a terminological choice can be seen in the earliest European translation
of the Apocalypse of Abraham, the German edition of the text by Nathaniel
Bonwetsch. Bonwetsch renders our passage in the following way: “Höre Abra-
ham! Wie der Ratschluss deines Vater in ihm ist und wie dein Ratschluss in dir,
so ist auch meines Willens Ratschluss in mir bereit auf die kommenden
Tage.”123 The first English translation of the text done by Box and Landsman
also translates с(ъ)вѣтъ as “counsel”: “Hear, Abraham. As the counsel of thy
father is in him, and as thy counsel is in thee, so also is the counsel of my will in
me ready for the coming days.”124 Philonenko’s French translation also follows
this option: “Écoute, Abraham, de même que le conseil de ton père est en lui, de
même que ton conseil est en toi, ainsi aussi le conseil de Ma volonté est en Moi;
il est prêt pour les jours à venir, avant que tu n’en prennes connaissance ni de ce
qui sera en eux.”125 Rubinkiewicz and Lunt’s English translation also opts for
“counsel.”126 In footnotes they point out that the manuscripts “S D A C have
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svĕtŭ, ‘light,’ but B specifies sŭvĕt and K the newer spelling sŭvĕtŭ, ‘counsel,
council.’ B K thus believed that ‘light’ was inappropriate here.”127

These translations which consistently render Slav. “с(ъ)вѣтъ” as “counsel”
are important for our study of the yetzer imagery since Lampe’s Patristic Greek
Lexicon lists “counsel” as the primary meaning of Greek διαβούλιον,128 the
Greek term which in Ben Sira often renders Hebrew yetzer.129

Possible ties between с(ъ)вѣтъ, διαβούλιον, and yetzer in the Apocalypse of
Abraham have been acknowledged by scholars. Belkis Philonenko-Sayar and
Marc Philonenko, in their critical edition of the Slavonic text, argue for the
connection between Slavonic съвѣтъ and Hebrew רצי , suggesting διαβούλιον
as the intermediate Greek cognate.130 Philonenko’s hypothesis gains additional
weight in light of the fact that some Slavonic dictionaries affirm this connection
between Slavonic съвѣтъ and Greek διαβούλιον. Thus, one of the most com-
prehensive modern dictionaries of the Old Slavonic language, the Lexicon lin-
guae palaeoslovenicae, lists διαβούλιον as one of the Greek cognates of the
Slavonic term съвѣтъ.131

If διαβούλιον is indeed lurking behind the Slavonic “съвѣтъ” in our text, it is
noteworthy that this Greek term renders the concept of yetzer in several early
Jewish accounts, including the Wisdom of Ben Sira and the Testaments of the
Twelve Patriarchs.132 Thus, scholars have noted that the Greek manuscripts of
Ben Sira render yetzer with διαβούλιον in Sir 11:16; 15:14; 27:6; 31:27; 33:10;
37:3; 40:15; 46:1; 49:7; 49:14; 51:12.133 The Testament of Asher also uses the
Greek διαβούλιον for rendering yetzer. T. Ash. 1:3–9 reads:

God has granted two ways to the sons of men, two mind-sets (δύο διαβούλια),134 two
lines of action, two models, and two goals. Accordingly, everything is in pairs, the one
over against the other. The two ways are good and evil; concerning them are two disposi-
tions (δύο διαβούλια) within our breasts that choose between them. If the soul wants to
follow the good way, all of its deeds are done in righteousness and every sin is immedi-
ately repented. Contemplating just deeds and rejecting wickedness, the soul overcomes
evil and uproots sin. But if the mind is disposed toward evil (ἐν πονηρῷ κλίνῃ τὸ δια-
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βούλιον), all of its deeds are wicked; driving out the good, it accepts the evil and is over-
mastered by Beliar, who, even when good is undertaken, presses the struggle so as to
make the aim of his action into evil, since the devil’s storehouse is filled with the venom
of the evil spirit.135

A similar tradition is unfolded in T. Benj. 6:1–4 which tells that “the inclination
(τὸ διαβούλιον) of the good man is not in the power of the deceitful spirit,
Beliar, for the angel of peace guides his life … The good inclination (τὸ διαβού-
λιον τοῦ ἀγαθοῦ) does not receive glory or dishonor from men.”136

In T. Reu. 4:8–9 the concept of yetzer/diaboulion again is additionally con-
nected with the terminology of “evil desire”:

You heard how Joseph protected himself from a woman and purified his mind from all
promiscuity: He found favor before God and men. For the Egyptian woman did many
things to him, summoned magicians, and brought potions for him, but his soul’s inclina-
tion (τὸ διαβούλιον) rejected evil desire (ἐπιθυμίαν πονηράν). For this reason the God
of our fathers rescued him from every visible or hidden death. For if promiscuity does
not triumph over your reason, then neither can Beliar conquer you.137

The word свѣтъ/съвѣтъ appears in another passage of our text where we have
already detected yetzer terminology. The previously mentioned excerpt from
Apoc. Ab. 23:14 reads: “Eternal Mighty One! Why did you will to do so that evil
is desired in the heart of man? Since you are angry at what was willed by you,
who does a bad thing according to your design (съвѣтъ).”138 The word съвѣтъ
appears here in the midst of the speculation about human yetzer expressed in
this passage as “evil desired in the heart of man.”139 It is possible that in the
Greek translation of the Apocalypse of Abraham, which stands behind the Sla-
vonic text, several Greek terms were simultaneously used to express the yetzer
concept as is the case in some other pseudepigraphical writings. This tendency
appears in T. Reu. 4:8–9 where in the same passage both διαβούλιον and ἐπι-
θυμία were applied: “but his soul’s inclination (τὸ διαβούλιον) rejected evil
desire (ἐπιθυμίαν πονηράν).” About this simultaneous usage, Joel Marcus ar-
gues that
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epithymia can appear in parallelism with diaboulion used in a pejorative sense (= the evil
inclination) or in contrast to diaboulion used in a favorable sense (= the good inclina-
tion). For example, T. Reu. 4:9 says that the diaboulion of Joseph’s soul admitted no
epithymian ponēran, which Charles translates “evil desire.” Even more to the point is
T. Jud. 13:2, “And walk not after your desires (epithymiōn), nor in the imagination of
your thoughts (enthymēsesi diabouliōn) in haughtiness of heart.” Here epithymiai is
clearly parallel to enthymēseis diabouliōn, and the latter term, according to Charles, is
borrowed from 1 Chr 28:9, kol yēṣer maḥšěbôt.140

This analysis points to a possibility that in our text the Slavonic word съвѣтъ
was used as one of the cognates of the Hebrew yetzer. If so, our passage can be
rendered in the following way: “And he said to me, “Hear, Abraham. As the
yetzer (с(ъ)вѣтъ) of your father is in him, as your yetzer (с(ъ)вѣтъ) is in you,
so also the yetzer (с(ъ)вѣтъ) of my will is ready” (Apoc. Ab. 26:5). If yetzer
imagery is indeed present here, the revelation that God’s yetzer will operate in
the future is noteworthy. Jonathan Schofer notes that in rabbinic literature “the
dynamics between the good and bad yetzer are developed in terms oppositions
in time (present/future), space (inside/outside) and power (imprisoned/ruling).
In the present, the good yetzer is inside and imprisoned, while the bad yetzer
rules. In the future, the good yetzer will escape and rule. The good yetzer is
bound ‘inside’ and has to get ‘out’ in order to rule.”141
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141 Schofer, “The Redaction of Desire,” 32.



Chapter Two

Yetzer Traditions in the Haggadic Section

The Apocalypse of Abraham has been traditionally divided into two parts, con-
ventionally labelled as the “haggadic” and “apocalyptic” sections. The first part
(chaps. 1–8) represents a midrashic elaboration of the story of Abraham’s rejec-
tion of the idols. This portion of the text depicts the patriarch’s early years in
Terah’s house when he was helping his parent to manufacture and sell idols. The
haggadic chapters also describe Abraham’s revolt against idolatry, a conversion
which initiated a swift response from the deity. Such expansion of Abraham’s
biography is not entirely a novelty created from scratch by the authors of the
pseudepigraphon. Rather, it is an important link in the chain of a long-lasting
interpretive trend attested in the Book of Jubilees and further developed by other
early Jewish and rabbinic sources.1 The haggadic section of the pseudepigra-
phon ends with the fiery destruction of the temple of idols. The second, apoc-
alyptic part (chaps. 9–32) depicts the patriarch’s ascension to heaven with the
help of his angelic guide, Yahoel, where he becomes initiated into heavenly and
eschatological mysteries. According to some scholars, the two parts of the Sla-
vonic apocalypse may have originally existed independently,2 possibly being
written by different authors. Yet, in the extant pseudepigraphical macroform,
these perhaps initially independent parts have been synthesized into a coherent
unity, sharing common theological themes. However, despite such narrative
synthesis, the two parts of the text still operate with their own unique anthro-
pologies of inclination. The first, haggadic part adheres more to a biblical model
of yetzer symbolism while the second, apocalyptic part shows similarities to
later pseudepigraphical and rabbinic imagery. With this in mind, we should
now proceed to a close investigation of the yetzer symbolism in the first, hagga-
dic part of our text.

2.1 Idolatry and Yetzer

If the terminology of “heart” is indeed, as suggested earlier, tied in the first part
of the Apocalypse of Abraham to yetzer symbolism, it is not coincidental that

1 Josephus, Philo, Genesis Rabbah, Tanna debe Eliyyahu, and Seder Eliyyahu Rabba.
2 Ginzberg, “Abraham, Apocalypse of,” 1.92.



such imagery appears specifically in the descriptions of the patriarch’s struggles
with idolatry. Such a connection between yetzer and idolatry can be found in a
variety of early and late Jewish sources.

Idolatry and yetzer became closely intertwined with each other in the He-
brew Bible. One of the earliest biblical usages of yetzer in Deut 31:213 connects
this entity with idolatry. Concerning this Deuteronomic tradition, Solomon
Schechter suggests that “after predicting that Israel will turn to strange gods
and worship them, and provoke God to break his covenant, the Scriptures pro-
ceed to say: ‘For I know his yetzer.’ It is thus the yetzer generally which is repre-
sented as something unreliable, and made responsible for Israel’s apostasy.”4

Joel Marcus argues that the connection between yetzer and idolatry appears also
in the Qumran materials. He points out that “for the Qumran sectarians, fol-
lowing after the yetzer is a form of idolatry. In CD XX 9–10 those who have ‘put
idols in their heart’ are identified with those who have gone ‘in the stubborn-
ness of their heart’ ; but the latter expression, as 1QS V 4–5 suggests, is almost
synonymous with ‘in the yetzer.’”5

The connections between idolatry and yetzer have received further attention
in various rabbinic corpora. Sifre Deut. 43 clearly demonstrates this link by
arguing that “the inclination to evil should lead you astray, and you separate
yourselves from the Torah, for when a person separates himself from the Torah,
he goes and clings to idolatry.”6 In this passage, the separation from the Torah,
the main remedy for taming the evil yetzer, inevitably leads a person to idolatry.
Not only does the evil inclination lead to idolatry, succumbing to it in itself is
considered to be idolatry by the Rabbis. y. Nedarim 9:1 says in the name of
R. Yannai that “one who listens to his urges is as if he worshipped idols. What
is the reason? ‘In yourself there shall be no alien force; do not bow down to a
foreign god.’”7 b. Nid. 13b further elaborates “the art of the evil inclination”
which “today incites man to do one wrong thing, and tomorrow it incites him
to worship idols and he proceeds to worship them.”8

Furthermore, in some rabbinic passages, the paradigmatic event of Israel’s
idolatry, the Golden Calf episode, becomes envisioned as a crux of the evil
yetzer’s economy. Thus, Song of Songs Rabbah 2:15 speaks about the evil incli-
nation’s “mastery” over the Israelites during that event: “R. Meir said: The
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3 Deut 31:21 reads: “And when many terrible troubles come upon them, this song will
confront them as a witness, because it will not be lost from the mouths of their descendants.
For I know what they are inclined to do even now, before I have brought them into the land
that I promised them on oath.”

4 Schechter, Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, 242.
5 Marcus, “The Evil Inclination in the Epistle of James,” 613.
6 Hammer, Sifre: ATannaitic Commentary on the Book of Deuteronomy, 92.
7 Guggenheimer, The Jerusalem Talmud, Third Order: Našim, Tractates Soṭah and Nedarim,

656.
8 Epstein, Babylonian Talmud, Nidah, 13b.



Community of Israel said: The Evil Inclination obtained mastery over me like
wine, and I said to the calf, ‘This is thy god, O Israel.’”9 The same attitude can be
detected in a passage from Exod. Rab. 41:7 where God tells Moses that “in this
world they made idols because of the evil inclination in them.”10

The protagonist’s fight with idolatry reaches it symbolic apex in the first,
haggadic section of the Apocalypse of Abraham. In this part of the text, the
yetzer symbolism became exclusively expressed through the metaphor of
“heart.” Heart, here, like in some biblical and extra-biblical accounts, becomes
a metonym for yetzer. Such an inclination is not depicted as evil or good.
Although the haggadic section repeatedly uses the expression “distressed or
troubled heart,”11 it never uses the expressions “good heart” or “evil heart.”
Although in later rabbinic accounts speculations about yetzer and idolatry are
often sexualized,12 here, in the first section of the apocalypse, where Abraham
fights the idols in his heart, such connections are never made. In this respect,
William Loader notes that “at no point do we find a connection between idola-
try and sexual wrongdoing, as often occurs elsewhere.”13

Locating Abraham’s struggles with his yetzer in the hero’s youth may also be a
deliberate choice, since Jewish tradition often locates the onset of yetzer in a
person’s youth. According to rabbinic tradition, a person first becomes over-
whelmed by the evil yetzer, and only after that the good yetzer emerges.14 One of
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9 Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah, 9.102.
10 Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah, 3.479.
11 See Apoc. Ab. 1:4: “And it came to pass, that when I saw this, my heart was troubled

(смятеся ми срдце).” Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 9; Philonenko-Sayar and
Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 38; Apoc. Ab. 2:8 “Since I had been distressed in my heart
(зане в срдцѣ моемь скорбяхъ).” Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 10; Philonen-
ko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 40; Apoc. Ab. 3:1 “And while I was still
walking on the road, my heart was disturbed (съмятеся срдце мое) and my mind was dis-
tracted. And I said in my heart (въ срдци своем).” Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigra-
pha, 11; Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 40.

12 See, for example, b. Nid. 13b: “Rab stated: ‘A man who willfully causes erection should be
placed under the ban.’ But why did he not say, ‘This is forbidden?’ Because the man merely
incites his evil inclination against himself. R. Ammi, however, stated: He is called a renegade,
because such is the art of the evil inclination. Today it incites man to do one wrong thing, and
tomorrow it incites him to worship idols and he proceeds to worship them.” Epstein, The
Babylonian Talmud, Nidah, 13b. Cf. also Avot of Rabbi Nathan 3: “For such is the art of the
evil impulse: today it says to him, ‘Tear thy clothes,’ and on the morrow it says to him, ‘Worship
idols.’ And he goes and worships idols. He used to say: He who has his eye on his wife in the
hope that she die so that he may get the inheritance, or that she die so that he may wed her
sister.” Goldin, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan, 27.

13 Loader, The Pseudepigrapha on Sexuality, 107.
14 Schofer notes that “the bad yetzer is primordial, appearing in the infant while still in the

womb. It manifests itself as in impulse to transgress rabbinic law. When reading the statements
describing these transgressions, we should not take them too literally – that the concern is with
children under 13 who actually murder and commit adultery. The list is exegetically derived
from the verses quoted later as the voice of the good yetzer, which are biblical laws directed
towards adults. These lines, I believe, posit tendencies towards transgression in children that, if



the first biblical specimens of the yetzer symbolism, Gen 8:21, speaks about the
onset of the evil desire from a person’s youth.15 Some rabbinic sources suggest
that the good yetzer arises in the teenage period, more specifically at age thir-
teen.16 Avot of Rabbi Nathan 16 states that “by thirteen years is the evil impulse
older than the good impulse. … Thirteen years later the good impulse is born.
When he profanes the Sabbath, it reprimands him: ‘Wretch! lo it says, Every one
that profaneth it shall surely be put to death.’”17 The Apocalypse of Abraham’s
author may be cognizant of such traditions when he describes his hero’s fight
with idolatry.

2.2 Human Heart and Yetzer
in Abraham’s Story in the Book of Jubilees

The first eight chapters of the Apocalypse of Abraham take the form of a mid-
rashic elaboration dealing with the early years of Abraham’s life where he was
portrayed as a fighter against his father’s idols. This story of the patriarch’s fight
with idolatry is attested in several early Jewish accounts. For our study of the
yetzer symbolism found in the first part of the Apocalypse of Abraham, it is
important to discern if the imagery of the patriarch’s heart, possibly understood
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not countered, can ultimately manifest in these major violations. The good yetzer is ‘born’ at
age 13. Again, we should not interpret this image too literally, that at age 13 a new voice pops
into a person’s head. Numerous other rabbinic sources prescribe a process of study and habi-
tuation that begins earlier than 13, though this age is both an approximation of puberty and
the time at which a male is to begin observance of the commandments. The good yetzer, then,
appears when the early socialization of childhood has crystallized and also when males deepen
their involvement in rabbinic tradition. It is both a receptor of Torah, enabling one to inter-
nalize the discourse, and also an inner monitoring faculty. By saying that the good yetzer is
‘born,’ rabbis portray this cultural process as natural.” Schofer, “The Redaction of Desire,” 29–
30.

15 “And when the Lord smelled the pleasing odor, the Lord said in his heart, ‘I will never
again curse the ground because of humankind, for the inclination of the human heart is evil
from youth; nor will I ever again destroy every living creature as I have done.’”

16 Van der Horst notes that “even though there is some debate among the rabbis about the
moment of the association of the evil inclination with humans (conception, birth, the age of
ten?), the general notion seems to be that it accompanies a person from his or her earliest
beginnings to old age, and for that reason it has a priority of some 13 years over the good
inclination which makes its appearance only at the age of the bar mitzvah or puberty.” Van der
Horst, “Note on the Evil Inclination,” 60.

17 Goldin, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan, 83. Still, other passages from the same
composition argue that the evil yetzer appears when a child is still in a cradle. Cf. Avot of Rabbi
Nathan 16: “When an infant still in his cradle puts his hand on a serpent or scorpion and is
stung, it is brought on only by the evil impulse within him. When he puts his hand on glowing
coals and is scorched, it is brought on only by the evil impulse within him. For it is the evil
impulse which drives him headlong. But come and look at a kid or lamb – as soon as it sees a
well it starts back! For there is no evil impulse in beasts.” Goldin, The Fathers According to
Rabbi Nathan, 85.



as yetzer, belongs uniquely to our pseudepigraphon or it can be also found in
other earlier versions of Abraham’s story.18

Although the Genesis account of the early years of Abraham does not elabo-
rate his struggles with idolatry in his father’s house, the story found in the Book
of Jubilees provides the first extant narration of such activities. Chapters eleven
and twelve of the Book of Jubilees portray the young Abraham resisting the
problematic religious practices of his relatives. Jub. 11:16–12:14 reads:

The child [Abram] began to realize the errors of the earth – that everyone was going
astray after the statues and after impurity. His father taught him (the art of) writing.
When he was two weeks of years [= 14 years], he separated from his father in order not
to worship idols with him. He began to pray to the creator of all that would save him from
the errors of mankind and that it might not fall to his share to go astray after impurity
and wickedness … During the sixth week, in its seventh year, Abram said to his father
Terah: “My father.” He said: “Yes, my son?” He said: “What help and advantage do we get
from these idols before which you worship and prostrate yourself? For there is no spirit in
them because they are dumb. They are in error of the mind. Do not worship them. Wor-
ship the God of heaven who makes the rain and dew fall on earth and makes everything
on earth. He created everything by his word; and all life (comes) from his presence. Why
do you worship those things that have no spirit in them? For they are made by hands and
you carry them on your shoulders. You receive no help from them, but instead they are a
great shame for those who make them and an error of the mind for those who worship
them. Do not worship them.” Then he said to him: “I, too, know (this), my son. What
shall I do with the people who have ordered me to serve in their presence? If I tell them
what is right, they will kill me because they themselves are attached to them so that they
worship and praise them. Be quiet, my son, so that they do not kill you.” When he told
these things to his two brothers and they became angry at him, he remained silent … In
the sixtieth year of Abram’s life (which was the fourth week in its fourth year), Abram got
up at night and burned the temple of the idols. He burned everything in the temple but
no one knew (about it). They got up at night and wanted to save their gods from the fire.
Haran dashed in to save them, but the fire raged over him. He was burned in the fire and
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18 On the tradition about Abraham’s fight with idolatry, see W. Adler, “Abraham and the
Burning of the Temple of Idols,” JQR 77 (1986–1987) 95–117; Bonwetsch, Die Apokalypse
Abrahams, 41–55; Box and Landsman, The Apocalypse of Abraham, 88–96; L. Ginzberg, The
Legends of the Jews (7 vols.; Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1909–38) 1.198–201;
5.212–213; J. Gutmann, “Abraham in the Fire of the Chaldeans: A Jewish Legend in Jewish,
Christian and Islamic Art,” FS 7 (1973) 342–352; M. Kister, “Observations on Aspects of Ex-
egesis, Tradition, and Theology in Midrash, Pseudepigrapha, and Other Jewish Writings,” in:
Tracing the Threads: Studies in the Vitality of Jewish Pseudepigrapha (ed. J. C. Reeves; EJL, 6;
Atlanta: Scholars, 1994) 1–34; J. L. Kugel, The Bible As It Was: AGuide to the Bible As It Was at
the Start of the Common Era (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997) 143ff.; idem,
Traditions of the Bible (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998) 268–270; S. L. Lowin,
The Making of a Forefather: Abraham in Islamic and Jewish Exegetical Narratives (IHC, 65;
Leiden: Brill, 2006); E. Spicehandler, “Shāhin’s Influence on Bābāi ben Lotf: The Abraham-
Nimrod Legend,” in: Irano-Judaica II (eds. S. Shaked and A. Netzer; Jerusalem: Ben Zvi Insti-
tute, 1990) 158–165 at 162; G. Vermes, Scripture and Tradition in Judaism. Haggadic Studies
(SPB, 4; Leiden: Brill, 1973) 85–90.



died in Ur of the Chaldeans before his father Terah. They buried him in Ur of the Chal-
deans.19

The story contains several events which are reminiscent of the narrative steps
found in the Apocalypse of Abraham, including Abraham’s reflections about the
futility of the idols, his disputation with Terah about his false piety, his observa-
tion on natural phenomena, his prayer to God, and God’s response at the end of
Abraham’s ordeal with the idols. The most important detail for the purposes of
our study, however, is found in Abraham’s prayer for divine assistance20 attested
in Jub. 12:16–20, which unveils the following tradition:

(16) And in the sixth week, in the fifth year, Abram sat up throughout the night on the
new moon of the seventh month to observe the stars from the evening to the morning, in
order to see what would be the character of the year with regard to the rains, and he was
alone as he sat and observed. … (19) And he said, My God, my God, God most high, You
alone are my God. You have created everything; Everything that is and has been is the
product of your hands. You and your lordship I have chosen. (20) Save me from the evil
spirits who rule the yetzer21 of a person’s heart,22 and may they not mislead me from you,
my God. Do establish me and my seed forever, and may we not go astray from now until
eternity.23

In verse 20, the patriarch asks God for protection against the evil spirits who
rule “the thoughts/yetzer (ḫellinā)24 of a person’s heart.” Although some trans-
lators prefer to translate the Ethiopic ḫellinā25 as “thought” in this passage,26
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19 J. VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees (2 vols.; CSCO, 510–511; Scriptores Aethiopici, 87–
88; Leuven: Peeters, 1989) 2.67–70.

20 On the provenance of this prayer, see L. Stuckenbruck, “Prayers of Deliverance from the
Demonic in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Early Jewish Literature,” in: The Changing Face of
Judaism, Christianity, and Other Greco-Roman Religions in Antiquity (eds. I. H. Henderson
and G. S. Oegema; JSHRZ, 2; Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus, 2006) 146–165 at 158–159;
J. T. A. G. M. van Ruiten, “Abram’s Prayer: The Coherence of the Pericopes in Jubilees 12:16–
27,” in: Enoch and the Mosaic Torah: The Evidence of Jubilees (eds. G. Boccaccini and G. Ibba;
Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2009) 211–228; idem, Abraham in the Book of Jubilees: The
Rewriting of Genesis 11:26–25:10 in the Book of Jubilees 11:14–23:8 (JSJSS, 161; Leiden: Brill,
2012) 48–54; Kister, “The Yetzer of Man’s Heart,” 246.

21 Kister points out that yetzer is used here in the biblical sense similar to Gen 8:21. Kister,
“The Yetzer of Man’s Heart,” 250.

22 Ellis is following here M. Kister’s rendering of this phrase as: “ םדאהבל (hěllinâ) רציב .”
Kister, “The Yetzer of Man’s Heart,” 244. See also Brand, Evil Within and Without, 193;
C. Newsom, “Toward aGenealogy of the Introspective Self in SecondTemple Judaism,” in: Func-
tions of Psalms and Prayers in the Late SecondTemple Period (BZAW, 486; eds.M. S. Pajunen and
J. Penner; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2017) 63–79 at 73.

23 I use Ellis’ English translation of Jub. 12:16–20 from Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 66.
24 VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 1.75.
25 On this term, see C. F. A. Dillmann, Lexicon linguae aethiopicae cum indice latino (Leip-

zig: T. O. Weigel, 1865; Repr. Osnabrück: Biblio Verlag, 1970) 579; W. Leslau, Comparative
Dictionary of Gecez (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1991) 262.

26 “Save me from the power of the evil spirits who rule the thoughts of people’s minds.”
VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.72. Although in his recent Hermeneia commentary on the



others argue for rendering it as yetzer. Thus, Menachem Kister suggests such a
possibility in light of the usage of the same term in Jub. 35:9, a passage which
speaks about Esau’s thoughts: “for you know the way Esau thinks”27 which
becomes rendered in 1Q18 (1QJubb)28 as רצי .29 The same term is also used in
an expression found in Jub. 5:2, “every thought (ḫellinā) of all mankind’s knowl-
edge was evil like this all the time.”30 This statement paraphrases Gen 6:5 “every
inclination of the thoughts of his heart ( ובלתבשחמרצילכו ) was only evil
continually.”31

Musing on Jubilees’ prayer, Nicholas Ellis points out that in it “demons rule
the yetzer of a person’s heart, and not merely the heart itself. The Ethiopic
phrase used in 12:20 to describe the human heart is the equivalent of the biblical

םדאהבלרצי ‘the yetzer/inclination/thought of the human heart’ found in Gen
6:5; 8:21.”32 According to Ellis, despite that the “prayer emphasizes that evil
spirits rule the ‘yetzer of a person’s heart,’ the yetzer as an anthropological con-
struct appears to be a neutral term in Jubilees, at times corresponding to the evil
within evil people and the good within good people.”33 This understanding of
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Book of Jubilees, VanderKam points out that “in the statement that the evil spirits rule ‘the
thoughts of people’s minds [lit., heart],’ the word ‘thoughts’ (ḫellinā) very likely reflects רצי ( ער
רצי occurs in lines 15–16 of the Plea for Deliverance). With this phrase the writer reproduces

Gen 8:21: ‘for the inclination of the human heart is evil from youth’ (cf. also Gen 6:5). רצי
when used with external influences like the evil spirits appears to denote a neutral feature
(thoughts) within a person that is open to outside pressure, although the righteous such as
Abram have the ability to oppose negative influences and choose the right path.” J. C. Vander-
Kam, Jubilees. A Commentary (2 vols.; Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2018) 1.454.

27 VanderKam notes: “the way Esau thinks: Literally: the inclination of Esau (1Q 18.3: רצי
ושע ).” Vanderkam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.233. See also VanderKam, Jubilees. A Commentary,

2.944.
28 See 1Q18.3 (1QJubb): “for you k[no]w Esau’s inclination ( רצי ) which i[s] [evil from his

youth] …” On this connection, see H. Lichtenberger, “Zu Vorkommen und Bedeutung von
רצי im Jubiläenbuch,” JSJ 14 (1983) 1–10 at 3–6; VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.233.
29 Kister, “The Yetzer of Man’s Heart,” 245. See also Lichtenberger, “Zu Vorkommen und

Bedeutung von רצי im Jubiläenbuch,” 7.
30 VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 1.29; 2.32. Reflecting on this verse, VanderKam notes

that “it is almost certain that ḫellinā (translated ‘thought’) reflects רצי ; the term seems to
designate something fundamental in a person that can be evil (or, presumably, good) and that
affects one’s knowledge or thinking.” VanderKam, Jubilees. A Commentary, 1.277.

31 Lichtenberger, “Zu Vorkommen und Bedeutung von רצי im Jubiläenbuch,” 6.
32 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 66.
33 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 66–67. Ellis further notes that “the term itself does not denote a

reified force for evil within the person, nor a sexual lust, but rather the person’s thoughts and
decisions. However, within Abram’s apotropaic prayer this yetzer becomes the place in which
demonic beings make their home and launch their attacks. With the yetzer vulnerable to the
evil influences of demonic powers, what might appear or feel to be the fault of an internal
sinful flaw is in actuality the effect of powerful demonic forces taking control of the person’s
natural tendencies. The human inability to resist demonic interference creates a problem: how
then can an internally flawed nature resist demonic temptation? The apotropaic prayer func-
tions as a solution, whereby divine aid is mustered in defense of God’s people.” Ellis, The
Hermeneutics, 67.



yetzer as a “neutral” entity closely corresponds to the yetzer anthropology in the
haggadic portion of our apocalypse where Abraham also encounters the temp-
tations of idolatry. Another important feature is that in both accounts the
phrase about thought/yetzer of the heart occurs at the end of the hero’s fight
with the idolatry. The hypothesis that in Jub. 12:20 the phrase “thought of the
human heart” could be understood as “yetzer of the human heart” has been
entertained by scholars for decades. Hermann Lichtenberger, in his article writ-
ten 35 years ago, argued that Jub. 12:20 has its background in Gen 8:21 and is
connected with the yetzer symbolism.34 According to Lichtenberger, “in Jub.
12:20, the place of domination of the evil spirits is the ‘thought of the human
heart’ ; this phrase corresponds precisely to Gen 8:21.”35

The identical expression is also found at the end of the haggadic section in
the Apocalypse of Abraham where God tells Abraham about the “thought of his
heart.” In Apoc. Ab. 8:3 he tells the protagonist that “in the wisdom of your heart
(в уме срдца своего) you are searching for the God of gods and the Creator.”36

This phrase can be also translated as “in the understanding [thought] of your
heart.”37 Horace Lunt traces this Slavonic expression to the Greek “en dianoia
kardias sou” – “in the thought of your heart.”38 The Septuagint applies these
Greek terms for its translation of the previously mentioned expression about
yetzer found in Gen 6:5 “every inclination of the thoughts of his heart ( רצילכו

ובלתבשחמ ),” rendering it as “πᾶς τις διανοεῖται ἐν τῇ καρδία αὐτο” (Gen 6:5
LXX).39

These developments found in the Book of Jubilees where the human heart
became linked with the yetzer imagery are pivotal for our study. They demon-
strate that as early as the second century BCE, in a variant of the haggadic story
about Abraham’s fight with idolatry which later become an integral part of the
Apocalypse of Abraham, the human heart was already identified with yetzer.
This conceptual current provides an additional support that the heart symbo-
lism found in the first section of the Apocalypse of Abraham may be linked with
the notion of yetzer.
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34 Lichtenberger, “Zu Vorkommen und Bedeutung,” 7.
35 Lichtenberger, “Zu Vorkommen und Bedeutung,” 8.
36 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 16; Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko,

L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 54.
37 Thus, Nathanael Bonwetsch translates it as “im Sinn dienes Herzens.” Bonwetsch, Die

Apokalypse Abrahams, 20. Box translates this expression as “in the understanding of thine
heart.” Box and Landsman, The Apocalypse of Abraham, 43. Pennington translates it as “the
understanding of your mind.” Pennington, “Apocalypse of Abraham,” 375. Rubinkiewicz
translates it as “dans les pensées de ton coeur.” Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham en vieux
slave, 119–121. Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko render it as “dans l’intelligence de ton
coeur.” Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 55.

38 Rubinkiewicz and Lunt, “The Apocalypse of Abraham,” 1.693, footnote c.
39 Rahlfs, Septuaginta, 8.



2.3 Protological Traditions in the Haggadic Section

In early Jewish accounts, the speculations about yetzer are often unfolded in the
context of the protological traditions. One of the crucial witnesses for the devel-
opment of yetzer traditions in Jewish lore, the Wisdom of Ben Sira, ties yetzer to
the story of Adam’s creation. From Sir 15:14, we learn that when the deity
“created humankind in the beginning … he left them in the power of their
own free choice ( ורצי ).”40 Scholars often see this verse as an important nexus
of protological and creational imagery. Jack Levison suggests that “verse 14a is
reminiscent of Gen 1:27 coupled with the first word of Genesis, תישארב . The
reference to רצי in v. 14b is taken from Gen 6:5 and 8:21.”41 Levison further
notes that Ben Sira begins with the words of Genesis but changes the temporal
reference from a point at the beginning of time to a process which has contin-
ued “since the beginning.”42 Nicholas Ellis also draws attention to this feature of
Sir 15:14 by noting that “in v. 14 Ben Sira amends the well-known opening line
of Genesis ἐν ἀρχῇ ἐποίησεν ὁ θεός / םיהלאארבתישארב to the more univer-
salizing statement ἐξ ἀρχῆς ἐποίησεν ἄνθρωπον / םדאהארבתישארבמ , thereby
extending the implications of man’s original created state to his audience.”43

According to Ellis, “with this statement, Ben Sira takes the original created state
of Adam and applies it to his descendants.”44

Another important milestone in the development of yetzer speculations, 4
Ezra, also places the yetzer imagery in the midst of Adam’s story, this time, the
protoplast’s fall. 4 Ezra 3:21–26 reads:

For the first Adam, burdened with an evil heart (cor malignum), transgressed and was
overcome, as were also all who were descended from him. Thus the disease became
permanent; the law was in the hearts of the people along with the evil root (cum malig-
nitate radicis); but what was good departed, and the evil remained. So the times passed
and the years were completed, and you raised up for yourself a servant, named David.
You commanded him to build a city for your name, and there to offer you oblations from
what is yours. This was done for many years; but the inhabitants of the city transgressed,
in everything doing just as Adam and all his descendants had done, for they also had the
evil heart (cor malignum).

In this passage, like in some other early and late Jewish witnesses, the inclina-
tion is linked to a heart, particularly to the heart of the first human being.
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40 The Hebrew text of Sir 15:14 adds an additional gloss: “For God created man from the
beginning; and put him into the hand of him that would spoil him ( ופתוחדיבוהיתשיו ); and gave
him into the hand of his inclination.” P. C. Beentjes, The Book of Ben Sira in Hebrew (VetTSup,
58; Leiden: Brill, 1997) 142. I will discuss this gloss later in my study.

41 J. R. Levison, Portraits of Adam in Early Judaism from Sirach to 2 Baruch (JSPSS, 1;
Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1988) 34.

42 Levison, Portraits of Adam, 34.
43 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 80.
44 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 80.



Concerning this passage, Karina Martin Hogan suggests that 4 Ezra’s “explana-
tion for sin is much closer to the rabbinic concept of the ‘evil inclination’ ( רצי
ערה ) than to the Christian doctrine of ‘original sin.’ In fact, ‘evil heart’ (cor

malignum) is probably a translation of ערהרצי , since there was no set transla-
tion of this term into Greek (which underlies all of the extant versions) and in
rabbinic texts the term רצי is used almost interchangeably with בבל , ‘heart.’”45

Yet, it is not often so easy to link a peculiar conceptual mold found in 4 Ezra
with a particular type of yetzer anthropology. Deliberating on such difficulties,
Hindy Najman cautions that “there is no determinate answer to the question
whether 4 Ezra conceives the libba bisha in a way that is similar to the yetzer ha-
ra of R. Akiba, which is a natural tendency of human beings, or to that of
R. Ishmael and of Babylonian, amoraic texts: ‘a demon-like entity, which resides
inside humans but acts as a national and cosmic enemy.’”46

One of the differences in this respect is that, unlike later rabbinic traditions
which “are quite specific about the origin of the evil heart [by postulating that]
God created the evil inclination,”47 4 Ezra is reluctant to state it unambiguously.
Michael Stone points out that although “4 Ezra says that Adam ‘bore’ or ‘was
burdened’ with the evil heart (3:21) and it became permanent in his offspring
(3:22, 25–26; cf. 7:63–72) … he carefully avoids directly attributing the creation
of this evil inclination to God.”48

The precise impact of Adam’s evil heart on future generations in 4 Ezra is also
often difficult to establish. According to Stone, the view that the evil inclination
is an inherited weakness that took root as a result of Adam’s sin (3:21–22, 25–
26; 4:30; 7:118) became prominent in 4 Ezra.49 Jack Levison suggests that “de-
spite Ezra’s intense desire to exonerate Israel by attributing their sin initially to
their participation in the human community which possesses the evil heart and
finally to Adam as the first to be burdened by that heart and to transgress, he
does not attribute their evil to Adam’s transgression … Ezra stresses the rela-
tionship between Adam and his descendants as one of correspondence rather
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45 K. Hogan, Theologies in Conflict in 4 Ezra: Wisdom, Debate, and Apocalyptic Solution
(JSJSS, 130; Leiden: Brill, 2008) 114. The passage uses another enigmatic term for describing
evil by saying that “the law was in the hearts of the people along with the evil root (cum
malignitate radicis).” Cohen Stuart suggests that while two different terms, evil heart and
malignity of root, are used to indicate the evil in humankind, “the second expression seems
to be the more fundamental one.” Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 143.

46 Najman, Loosing the Temple, 82. The differences between the “Akivan” and Ishmaelian
anthropologies of yetzer will be explored in the last chapter of our study.

47 Stone, Fourth Ezra, 64.
48 Stone, Fourth Ezra, 63. Hogan also notes that “Ezra never suggests any alternative origin

for the ‘evil heart,’ and he is quite clear that it was present in Adam before his transgression
(3:21).” Hogan, Theologies in Conflict in 4 Ezra, 114. Stone further adds that “the removal of the
evil heart by God is prayed for and desired, and indeed predicted, but still its origins are not
made clear.” Stone, Fourth Ezra, 64.

49 Stone, Fourth Ezra, 65.



than cause.”50 In 4 Ezra 4:28–32, speculations about the human heart as a seat of
evil yetzer appear again:

For the evil about which you ask me has been sown, but the harvest of it has not yet come.
If therefore that which has been sown is not reaped, and if the place where the evil has
been sown does not pass away, the field where the good has been sown will not come. For
a grain of evil seed (granum seminis mali) was sown in Adam’s heart from the beginning,
and how much ungodliness it has produced until now – and will produce until the time
of threshing comes! Consider now for yourself how much fruit of ungodliness a grain of
evil seed (granum seminis mali) has produced. When heads of grain without number are
sown, how great a threshing floor they will fill!

In this passage, the yetzer speculation is again unfolded amid Adam’s story.
Furthermore, the yetzer appears to be envisioned as a foreign entity placed in
Adam’s heart. Cohen Stuart notes that here “the evil committed by man is the
result of the evil sown in him … The root of evil in man is not the ‘evil heart,’ for
the evil heart is caused by the ‘grain of evil seed.’”51 According to Cohen Stuart
“the use of ‘evil seed’ recalls the words of R. Reuben b. Strobilos in Avot of Rabbi
Nathan A 16:3, where the evil inclination is understood to be the first drop of
semen. Although no direct reference is made to the creation of evil in man by
God, neither has it been ascribed to Satan.”52

In another important witness to the development of yetzer symbolism,
T. Naph. 2:2–7, the speculation about human inclination is again unfolded in
the context of Adam’s creation:

For just as a potter knows the pot, how much it holds, and brings clay for it accordingly,
so also the Lord forms the body in correspondence to the spirit, and instills the spirit
corresponding to the power of the body. And from one to the other there is no discre-
pancy, not so much as a third of a hair, for all the creation of the Most High was according
to height, measure, and standard. And just as the potter knows the use of each vessel and
to what it is suited, so also the Lord knows the body to what extent it will persist in
goodness, and when it will be dominated by evil. For there is no inclination (πλάσμα)
or conception which the Lord does not know since he created every human being accord-
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50 Levison, Portraits of Adam, 118.
51 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 143.
52 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 143. He further observes that “the evidence makes

clear that 4 Ezra is interesting for the investigation of the origin of the power of evil in man.
The ‘evil heart’ is the result of more fundamental powers of evil, namely ‘malignity of root’ and
‘grain of evil seed.’ The present author only disagrees with Lloyd Thompson (1977) p. 377ff.
regarding the ease in using the word yetzer because he mainly refers to the concept of ‘evil
inclination.’ On the other hand, Lloyd Thompson has given a good resume of the different
aspects of the ‘power of evil’ in 4 Ezra. The following list is composed on the basis of Lloyd
Thompson’s description: It is implied in the texts that God gave man an ‘evil root’ ; that the
power of evil is an inborn feature of human life; there is no indication that the power of evil
also can have a positive function – it only leads astray; there is no power in man to overcome
the power of evil – even the Torah is without power; the power of evil will be removed in the
Messianic Age.” Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 144.



ing to his own image. As a person’s strength, so also is his work; as is his mind, so also is
his skill. As is his plan, so also is his achievement; as is his heart, so is his speech; as is his
eye, so also is his sleep; as is his soul, so also is his thought, whether on the Law of the
Lord or on the law of Beliar. As there is a distinction between light and darkness.53

In later rabbinic traditions, the yetzer’s speculations are often perpetuated not
only in the protological settings but often in a peculiar creational context. Co-
hen Stuart points out that in rabbinic corpora “the evil inclination has even
been referred to as the best thing God has created.”54 Gen. Rab. 9:7 unveils the
following tradition: “Nahman said in R. Samuel’s name: Behold, it was very
good refers to the Good Desire; And behold, it was very good, to the Evil Desire.
Can then the Evil Desire be very good? That would be extraordinary!”55 Yet,
other rabbinic testimonies view human inclination not so favorably. According
to Cohen Stuart, despite that in some passages “the evil inclination is regarded
as a crown of the creation, it is mentioned also in a list of ten decrees against
Adam at the time of his expulsion from paradise.”56 Many rabbinic speculations
about yetzer are also rooted in the biblical protological tradition. For example,
the biblical application of yetzer terminology in Gen 2:7 where “God formed
( רצייו ) man from the dust of the ground” becomes a nexus of extensive spec-
ulations in various rabbinic accounts. Commenting on the account of Adam’s
“formation,” Gen. Rab. 14:4 unfolds the motif of two yetzarim associated with
two yods of the biblical phrase: “Wayyizer: two formations, the good and the
evil. For if an animal possessed two such formations, it would die of fright on
seeing a man holding a knife to kill it. But surely a man does possess these two
faculties!”57

The aforementioned Jewish accounts in which the yetzer symbolism appears
in the midst of the protological and creational imagery are important for our
study. In the second part of the Apocalypse of Abraham, the yetzer symbolism is
also unveiled in the Edenic scene of Azazel’s corruption of the first human
couple. But could the protological symbolism be present also in the first hagga-
dic section of our apocalypse? On the surface it is difficult to find the themes of
creation and fall in the story of Abraham’s interaction with the idols. Yet, a more
in-depth investigation reveals the presence of the familiar protological motifs
which exhibit some parallels to the story of the creation and the fall of the
protoplast.
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53 Kee, “Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,” 1.811; de Jonge, The Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs. A Critical Edition of the Greek Text, 114.

54 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 20.
55 Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah, 1.68.
56 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 20.
57 Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah, 1.112–113.



One aspect of such protological imagery is revealed in the story of Terah’s
manufacturing of the idols, the process which evokes the memory of the ac-
count of Creation. We will now look more closely at these narratives.

Although the idols produced by Terah are said to be made of gold, silver,
copper, iron, wood, stone, and other unanimated materials, the authors of the
text refer to them as the “bodies” (Slav. тѣла). The context in which such termi-
nology is applied in the apocalypse implicitly invokes the account of creation,
an important locus for advancement of yetzer anthropologies in various Jewish
accounts. This creational topos shaped by the unique motifs also appears to be
polemically refashioned by the authors of the Apocalypse of Abraham. In this
new polemical framework, Abraham’s father Terah now assumes the place of
God and poses as a “creator” of the idolatrous “bodies,” a role reminiscent of the
archetypical position of the deity who once shaped the body of the first human
after the likeness of his own image. Thus, Apocalypse of Abraham 6:2–3 reads:

And I [Abraham] said, “How can the creation of the body (створенiе тѣла) (of the idols)
made by him (Terah) be his helper? Or would he have subordinated his body (тѣло) to
his soul, his soul to his spirit, then his spirit – to folly and ignorance?”58

The text talks about the “creation of the body” (створенiе тѣла) of the idols,
applying human-like terminology to inanimate objects. Moreover, the bodies of
the idols, similar to the Genesis account, are placed in an unambiguous connec-
tion to the corporeality (тѣло) of their master and creator – the craftsman
Terah. As in biblical priestly ideology, the passage also makes an explicit termi-
nological connection between the body of the Master and its replica. The termi-
nological choice involving the word “creation” (створенiе) serves as an impor-
tant pointer to the prototypical biblical counterpart. In Apocalypse of Abraham
6:7, this term is used again in relation to the idol Mar-Umath.59

Not only the themes of creation but also the traditions of Adam’s fall appear
to be attested in the first, haggadic section. The fall traditions here are reminis-
cent of those found in Genesis and Ezekiel. The motif of the protoplast’s fall
becomes forcefully refashioned in the story of another idol of Terah – Bar-
Eshath.

The Apocalypse of Abraham 6:10–17 offers the following poetic tale about the
origin and the final destiny of this wooden statue, conveyed through primordial
mythological imagery:

… but Bar-Eshath, your god, before he was made has been rooted in the ground. Being
great and wondrous (великъ сы и дивен), with branches, flowers and [various] beauties
(похвалами). And you cut him with an ax, and with your skill the god was made. And
behold, he has dried up, and his sap (тукота его) is gone. He fell from the heights to the
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58 Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham en vieux slave, 114.
59 See also Apoc. Ab. 6:18: “Today I shall create (сътворю) another one.” Rubinkiewicz,

L’Apocalypse d’Abraham en vieux slave, 116.



ground, and he went from greatness to insignificance, and his appearance has faded.
[Now] he himself has been burned up by the fire, and he turned into ashes and is not
more.60

This description of the wondrous tree found in the Slavonic apocalypse appears
to draw on the biblical arboreal metaphors reflected in Ezekiel 3161 and Daniel
4.62 It is no happenstance that the Slavonic apocalypse’s authors bring into play
these two theophanic accounts.63 To understand its appropriation better in the
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60 Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 48; Kulik, Retroverting Sla-
vonic Pseudepigrapha, 14.

61 Ezek 31:2–14 reads: “Mortal, say to Pharaoh king of Egypt and to his hordes: Whom are
you like in your greatness? Consider Assyria, a cedar of Lebanon, with fair branches and forest
shade, and of great height, its top among the clouds. The waters nourished it, the deep made it
grow tall, making its rivers flow around the place it was planted, sending forth its streams to all
the trees of the field. So it towered high above all the trees of the field; its boughs grew large and
its branches long, from abundant water in its shoots. All the birds of the air made their nests in
its boughs; under its branches all the animals of the field gave birth to their young; and in its
shade all great nations lived. It was beautiful in its greatness, in the length of its branches; for
its roots went down to abundant water. The cedars in the garden of God could not rival it, nor
the fir trees equal its boughs; the plane trees were as nothing compared with its branches; no
tree in the garden of God was like it in beauty. I made it beautiful with its mass of branches, the
envy of all the trees of Eden that were in the garden of God. Therefore, thus says the Lord God:
Because it towered high and set its top among the clouds, and its heart was proud of its height,
I gave it into the hand of the prince of the nations; he has dealt with it as its wickedness
deserves. I have cast it out. Foreigners from the most terrible of the nations have cut it down
and left it. On the mountains and in all the valleys its branches have fallen, and its boughs lie
broken in all the watercourses of the land; and all the peoples of the earth went away from its
shade and left it. On its fallen trunk settle all the birds of the air, and among its boughs lodge all
the wild animals. All this is in order that no trees by the waters may grow to lofty height or set
their tops among the clouds, and that no trees that drink water may reach up to them in height.
For all of them are handed over to death, to the world below; along with all mortals, with those
who go down to the Pit.”

62 Dan 4:10–17 reads: “Upon my bed this is what I saw; there was a tree at the center of the
earth, and its height was great. The tree grew great and strong, its top reached to heaven, and it
was visible to the ends of the whole earth. Its foliage was beautiful, its fruit abundant, and it
provided food for all. The animals of the field found shade under it, the birds of the air nested
in its branches, and from it all living beings were fed. I continued looking, in the visions of my
head as I lay in bed, and there was a holy watcher, coming down from heaven. He cried aloud
and said: ‘Cut down the tree and chop off its branches, strip off its foliage and scatter its fruit.
Let the animals flee from beneath it and the birds from its branches. But leave its stump and
roots in the ground, with a band of iron and bronze, in the tender grass of the field. Let him be
bathed with the dew of heaven, and let his lot be with the animals of the field in the grass of the
earth. Let his mind be changed from that of a human, and let the mind of an animal be given to
him. And let seven times pass over him. The sentence is rendered by decree of the watchers, the
decision is given by order of the holy ones, in order that all who live may know that the Most
High is sovereign over the kingdom of mortals; he gives it to whom he will and sets over it the
lowliest of human beings.’”

63 Alexander Kulik (Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 72) also points to the similarities
with Isa 44:14–20: “He cuts down cedars or chooses a holm tree or an oak and lets it grow
strong among the trees of the forest. He plants a cedar and the rain nourishes it. Then it can be
used as fuel. Part of it he takes and warms himself; he kindles a fire and bakes bread. Then he



pseudepigraphon, we must explore the ideological background of the arboreal
portrayals in Ezekiel and Daniel.

In the second, apocalyptic part of the Apocalypse of Abraham, a cluster of
motifs from the Book of Ezekiel will play a prominent role in Abraham’s vision
of God’s theophany.64 The authors’ peculiar use of the Ezekielian Chariot ima-
gery in Abraham’s vision of the upper heaven has been investigated in detail in
previous studies.65 Although the anthropomorphic thrust of Ezekiel under-
standably comes to the fore in the account of the vision of the divine Chariot
where the seer beholds the human-like Kavod, other parts of the book also
contain implicit and explicit reaffirmations of protological traditions. The pe-
culiar ideologies of both Ezekiel and the priestly source are shaped by the tenets
of the Adamic tradition and its technical terminology.66 One of the examples of
these developments involving Adamic imagery can be found in Ezekiel 31,
where one finds a portrayal of a wondrous tree that at first flourished in the
Garden of God and then is doomed by the deity and destroyed by foreigners.

As with any profound religious symbol, this arboreal metaphor can be under-
stood in a number of ways. This passage was often interpreted as a reference to
the destruction of nations or their arrogant rulers. There is, however, another,
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makes a god and worships it, makes it a carved image and bows down before it. Half of it he
burns in the fire; over this half he roasts meat, eats it and is satisfied. He also warms himself
and says, ‘Ah, I am warm, I can feel the fire!’ The rest of it he makes into a god, his idol, bows
down to it and worships it; he prays to it and says, ‘Save me, for you are my god!’ They do not
know, nor do they comprehend; for their eyes are shut, so that they cannot see, and their minds
as well, so that they cannot understand. No one considers, nor is there knowledge or discern-
ment to say, ‘Half of it I burned in the fire; I also baked bread on its coals, I roasted meat and
have eaten. Now shall I make the rest of it an abomination? Shall I fall down before a block of
wood?’ He feeds on ashes; a deluded mind has led him astray, and he cannot save himself or
say, ‘Is not this thing in my right hand a fraud?’”

64 On the author’s use of the Ezekielian traditions, see Rubinkiewicz and Lunt, “The Apoc-
alypse of Abraham,” 1.685. Rubinkiewicz in his monograph notes that “among the prophetic
books, the book of Ezekiel plays for our author the same role as Genesis in the Pentateuch. The
vision of the divine throne (Apoc. Ab. 18) is inspired by Ezek 1 and 10. Abraham sees the four
living creatures (Apoc. Ab. 18:5–11) depicted in Ezek 1 and 10. He also sees the wheels of fire
decorated with eyes all around (Apoc. Ab. 18:3), the throne (Apoc. Ab. 18:3; Ezek 1:26), the
chariot (Apoc. Ab. 18:12 and Ezek 10:6); he hears the Voice of God (Apoc. Ab. 19:1 and Ezek
1:28). When the cloud of fire raises up, he can hear ‘the voice like the roaring sea’ (Apoc. Ab.
18:1; Ezek 1:24). There is no doubt that the author of the Apocalypse of Abraham takes the texts
of Ezek 1 and 10 as sources of inspiration.” Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham en vieux
slave, 87.

65 C. Rowland, “Visions of God in Apocalyptic Literature,” JSJ 10 (1979) 137–154; idem,
The Open Heaven: A Study of Apocalyptic in Judaism and Early Christianity (New York: Cross-
road, 1982) 86–87.

66 In recent years, scholars have become increasingly aware of the formative value of the
Adamic traditions in the shaping of the corporeal ideologies about the anthropomorphic body
of the deity. Already in the Book of Ezekiel the imagery of the human-like Kavod is connected
with the prototypical developments reflected in the Genesis account, wherein humanity is said
to be created in the image of God.



more archaic reading of the story, one that alludes to an Adamic tale. The
peculiar reference to the location of the wondrous tree in the Garden of Eden
( ןדע ) and its expulsion from this ideal place exhibits parallels with the story of
the protoplast, who at one time also enjoyed exalted status in the Garden but
was later expelled by the deity from his heavenly abode. Like the mysterious
trees in the Ezekielian and Danielic accounts, the protoplast once possessed a
gigantic and wondrous stature. Several passages found in Philo, as well as sev-
eral pseudepigraphical accounts (not least among them Apocalypse of Abraham
23:4–6), describe the protoplast’s body as great in height, terrible in breadth and
incomparable in aspect.67 This great body of the first human was also said to be
luminous in nature and clothed with a “garment of glory,” according to some
Jewish traditions.68

Yet, according to the Adamic lore, the original condition of the protoplast’s
body was dramatically changed after the fall when he lost his great beauty,
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67 Several early Jewish sources attest to the lore about the enormous body of Adam, which
the protoplast possessed before his transgression in Eden. Thus, Philo in QG 1.32 mentions a
tradition according to which the first humans received at their creation bodies of vast size
reaching a gigantic height: “[the first humans] … were provided with a very great body and
the magnitude of a giant.” Philo, Questions and Answers on Genesis (tr. R. Marcus; Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1949) 19. Moreover, in some pseudepigraphic accounts the
body of the protoplast is portrayed, not simply as gigantic, but even as comparable with the
dimensions of the divine corporeality. In several pseudepigraphic materials, the depictions of
Adam’s stature are often linked to the imagery of the enthroned deity’s anthropomorphic
substance, known from the priestly and Ezekielian sources as God’s Kavod. The pseudepigra-
phical and rabbinic sources also refer to the luminosity of the original body of the protoplast,
which, like the divine body, emits light.

68 The targums attest to the prelapsarian luminosity of Adam and Eve in the Garden of
Eden. The biblical background for such traditions includes the passage from Gen 3:21, where
“the Lord God made for Adam and his wife garments of skin and clothed them.” The targumic
traditions, both Palestinian and Babylonian, read “garments of glory” instead of “garments of
skin.” For example, in Targum Pseudo-Jonathan on Gen 3:21, the following tradition can be
found: “And the Lord God made garments of glory for Adam and for his wife from the skin
which the serpent had cast off (to be worn) on the skin of their (garments of) fingernails of
which they had been stripped, and he clothed them.” Targum Pseudo-Jonathan: Genesis (tr.
M. Maher; ArBib, 1B; Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 1992) 29. Targum Neofiti on Gen 3:21 dis-
plays a similar tradition: “And the Lord God made for Adam and for his wife garments of glory,
for the skin of their flesh, and he clothed them.” Targum Neofiti 1: Genesis (tr. M. McNamara;
ArBib, 1A; Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 1992) 62–63; A. Díez Macho, Neophiti 1: Targum
Palestinense MS de la Biblioteca Vaticana (Madrid-Barcelona: Consejo Superior de Investiga-
ciones Científicas, 1968) 1.19. The Fragmentary Targum on Gen 3:21 also uses the imagery of
glorious garments: “And He made. And the memra of the Lord God created for Adam and his
wife precious garments [for] the skin of their flesh, and He clothed them.” M. I. Klein, The
Fragment-Targums of the Pentateuch According to Their Extant Sources (2 vols.; AnBib, 76;
Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1980) 1.46; 2.7. Targum Onqelos on Gen 3:21 reads: “And the
Lord God made for Adam and his wife garments of honor for the skin of their flesh, and He
clothed them.” The Targum Onqelos to Genesis (tr. B. Grossfeld; ArBib, 6; Wilmington: Michael
Glazier, 1988) 46; The Bible in Aramaic Based on Old Manuscripts and Printed Texts (ed.
A. Sperber; 5 vols.; Leiden: Brill, 1959–73) 1.5.



stature, and luminosity. In view of these parallels to the Adamic developments,
scholars have argued that Ezekiel 31 and Daniel 4 might have the symbolic
rendering of the protoplast story. The metaphor of the fallen tree portends the
demise of the original condition of humanity.69

The memory of the protoplast story as a metaphor for the fall of the exalted,
“divine humanity” has a pronounced place in the conceptual framework of the
Book of Ezekiel and the Book of Daniel, furthering their corporeal ideologies.
Previous studies have noted that the divine body traditions often juxtapose
antithetically the exaltation and the demotion of mediatorial figures, thereby
simultaneously promoting and limiting the divinization of humanity.70 The
demise of the wondrous trees fits well into this dialectical interplay of reaffirm-
ing and deconstructing various corporeal ideologies.71

These conceptual developments bring us back to the arboreal imagery in
chapter six of the Apocalypse of Abraham. In the previously mentioned passage
Apocalypse of Abraham 6:10–11, the authors seem to invoke cautiously the
aforementioned biblical accounts when Bar-Eshath is compared with the won-
drous tree. All three accounts emphasize the beauty of the prototypical tree. All
three accounts recount the tree’s eventual demise using the imagery of a fall
from a great height to the ground.72
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69 See, for example, C. Fletcher-Louis, All the Glory of Adam. Liturgical Anthropology in the
Dead Sea Scrolls (STDJ, 42; Leiden: Brill, 2002) 101–103; S. N. Bunta, “The Mēsu-Tree and the
Animal Inside: Theomorphism and Theriomorphism in Daniel 4,” in: The Theophaneia
School: Jewish Roots of Eastern Christian Mysticism (Scrinium, 3; eds. B. Lourié and A. A.
Orlov; St. Petersburg: Byzantinorossica, 2007) 364–384.

70 D. Arbel, “‘Seal of Resemblance, Full of Wisdom, and Perfect in Beauty’ : The Enoch/
Metatron Narrative of 3 Enoch and Ezekiel 28,” HTR 98 (2005) 121–142.

71 Another example of such dialectical interplay of reaffirmation and deconstruction can be
found in Ezek 28:1–19, where one can find the symbolic depiction of judgment against the
prince of Tyre. This account also appears to be informed by the Adamic traditions. As will be
shown later, Ezek 28 contributes to the background for the imagery found in the Apoc. Ab.
since in both texts the idolatrous statues are destroyed by fire.

72 The Apocalypse of Abraham’s concept of the cosmic tree as the building material for the
divine figure, which is found in the arboreal hymn, appears reminiscent of traditions beyond
those of Ezek 31 and Dan 4, for example, various Mesopotamian traditions about a cosmic tree
known as the Mēsu-Tree. Some scholars have argued that the tradition about the wondrous
tree reflected in Ezekiel 31 draws on the Mesopotamian traditions about the Mēsu-Tree, a
cosmic plant envisioned as the building material for divine statues. The traditions about the
mythological tree are documented in several sources, including the Book of Erra, a Mesopota-
mian work dated between the eleventh and the eighth century BCE The Book of Erra 1:150–
156 reads:

“Where is the mēsu tree, the flesh of the gods, the ornament of the king of the uni[verse]?
That pure tree, that august youngster suited to supremacy,
Whose roots reached as deep down as the bottom of the underwor[ld]: a hundred double
hours through the vast sea waters;
Whose top reached as high as the sky of [Anum]?
Where is the glittering zaginduru stone which I make choose …
Where is Ninildu, the great woodcarver of my godhead,



In highlighting similarities between biblical and pseudepigraphic accounts of
the great tree, it is also important to compare the distinctive purposes that the
arboreal imagery plays in Ezekiel and Daniel, on the one hand, and the Apoc-
alypse of Abraham on the other. While the imagery in Ezekiel and Daniel is
employed to advance the ideology of divine corporeality, in the Slavonic apoc-
alypse it unambiguously rejects traditions of divine corporeality. One detail in
particular illuminates the ideological divide. In the biblical stories, the symbolic
tree-statue of exalted humanity is diminished by the will of the Creator,73 and
both of the biblical trees are cut by celestial beings – in Ezekiel by God and in
Daniel by the heavenly envoy. In contrast, in the Apocalypse of Abraham, the
tree is cut down, not by the deity, but by Abraham’s idolatrous father, Terah.
Throughout the narrative Terah is portrayed as a “creator” of his idols in a
manner ironically reminiscent of God’s role in the biblical account of creation.74
In Apoc. Ab. 4:3 Abraham tells Terah that he is a god to his idols since he made
them. Here again, as in the accounts found in Ezekiel and Daniel, the subtle
presence of Adamic motifs can be discerned.

For our study it is important that in the Apocalypse of Abraham the first
human’s mishap is portrayed in a grim light being refashioned through the
story of Abraham’s idolatry. In light of known connections between yetzer and
idolatry, such refashioning brings a new anthropological dimension which will
play a pivotal role in later yetzer speculations.

The arboreal hymn of the demise of Bar-Eshath in Apocalypse of Abraham
6:10–17, which defines him as a god, brings us to another important passage,
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Who carries the golden axe, who knows his own …” L. Cagni, The Poem of Erra (SANE,
1/3; Malibu: Undena, 1977) 32.

This passage vividly demonstrates a link between Mesopotamian and Hebrew cosmic-tree
stories. Therefore, the Mesopotamian “matrix” of the traditions about the gigantic tree as the
building material for divine statues carries forward, not just in Ezekiel, but also in Apoc. Ab.
The “flesh” of the tree in Apoc. Ab. serves as the building material for the idolatrous statue of
Bar-Eshath. Indeed, the respective passages in Apoc. Ab. and Book of Erra share several strik-
ingly similar features, including the motif of a craftsman carving the wooden statues of a god-
head with his axe. On the Mesopotamian traditions about the Mēsu-Tree and their connection
with Ezek 31 and Dan 4, see A. Berlejung, “Geheimnis und Ereignis: Zur Funktion und Auf-
gabe der Kultbilder in Mesopotamien,” JBT 13 (1998) 110–111; Bunta, “The Mēsu-Tree and the
Animal Inside: Theomorphism and Theriomorphism in Daniel 4,” 364–384; G. Conti, “Incan-
tation de l’eau bénite et de l’encensoir et textes connexes,” MARI 8 (1997) 270–271; M. B. Dick,
“The Mesopotamian Cult Statue: A Sacramental Encounter with Divinity,” in: Cult Image and
Divine Representation in the Ancient Near East (ed. N. H. Walls; ASOR, 10; Boston: American
Schools of Oriental Research, 2005) 59–60.

73 The motif of the deity demoting or diminishing the original gigantic stature of the pro-
toplast is a dialectical device of re-affirmation widespread in the pseudepigraphical and rabbi-
nic materials. See J. Fossum, “The Adorable Adam of the Mystics and the Rebuttals of the
Rabbis,” in: Geschichte-Tradition-Reflexion. Festschrift für Martin Hengel zum 70. Geburtstag
(eds. H. Cancik, H. Lichtenberger, and P. Schäfer; 3 vols.; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1996)
1.529–530.

74 Thus, for example, Apoc. Ab. 6:2 tells about Terah’s “creation” of the bodies of the idols.



Ezekiel 28:1–19. This passage contains two oracles about an enigmatic celestial
figure, an anointed Cherub ( חשממבורכ ), whom the text defines as the prince of
Tyre and who, like Bar-Eshath, appears to be envisioned as a demoted idol.75

Like the wooden idol, the main character of this Ezekielian passage is also
repeatedly described in an ironic fashion as a “god.” Furthermore, both the
hymn from the Slavonic apocalypse and the account from Ezekiel 28 describe
their “idols,” so to speak, as wondrous creatures decorated with “beauties.”
Although the Slavonic text does not elaborate on the nature of Bar-Eshath’s
beauties (Slav. похвалы),76 the passage from Ezekiel describes the Cherub as
“the model of perfection,” “perfect in beauty,” and embellished with precious
stones. In both accounts, references to the characters’ beauties serve to indicate
their exalted status.77
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75 Ezek 28:1–19 reads: “The word of the Lord came to me: ‘Son of man, say to the prince of
Tyre, Thus says the Lord God: Because your heart is proud, and you have said, “I am a god, I sit
in the seat of the gods, in the heart of the seas,” yet you are but a man, and no god, though you
consider yourself as wise as a god – you are indeed wiser than Daniel; no secret is hidden from
you; by your wisdom and your understanding you have gotten wealth for yourself, and have
gathered gold and silver into your treasuries; by your great wisdom in trade you have increased
your wealth, and your heart has become proud in your wealth – therefore thus says the Lord
God: Because you consider yourself as wise as a god, therefore, behold, I will bring strangers
upon you, the most terrible of the nations; and they shall draw their swords against the beauty
of your wisdom and defile your splendor. They shall thrust you down into the Pit, and you
shall die the death of the slain in the heart of the seas. Will you still say, “I am a god,” in the
presence of those who slay you, though you are but a man, and no god, in the hands of those
who wound you? You shall die the death of the uncircumcised by the hand of foreigners; for I
have spoken, says the Lord God. Moreover the word of the Lord came to me: Son of man, raise
a lamentation over the king of Tyre, and say to him, Thus says the Lord God: You were the
signet of perfection, full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. You were in Eden, the garden of God;
every precious stone was your covering, carnelian, topaz, and jasper, chrysolite, beryl, and
onyx, sapphire, carbuncle, and emerald; and wrought in gold were your settings and your
engravings. On the day that you were created they were prepared. With an anointed guardian
cherub I placed you; you were on the holy mountain of God; in the midst of the stones of fire
you walked. You were blameless in your ways from the day you were created, till iniquity was
found in you. In the abundance of your trade you were filled with violence, and you sinned; so I
cast you as a profane thing from the mountain of God, and the guardian cherub drove you out
from the midst of the stones of fire. Your heart was proud because of your beauty; you cor-
rupted your wisdom for the sake of your splendor. I cast you to the ground; I exposed you
before kings, to feast their eyes on you. By the multitude of your iniquities, in the unright-
eousness of your trade you profaned your sanctuaries; so I brought forth fire from the midst of
you; it consumed you, and I turned you to ashes upon the earth in the sight of all who saw you.
All who know you among the peoples are appalled at you; you have come to a dreadful end and
shall be no more forever.’”

76 This Slavonic word can be literally translated as “praises.” For the discussion of the
translation of Slavonic “похвала” as “beauty,” see Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha,
73, n. 6.

77 Thus, Daphna Arbel observes that “the bejeweled garb covered with precious stones that
adorns the primal figure further highlights his state of exaltation.” Arbel, “‘Seal of Resem-
blance, Full of Wisdom, and Perfect in Beauty,’” 131.



The stories of the anointed Cherub and Bar-Eshath speak not only about the
exaltation of their protagonists but also about their fall.78 In Ezekiel, the Cher-
ub, similar to Bar-Eshath, falls from “the heights to the ground,” being cast out
as a profane thing from the mountain of God.

Both texts, like the Adamic lore, envision the process of demotion as the loss
of the original condition of the characters. Ezekiel 28 hints that the Cherub was
originally installed like the divine Kavod on the holy mountain in the midst of
fire: “you were on the holy mountain of God; in the midst of the stones of fire
you walked.” The story continues with the figure expelled from the exalted place
by its guardians: “I cast you as a profane thing from the mountain of God, and
the guardian cherub drove you out from the midst of the stones of fire.” Accord-
ing to the text, when the cherub was expelled from his original lofty abode he
was “cast to the ground” and “exposed” before the spectators’ gaze. In light of
the possible Adamic background for the Ezekielian oracles, demotion to the
lower realm and exposure to the gazing public can be understood as references
to the loss of the original luminous garment of the protoplast after the fall.

A similar tradition about the loss of the shining attire of the protoplast seems
to be present in the Apocalypse of Abraham, which describes the “fall” of Bar-
Eshath as the “fading” of his primordial condition. According to Apoc. Ab.
6:14–15, “he fell from heights to the ground, and he went from greatness to
insignificance, and his appearance has faded.”79

In both stories, the characters share the same final destiny: their “bodies”
turn into ashes by fire. As has been noted, in Ezekiel the demoted Cherub is
clearly envisioned as an idolatrous statue destroyed by fire. Further, the “crema-
tion of the king of Tyre resembles the burning of a statue and the scattering of
its ashes on the ground or in the underworld. If the king of Tyre is identified as a
cherub, represented as a statue, and punished for claiming to be a god, then the
burning of this statue can be seen as the rite of disposal of the impurity of
idolatry.”80
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78 On the Adamic background of Ezek 28, see J. Barr, “‘Thou Art the Cherub’ : Ezekiel 28.14
and the Postexilic Understanding of Genesis 2–3,” in: Priests, Prophets and Scribes. Essays on
the Formation and Heritage of Second Temple Judaism in Honour of Joseph Blenkinsopp (eds.
E. Ulrich, J. W. Wright, R. P. Caroll, and P. R. Davies; JSOTSS, 149; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992)
213–223; N. C. Habel, “Ezekiel 28 and the Fall of the First Man,” CTM 38 (1967) 516–524;
K. Jeppesen, “You Are a Cherub, but No God!” SJOT 1 (1991) 83–94; D. Launderville, “Eze-
kiel’s Cherub: A Promising Symbol or a Dangerous Idol?” CBQ 65 (2004) 165–183; O. Loretz,
“Der Sturz des Fürsten von Tyrus (Ez 28,1–19),” UF 8 (1976) 455–458; H. G. May, “The King in
the Garden of Eden: A Study of Ezekiel 28:12–19,” in: Israel’s Prophetic Heritage: Essays in
Honor of James Muilenburg (eds. B. Anderson and W. Harrelson; New York: Harper, 1962)
166–176; J. E. Miller, “The Maelaek of Tyre (Ezekiel 28, 11–19),” ZAW 105 (1994) 497–501;
A. J. Williams, “The Mythological Background of Ezekiel 28:12–19?” BTB 6 (1976) 49–61;
K. Yaron, “The Dirge over the King of Tyre,” ASTI 3 (1964) 28–57.

79 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 14.
80 Launderville, “Ezekiel’s Cherub: A Promising Symbol or a Dangerous Idol,” 173–174.



The divine body traditions – especially their use of fire as a test that adjudi-
cates between false and true representations of the deity – appear to be present
in Bar-Eshath’s story of the Apocalypse of Abraham and in the Ezekielian ora-
cles. Thus, the anointed Cherub is first depicted as passing the fiery test (“in the
midst of the stones of fire you walked”) and then failing it (“I brought forth fire
from the midst of you; it consumed you, and I turned you to ashes”). These
traditions reveal peculiar symbolic constellations in which Adam’s fall is rein-
terpreted in light of concerns about idolatry.

The symbolism of various Adamic currents permeates the story of Bar-
Eshath. In this respect it is especially interesting to examine the aforementioned
passage from chapter six, where one finds some peculiar details accompanying
the “fall” of the wooden idol. The text says that Bar-Eshath fell from the heights
to the ground and that his condition was changed “from greatness to smallness
(оть велiиства прiиде в малость).”81 Although in the course of narration the
wooden statue literally fell to the ground, the reference to the idol’s fall has an
additional symbolic dimension. The account of the infamous idol’s “fall” once
again alludes to the story of the protoplast. Another important Slavonic pseu-
depigraphon can further clarify the Adamic aspect of the terminology in Apoc-
alypse of Abraham 6:15. In 2 Enoch the two conditions of Adam’s corporeality –
one original, before the fall, and the other fallen, after the transgression – are
conveyed through these same notions, greatness and smallness.

In the longer recension of 2 Enoch 30:10, the deity reveals to the seventh
antediluvian hero the mystery of the two conditions or “natures” of Adam,
one original and the other fallen. These conditions are rendered in the text
through the familiar formulae of “greatness and smallness”: “From visible and
invisible substances I created man. From both his natures come both death and
life. And (as my) image he knows the word like (no) other creature. But even at
his greatest he is small, and again at his smallest he is great.”82

Both recensions of the Slavonic text further invoke this terminology in
2 Enoch 44:1: “the Lord with his own two hands created mankind; in a facsimile
of his own face, both small and great (мала и велика),83 the Lord created
[them].”84

Both the Apocalypse of Abraham and 2 Enoch use identical Slavonic termi-
nology in their description of Bar-Eshath and Adam, respectively. This unam-
biguously points to the Adamic “flavor” of the story of the wooden idol. The
description of the fall of Bar-Eshath as the transition “from greatness to small-
ness” in Apoc. Ab. 6:14 further reinforces this connection with Adamic devel-
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81 Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham en vieux slave, 116.
82 F. Andersen, “2 (Slavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch,” in: The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha

(ed. J. H. Charlesworth; 2 vols.; New York: Doubleday, 1983–1985) 1.91–221 at 1.152.
83 G. Macaskill, The Slavonic Texts of 2 Enoch (SJS, 6; Leiden: Brill, 2013) 164.
84 Andersen, “2 Enoch,” 1.170.



opments. It recalls the tradition about the diminution of the protoplast’s stature
after his transgression in Eden in 2 Enoch.85

Furthermore, Apoc. Ab. 6:15 depicts Bar-Eshath as the one whose “face”
(Slav. лицо) has faded: “He fell from the heights to the ground, and he went
from greatness to insignificance, and the appearance of his face (взор лица
его)86 has faded.”87 The imagery of Bar-Eshath’s fading face once more invokes
conceptual developments found in 2 Enoch. This text operates within the ima-
gery of divine and human “faces” and views panim not simply as a part of hu-
man or divine bodies but as a reference to their entire corporealities. The “fad-
ing of the face” in this context seems related to the adverse fate of the original
body of the first human(s), which literally “faded” when their luminosity was
lost as a result of the transgression in Eden. These lexical affinities demonstrate
that the authors of the Apocalypse of Abraham were cognizant of the divine Face
terminology and its prominent role in the divine body traditions.

These developments hint that not only the second part of the Apocalypse of
Abraham demonstrates the tendency to connect the protological motifs with
the yetzer speculations, but that the first, haggadic section also reveals such
proclivities, bringing these conceptual developments closer to other early Jew-
ish accounts where the yetzer symbolism is often unfolded in the midst of the
protoplast’s story.

Furthermore, if the infamous idol Bar-Eshath is indeed understood in our
text as the fallen Adam, especially in how his fall was depicted in the Book of
Ezekiel, such a tradition might be related to Abraham’s role as the new Adam,
the role which is often hinted in later yetzer speculations where Abraham was
able to master the evil yetzer to whom Adam succumbed according to some
earlier accounts. The connection between Bar-Eshath and Abraham will be-
come even clearer in the second, apocalyptic section of the text, where Abraham
will pass several fiery tests which the idol was not able to endure in the story of
his fiery demise.

The aforementioned protological connections allow us to link these motifs
with other earlier Jewish speculations about the evil inclination which were
closely tied to Adam’s story.

Another crucial association with the protological settings appears at the very
end of the haggadic section in chapter eight where Abraham hears the first
words of the deity. In his address, God praises the hero and tells him that in
the wisdom of his heart the patriarch was searching for the God of gods and the
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85 Cf. 2 Enoch 30:10.
86 Kulik traces this Slavonic gloss to the Hebrew expression וינפתומד . See Kulik, Retrovert-

ing Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 14, n. 30; 72–73.
87 Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham en vieux slave, 116; Philonenko-Sayar and Philo-

nenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 48.



Creator.88 This passage unveils a striking contrast to some protological themes
which have been mocked and deconstructed in the haggadic section, where
idols were portrayed as false creations made by a false creator, embodied by
Abraham’s father, Terah. It is also important that in God’s address the yetzer
terminology appears when God conveys to the patriarch that he is searching for
the God of gods and the Creator “in the wisdom of his heart.” As we have
already learned in our study, such formulae bring to mind early Jewish speci-
mens of the yetzer terminology.
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88 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 16.



Chapter Three

Yetzer Traditions in the Apocalyptic Section

3.1 Reification of Yetzer

In several rabbinic accounts, yetzer hara appears to be portrayed as an external
entity. Frank Porter, for example, writes that in some rabbinic sources “yetzer is
often spoken of as if it were an outside power.”1 Despite its location inside of the
human heart in earlier texts, some Jewish accounts attempt to envision the evil
yetzer as a personified power, embodied either in an unnamed figure2 or in
well-known antagonistic characters, like Satan or Belial.3 Porter rightly ob-
serves that the internalization inside the human heart does not strip yetzer of
its individuality. Although yetzer was often understood as situated within a hu-
man being, at the same time “it [was] in some sense foreign to him,” sometimes
envisioned as “a strange god within him.”4 Illustrating this situation, Porter
points to a passage found in b. Sukkah 52a where R. Joshua b. Levi connects
the evil inclination with several personified entities:5

1 Porter, “The Yeçer Hara: A Study in the Jewish Doctrine of Sin,” 121.
2 b. Yoma 69b depicts the following personification of the evil inclination: “They ordered a

fast of three days and three nights, whereupon he was surrendered to them. He came forth
from the Holy of Holies like a young fiery lion. Thereupon the Prophet said to Israel: This is
the evil desire of idolatry, as it is said: And he said: This is wickedness. As they took hold of him
a hair of his beard fell out, he raised his voice and it went [was audible] four hundred para-
sangs. Thereupon they said: How shall we act? Perhaps, God forbid, they might have mercy
upon him from heaven! – The prophet said unto them: Cast him into a leaden pot, closing its
opening with lead. Because lead absorbs the voice, as it is said: And he said: This is wickedness.
And he cast her down into the midst of the measure, and he cast the weight of lead upon the
mouth thereof. They said: Since this is a time of Grace, let us pray for mercy for the Tempter to
evil. They prayed for mercy, and he was handed over to them. He said to them: Realize that if
you kill him, the world goes down. They imprisoned him for three days, then looked in the
whole land of Israel for a fresh egg and could not find it.” Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud,
Yoma 69b. For in-depth analysis of this passage, see Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 61–62.

3 Van der Horst notes that “the evil inclination was sometimes identified with Satan or the
Angel of Death or a strange god (e. g., b. Berakhoth 6la; b. Sukkah 52a-b; b. Baba Bathra 16a;
j. Nedarim 41b; Exod. Rabbah 30:17). In parallel passages Satan and the evil impulse may be
interchanged, as elsewhere are evil impulse and sin. In this way it comes very close to the
Pauline concept of personified sin (e. g. Rom 7:13–25).” Van der Horst, “Note on the Evil
Inclination,” 61.

4 Porter, “The Yeçer Hara: A Study in the Jewish Doctrine of Sin,” 121.
5 Porter, “The Yeçer Hara: A Study in the Jewish Doctrine of Sin,” 121.



R. ʿAwira or, as some say, R. Joshua b. Levi, made the following exposition: The Evil
Inclination has seven names. The Holy One, blessed be He, called it Evil, as it is said,
For the imagination of man’s heart is evil from his youth. Moses called it the Uncircum-
cised, as it is said, Circumcise therefore the foreskin of your heart. David called it Un-
clean, as it is said, Create me a clean heart, O Lord, which implies that there is an unclean
one. Solomon called it the Enemy, as it is said, If thine enemy be hungry, give him bread
to eat and if he be thirsty give himwater to drink. For thou wilt heap coals of fire upon his
head, and the Lord will reward thee; read not, “will reward thee” but “will cause it to be at
peace with thee.” Isaiah called it the Stumbling Block, as it is said, Cast ye up, Cast ye up,
clear the way, take up the stumbling-block out of the way of my people. Ezekiel called it
Stone, as it is said, And I will take away the heart of stone out of your flesh and I will give
you a heart of flesh. Joel called it the Hidden One, as it is said, But I will remove far off
from you the hidden one.6

Many names which are given in this passage to yetzer hara, such as “Evil,”
“Enemy,” and “Unclean,” are reminiscent of Satan’s sobriquets attested in var-
ious early Jewish accounts. Some passages attempt to explain these titles by
citing Isaiah’s passage, which was previously interpreted in the light of demo-
nological traditions.7

Other rabbinic passages try to personify the evil yetzer even more forcefully
by directly identifying it with Satan or the Angel of Death. Thus, b. Baba Batra
16a reads:

Resh Lakish said: Satan, the evil prompter, and the Angel of Death are all one. He is called
Satan, as it is written, And Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord. He is called
the evil prompter: [we know this because] it is written in another place, [Every imagina-
tion of the thoughts of his heart] was only evil continually, and it is written here [in
connection with Satan] Only upon himself put not forth thine hand. The same is also
the Angel of Death, since it says, Only spare his life, which shows that Job’s life belonged
to him.8
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6 Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Sukkah, 52a.
7 Ellis notes that “what seems to be clear, however, is that while Satan assumes the prose-

cutorial role before the divine court, the yetzer assumes many of the cosmic powers elsewhere
attributed to Satan in Second Temple literature.” Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 136.

8 Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Baba Batra, 16a. Pondering this passage, Moore notes
that in rabbinic lore “the evil impulse is frequently personified. The something within that
seduces man into doing what is repugnant to his better judgment and purpose, drugs his
conscience, overmasters his will to good, or blinds him to the consequences of his acts, has
always seemed to his introspective imagination to be a demonic power, other than his con-
scious self, that maliciously plots and compasses his undoing … Personified as the tempter, evil
impulse may be identified with Satan; and since by their arts they cause the death of the sinner,
they can by a further association become the angel of death. Thus R. Simeon ben Lakish could
say: Satan and evil impulse and the angel of death are the same. For, as it is said by an anon-
ymous Tannaite authority in the preceding context (with reference to Job): ‘Satan comes down
and misleads a man, then goes up and stirs up God’s wrath, and obtains permission and takes
away his soul.’ It is nothing strange, therefore, that in parallel passages Satan and evil impulse
interchange, as elsewhere do evil impulse and sin. It is a similar personification when it is



Concerning this passage, Cohen Stuart points out that “by his formulation in b.
Baba Batra 16a Resh Lakish definitely seems to equate the outside power of evil
with the inside power.”9 In this identification he sees a transference of the re-
sponsibility for the evil actions back to humanity by suggesting that “there is no
longer any reason to blame an outside power for human deeds. So the human
being now has to bear his or her own and full responsibility.”10 According to
Cohen Stuart, one can see in such development “the conclusive rabbinic answer
for the problem of facing dualism.”11

The reasons for such internalization of the external antagonist are far more
complex and multifaceted. The roots of such conceptual developments can be
seen in early Jewish materials. In early Jewish accounts, the evil deeds of the
famous adversaries of the Jewish lore became closely linked to the inclination of
the human heart, thus paradoxically connecting “the outside power of evil with
the inside power.” Some personified antagonists of the old demonological para-
digms, therefore, were able now to execute their evil deeds directly through the
internal faculties of a human being. In this demonological framework, the re-
ified yetzer became envisioned as an entity which is able to bridge anthropolo-
gical and demonological dimensions by connecting external personalized de-
monic forces with human will, thoughts, and emotions. Scholars sometimes
label such symbiosis as a “psychodemonic” entity.12 But where can we find roots
of such conceptual development in early Jewish lore?

Since yetzer harawas understood as an internal entity which either resided in
the human heart or was simply identified with it, such an agency of evil was not
fitted naturally in the old biblical demonological paradigm.13 At the same time,
this new concept of the internal evil opened new possibilities for Jewish demo-
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asserted that on the judgment day God will slaughter the evil impulse before the eyes of right-
eous and wicked.” Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era, 1.492–493.

9 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man between Good and Evil, 216. Cohen Stuart notes that
“the link between Satan, evil inclination and the Angel of Death is that all of them lead man to
death, and thus have a fatal power. That is clear in the last words of the Scriptural proof of Resh
Lakish in b. Baba Batra 16a. Satan and Angel of Death are identified on the basis of Job 2:7; the
words ‘only spare his life’ are understood to imply that Job’s life belonged to Satan – Angel of
Death.” Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man between Good and Evil, 218.

10 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man between Good and Evil, 216.
11 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man between Good and Evil, 216.
12 Kiel, Sexuality in the Babylonian Talmud, 37.
13 On the notion of “demon” in various religious contexts, see A. Klostergaard Petersen,

“The Notion of Demon: Open Questions to a Diffuse Concept,” in: Die Dämonen: Die Dämo-
nologie der israelitisch-jüdischen und frühchristlichen Literatur im Kontext ihrer Umwelt (eds.
A. Lange et al.; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003) 23–41; D. Frankfurter, Evil Incarnate: Rumors
of Demonic Conspiracy and Satanic Abuse in History (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2018) 13–26. On the notion of “demon” in Jewish contexts, see E. Tigchelaar, “Evil Spirits in
the Dead Sea Scrolls. A Brief Survey and Some Perspectives,” in: Dualismus, Dämonologie und
diabolische Figuren: Religionshistorische Beobachtungen und theologische Reflexionen (eds.
J. Frey und E. E. Popkes; WUNT, 2.484; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2018) 125–136 at 127–29.



nology, which in the Hebrew Bible and some extra-biblical accounts tradition-
ally operated with personified antagonistic figures, which were usually por-
trayed as evil kings, sea monsters, or the (fallen) angels.14 In relation to this
tendency, Ishay Rosen-Zvi points out that yetzer, which was associated in the
Bible with the human heart, opened the door for a novel internalized source of
sinfulness.15 Rosen-Zvi sees the advent of yetzer hara as a demonstration of an
inward demonology in the Qumran materials.16 Yet, the roots of such a porten-
tous conceptual move can be detected much earlier, possibly as early as some
early Enochic booklets and in the Book of Jubilees. In these texts one can see a
peculiar paradigm shift from the “angelic” demonology to its “demonic” coun-
terpart. The concept of “evil spirits” became so important both for the authors
of the early Enochic writings and for the author of the Book of Jubilees.

The process of internalization was not as straightforward as some scholars
want it to be. Even in the Book of Jubilees and in the Qumran materials, external
angelic antagonists in the form of Mastema or Belial will still play their impor-
tant role, although in their novel demonological capacity, which will enable
them to control human heart through the army of evil spirits/demons. I will
now proceed to an exploration of possible roots of such internalized demonol-
ogy in early Jewish lore.

3.1.1 Two Ways Traditions

The complexity of the surviving evidence points to the fact that reification of
yetzer in early Jewish traditions was developed through several conceptual tra-
jectories. One path was an attempt to incorporate the external (angelic) antago-
nists into the framework of various yetzer anthropologies by assigning them a
role of a decisive controlling force over inner human inclinations, both good
and evil. Early roots of this conceptual move can be discerned in the two ways
traditions.17
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14 Benjamin Wold makes an interesting observation about the internalization of evil in
sapiential tradition and its externalization in apocalyptic trend by noting that “sapiential com-
positions generally understand evil in relationship to the human capacity to sin, whereas in
apocalyptic evil relates to external actors.” Wold, “Sin and Evil in the Letter of James in Light of
Qumran Discoveries,” 2, footnote 3.

15 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 52.
16 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 52.
17 On the development of the two ways tradition, see P. Prigent and R. R. Kraft, Épître de

Barnabé (SC, 172; Paris: Cerf, 1971) 12–20; P. W. Rordorf, “Un chapitre d’éthique judéo-chré-
tienne: les deux voies,” RSR 60 (1972) 109–128; M. J. Suggs, “The Christian Two Ways Tradi-
tion: Its Antiquity, Form and Function,” in: Studies in New Testament and Early Christian
Literature (ed. D. E. Aune; NovTSup, 33; Leiden: Brill, 1972) 60–74; W. Rordorf and A. Tuilier,
La Doctrine des Douze Apôtres (Didachè) (SC, 248; Paris: Cerf, 1978) 22–34; K. Wengst, Di-
dache (Apostellehre), Barnabasbrief, Zweiter Klemensbrief, Schrift an Diognet (SU, 2; Darm-
stadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1984) 20–22; S. Brock, “The Two Ways and the Pa-



The initial traces of the two ways traditions can be detected in some biblical
materials. For example, Deut 30:15–19 speaks about various “paths” of human
behavior, associating them with life and death, two important categories, which
became prominent in later formulations of this tradition.18 Jer 21:8, likewise,
speaks about the “ways” of life and death as two choices for human beings.19
The two ways motif also “runs like a thread through Prov 1–8.”20 The peculiar
mold of the “two ways” tradition found in Sir 33:7–15 adds an important pro-
tological layer, by placing speculation about two options in the midst of the
details of the protoplast’s creation.21 Early Enochic materials, gathered in the
compilation known to us as 1 Enoch, are also cognizant of two choices of hu-
mankind, depicting them as the ways of righteousness and iniquity and asso-
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lestinian Targum,” in: ATribute to Geza Vermes: Essays on Jewish and Christian Literature and
History (eds. P. R. Davies and R. T. White; JSOTSS, 100; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1990) 139–152; The Didache in Modern Research (ed. J. A. Draper; AGAJU, 37; Leiden: Brill,
1996) 8–16; G. W. E. Nickelsburg, “Seeking the Origins of the Two Ways Traditions in Jewish
and Christian Ethical Texts,” in: A Multiform Heritage: Studies on Early Judaism and Christian-
ity in Honor of Robert A. Kraft (ed. B. Wright; SPHS, 24; Atlanta: Scholars, 1999) 95–108; R. A.
Kraft, “Early Developments of the ‘Two-Ways Traditions’ in Retrospect,” in: For a Later Gen-
eration. The Transformation of Tradition in Israel, Early Judaism and Early Christianity. Fes-
tschrift for G. W. E. Nickelsburg (eds. R. A. Argall et al.; Harrisburg PA: Trinity International,
2000) 136–143; The Didache: Its Jewish Sources and Its Place in Early Judaism and Christianity
(eds. H. van de Sandt and D. Flusser; CRINT, 5; Assen: Van Gorcum; Minneapolis: Fortress,
2002) 140–190; M. de Jonge, “The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs and the ‘Two Ways,” in:
Biblical Traditions in Transmission: Essays in Honour of Michael A. Knibb (eds. C. Hempel and
J. M. Lieu; JSJSS, 111; Leiden: Brill, 2006) 179–194.

18 “See, I have set before you today life and prosperity, death and adversity. If you obey the
commandments of the Lord your God that I am commanding you today, by loving the Lord
your God, walking in his ways, and observing his commandments, decrees, and ordinances,
then you shall live and become numerous, and the Lord your God will bless you in the land
that you are entering to possess. But if your heart turns away and you do not hear, but are led
astray to bow down to other gods and serve them, I declare to you today that you shall perish;
you shall not live long in the land that you are crossing the Jordan to enter and possess. I call
heaven and earth to witness against you today that I have set before you life and death, bles-
sings and curses. Choose life so that you and your descendants may live.”

19 “And to this people you shall say: Thus says the Lord: See, I am setting before you the way
of life and the way of death.”

20 G. W. E. Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1: A Commentary on the Book of Enoch, Chapters 1–36,
81–108 (Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2001) 455.

21 “Why is one day more important than another, when all the daylight in the year is from
the sun? By the Lord’s wisdom they were distinguished, and he appointed the different seasons
and festivals. Some days he exalted and hallowed, and some he made ordinary days. All human
beings come from the ground, and humankind was created out of the dust. In the fullness of
his knowledge the Lord distinguished them and appointed their different ways. Some he
blessed and exalted, and some he made holy and brought near to himself; but some he cursed
and brought low, and turned them out of their place. Like clay in the hand of the potter, to be
molded as he pleases, so all are in the hand of their Maker, to be given whatever he decides.
Good is the opposite of evil, and life the opposite of death; so the sinner is the opposite of the
godly. Look at all the works of the Most High; they come in pairs, one the opposite of the
other.”



ciating the latter option with the path of destruction.22 The Enochic passages
contain the familiar identification of the two ways with life and death.23

In the story of Adam’s creation, found in the longer recension of another
early Enochic compendium, one learns that at the time of humanity’s creation,
the deity endowed it with free will and at the same time opened before the
protoplast the two ways described as the paths of darkness and light. Thus,
2 Enoch 30:14–15 relates the following tradition:

“And I assigned to him four special stars, and called his name Adam. And I gave him his
free will; and I pointed out to him the two ways – light and darkness (две пути – свет и
тьма).”24

In 2 Enoch we can detect another important tendency relevant to our study, the
association of two ways with two respective otherworldly figures. I have argued
that the two ways became associated in 2 Enoch with Adoil and Arukhaz – two
mediators associated in this text respectively with light and darkness.25

Another important witness to the two ways traditions is Levi’s prayer from
Aramaic Levi Document 3:5–6, which was partially preserved in 4QLevib

(4Q213a)26 and was later reconstructed by Michael Stone and Jonas Greenfield
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22 1 Enoch 91:18–19 reads: “And now I tell you, my children, and show you the paths of
righteousness and the paths of wrongdoing; and I will show you again that you may know what
is to come. And now listen, my children, and walk in the paths of righteousness, and do not
walk in the paths of wrongdoing; for all those who walk in the path of iniquity will be destroyed
forever.” M. Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch: A New Edition in the Light of the Aramaic Dead
Sea Fragments (2 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978) 2.221. The association of one of the
ways with destruction is also found in Jub. 7:26: “We – I and you, my children, and everything
that entered the ark with us – were left. But now I am the first to see your actions – that you
have not been conducting yourselves properly because you have begun to conduct yourselves
in the way of destruction, to separate from one another, to be jealous of one another, and not to
be together with one another, my sons.” VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.47–48.

23 1 Enoch 94:1–4: “And now I say to you, my children, love righteousness and walk in it;
for the paths of righteousness are worthy of acceptance, but the paths of iniquity will quickly be
destroyed and vanish. And to certain men from a (future) generation the paths of wrongdoing
and of death will be revealed, and they will keep away from them and will not follow them. And
now I say to you, the righteous: do not walk in the wicked path, nor (in) wrongdoing, nor in
the paths of death, and do not draw near to them, lest you be destroyed. But seek and choose
for yourselves righteousness and a life that is pleasing, and walk in the paths of peace, that you
may live and prosper.” Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch, 2.227. Concerning the specific mold
of the two ways tradition in these Enochic passages, see L. T. Stuckenbruck, 1 Enoch 91–108
(CEJL; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2007) 246–250.

24 Andersen, “2 Enoch,” 1.152. Andersen has commented upon the two ways terminology
in 2 Enoch 30, noting its connection with the two ways found in the Epistle of Barnabas. He
pointed out that “the two ways correspond to the ethical dualism of the NT, especially that of
Jn. The exact terminology is found in EpBar 17.” Andersen, “2 Enoch,” 1.152.

25 A. A. Orlov, “Paths of Light and Darkness: Adoil, Arukhas, and the Two Ways Tradition
in 2 Enoch,” in: idem, Resurrection of the Fallen Adam: Ascension, Transfiguration, and Deifi-
cation of the Righteous in Early Jewish Mysticism. Second Revised and Expanded Edition (Sym-
bol, 66; Moscow: Institute of St. Thomas, 2015) 229–254 [in Russian].

26 4Q213a I 1 12–15: “[Now, then, my children are with me. Grant me all the] paths of



from the Greek manuscript from Mount Athos which preserves this prayer in
full.27 In the prayer, Levi utters the following striking words: “Make far from
me, my Lord, the unrighteous spirit, and evil thought (τὸ πνεῦμα τὸ ἄδικον καὶ
διαλογισμὸν τὸν πονηρόν) and fornication, and turn pride away from me. Let
there be shown to me, O Lord, the holy spirit, and grant me counsel and wis-
dom and knowledge and strength.”28 The important feature of this passage is
that the “evil thought” (διαλογισμὸν29 τὸν πονηρόν) became linked with a
personified spiritual entity – the “unrighteous spirit” (τὸ πνεῦμα τὸ ἄδικον).

Several Qumran passages also provide numerous textual witnesses in which
the “two ways” traditions are utilized.30 One of the most important examples is
found in 1QS III 13 – IV 26, also known as the Treatise on the Two Spirits. In
this text, the two ways tradition is conveyed through the already familiar ima-
gery of light and darkness. 1QS III 17–21 reads:

He created man to rule the world and placed within him two spirits so that he would walk
with them until the moment of his visitation: they are the spirits of truth and of deceit.
From the spring of light stem the generations of truth, and from the source of darkness
the generations of deceit. And in the hand of the Prince of Lights is dominion over all the
sons of justice; they walk on paths of light. And in the hand of the Angel of Darkness is
total dominion over the sons of deceit; they walk on paths of darkness.31

This text deals not only with the symbolism of light and darkness but, similar to
2 Enoch and other Jewish accounts, assigns to these entities specific mediatorial
figures whose peculiar designations include the language of light and darkness:
the Prince of Lights and the Angel of Darkness.32 Moreover, the respective por-
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truth; remove far [from me, Lord, the spirit of injustice and] evil [thought] and fornication;
turn away [pride from me. Show me the holy spirit, counsel, wi]sdom, intelligence and [grant
me] strength [to do your will, to] find your compassion before you.” García Martínez and
Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 449.

27 On this text and its connection with the two ways tradition, see E. Eshel, “The Aramaic
Levi Document, the Genesis Apocryphon, and Jubilees: A Study of Shared Traditions,” in:
Enoch and the Mosaic Torah: The Evidence of Jubilees (eds. G. Boccaccini and G. Ibba; Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2009) 82–98 at 92–93. On yetzer traditions in the Aramaic Levi Docu-
ment, see also Kister, “The Yetzer of Man’s Heart,” 262.

28 J. C. Greenfield, M. E. Stone, and E. Eshel, The Aramaic Levi Document (SVTP, 19; Lei-
den: Brill, 2004) 60–61.

29 On a possible connection between yetzer and διαλογισμός, see J. Daniélou, “Démon:
Dans la littérature ecclésiastique jusqu’à Origène,” in: Dictionnaire de Spiritualité, Ascétique et
Mystique, v. 3 (Paris: Beauchesne, 1956) col. 152–189; D. Giulea, “The Watchers’ Whispers:
Athenagoras’s Legatio 25,1–3 and the Book of the Watchers,” VC 61 (2007) 258–281.

30 Cf., for example, 4Q420–22, 4Q473.
31 García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 75.
32 The two ways tradition in 1QS is very similar to that found in 2 Enoch. In this respect, it

is noteworthy that both in the Treatise on the Two Spirits and 2 Enoch the Adamic speculations
contain references to Adam’s dominion over the creation. For example, 1QS III 17 relates that
the deity “created man to rule the world.” García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls
Study Edition, 75. Compare this passage to 2 Enoch 31:12, in which the deity tells the seventh



tions of humanity are now portrayed as the “sons of light” and the “sons of
darkness” – peculiar social bodies controlled by their respective otherworldly
patrons. The internalization of the two ways tradition is also clarified in the
Treatise by the depiction of the two spirits fighting in the heart of each human
being.33 John Collins draws attention to this link between external and internal
realities by noting that “the dualism is simultaneously psychological, moral, and
cosmic. There is a synergism between the psychological realm and the agency of
the supernatural angels or demons.”34 Eibert Tigchelaar also points out that “in
the Two Spirits Treatise (1QS III 13 – IV 26) the two spirits are initially de-
scribed as two cosmological figures, but at some places in the treatise it is easier
to understand these spirits as internalized dispositions towards good and evil.”35

For our study it is also important that in 1QS yetzer terminology is used “to
discuss the interior of an individual.”36
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antediluvian hero about the protoplast’s dominion: “And I assigned him to be a king, to reign
on the earth, and to have my wisdom.” Andersen, “2 Enoch,” 1.152. Both testimonies about the
protoplast’s dominion are given right before the association of the protoplast with the two
ways tradition. If the Adamic overtones were indeed present in the early form of the tradition
standing behind the speculation found in 1QS, then it is possible that 2 Enoch, with its more
transparent presentation of the protoplast’s tradition, might stand even closer to this original
makeup. Another similarity between 1QS and 2 Enoch concerns the tendency for internaliza-
tion of the two way tradition. Scholars have noted that in 1QS the “two ways” became not
simply humankind’s ethical options but the inclinations of the human heart. In 1QS IV 23,
for instance, the two spirits fight their battle in the heart of man. Scholars have suggested that
in the Treatise on the Two Spirits the “myth of cosmic conflict has been psychologized, by
locating the conflict in the human heart.” J. J. Collins, Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls
(London & New York: Routledge, 2002) 39. Similar “internalization” seems to take place in
2 Enoch as well. In particular, 2 Enoch 30:10 (longer recension) reads: “From invisible and
visible substances I created man. From both his natures come both death and life.” Andersen,
“2 Enoch,” 1.152. Here the familiar imagery of death and life, used many times in aforemen-
tioned Jewish and Christian testimonies for designation of two ways, becomes two “natures”
(Slav. естества) of the protoplast.

33 1QS IV 23: “Until now the spirits of truth and injustice feud in the heart of man …”
García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 79. Preben Wernberg-
Møller argued that the Instruction of the Two Spirits can be understood in terms of “the rabbi-
nic distinction between the evil and the good yetzer.” P. Wernberg-Møller, “A Reconsideration
of the Two Spirits in the Rule of the Community 1QSerek III,13-IV,26,” RevQ 3 (1961) 422. For
a detailed criticism of Wernberg-Møller’s argument, see Collins, Apocalypticism in the Dead
Sea Scrolls, 40–41. Collins notes that “it is certainly true that the two spirits have a psycholo-
gical dimension. They struggle in the heart of human beings (1QS IV 23). It is also true that the
entire passage is based, however loosely, on Genesis 2–3 … But Wernberg-Møller’s inference
that ‘we are therefore not dealing here with a kind of metaphysical, cosmic dualism’ is a non
sequitur. The Instruction clearly identifies the two spirits with the Prince of Light and the
Angel of Darkness (III 20–1).” Collins, Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 41.

34 Collins, Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 41.
35 Tigchelaar, “Evil Spirits in the Dead Sea Scrolls. A Brief Survey and Some Perspectives,”

131.
36 On use of yetzer terminology in 1QS, Benjamin Wold notes that “in the Treatise on the

Two Spirits (1QS III 13 – IV 26) the ‘firm inclination’ (IV, 5) solves a basic problem of defi-
ciency within a righteous member of the community (i. e. a ‘son of light’). The Rule of the



Jewish lore about the two ways was adopted and further developed by the
Christian tradition, often constituting a core of early Christian ethical teaching.
Important Christian testimonies to the two ways traditions include the Epistle
of Barnabas, the Doctrina Apostolorum, and the Didache. The first two wit-
nesses are the most relevant given that both the Doctrina Apostolorum and the
Epistle of Barnabas associate the respective ways with the imagery of light and
darkness, at the same time assigning to these paths otherworldly powers.

Epistle of Barnabas 18:1–2 reads:

But let us turn to another area of knowledge and teaching. There are two paths of teach-
ing and authority, the path of light and the path of darkness. And the difference between
the two paths is great. For over the one are appointed light-bearing angels of God, but the
other angels of Satan. And the one is Lord from eternity past to eternity to come; but the
other is the ruler over the present age of lawlessness.37

In his analysis of this passage, Jack Suggs draws attention to the prominence of
the light-darkness contrast which, in his opinion, was central to the earliest
form of the two ways tradition.38 He argues that “while the life-death dichotomy
is known both to 1QS and the Epistle of Barnabas (20.1), the light-darkness
antithesis so dominates Barnabas’ two ways introduction (18:1–3) that it must
be regarded as a mark of primitiveness.”39 Suggs also notes the significance of
the two spirits tradition in the Epistle of Barnabas and its connection with 1QS.
He argues that “although 18:1–2 has domesticated the myth by absorbing the
‘Prince of Lights’ in ‘God,’ the mythological origins remain apparent in the
plurality of angels in 18.1 and the sharply dualistic opposition of the two angelic
groups.”40 The Plurality of otherworldly subjects and their consolidation under
God and Satan is important for our study since both the Book of Jubilees and the
Apocalypse of Abraham make a similar conceptual move.

Another important early Christian witness to the two ways tradition is the
Latin Doctrina Apostolorum 1:1.41 This text connects the two ways to light and
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Community uses yetzer to discuss the interior of an individual: in 1QS V, 5–6 one errs by
following after his own ‘heart,’ ‘eyes’ and ‘the thought of his yetzer’ and is therefore exhorted
to circumcise the ‘yetzer’s foreskin.’” Wold, “Sin and Evil in the Letter of James,” 6.

37 Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers. 2.75.
38 Suggs, “The Christian Two Ways Tradition,” 70.
39 Suggs, “The Christian Two Ways Tradition,” 70.
40 Suggs, “The Christian Two Ways Tradition,” 70. Sebastian Brock also notes that in the

parallels between 1QS and the Epistle of Barnabas “we have both the opposition of light and
darkness, and the idea of the angels of God/Satan in charge of each way, corresponding to the
roles of ‘the Prince of Light’ and ‘the Angel of Darkness’ in the Community Rule.” Brock, “The
Two Ways and the Palestinian Targum,” 140.

41 “There are two ways in the world, one of life, the other of death, one of light, the other of
darkness; upon them two angels are appointed, one of righteousness, the other of iniquity, and
between the two ways there is a great difference.” Van de Sandt and Flusser, The Didache: Its
Jewish Sources and Its Place in Early Judaism and Christianity, 128.



darkness. It also ties the respective paths to two spiritual agents, thus manifest-
ing the angelological patterns already known in 1QS and the Epistle of Barna-
bas.42 Yet, some of the conceptual constellations present in the Doctrina appear
to be different from ones found in 1QS and the Epistle of Barnabas. While in
both 1QS and Barnabas the spiritual mediators are associated with light43 and
darkness, the symbols which even reflected in their titles (the Prince of Lights
and the Angel of Darkness), here they are instead associated with righteousness
and iniquity (“angeli duo, unus aequitatis, alter iniquitatis”).44 Still, some scho-
lars argue that the primitiveness of the two ways tradition found in the Doctrina
“is guaranteed by the presence in the prologue of two angels, and by the char-
acterization of the two ways as being ‘of light and darkness’ (although their
additional characterization as ‘of life and death’ shows movement toward ethni-
cization).”45

It is important for our study that in the Aramaic Levi Document, 1QS, 2 En-
och, the Doctrina Apostolorum, and the Epistle of Barnabas the two ways tradi-
tion includes references to otherworldly powers, who stand behind the paths of
light and darkness or righteousness and iniquity.

For the purposes of our study it is also significant that the otherworldly
patrons, which in the aforementioned accounts became associated with the
respective ways, in some other Jewish and Christian accounts eventually be-
come linked with the inner inclinations of the human beings.46
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42 Exploring the angelic dyad found in the Doctrina Apostolorum, Brock notes that “two
angels also feature in Hermas, Mandates VI.2.1. Outside 1QS, the ‘two spirits’ are also found in
T. Jud. 20:1 and (by implication) in Philo, Quaestiones in Exodum 1.2.” Brock, “The Two Ways
and the Palestinian Targum,” 150.

43 Thus, Barnabas 18:1 speaks about “the light-bringing angels of God (φωταγωγοὶ ἄγγε-
λοι τοῦ Θεοῦ).” Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers, 2.74.

44 Van de Sandt and Flusser, The Didache: Its Jewish Sources and Its Place in Early Judaism
and Christianity, 114.

45 Suggs, “The Christian Two Ways Tradition,” 71. Suggs’ hypothesis of the development of
the two ways tradition as a progressive elimination of dualistic elements has been criticized by
scholars. On this, see Van de Sandt and Flusser, The Didache: Its Jewish Sources and Its Place in
Early Judaism and Christianity, 141.

46 With regard to this process of internalization, Tom de Bruin points out that “in the
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs the entire human existence is portrayed as living on a
battlefield between good and evil – in fact, the individual itself could be considered the battle-
field. What is usually seen as a grand cosmological battle between good and evil is portrayed in
the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs as an internal struggle. This struggle, which takes place
inside of each person, is a struggle for influence over that person’s choices. These choices have
ultimate consequences leading either to salvation or to destruction.” T. de Bruin, The Great
Controversy: The Individual’s Struggle Between Good and Evil in the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs and in Their Jewish and Christian Contexts (NTOA, 106; Göttingen: Vanden-
hoeck & Ruprecht, 2014) 97. See also I. Rosen-Zvi, “Bilhah the Temptress: The Testament of
Reuben and ‘The Birth of Sexuality,’” JQR 96 (2006) 65–94; Newsom, “Toward a Genealogy of
the Introspective Self in Second Temple Judaism,” 73–76.



This demonological move finds its most articulated expression in the so-
called Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.47 Eric Ottenheijm suggests that the
Testaments’ anthropology “is operative in the ethical teaching of the two ways.48
Besides, an apparent dualism involving God and Beliar is noticeable.”49 Indeed,
scholars have previously noted that the Testaments “convey a strongly dualistic
cosmology in which a battle is waged between God and Belial or between the
Prince of Light and the Prince of Darkness. Within this cosmology there are
Two Masters, God and Satan, and a choice between these two powers runs
throughout the Testaments, a choice especially linked with the notion of being
‘double faced.’”50 One of the pivotal witnesses in this respect can be found in
T. Asher 1:3–9, where the two ways tradition is linked with the motif of two
inclinations:

God has granted two ways to the sons of men, two mind-sets (δύο διαβούλια), two lines
of action, two models, and two goals. Accordingly, everything is in pairs, the one over
against the other. The two ways are good and evil; concerning them are two dispositions
(δύο διαβούλια) within our breasts that choose between them. If the soul wants to follow
the good way, all of its deeds are done in righteousness and every sin is immediately
repented. Contemplating just deeds and rejecting wickedness, the soul overcomes evil
and uproots sin. But if the mind is disposed toward evil (ἐν πονηρῷ κλίνῃ τὸ διαβού-
λιον), all of its deeds are wicked; driving out the good, it accepts the evil and is over-
mastered by Beliar,51 who, even when good is undertaken, presses the struggle so as to
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47 The date and provenance of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs remain debated
issues. Tom de Bruin points out that “from the 1950s onwards there were three dominant views
or approaches taken when dealing with the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. The first
approach … views the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs as Jewish documents interpolated
by Christians. The second approach, briefly maintained by a handful of scholars, was a specific
variant of the first, where the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs were seen as an Essene
writing, again with some Christian interpolations. The third view was quite different, and
essentially considered the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs to be a Christian document that
incorporates older Jewish sources.” de Bruin, The Great Controversy, 19. On the Testaments as
Jewish documents, see R. A. Kugler, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs (Sheffield: Shef-
field Academic Press, 2001) 31–39; J. L. Kugel, “Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,” in: Out-
side the Bible: Ancient Jewish Writings Related to Scripture (eds. L. H. Feldman, J. L. Kugel, and
L. H. Schiffman; Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society, 2013) 2.1697–1700; Newsom,
“Toward a Genealogy of the Introspective Self in Second Temple Judaism,” 74.

48 On the two ways traditions in the Testaments, see de Jonge, “The Testaments of the
Twelve Patriarchs and the ‘Two Ways,’” 179–194.

49 E. Ottenheijm, “The Phrase ‘Good Works’ in Early Judaism,” in: Empsychoi Logoi – Re-
ligious Innovations in Antiquity. Studies in Honour of Pieter Willem van der Horst (eds.
A. Houtman, A. de Jong, and M. Misset-van der Weg; AJEC, 73; Leiden: Brill, 2008) 503.

50 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 148.
51 In his analysis of the expression “ruled/overmastered by Beliar,” Charles connects this

phrase with rabbinic personifications of yetzer in the form of Satan or “strange god.” He
suggests that “the evil tendency is identified with Satan in Baba Bathra 16. … According to
Sukka 52b it first misleads men and then testifies against them. In Shabbath 105b it is called a
‘strange god.’” Charles, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, 163.



make the aim of his action into evil, since the devil’s storehouse is filled with the venom
of the evil spirit.52

Scholars have suggested that “the two inclinations (διαβούλια) here have been
widely understood to represent the ‘two yetzarim,’53 both the good and the
bad.”54 Cohen Stuart argues that “the meaning of diaboulion as found here is
virtually the same as found in Sir 15:14, where it was used as an equivalent of
yetzer.”55 The shape of two ways tradition also deserves close attention. Touch-
ing on the phrase “two ways” in this text, Robert Henry Charles, who argued for
the authorship of the Testaments in the second century BCE, has proposed that
“this is the earliest occurrence of this phrase in Jewish literature.”56 However,
the “evil way” is tied here not merely to the evil διαβούλιον but also to a spiri-
tual entity under the name Beliar.57 In the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs
and the Qumran materials this antagonistic figure becomes closely associated
with the yetzer imagery. Concerning this conceptual shift, Ellis observes a sy-
nergy between angelology and anthropology, expressed in the Testaments via a
connection between an external antagonist and an internal disposition. He
notes that

the Testaments externalize the source of good and evil away from inner psychological
dualism or personifications of inner passions and toward supernatural forces which in-
cludes evil spirits, Beliar, the angel of the Lord and Satan. These spirits, while external,
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52 Kee, “Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,” 1.816–817; de Jonge, The Testaments of the
Twelve Patriarchs. A Critical Edition of the Greek Text, 135–136.

53 It remains debated if the Testament of Asher depicts one or two inclinations. Marinus de
Jonge has proposed that “although the author speaks of two διαβούλια, he intends to say that
every person has one διαβούλιον faced with two fundamentally different options.” de Jonge,
“Two Ways,” 189. The same hypothesis is reiterated in Hollander and De Jonge’s Commentary
where they argue that “the author speaking about two διαβούλια does not intend to say that
there are ‘zwei Seelen in einer Brust.’ Every person has one διαβούλιον which has two options
and is, after the choice has been made, either good or bad.” H. W. Hollander and M. De Jonge,
The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. A Commentary (SVTP, 8; Leiden: Brill, 1985) 339. In
his recent study, Tom de Bruin gathers additional support for de Jonge’s hypothesis, suggesting
that instead of two inclinations each individual has “a single inclination with intrinsically
different directions.” de Bruin, The Great Controversy, 104.

54 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 149.
55 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 156.
56 Charles, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, 161. According to Hollander and de

Jonge, “this passage does not suggest acquaintance with a ‘two ways catechism’ Jewish or
Christian … Ps 1:6; Prov 2:13; 4:18 f. and the passages from 1–2 Kings and 2 Chronicles …
would provide a suitable and sufficient background for the use of the twoways motif in T. Ash.”
Hollander and De Jonge, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. A Commentary, 343.

57 Hollander and de Jonge point out that “by far the most popular name for God’s main
antagonist is Beliar. It occurs no less than 29 times, denoting the chief of the spirits of deceit
(T. Reu. 2:2; T. Levi 3:3; 18:12; T. Jud. 25:3; T. Iss. 7:7; T. Zeb. 9:8; T. Dan 1:7; T. Benj. 3:3) trying
all along to exercise his dominion over men (T. Reu. 4:11; T. Dan 4:7; T. Ash. 1:8; T. Benj. 6:1),
who, therefore, have to choose whether they will follow him or God.” Hollander and de Jonge,
The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. A Commentary, 49.



are nevertheless intrinsically linked to the natural senses (T. Reu. 3:3), and rely on the
natural faculties of the soul, the eyes, and especially the procreative organs for the out-
working of demonic desires. Sinfulness is produced only when the internal disposition
and the external faculties are united under supernatural guidance.58

A similar tendency can be detected in T. Dan 1:5–8, in which demonic forces
also “exert their influence upon the human διαβούλιον”:59

I was glad about the sale of Joseph, because Father loved him more than the rest of us. For
the spirit of jealousy and pretentiousness kept saying to me, You too are his son. And one
of the spirits of Beliar was at work within me, saying, Take this sword, and with it kill
Joseph; once he is dead, your father will love you. This is the spirit of anger that per-
suaded me that as a leopard sucks the blood of a kid, so I should suck the blood of
Joseph.60

According to Ellis, in this passage “the spirits of Belial operate upon the δια-
βούλιον of the person.”61 He further notes that in other places in the Testaments
spirits are envisioned as “internal beings residing in humans.”62 Ellis’ insights
point to novel functions of the external antagonists represented by the angelic
beings, who are now able to access the human dispositions by means of un-
named demonic beings called “spirits.” The roots of such demonological devel-
opments can be traced to the Book of the Watchers and the Book of Jubilees with
their concepts of evil spirits who are able to meddle with inner human drives.

Another important feature of these accounts is a concept of the celestial being
who is able to exercise control over the good inclination. Ellis rightly points out
that the Testaments postulate that “the διαβούλιον that is dedicated to God is
untouchable by Belial’s spirits.”63 A specimen of such a tradition is in T. Benj.
6:1–4:

The inclination (τὸ διαβούλιον) of the good man is not in the power of the deceitful
spirit, Beliar, for the angel of peace guides his life … The Lord is his lot (μερίς). The good
inclination (τὸ διαβούλιον τοῦ ἀγαθοῦ) does not receive glory or dishonor from men,
nor does it know deceit, or lying, or conflict, or abuse. For the Lord dwells in him,
illumines his life, and he rejoices in everything at every appropriate time.64

Ellis suggests that this passage from the Testament of Benjamin implies not a
dualistic anthropology but rather dualistic cosmology in which the two other-
worldly powers work upon the single human διαβούλιον and claim it as their
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own.65 Yet, the statement that the good inclination is not ruled by Beliar could
be an implicit affirmation that the evil inclination is controlled by him. If so, a
similar constellation can be found also in T. Reu. 4 where the rejection of the
“evil desire” frees a person from the power of Beliar: “You heard how Joseph
protected himself from a woman and purified his mind from all promiscuity …
his soul’s inclination (τὸ διαβούλιον) rejected evil desire (ἐπιθυμίαν πονη-
ράν).”66 The evil desire (ἐπιθυμίαν πονηράν) here is subjected to yetzer (τὸ
διαβούλιον). Cohen Stuart notes that “it is evident that the ‘evil desire,’ as it
occurs here, cannot be regarded as a governing power in man. The ‘purpose of
the soul’ is the power that admits the evil desire or withstands it. The power in
man that takes the decisions is ‘soul.’ ‘Disposition’ is a function of the soul, or
rather its fundamental orientation.”67

T. Naph. 2:2–7 also knows about such tradition:

For just as a potter knows the pot, how much it holds, and brings clay for it accordingly,
so also the Lord forms the body in correspondence to the spirit, and instills the spirit
corresponding to the power of the body. And from one to the other there is no discre-
pancy, not so much as a third of a hair, for all the creation of the Most High was according
to height, measure, and standard. And just as the potter knows the use of each vessel and
to what it is suited, so also the Lord knows the body to what extent it will persist in
goodness, and when it will be dominated by evil. For there is no inclination (πλάσμα)
or conception which the Lord does not know since he created every human being accord-
ing to his own image. As a person’s strength, so also is his work; as is his mind, so also is
his skill. As is his plan, so also is his achievement; as is his heart, so is his speech; as is his
eye, so also is his sleep; as is his soul, so also is his thought, whether on the Law of the
Lord or on the law of Beliar. As there is a distinction between light and darkness.68

Here familiar motifs associated with two ways traditions appear with greater
clarity because both ways are not only associated with light and darkness but
also tied to their respective otherworldly patrons: God and Beliar. Murphy ob-
serves that “the διαβούλιον in these texts from the Testaments, although it
probably translates ysr, seems to correspond to the rwh of 1QS III 18ff., where
the doctrine of the two spirits is elaborated. In both cases, there is a good and a
bad element; in both man’s conduct is affected.”69

In the Testament of Reuben, the Testament of Asher, the Testament of Naph-
tali, and the Testament of Benjamin, the evil inclination is tied to Beliar and
becomes controlled by this external personified antagonist. On the whole, var-
ious parts of the Testaments acknowledge the fact that the inner disposition of a
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person is controlled by external entities. In relation to these developments,
Cohen Stuart notes that “the real powers working in man have an outside stand
in the world as well: spirits (most of the time connected with ‘negative’ attri-
butes), Beliar, God, angels.”70 Cohen Stuart further points out that in this re-
spect “the description as given in the Testament of Judah 20:1–571 seems to be
fundamental in the Testaments … Here, more explicitly than in the Testament of
Asher 1:3–9, the real powers are mentioned and described. It is a struggle be-
tween the spirits.”72

The tradition about the antagonist who is able to control human inclination
appears also in the Hebrew text of Sir 15:14,73 where the human yetzer became
linked with an unnamed hostile figure whose function is to corrupt humankind:
“For God created man from the beginning; [and put him into the hand of him
that would spoil him;] and gave him into the hand of his inclination.”

The part of the verse that speaks about the adversary: “and put him into the
hand of him that would spoil him” ופתוחדיבוהיתשיו 74 is absent in Greek but
present in Hebrew. Experts believe that this phrase represents a later interpola-
tion,75 since it contradicts the broader theology of the text. Several hypotheses
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70 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 157.
71 T. Jud. 20:1–5 reads: “So understand, my children, that two spirits await an opportunity

with humanity: the spirit of truth and the spirit of error. In between is the conscience of the
mind which inclines as it will. The things of truth and the things of error are written in the
affections of man, each one of whom the Lord knows. There is no moment in which man’s
works can be concealed, because they are written on the heart in the Lord’s sight. And the spirit
of truth testifies to all things and brings all accusations. He who has sinned is consumed in his
heart and cannot raise his head to face the judge.” Kee, “Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,”
1.800.

72 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 157. Cohen Stuart further notes that “the given
evidence on the struggle between good and evil in the Testaments can be summarized as
follows: a. No specific term is found for the power of evil in man. Evil in man is determined
by different evil spirits, ultimately all belonging to the realm of Beliar. b. Man nevertheless has
the power to decide which power he wants to obey, by choosing either the way of righteousness
or the way of wickedness. c. The actual struggle does not seem to take place inside man, but
man has the right/duty to choose whether he wants to belong to God or to the camp of Beliar.”
Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 211.

73 Scholars have noted that the yetzer molds of the Testaments are closer to Sirach and the
Qumran materials then to the rabbinic corpora. Thus, Cohen Stuart argues that “the extant
Testaments have only marginal relations with the rabbinical doctrine of the good and evil
inclinations. There are no real equivalents. Even the occurrence of ‘evil desire’ seems to be less
related to the rabbinic notion of ‘evil inclination’ than it seemed to be in Hermas. On the other
hand it is clear that the use of ‘diaboulion’ has much more in common with the use of yetzer in
the days of Sirach and that of the Dead Sea Scrolls.” Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man, 159.

74 Beentjes, The Book of Ben Sira in Hebrew, 142.
75 On this gloss as the later interpolation, see A. A. Di Lella, The Hebrew Text of Sirach: A

Text-Critical and Historical Study (SCL, 1; The Hague: Mouton, 1966) 121–129; H.-P. Rüger,
Text und Textform im hebräischen Sirach. Untersuchungen zur Textgeschichte und Textkritik der
hebräischen Sirachfragmente aus der Kairoer Geniza (BZAW, 112; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter,
1970) 77; J. J. Collins, Jewish Wisdom in the Hellenistic Age (OTL; Louisville: Westminster John



about the provenance of this enigmatic addition were proposed.76 For example,
Alexander Di Lella sees the Hebrew gloss as a medieval retroversion from Syr-
iac.77 Yet, the exact time of this modification cannot be determined with cer-
tainty and remains a debated issue. Exploring this interpolation, Gabrielle Boc-
caccini points out that the gloss about the antagonist “is a clear interpolation
that breaks the rhythm of the verse and whose intent is through parallelism to
give a negative connotation to the term yeṣer, which originally was a neutral
term.”78 Boccaccini suggests that

the community of the Dead Sea Scrolls would have the strongest interest in modifying a
text that contained the most explicit reference in Zadokite literature to the freedom of
human choice. Conceptually, the gloss turns the original meaning of the passage from a
eulogy on human free will into a statement of God’s moral predestination in line with the
dualistic anthropology of the community of the Dead Sea Scrolls, “which explains yeṣer
in terms of a principle of evil which dominates a man.” Although the evidence is not
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Knox Press, 1997) 84; P. W. Skehan and A. A. Di Lella, The Wisdom of Ben Sira: A New Trans-
lation with Notes (AB, 39; New York: Doubleday, 1987) 269. Summarizing previous scholarly
insights, Cook notes that “the medieval interpolator probably had the Syriac reading in mind
and interpreted this passage according to the later rabbinical understanding. It would therefore
seem that the Greek indeed represents the original more closely.” J. Cook, “The Origin of the
Tradition of the בטהרצי and ערהרצי ,” JSJ 38 (2007) 80–91 at 84.

76 In relation to this gloss, John Collins observes that “a Hebrew redactor of chapter 15
complemented the statement that God left humanity in the power of its inclination with the
phrase ‘He set him in the power of his spoiler.’ The phrase is not supported by the versions. The
original Sirach had no place for a demonic ‘spoiler,’ and in this he differed both from the
Enochic tradition and from the Qumran Community Rule.” Collins, Apocalypticism in the
Dead Sea Scrolls, 35. Collins notes that “recent scholarship has been consistent in emphasizing
the neutrality of the inclination in Sirach, and its conformity to the biblical view.” Collins,
Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 34.

77 Di Lella, The Hebrew Text of Sirach, 121–9. For the support of this hypothesis, see P. C.
Beentjes, “Theodicy in the Wisdom of Ben Sira,” in: Theodicy in the World of the Bible (eds.
A. Laato and J. C. de Moor; Leiden: Brill, 2003) 524; Brand, Evil Within and Without, 99ff. For
criticism of Di Lella’s hypothesis, see W. van Peursen, “The Alleged Retroversions from Syriac
in the Hebrew Text of Ben Sira Revisited: Linguistic Perspectives,” KUSATU 2 (2001) 47–95.

78 G. Boccaccini, Beyond the Essene Hypothesis: The Parting of the Ways between Qumran
and Enochic Judaism (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1998) 69. Roland Murphy also sees a
connection with Qumran by noting that “in 15:14 it is necessary to distinguish between the
Hebrew and Greek form of the text. The Hebrew has an addition, widely regarded as a gloss
even before the Qumran discoveries, which is not found in the Syriac or Latin: wyšythw byd
hwtpw: ‘and he placed him in the power of one who seizes him’ (cf. Job 9:12; 1QH 5:10). This is
a ‘dualistic’ gloss à la Qumran, which explains ysr in terms of a principle of evil which dom-
inates a man. According to the comment in R. Charles’ Apocrypha, it was supposedly added for
doctrinal reasons, as though God delivered man from his spoiler. But the Hebrew has just the
opposite: byd (not myd). The glossator is interpreting 15,14 in a manner related to the doctrine
of Qumran. According to 1QS III 20 f., dominion over the children of iniquity is in the hands
of (byd) the angel of darkness. God has given (wysm lw) two opposing spirits of good and evil
to man, according to whom he is to walk (1QS III 18). The Hebrew gloss in 15:14 would
suggest that the ysr is allied with the spirit of iniquity (through which Belial works), which
‘seizes’ or ‘despoils’ man.” Murphy, “Yeṣer in the Qumran Literature,” 335–336.



conclusive, a growing number of scholars agree that the interpolation in Sir 15:14b and
possibly other additions to the Hebrew Sirach originated at Qumran.79

In the aforementioned Jewish accounts one can see also the integration of the
fallen angels traditions into the framework of the yetzer developments. About
this process, John Collins observes that “in some later apocalyptic texts the
myth of the Watchers is integrated with other explanations of the origin of evil,
as indeed is already the case in Jubilees. … The Testaments of the Twelve Patri-
archs draw on both the dualism of the Two Spirits (T. Jud. 20, T. Ash.) and the
myth of the Watchers (T. Reu. 5:6–7, T. Naph. 3:5).”80

Christian materials further perpetuate this conceptual paradigm in which the
external protagonists/antagonists became linked with the internal human incli-
nations. The Shepherd of Hermas is an important landmark of the two ways
traditions in which the angelic antagonists are able to receive control over the
human heart. John Levison notes that in the Shepherd of Hermas “the antithesis
between good and evil which is manifest in opposition between two spirits and
two angels which arise in the heart, is evident further in a ‘psychological dual-
ism’ between two desires.”81

Mulling over these developments, Rosen-Zvi argues that “the closest simila-
rities to the process of internalization of dualistic forces into the human heart”82

can be found in Herm. Mand. 6 II 1–4:

“Hear now,” he said, “about faith. A person has two angels, one of righteousness and the
other of wickedness.” “And how, then, Lord,” I asked, “will I know the inner workings of
these, since both angels dwell with me?” “Listen,” he said, “and you will understand these
things. The angel of righteousness is sensitive, modest, meek, and mild. And so, when he
rises up in your heart, he immediately speaks with you about righteousness, purity, re-
verence, contentment, every upright deed, and every glorious virtue. When all these
things rise up in your heart, realize that the angel of righteousness is with you. These
are the works of the angel of righteousness. Trust this one, therefore, and his works. See
now also the works of the angel of wickedness. First of all, he is irascible, bitter, and
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senseless, and his works are wicked, bringing ruin on the slaves of God. And so, when
this one rises up in your heart, recognize him from his works.83

Rosen-Zvi sees some similarities between this passage and tannaitic yetzer, sug-
gesting that “in both cases the evil yetzer/angel leads humans to all kinds of
misdeeds: from anger and foolishness to desire for food and sex. Its ultimate
goal, however, is nothing less than ‘casting down the servant of God.’”84 Accord-
ing to Rosen-Zvi, “Hermas, however, is unique in his unequivocal internaliza-
tion of the two angels, making them an integral part of every human psyche.
The Shepherd’s image of two angels in the heart is markedly similar to Mishna
Berakhot 9:5 that assumes the existence of two yetzarim in the heart.”85

The interrelationships between the external antagonist and internal yetzer is
also possibly present in the Epistle of James. It appears to be not coincidental, in
this respect, that scholars often see James’ testimony as part of the two ways
tradition. Thus, Ellis pointed out that “resonating with the Two Ways language
of broader Jewish literature, James offers a similar choice: endure and live, or
indict God and die.”86

3.1.2 Two Lots Traditions

Another important conceptual development in which human inclination be-
came linked to an otherworldly antagonist is the “two lots” tradition. This trend
is rooted in biblical sacerdotal lore linked to the Yom Kippur festival or, more
specifically, to the scapegoat ritual.

According to the Book of Leviticus, the scapegoat ritual included a lottery.87
This sacerdotal raffle is described in even greater detail in rabbinic texts.88 Dur-
ing this lottery, two lots were cast in order to determine which of the two
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selected animals would take on the role of the immolated goat and which would
be designated as the go-away goat.

From the very beginning, the lot of the go-away goat was associated with
human transgressions.89 During the rite, the infamous goat carried Israel’s sins
into the uninhabitable area after they had been transposed onto the creature’s
head. Quite literally, through the laying on of hands and the high priest’s con-
fession the communal sins of Israel were heaped upon this enigmatic sacerdotal
agent.90 As the tradition developed in rabbinic and patristic texts, the deposit of
the human transgressions onto the goat became symbolically associated with
the crimson band that was tied to the animal’s head.91 Moreover, the band’s
mystical color change from crimson to white became connected with the for-
giveness of sins in these testimonies.92
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it and made confession. And thus used he to say: ‘O God, thy people, the House of Israel, have
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and transgressions and sins which thy people, the House of Israel, have committed and trans-
gressed and sinned before thee; as it is written in the law of thy servant Moses, For on this day
shall atonement be made for you to cleanse you: from all your sins shall ye be clean before the
Lord?’ And when the priests and the people which stood in the Temple Court heard the
Expressed Name come forth from the mouth of the High Priest, they used to kneel and bow
themselves and fall down on their faces and say, ‘Blessed be the name of the glory of his king-
dom for ever and ever!’” Danby, The Mishnah, 169.

91 On this tradition, see A. A. Orlov, Divine Scapegoats: Demonic Mimesis in Early Jewish
Mysticism (Albany: SUNY, 2015) 14–28.

92 Orlov, Divine Scapegoats, 17–20.



Already in biblical traditions, the scapegoat lot became closely linked to the
otherworldly antagonistic figure, known as Azazel. The origins of Azazel’s fig-
ure is clouded with mystery. Deliberating on the various hypotheses about the
expression “the goat for Azazel,” Jacob Milgrom proposes that Azazel could be a
name of supernatural, possibly demonic, character.93 Milgrom claims that this
proposition is supported first of all by the parallel syntactic structures in which
one goat is designated “for the Lord,” the other “for Azazel,” which imply that
Azazel is the personal name of a divine being. Milgrom also notes that “the
wilderness to which the goat is dispatched (vv. 10, 22) is the habitation of de-
mons (e. g., Isa 13:21; 34:14; Bar 4:35; Tob 8:3; Matt 12:34; Luke 11:24; Rev
18:2).”94 He also brings attention to the tradition found in 1 Enoch 10:4–5 where
the demonic rebel is incarcerated in the wilderness.95 Milgrom goes even
further to suggest that “the most plausible explanation is that Azazel is the
name of a demon who has been eviscerated of his erstwhile demonic powers
by the Priestly legislators.”96 Other scholars, arguing along similar lines, con-
clude that the peculiar circumstances of the lots’ casting suggest that we are
dealing here with an antagonistic spiritual entity that stands in striking opposi-
tion to the deity.97 They point to the fact that “the parallelism between ‘for …
Yahweh’ and ‘for … Azazel’ (Lev 16:8) suggests the name of a supernatural
being, ‘a being opposed to Yahweh.’”98

Despite these implicit connections to a demonic figure, it is only much later
in Jewish interpretations that Azazel unambiguously takes on the demonic role
in a way that leaves no doubt about his true nature. Reasons for this late transi-
tion are not entirely clear. It has been proposed that “the process of the demo-
nization of Azazel was intensively pursued in early Judaism under the influence
of dualistic tendencies.”99

While in biblical scapegoat traditions it is difficult to establish the other-
worldly status of Azazel, such a status becomes more and more articulated in
later apocalyptic re-interpretations found in the stories of Asael from the Book
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93 J. Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB,
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of the Watchers and Azazel in the Apocalypse of Abraham. In this respect, Asael’s
destiny in the Book of the Watchers is instructive. Asael’s punishment is en-
dowed with distinct and unique cultic elements in 1 Enoch 10. He is envisioned
as a sort of expiatory offering for the sins of fallen angels and the Giants100 or as
a sacrifice to remove the impurity and defilement caused by the celestial rebels
and their offspring. Asael’s castigation is especially pronounced when it is com-
pared with the undifferentiated penalty of the other leader of the fallen angels,
Shemihazah, which takes place with the rest of the celestial rebels.101 Others
have noted some of these cultic elements as they survive in the fragments from
the Book of Giants (4Q203 and 4Q180) found in Qumran, wherein Asael/Azazel
seems to be envisioned as an expiatory agent. In this regard, 4Q203 frag. 7, col. I
reads:102

… and [yo]ur power […] Blank Th[en] ʿOhyah [said] to Hahy[ah, his brother …] Then
he punished, and not us, [bu]t Aza[ze]l and made [him … the sons of] Watchers, the
Giants; and n[o]ne of [their] be[loved] will be forgiven […] … he has imprisoned us and
has captured yo[u].103

4Q180 frag. 1 1–10 provides additional hints at the unique expiatory role of
Asael/Azazel:

Interpretation concerning the ages which God has made: An age to conclude [all that
there is] and all that will be. Before creating them he determined [their] operations
[according to the precise sequence of the ages,] one age after another age. And this is
engraved on the [heavenly] tablets [for the sons of men,] [for] /[a]ll/ the ages of their
dominion. This is the sequence of the son[s of Noah, from Shem to Abraham,] [unt]il he
sired Isaac; the ten [generations …] […] Blank […] [And] interpretation concerning
ʿAzazʾel and the angels wh[o came to the daughters of man] [and s]ired themselves
Giants. And concerning ʿAzazʾel [is written …] [to love] injustice and to let him inherit
evil for all [his] ag[e …] […] (of the) judgments and the judgment of the council
of […].104

In this passage, Azazel/Asael is the one who accrues the transgressions of his
age. Dealing with this passage, Annette Yoshiko Reed notes that “it is intriguing
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100 1 Enoch 10:8: “And the whole earth has been ruined by the teaching of the works of
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that the author distinguishes this Watcher from the rest, singling him out as the
one who ‘inherits evil.’”105

Another important stage in the development of the two lots traditions can be
seen in some Qumran materials. In 1QM, 1QS, 4Q544, and 11Q13, the two lots
became associated with otherworldly characters, both positive – like Melchize-
dek or the Angel of Lights – as well as negative – like Melchirešac, Belial, or the
Prince of Darkness. These figures are understood as the leaders of the respective
“portions of humanity,” associated with good and evil, darkness and light.106
Repeated references occur in the Qumran documents to the eschatological lots
that represent the good and evil portions of humanity, often designated as “the
men of the lot of Melchizedek” (11Q13 2:8) or “the men of the lot of Belial”
(5Q11 1:3).

In the peculiar association of the respective lots with good and evil, darkness
and light, election and rejection, one can detect familiar concepts from the two
ways traditions. In light of these similarities, the two lots tradition can be seen
as a variant of the two ways traditions.

Unlike in the biblical accounts where the lot for Azazel was tied to past trans-
gressions of human beings, in some Qumran materials an antagonist of the
negative lot was now able to control inclinations of individuals belonging to
his lot107 inciting them to sin.108 Such proclivity is clearly expressed in some
Qumran materials where Belial, the otherworldly patron of one of the lots, is
put in charge of human yetzer. For example, 1QH XV 3 states that “for Belial
( לעילב ) is present when their destructive inclination ( רצי ) becomes appar-
ent.”109 1QS associates Belial with the human heart, an organ which often serves
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Biblical Association of America, 1981) 57.
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at in T. Benj. 6 where we have a reference to God’s lot in the midst of yetzer speculation: “The
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Twelve Patriarchs. A Critical Edition of the Greek Text, 172.
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Study Edition, 71.

109 García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 176–177.



in various traditions as a metonym for yetzer.110 1QH XIV 21 further defines
Belial as “counsellor of their heart.”111

Furthermore, in some Qumran materials, as in the Book of Jubilees, Belial
possibly has the power to control human inclination through his army of “spir-
its,” assigned to “his lot.” From 1QM XIII 2 we learn about “Belial and all the
spirits of his lot ( ולרוגיחורלוכ ).”112 11Q13 II 12 again speaks about the spirits
of Belial’s לרוג : “Its interpretation concerns Belial and the spirits of his lot ( יחור

ולרוג ).”113

In this perspective, the “lot” becomes envisioned not merely as an eschatolo-
gical or a social entity, but also as an anthropological one, since the adherence to
a particular lot becomes imbedded in a person’s nature and reflected in his or
her horoscope, appearance, and dispositions.

This development is of paramount significance for our study of the Apoca-
lypse of Abraham, where Azazel became clearly associated with his lot, over
which he was given extraordinary power. The symbolism of two lots, one asso-
ciated with God and the other with Azazel, plays a pivotal role in the Apocalypse
of Abraham. References to the two lots became widely dispersed in the second,
apocalyptic part of the pseudepigraphon. Many have noted that the conceptual
elaborations surrounding the imagery of the lots are reminiscent of the imagery
found in the Qumran materials.114 In fact, the Slavonic word for “lot” (часть) is
connected to the Hebrew לרוג , a term prominent in the Qumran materials. The
Apocalypse of Abraham also follows the lead of Qumran in tying the lots to
mediatorial figures rather than sacrificial animals. At Qumran, the mediatorial
figures associated with the lots include Belial or Melchizedek; in the apocalypse,
they are Azazel115 and the translated patriarch Abraham.116

One of the first instances of the lot imagery found in Apoc. Ab. 13:7–8 de-
lineates two portions between the protagonist and the antagonist of the story:

And he [Yahoel] said to him, “Reproach is on you, Azazel! Since Abraham’s portion is in
heaven, and yours is on earth, since you have chosen it and desired it to be the dwelling
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place of your impurity. Therefore the Eternal Lord, the Mighty One, has made you a
dweller on earth.”117

A reference to the dwelling place of Azazel’s “impurity” recalls the underlying
scapegoat traditions where the go-away goat was responsible for removing the
impurity of the community by travelling into an uninhabited realm. Further
connections can be seen in the description of the other lot, associated with
Abraham. In the Day of Atonement ritual, the lot of the goat for YHWH is
called the lot for the Lord, and in Apoc. Ab. 20:5 the lot of Abraham is desig-
nated as the lot of God:

And the Eternal Mighty One said to me, “Abraham, Abraham!” And I said, “Here am I!”
And he said, “Look from on high at the stars which are beneath you and count them for
me and tell me their number!” And I said, “Would I be able? For I am [but] a man.” And
he said to me, “As the number of the stars and their host, so shall I make your seed into a
company of nations, set apart for me in my lot with Azazel.”118

This identification of the positive lot with the lot of God is also present in the
Qumran materials.119 Descriptions of the lots in the Apocalypse of Abraham
point also to close connections with later rabbinic reinterpretations of Yom
Kippur that are found in the Mishnah and the Talmud. A parallel is the spatial
arrangement of the lots on the left and right sides, found both in the Apocalypse
of Abraham and in rabbinic materials. Apoc. Ab. 22:4–5 portrays two portions
of humanity arranged according to the two lots and situated on the left and
right sides:

And he said to me, “These who are on the left side are a multitude of tribes who were
before and who are destined to be after you: some for judgment and justice, and others
for revenge and perdition at the end of the age. Those on the right side of the picture are
the people set apart for me of the people [that are] with Azazel. These are the ones I have
destined to be born of you and to be called my people.”120

In Apoc. Ab. 27:1–2 and 29:11 this division of the two lots arranged on the left
and right is repeated:

And I looked and saw, and behold, the picture swayed, and a heathen people went out
from its left side and they captured those who were on the right side: the men, women,
and children. And some they slaughtered and others they held with them. (Apoc. Ab.
27:1–2).

And that you saw going out from the left side of the picture and those worshiping him,
this [means that] many of the heathen will hope in him. (Apoc. Ab. 29:11).
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In light of such spatial arrangements, it is noteworthy that some rabbinic tradi-
tions place the evil yetzer on the left side, the side occupied in the Apocalypse of
Abraham by the nations. b. Ber. 61a puts the evil yetzer on the left side and the
good yetzer on the right side: “Our rabbis taught: man has two kidneys, one of
which prompts him to good, the other to evil; and it is natural to suppose that
the good one is on his right side and the bad one on his left, as it is written, A
wise man’s understanding is at his right hand, but a fool’s understanding is at
his left.”121 Some other rabbinic passages also place yetzer on the left side. For
example, b. Sot. 47a reads: “It has been taught: R. Simeon b. Eleazar says: Also
human nature should a child and woman thrust aside with the left hand and
draw near with the right hand. And there were four leprous men at the entering
in of the gate. R. Johanan said: They were Gehazi and his three sons. It was
taught, R. Simeon b. Eleazar said: Human nature, a child and a woman – the
left hand should repulse them, but the right hand bring them back.”122

3.1.3 Internalization of Evil in Early Enochic Materials

In our analysis we were able to see the important role of angels in the process of
the reification of yetzer in early Jewish and Christian materials. Yet, the “angel-
ic” paradigm had its own limitations for such purposes, since it, in certain ways,
impeded the capacity of the otherworldly antagonist to take possession of a
person or directly influence its internal faculties. The fallen angels in the early
Enochic story, therefore, exercised their evil plans externally through illicit in-
structions or sexual intercourses, rather than through direct impact on human
soul.123 This is why in the earliest angelological lore connected with the Enochic
tradition one can see another important development, namely, the concept of
malevolent spirits.124 These antagonistic entities, due to their peculiar bodiless
ontology, have the potential to take possession of individuals or influence di-
rectly their anthropology.
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This development of demonological internalization does not receive proper
attention from scholars working with yetzer traditions. Yet, this trend is impor-
tant for our study, since the figure of the chief adversary of the Apocalypse of
Abraham, the fallen angel Azazel, became closely intertwined in our text, not
only with the yetzer traditions but also with the panoply of Enochic motifs.

Furthermore, it appears to be a deliberate authorial choice that in the Apoc-
alypse of Abraham Azazel’s story became a crucial avenue for the development
of yetzer hara speculations, since his name serves as an important marker of the
lore about the fallen angels – the ideological pool where the aetiology of the
internalized antagonists appeared in its full-blown complexity inside of early
Jewish traditions.

Already the Book of the Watchers attempts to develop a certain type of demo-
nology in which the adversaries of humankind are envisioned as disembodied
spirits who are able to function inside human bodies and souls.125 In the Book of
the Watchers, this conceptual move is closely connected with the Giants’ story,
whose hybrid anthropology in which angelic and human were once mingled
together opened a door to a novel psychodemonic synthesis. Although, accord-
ing to the Enochic myth, the Giants’ bodies perished in the divine punishment,
their evil spirits (πνεύματα πονηρά),126 which came out from their flesh, were
able to survive the ordeal in order to harm humanity until the final judgment.
Concerning the aetiology of malevolent spirits, Loren Stuckenbruck notes that

the extant textual witnesses to 1 Enoch 15 do not specify how this change has come about.
Nevertheless, the following aetiology may be inferred from a reading of 15:3–16:3 as an
elaboration on parts of 10:1–22: As a mixture of heavenly and earthly beings, the Giants
were composed of flesh and spirit. When, on account of their destructive activities, they
came under divine judgement, the fleshly part of their nature was destroyed, whether
through violent conflict among themselves (7:5; 10:12) or through the flood. At this
point, spirits or souls emerged from their dead bodies, and it is in this disembodied form
that the Giants continue to exist until the final judgement (16:1).127
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According to 1 Enoch 10:15, God ordered Michael to “destroy all the spirits of
the half-breeds and the sons of the watchers, because they have wronged
men.”128 Scholars have suggested that “this assumes the separate existence of
the spirits (πνεύματα, nafesāta), independent of the Giants, themselves.”129

Concerning these spirits’ nature, Philip Alexander points out that the Giants
“consisted of two elements – a mortal, material body, and an immortal spirit.
The mortal bodies of the Giants were destroyed, but their immortal spirits were
not, and these have continued to inhabit the earth and to afflict mankind.”130

According to Alexander, “unlike the Watchers, who have already been judged
and restrained, prior to their final punishment on the day of judgment, the
spirits of the Giants will ‘go on destroying, uncondemned … until the great
judgment.’”131

The teaching about malevolent spirits is rendered in even greater detail in
chapter fifteen of the same Enochic composition.132 In 1 Enoch 15:2–15, God
orders Enoch to deliver the following message to the fallen Watchers:

And go, say to the Watchers of heaven who sent you to petition on their behalf: “You
ought to petition on behalf of men, not men on behalf of you. Why have you left the high,
holy and eternal heaven, and lain with the women and become unclean with the daugh-
ters of men, and taken wives for yourselves, and done as the sons of the earth and
begotten giant sons? And you (were) spiritual, holy, living an eternal life, (but) you
became unclean upon the women, and begat (children) through the blood of flesh, and
lusted after the blood of men, and produced flesh and blood as they do who die and are
destroyed. And for this reason I gave them wives, (namely) that they might sow seed in
them and (that) children might be born by them, that thus deeds might be done on the
earth. But you formerly were spiritual, living an eternal, immortal life for all the genera-
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tions of the world. For this reason I did not arrange wives for you because the dwelling of
the spiritual ones (is) in heaven. And now the Giants who were born from body and flesh
will be called evil spirits upon the earth, and on the earth will be their dwelling. And evil
spirits came out from their flesh because from above they were created; from the holy
Watchers was their origin and first foundation. Evil spirits they will be on the earth, and
spirits of the evil ones they will be called. And the dwelling of the spirits of heaven is in
heaven, but the dwelling of the spirits of earth, who were born on the earth, (is) on earth.
And the spirits of the Giants133 … which do wrong and are corrupt, and attack and fight
and break on the earth, and cause sorrow; and they eat no food and do not thirst, and are
not observed. And these spirits will rise against the sons of men and against the women
because they came out (from them).”134

In relation to these Enochic traditions, George Nickelsburg draws attention to
the fact that “the Giants135 and the spirits that proceed from their dead bodies
are spoken of as the same entities … these are evil spirits.”136 Moreover, “this
term (πνεύματα πονηρά) is not especially common for demons, but in the
literature of this period it always refers to malevolent spirits who cause people
to sin or afflict them with evil and disease.”137

The important quality of these evil spirits is that they are able to bridge con-
ventional anthropological boundaries through their ability to “afflict” the hu-
man body, possibly even dwelling inside of a person. 1 Enoch 19:1 manifests the
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133 Nickelsburg points out that “because they were begotten on earth, these spirits must
remain on earth. Here they constitute an empire of evil spirits who wreak all manner of havoc
on the human race, as the author describes in vv. 11–12. The presupposition of this passage is a
belief in such a demonic realm. Its function is to explain the origins of that realm. The author
employs the story in chaps. 6–11 to this end, and he uses the generational metaphor to explain
the proliferation and continued existence of malevolent spirits. Here he differs from the Life of
Adam and Eve 12–16, where the devil leads a revolt against God and is cast from heaven with
his angels.” Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 273.

134 Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch, 2.100–102.
135 In some traditions, both the spirits of the Giants and the spirits of the Watchers are

depicted as harming people. In relation to this, Loren Stuckenbruck says the following: “For
all its emphasis on the spirits of the Giants, the Book of the Watchers in the visions suggests that
their progenitors, fallen angels, also continue to exert their influence following the flood.
Whereas according to the separate tradition of 10:12 the fettered watchers are consigned se-
venty generations to a place ‘below the hills of the ground,’ in the account of Enoch’s journey
through the cosmos they are said to lead people to sacrifice to demons until the time of their
eschatological judgement (19:1). The Greek recension in Codex Panopolitanus adds that the
spirits of these angels ‘will harm people’ (λυμαίνεται τοὺς ἀνθρώπους), a function that is
generically reminiscent of what the spirits of the Giants do (cf. 15:11).” Stuckenbruck, “The
Origins of Evil in Jewish Apocalyptic Tradition,” 104.

136 Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 272. Wright points out that, in comparison with the human
spirit, which is created directly from God, “the spirit of the giant is a corrupted spirit that
evolved from the fallen angels.” He further notes that “the Spirit of God ( חור ) within humans
results in the existence of ‘good’ within creation, while the spirit of the Watchers ( חור ) within
the Giants results in the origin of evil.” A. Wright, The Origin of Evil Spirits: The Reception of
Genesis 6.1–4 in Early Jewish Literature (WUNT, 2.198; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005) 164.

137 Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 272.



malevolent spirits’ capacity for embodiment by relating that they are able to
assume many forms: “And Uriel said to me: ‘The spirits of the angels who were
promiscuous with the women will stand here; and they, assuming many forms,
made men unclean138 and will lead men astray so that they sacrifice to demons
as gods – (that is,) until the great judgement day on which they will be judged so
that an end will be made of them.’”139

In his thorough and nuanced study about the provenance of the evil spirits,
Archie Wright observes that “the evil spirits of the Giants did become the cen-
tral characters of the story. As a result, Jews may have understood them as the
force behind the gentile nations that oppressed Israel, as supernatural powers
driving a corrupt leadership, or as spirits that afflicted individuals.”140 1 Enoch
15 may contain one of the earliest rationalizations of an internalized demonol-
ogy in Jewish lore, when the spirits of the external antagonists became able to
control the inner inclination of humankind. Reflecting on the demonological
bridge from the external to internal dimensions, Wright proposes that “the
spirits of Giants in the Watcher tradition represent an external threat, which
operates against the internal good inclination of the individual.”141 Wright’s use
of the term “inclination” begs the question of whether the aforementioned En-
ochic developments can be seen as a testimony to the yetzer tradition. Although
1 Enoch 15 does not speak directly about yetzer, it is likely not coincidental that
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138 “… καὶ τὰ πνεύματα αὐτῶν πολύμορφα γενόμενα λυμαίνεται τοὺς ἀνϑρώπους …”
Black and Denis, Apocalypsis Henochi Graece, 32.

139 Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch, 2.106. Some scholars see the malevolent spirits
mentioned in 1 Enoch 19 as being different from the spirits of the giants mentioned in 1 Enoch
15. Thus, for example, Miryam Brand observes that “in 1 Enoch 19:1–2 the spirits of the
Watchers are described as continually leading humans astray. The Watchers’ bodies are bound
until the judgment day but their spirits, equivalent to the spirits of the giants in 15:8–12, roam
the earth and tempt humans into idol worship: they ‘lead them astray to sacrifice to demons as
to gods.’” Brand, Evil Within and Without, 166.

140 Wright, The Origin of Evil Spirits, 223. Elsewhere he elaborates that “the death of the
Giants reveals something about the nature of their spirits. They are considered evil spirits
because they were born on the earth; they are a mixed product of a spiritual being (Watcher
angel) and a physical, and a somewhat spiritually undefined human. The resulting entities are
identified in 1 Enoch 15:8 as ‘strong spirits,’ ‘evil spirits,’ which come out of their bodies at their
death. The spirit of the giant is in a class similar to the spirit of a Watcher, but with distinct
differences. There are two main points that identify important characteristics of the nature of
the Giants’ spirits in relation to the angelic Watchers. First, we find no evidence that upon the
death of their physical body the spirits of the Giants are able to transform themselves into
human form in order to have intercourse with the women, as did their fathers. The second
point involves the necessity for the Watchers to be bound in Tartarus in order to halt their
activity, while the spirits of the Giants, following the death of their physical body, are allowed
to roam freely upon the earth. The ability to roam about the earth links the nature of the evil
spirits of the Giants to the spiritual nature of the Watchers prior to their fall. What is not clear
is why these beings are given that freedom. However, the Watcher tradition in Jubilees indicates
that this semi-freedom was required in order for them to operate within the divine economy.”
Wright, The Origin of Evil Spirits, 148–149.

141 Wright, The Origin of Evil Spirits, 214. Emphasis is mine.



the very first occurrence of such terminology in the Hebrew Bible takes place in
a cryptic rendering of the Watchers story in Gen 6.142 In Gen 6:5, after the bene
elohim’s descent, “the Lord saw that the wickedness of humankind was great in
the earth, and that every inclination of the thoughts of his heart ( תבשחמרצילכו
ובל ) was only evil continually.”

3.1.4 Internalization of Evil in the Book of Jubilees

Like the early Enochic booklets, the Book of Jubilees also traces the origin of the
evil spirits that torment human beings to the fall of the Watchers.143 Jub. 10:5–7,
a passage which speaks about the provenance of demonic spirits, specifically
mentions the fallen Watchers as “the fathers of these spirits”:144

“You know how your Watchers, the fathers of these spirits, have acted during my lifetime.
As for these spirits who have remained alive, imprison them and hold them captive in the
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142 Such a connection can also be seen in the Qumran materials. John Collins points out
that “the Damascus Document cites the story of the Watchers in the course of an admonition
to ‘walk perfectly on all his paths and not follow after thoughts of the guilty inclination and
lascivious eyes’ (CD II 15–16).” Collins, Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 36.

143 In relation to the conceptual developments found in Jubilees, Annette Reed observes
that “Jubilees takes a similar approach to the issue of angelic culpability for human suffering.
As in 1 Enoch 15:8–16:1 (BW), the demons that plague humankind are the spirits of the
Watchers’ hybrid sons (Jub. 10:5), and, as in 1 Enoch 19:1 (BW), the demons help to spread
idolatry (Jub. 11:4–5). Yet, the meaning of these traditions has changed with their displacement
into a different narrative context. When the ‘polluted demons began to lead astray the children
of Noah’s sons,’ Noah pleads with God to bind them in the ‘place of judgment’ so that they may
not ‘rule over the spirits of the living’ (10:1–6). This occasions Jubilees’ rather off-handed
revelation of a link between the Watchers and present-day demons, inasmuch as Noah’s peti-
tion alludes to the Watchers as ‘the fathers of these spirits’ (10:5). In response to the petition,
God orders the angels to bind all the evil spirits (10:7). Just then, an objection is raised by
Mastema, the ‘leader of the spirits’ : Lord creator, leave some of them before me; let them listen
to me and do everything that I tell them, because if none of them is left for me I shall not be
able to exercise the authority of my will among humankind. For they are meant for destroying
and misleading before my punishment, because the evil of humankind is great. (Jub. 10:8)
Taking both petitions into account, God arrives at a compromise. He leaves one-tenth of the
demons unbound (10:9), and He orders the angels to teach Noah ‘all their medicines’ (10:10)
so that ‘he could cure by means of the earth’s plants’ (10:12).” Reed, Fallen Angels, 93–94.

144 In relation to the differences between this passage and 1 Enoch 15, Chad Pierce notes
that “while Jubilees is not primarily concerned with the giant offspring of the watchers, it does
place significant emphasis on the role of the spirits that emanated from the Giants, especially
concerning how they interact with humans. Unlike 1 Enoch 15, Jubilees never directly states
that evil spirits are the beings that emanated from the Giants upon their mutual destruction.
However, if Jub. 5:1, which states that the watchers are the fathers of the Giants is combined
with 10:5, which names the watchers as the father of evil spirits, it appears that Jubilees assumes
the aetiology of evil spirits from the Book of the Watchers. One main difference, however, is that
the Giants seem to have assumed their disembodied state and begun their leading astray prior
to the flood (5:8–9; 7:5).” C. T. Pierce, Spirits and the Proclamation of Christ: 1 Peter 3:18–22 in
Light of Sin and Punishment Traditions in Early Jewish and Christian Literature (WUNT, 2.305;
Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011) 116.



place of judgment. May they not cause destruction among your servant’s sons, my God,
for they are savage and were created for the purpose of destroying. May they not rule the
spirits of the living for you alone know their punishment; and may they not have power
over the sons of the righteous from now and forevermore.” Then our God told us to tie up
each one.145

Several scholars have detected a paradigm shift from an angelic to a demonic
economy of evil in Jubilees, in comparison with the early Enochic booklets.146
Annette Reed points out that “Jubilees concurs on one point: the demons are the
spirits of the Watchers’ hybrid sons. The Watchers, however, are no longer held
responsible for demonic activity on earth after the time of Noah.”147 Wright also
underlines this peculiarity of Jubilees by noting that “we are told that the un-
clean spirits began to lead astray humanity and to destroy them.”148 Consider-
ing this important conceptual turn in Jubilees, Loren Stuckenbruck notes that

the explanation given in Jubilees for the origin of evil spirits and demons reflects a shift
from the accounts in the Book of the Watchers, Book of Giants, and Animal Apocalypse.
Though the demons are, similar to the Book of the Watchers and Book of Giants, identi-
fied as the souls or spirits of the dead Giants (10:5), there is no hint, in contrast to the
Enochic traditions, that any of the Giants were actually killed through the flood. The
persistence of at least some Giants in the form of spirits beyond the flood is retained by
Jubilees. However, it seems that in Jubilees the Giants have assumed their disembodied
state prior to the flood (5:8–9). The Giants’ evil character is not articulated explicitly in
anthropological terms (contra 1 Enoch 15:4, 6–8), that is, as the result of an impure
mixture of flesh and spirit on the part of their progenitors.149

In Jubilees and early Enochic writings, the elaboration of a new class of antag-
onistic creatures – ones who are different from the fallen angels and who are
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145 VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.59.
146 In relation to Jubilees’ aetiology, Ellis observes that “Jubilees moves beyond Enoch to

construct a supernatural paradigm in which the demonic offspring of the Watchers become
the cause of seduction and then the destruction of humankind both before (Jub. 7:27–28) and
after the Flood narrative (Jub. 10:1–11).” Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 63.

147 Reed, Fallen Angels, 94. Reed further notes that “the Book of the Watchers was clearly a
privileged source and intertext for the author of Jubilees, and his description of Enoch’s com-
position of this text (4:21–22) suggests that he granted it an authority akin to Genesis itself.”
Reed, Fallen Angels, 94.

148 Wright, The Origin of Evil Spirits, 155.
149 Stuckenbruck, “The Origins of Evil in Jewish Apocalyptic Tradition,” 112. Stuckenbruck

goes on to say that “the demonic spirits which, after the time of the flood, continue to bring
afflictions to humanity represent only one tenth of their original number. Their post-diluvian
activity is made possible through the petitions of their chief Mastema, who asked that God,
though having commanded the angels to bind all the spirits for judgement, allow a small
proportion of the evil spirits to corrupt humans, lead them astray, and to cause suffering
through illness (10:8, 12). Evil, identified with activities of the spirits of Giants, is characterized
as something which only operates by divine permission; therefore, evil powers are ultimately
limited (10:13) and their ultimate defeat is assured (10:8).” Stuckenbruck, “The Origins of Evil
in Jewish Apocalyptic Tradition,” 112.



able, due to their bodiless ontology, to dwell inside human beings – demon-
strates a clear tendency towards an internalized demonology.150 In this respect,
the demonology of the evil spirits offered several important benefits for the
development of such an internalized variant. Concerning the difference be-
tween angels and demons,151 Alexander points out that although

both demons and angels can be classified as “spirits,” since they are both unseen, spiritual
forces … it is evident that they are different in a number of important ways. Thus demons
can invade the human body, from which they can only be expelled through exorcism,
whereas angels cannot. Nowhere do we read of an angel possessing a human. He can reveal
himself to the human, and terrify him – but cannot enter his body. The myth of the
Giants gives this idea a kind of logic. The demons are part human in origin and so have
an affinity with humans, which allows them to penetrate the human body. Indeed, it may
be implied that, as disembodied spirits roaming the world, like the human “undead,” they
particularly seek embodiment, with all its attendant problems for the one whom they
possess.152

Such a paradigm shift from embodied antagonists in the form of (fallen) angels
to a bodiless spiritual entities in the form of evil spirits/demons will serve as an
important conceptual avenue for some later yetzer anthropologies.

The anthropological limitations of the “angelological” model in advancing
various yetzer anthropologies led to situations in which the demonological pro-
file of “angelic” antagonists, like Satan or Belial, were supplemented in such a
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150 On angels and demons in Jubilees, see also D. Dimant, “The Sons of Heaven – The
Teaching about the Angels in the Book of Jubilees in Light of the Writings of the Qumran
Community,” in: A Tribute to Sarah: Studies in Jewish Philosophy and Kabbalah Presented to
Sara O. Heller Wilensky (eds. M. Idel, D. Dimant, and S. Rosenberg; Jerusalem: Magnes Press,
1994) 97–118; T. Hanneken, “Angels and Demons in the Book of Jubilees and Contemporary
Apocalypses,” Henoch 28 (2006) 11–25; VanderKam, Jubilees. A Commentary, 1.47–53;
J. T. A. G. M. van Ruiten, “Angels and Demons in the Book of Jubilees,” in: Angels: The Concept
of Celestial Beings. Origins, Development and Reception (eds. F. V. Reiterer, T. Nicklas, and
K. Schöpflin; Deuterocanonical and Cognate Literature Yearbook 2007; Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 2007) 585–609.

151 Clarifying the distinction between angels and demons, Kevin Sullivan also points to the
angels’ inability “to possess humans.” Sullivan notes that “as otherworldly beings, angels and
demons have some similarities. Their common traits are mentioned in many ancient texts:
immortality, special knowledge, and so on, but the distinguishing characteristic of demons
from the New Testament period onward seems to be their ability to possess human beings.
Angels are not said to possess humans, so the better parallel for demons is spirits, while angels
may be something of a class unto themselves. The Watchers, then, do not fit one of the key
criteria for being considered demons as they came to be known in New Testament and later
writings, that is, they do not possess human beings … The demons’ invasion of the human
being, causing mental or physical illness seems to be a key difference between them and an-
gels.” K. Sullivan, “The Watchers Traditions in 1 Enoch 6–16: The Fall of Angels and the Rise
of Demons,” in: The Watchers in Jewish and Christian Traditions (eds. A. Kim Harkins, K. Co-
blentz Bautch, and J. C. Endres; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2014) 91–103 at 99. On this, see also
K. Sullivan, “Spiritual Inhabitation in the Gospel of Mark: A Reconsideration of Mark 8:33,”
Henoch 32 (2010) 401–419.

152 Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 339.



way that they acquired armies of spiritual entities of other kinds who were able
to interact directly with human nature or even possess a human being. This
supplementation to the traditional profile of the angelic antagonist with novel
demonological features can be detected both in Jubilees and in the Qumran
materials. This shift remains more visible in the Book of Jubilees as it portrays
its personified angelic153 antagonist as the leader of the demonic spirits.154
Stuckenbruck notes that “in Jubilees ‘Mastema’ represents a proper name for
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153 Some scholars point to a possible angelic status of Mastema. Archie Wright notes that “it
seems likely that the origin of Mastema as the leader of the demonic realm began in Jubilees
and the Qumran literature … It seems unlikely that he is the fallen angel of later Christian
tradition, but rather an angel or entity that did the work of God in the area of the punishment
of the enemies of God and testing the faith of the people of God (see Job 1:6; 2:1).” Wright, The
Origin of Evil Spirits, 158. Cf. Jacques van Ruiten, who points out that in Jubilees “the demons
are put under the authority of Mastema (10:8; 11:5; 19:28; 49:2; cf. 11:11; 17:16; 18:9, 12; 48:2,
3–4, 9, 12–18). This leader of the demons is probably no demon himself, but a sort of evil
angel. He is, however, not one of the watchers, because they are tied up in the depths of the
earth until the great day of judgment (5:6–11).” van Ruiten “Abram’s Prayer,” 228. Segal notes
that “Mastema himself is not one of the spirits, but rather, he is accorded a higher status,
presumably that of an angel.” M. Segal, The Book of Jubilees: Rewritten Bible, Redaction, Ideol-
ogy and Theology (JSJSS, 117; Leiden: Brill, 2007) 176. In another part of his study, Segal again
suggests that “Mastema is presumably an angel, as can be discerned from his opposition to the
angel of the presence (chs. 17–18 and 48), and against God (ch. 10).” Segal, The Book of
Jubilees, 178. On Mastema, see also D. Dimant, “The Biblical Basis of Non-Biblical Additions:
The Binding of Isaac in Jubilees in Light of the Story of Job,” in: eadem, Connected Vessels: The
Dead Sea Scrolls and the Literature of the Second Temple Period (Jerusalem: Bialik Institute,
2010) 348–68; eadem, “Between Qumran Sectarian and Non-Sectarian Texts: The Case of
Belial and Mastema,” in: The Dead Sea Scrolls and Contemporary Culture: Proceedings of the
International Conference Held at the Israel Museum, Jerusalem (July 6–8, 2008) (eds. A. Roit-
man, L. Schiffman, and S. Tzoref; STDJ, 93; Leiden: Brill, 2011) 235–256; C. T. Pierce, “Satan
and Related Figures,” in: The Eerdmans Dictionary of Early Judaism (eds. J. Collins and D. Har-
low; Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2010) 1196–1200; J. C. VanderKam, “Mastema in the Qum-
ran Literature and the Book of Jubilees,” in: Sibyls, Scriptures, and Scrolls: John Collins at
Seventy (eds. J. Baden et al.; 2 vols.; JSJSS, 175; Leiden: Brill, 2017) 1346–1360; J. W. van Hen-
ten, “Mastemah,” in: Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible (eds. K. van der Toorn,
B. Becking, and P. W. van der Horst; 2nd ed.; Leiden: Brill, 1999) 553–554.

154 Jub. 10:8 “Mastema, the leader of the spirits.” VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.52.
Van Ruiten notes that “the demons do everything Mastema tells them, so that he is able to
exercise the authority of his will among mankind to punish them for their evil (cf. 10:8).” van
Ruiten, “Abram’s Prayer,” 228. A similar situation is seen in Athenagoras’s Legatio pro Chris-
tianis which speaks about the “ruler” of the “the souls of the giants”: “the souls of the giants are
the demons (δαίμονες) who wander about the world … The prince (ἄρχων) of matter, as may
be seen from what happens, directs and administers things in a manner opposed to God’s
goodness … But since the demonic impulses and activities (δαιμονικαὶ κινήσεις καὶ ἐνέρ-
γειαι) of the hostile spirit (πνεῦμα) bring these wild attacks – indeed we see them move men
from within and from without, one man one way and another man another, some individually
and some as nations, one at a time and all together, because of our kinship (συμπάθεια) with
matter and our affinity with the divine … But to the extent that it depends on the reason
peculiar to each individual and the activity (ἐνέργεια) of the ruling prince (ἄρχοντος) and
his attendant demons (δαιμόνων), one man is swept along one way, another man another way,
even though all have the same rationality (λογισμός) within.” Schoedel, Athenagoras: Legatio



the chief demonic power that has jurisdiction over a contingent of evil spirits.”155

He further observes that “the most frequent designation of this entity is ‘Prince
of Mastema/Animosity’ or, better translated, ‘Prince Mastema’ (Jub. 11:5, 11;
18:9, 12; 48:2, 9, 12, 15)” who is understood “as the leader of the spirits request-
ing permission for a tenth of their number to carry out their work after the
Flood.”156

In Mastema’s role as the leader of the demonic spirits in Jubilees, Archie
Wright detects a departure from a leadership pattern found in early Enochic
booklets. According to Wright, “this is a major shift from the role of the evil
spirits in the Book of the Watchers; there they have no apparent leader, and there
is no mention of the figure of Satan (Mastema in Jubilees).”157 He further notes
that “the notion of a leader over the realm of evil spirits seems to have been
taken up in some of the DSS that express a demonological interest. The figure in
the DSS, identified as Belial, may be connected to Mastema in Jubilees.”158

Another difference is that, while in early Enochic materials both the fallen
angels and their evil offspring are portrayed as rogue agents who corrupt the
deity’s design of creation, in Jubilees Mastema and his demons represent an
essential part of God’s plan. As Annette Reed observes, “in Jubilees the spirits
of the Watchers’ sons cause sin, bloodshed, pollution, illness, and famine after
the flood (esp. Jub. 11:2–6). It is made explicit, however, that they do so as part
of God’s plan.”159 The antagonist’s role in Jubilees is reminiscent of Azazel’s
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and De resurrectione, 60–3. On this passage’s connection with the yetzer traditions, see Giulea,
“The Watchers’ Whispers,” 271–272.

155 L. T. Stuckenbruck, The Myth of Rebellious Angels: Studies in Second Temple Judaism
and New Testament Texts (WUNT, 1.335; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014) 96. Jubilees appears
to intentionally maintain a distance between Mastema and “spirits.” In this respect, Michael
Segal suggests that “Mastema refers to the spirits as a crystallized group, to which he does not
belong: ‘leave some of them before me; let them listen to me and do everything that I tell
them …’ (10:8).” Segal, The Book of Jubilees, 176.

156 Stuckenbruck, The Myth of Rebellious Angels, 97. Concerning Mastema’s leading role,
James VanderKam notes that “prince Mastema was exerting his power in effecting all these
actions and, by means of the spirits, he was sending to those who were placed under his control
(the ability) to commit every (kind of) error and sin and every (kind of) transgression; to
corrupt, to destroy, and to shed blood on the earth (11:4–5). Jubilees connects the demons/evil
spirits with many kinds of sin, but bloodshed and idolatry are prominently consistent among
them. In general the demons/evil spirits are the agents of Mastema in causing evil of every sort
in human society – evils that remind one of what happened before the flood.” VanderKam,
“The Demons in the Book of Jubilees,” 345.

157 Wright, The Origin of Evil Spirits, 157.
158 Wright, The Origin of Evil Spirits, 157. Ellis also notes that “Jubilees extends the tradition

of the Watchers, derived from the Enoch tradition, into a combination of demonic enemies
and a Satanic prosecutorial figure active in the heavenly court.” Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 63.

159 A. Y. Reed, “Enochic and Mosaic Traditions in Jubilees: The Evidence of Angelology and
Demonology,” in: Enoch and the Mosaic Torah: The Evidence of Jubilees (eds. G. Boccaccini and
G. Ibba; Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2009) 353–368 at 357–358.



office in the Apocalypse of Abraham, where God gives the adversary a special
gift in the form of mysterious “will” against the sinners.160

For our investigation, it is significant that Mastema corrupts humans through
the army of demons.161 Thus, according to Jub. 11:5, “Prince Mastema was ex-
erting his power in effecting all these actions and, by means of the spirits, he was
sending to those who were placed under his control (the ability) to commit
every (kind of) error and sin and every (kind of) transgression; to corrupt, to
destroy, and to shed blood on the earth.”162 In some passages of Jubilees, these
spiritual agents are even called the “spirits of Mastema.”163 Concerning this
feature, Benne Reynolds suggests that “later Hebrew texts tend to subordinate
demons under a chief demon and in many cases strip the evil spirits of any
unique, individual identity. This trend … is already present in the second cen-
tury BCE, e. g., Jubilees.”164

For our study the most important feature is found in the previously men-
tioned passage from Jub. 12:20, where Abraham prays to God to save him from
“the power of evil spirits who rule the yetzer of a person’s heart.”165 Here, the evil
spirits are unambiguously labeled as the “rulers” of the human yetzer. Although
in recent years, a large amount of ink has been spilled over analyzing the demo-
nological developments found in Jubilees, not many scholars have noticed this
aspect of the evil spirits’ economy that allows them to influence the yetzer of the
human heart directly.

Concluding this part of our investigation, we must again reiterate four crucial
features of Jubilees’ demonology. First, in comparison with early Enochic book-
lets, the evil spirits now replace the fallen angels as the main corrupting force of
humankind. Second, these spiritual beings are hierarchized under the leader-
ship of the single angelic antagonist who bears the name Mastema or Belial.
Third, this chief angelic antagonist and his demonic army fulfill the will of the
deity. Fourth, the evil spirits are able to rule the yetzer of the human heart.
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160 Ellis notes that “in a number of places Mastema serves as a substitute for God in poten-
tially compromised roles. This occurs in Jub. 49:2 where Mastema takes the place of the angel
of death, as well as in Jub. 48:2 where God’s attempt to put Moses to death in Exod 5:24 is recast
as the actions of Mastema.” Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 63.

161 Stuckenbruck notes that “the Book of Jubilees presents demonic activity under the lea-
dership of Mastema as an inevitable characteristic of this age until the final judgment.” Stuck-
enbruck, The Myth of Rebellious Angels, 99.

162 VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.65.
163 For example, Jub. 19:28: “May the spirits of Mastema not rule over you and your des-

cendants to remove you from following the Lord who is your God from now and forever.”
VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.115. See also Jub. 49:2: “all the forces of Mastema were sent
to kill every first-born in the land of Egypt.” VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.315.

164 B. H. Reynolds, “Understanding the Demonologies of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Accom-
plishments and Directions for the Future,” Religion Compass 7 (2013) 103–114 at 108.

165 VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 1.75; 2.72.



3.1.5 Internalization of Evil in the Qumran Materials

Qumran materials contain several demonological molds. Any attempt to speak
about a single or unified demonology of the Scrolls will be a mistake.166
Although systematic demonologies are lacking in Qumran materials, in several
of them one can detect some common demonological traits. Several of these
traits demonstrate close similarities to the aforementioned demonological ten-
dencies found in early Enochic booklets and the Book of Jubilees.

Some Qumran materials contain a familiar consolidation of evil spirits under
the leadership of an angelic antagonist, which in some Qumran texts167 are
labeled as “the spirits of Belial.”168 Some texts speak about spirits of the portion
or the lot of Belial. From 1QM XIII 2 we learn about “Belial169 and all the spirits
of his lot ( ולרוגיחורלוכ ).”170 4Q177 IV 14 again speaks about Belial’s spiritual
army: “to rescue them from all the spirits of [Belial …] ([ לעילב ] יחורלוכמ ).”171

CD XII 2 also betrays knowledge of this tradition when it says that “Every /man/
over whom the spirits of Belial ( לעילבתוחור ) dominate.”172 11Q13 II 12 tells
about “Belial and the spirits of his lot ( ולרוגיחור ).”173 Concerning this tendency
of consolidating demonic powers under a single angelic antagonist, Loren
Stuckenbruck notes that “over against the Enoch tradition that, in its early
received form, presented both Shemihazah and ʿAsaʾel as leaders of rebellious
angels, many of the writings among the Dead Sea Scrolls draw demonic forces
together under a single figure.”174 Stuckenbruck’s research discerns at least five
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166 Loren Stuckenbruck’s research highlights some distinctions between the Aramaic docu-
ments found at Qumran and the literature composed in Hebrew and between earlier “nonsec-
tarian” and later “sectarian” literature. On these distinctions, see L. T. Stuckenbruck, “Demonic
Beings and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in: Explaining Evil (ed. H. J. Ellens; 3 vols.; Santa Barbara,
CA: Praegers Publishers, 2011) 1.121–144 at 140–141.

167 Stuckenbruck points out that “most of the extant occurrences of Belial are to be found
among the sectarian, that is, the proto-Yahad texts (i. e., Damascus Document) and Yahad
documents (Serek ha-Yahad, Serek ha-Milhamah, Hodayot, pesharic interpretations, and
4QCatena, 4QBerakot, and 11QMelchizedek).” Stuckenbruck, “Demonic Beings and the Dead
Sea Scrolls,” 137.

168 Stuckenbruck, The Myth of Rebellious Angels, 98.
169 Stuckenbruck notes that statistics indicate that “Belial is by far the most frequent desig-

nation used for an evil being in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Like Mastema, there must have been a
close connection between the figure and the meaning of the name, in this case ‘worthlessness.’
However, unlike Mastema, the word Belial never appears in a text affixed to the definite article,
even in the position of nomen rectum. Therefore, phrases such as ‘dominion of Belial,’ ‘lot of
Belial,’ ‘army of Belial,’ ‘spirits of Belial,’ ‘congregation of Belial,’ and ‘child’ or ‘children of
Belial’ and ‘men of Belial’ all suggest that, in many cases at least, we have to do with a term
that has become a proper name.” Stuckenbruck, “Demonic Beings and the Dead Sea Scrolls,”
137.

170 García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 132–133.
171 García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 366–367.
172 García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 570–571.
173 García Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 1206–1207.
174 Stuckenbruck, “Demonic Beings and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 131. Stuckenbruck cau-



such main figures which include “(a) Melkirešaʾ, (b) “Angel of Darkness,”
(c) “S/satan,” (d) Mastema,175 and (e) Belial.”176

Another important conceptual tendency is the internalization of evil in the
Qumran materials. We have already reflected on this conceptual peculiarity in
our analysis of the Treatise on the Two Spirits (1QS 3:13–4:26). Even more im-
portant is that, in the Dead Sea Scrolls, as in Jubilees, such internalization be-
came closely tied to the yetzer imagery. Ishay Rosen-Zvi points out that, in some
Qumran materials, yetzer appears in two intertwined dimensions: “the anthro-
pological and the demonological. Yetzer is the thought/intent/inclination/nat-
ure of humans, which … is shameful but subject to God, … but in the wicked it
is demonic and under the dominion of Belial.”177 Benjamin Wold also draws
attention to this link between external antagonists and yetzer in the Qumran
materials by noting that “the negative uses of yeser in the Rule of the Commu-
nity and Hodayot relate in one way or another to the activities of Belial. Occur-
rences of רצי in several of the Scrolls … take this a step further when they
convey that yetzer has demonic connotations.”178 Wold furter observes that “in
the Plea for Deliverance (11Psa XIX, 15–16)179 the yetzer appears to move from
within the human being to an outward force. The Plea for Deliverance has
attracted considerable attention because עררצי occurs in a context alongside
‘satan’ and an ‘unclean spirit’, and could be interpreted as personified external
evil.”180 According to Wold,

in the Plea for Deliverance the coupling of “satan” and “unclean spirit” in parallel with רצי
ער makes clear that these are not a state of mind, but rather outward forces and demonic

in nature. Such personification is part of a broader development demonizing sin, perhaps
similar to Barkhi Nafshi (4Q436 1 I–II) where עררצי is rebuked. On the one hand the
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tiously warns against the extension of this conceptual tendency on the entire corpus of the
Scrolls by noting that “it is not clear how much the widely divergent texts allow us to infer that
any of the writers identified a figure designated by one name with a figure designated by
another. Moreover, we cannot assume that when single figures are referred to, their designa-
tions always function as proper names rather than as descriptions.” Stuckenbruck, “Demonic
Beings and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 131.

175 In relation to the figures of Mastema and Belial in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Stuckenbruck
points out that “we cannot, for example, assume that Mastema and Belial are but different
names for the same figure, as the narrative world of Jubilees might lead one to infer (Jub.
1:19–20 and 10:5–6).” Stuckenbruck, “Demonic Beings and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 135.

176 Stuckenbruck, “Demonic Beings and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 132.
177 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 50.
178 Wold, “Sin and Evil in the Letter of James in Light of Qumran Discoveries,” 7.
179 Plea for Deliverance (11Q5 XIX, 15–16) reads: “Let not Satan rule over me, nor an evil

spirit; let neither pain nor evil purpose ( עררציו ) take possession of my bones.” García Martí-
nez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 1174–1175. About this passage, Loren
Stuckenbruck mentions that “here we have to do with the most classic example of a prayer
against the demonic.” Stuckenbruck, “Prayers of Deliverance from the Demonic in the Dead
Sea Scrolls and Related Early Jewish Literature,” 148.

180 Wold, “Sin and Evil in the Letter of James in Light of Qumran Discoveries,” 7.



reference in Barkhi Nafshi may be describing the warding off of a demonic being or evil
spirit. On the other hand it is described along with negative tendencies (e. g. stiff neck,
haughty eyes) and may simply be a personification of vices.181

Loren Stuckenbruck sees a possible Enochic background behind the passage in
the Plea of Deliverance. He writes that

the petition seeks divine help not to come under the rule or power of a demonic being.
Here, that being which would have sway over the one praying is designated as both “a
satan” and “an unclean spirit.” The latter expression may be an echo of Zech 13:2. How-
ever, in the present context it may refer to a disembodied spirit, that is, to a being whose
origin lies in the illegitimate sexual union between the rebellious angels and the daugh-
ters of men which resulted in the birth of the pre-diluvian Giants. If the Enochic back-
ground, known to us through the Book of the Watchers (1 Enoch chs. 10 and 15–16) and
the Book of Giants, lies in the background, the prayer presupposes a wider narrative that
negotiates God’s decisive intervention against evil in the past (i. e., through the Flood and
other acts of punishment) and the final destruction or eradication of evil in the future.182

If so, this anthropology is reminiscent of the one found in the Book of Jubilees,
where Mastema and his spirits are able to affect the human yetzer. In the Plea of
Deliverance, therefore, Satan takes the place of Mastema as the leader of evil
spirits.183

Even a preliminary look reveals the striking complexity of Qumran’s demo-
nological currents. In order to understand them better, a short overview of
these developments is necessary. Scholars have noted that “the belief in demons
was central to the Scrolls’ worldview.”184 According to Philip Alexander, Qum-
ran materials postulate the existence of a rather complex demonic world which
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181 Wold, “Sin and Evil in the Letter of James in Light of Qumran Discoveries,” 7–8.
182 Stuckenbruck, The Myth of Rebellious Angels, 201.
183 In relation to Satan’s figure in this passage, Stuckenbruck suggests that “it is not clear

whether the writer has a chief demonic ruler in view (i. e., ‘Satan’), or uses the term function-
ally to refer to a being that plays an adversarial role. Its juxtaposition with ‘unclean spirit’ may
suggest that ‘satan’ is not a proper name … What is clear, nonetheless, is that the use of the
term reflects a development that has gone well beyond its use in the Hebrew Bible where it
denotes an angelic being that is subservient to God (cf. Num 22:22, 32; Ps 109:6; even Job 1–2
and Zech 3:1–2) or functions as a general designation for one’s enemies (1 Kgs 11:23, 25; Ps
71:13; 109:20, 29).” Stuckenbruck, The Myth of Rebellious Angels, 202.

184 Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 331. On demons/evil spirits in the
Dead Sea Scrolls, see E. Eshel and D. C. Harlow, “Demons and Exorcism,” in: The Eerdmans
Dictionary of Early Judaism (eds. J. J. Collins and D. C. Harlow; Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
2010) 531–535; G. Ibba, “The Evil Spirits in Jubilees and the Spirit of the Bastards in 4Q510
with Some Remarks on Other Qumran Manuscripts,” Henoch 31 (2009) 111–116; R. W. Kval-
vaag, “The Spirit in Human Beings in Some Qumran Non-Biblical Texts,” in: Qumran Between
the Old and New Testaments (eds. F. H. Cryer and T. L. Thompson; JSOTSS, 290; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1998) 159–180; B. Nitzan, “Hymns from Qumran ‘To Frighten and
to Confuse’ Evil Spirits (4Q510–40511),” Tarbiz 55 (1986) 19–46; M. Mach, “Demons,” in:
Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls (eds. L. H. Schiffman and J. C. VanderKam; 2 vols.; New
York: Oxford University Press, 2000) 1.189–192.



includes different species of demons. These include the spirits of the angels of
destruction ( לבחיכאלמתוחור ), the spirits of the bastards ( םירזממתוחור ),185
demons ( םידש ), Lilith ( תיליל ), howlers ( םיחא ), and yelpers ( םייצ ).186 Similar to
early Enochic literature, some Qumran documents also make a distinction be-
tween angels (even fallen angels) and demons. Alexander points out that “the
demonology of the Scrolls seems to envisage a clear distinction being drawn
between demons and angels,187 whether fallen or otherwise.”188 He further notes
that in the Qumran materials a demon is understood as “a non-corporeal being
which is neither human nor angelic, but which causes harm and mischief to
humans in a variety of ways.”189

Alexander indicates that “the Qumran inventory of demons, on analysis,
turns out to be somewhat vague. It conveys the general impression of a rather
diverse demonic world, but seems not to itemize the types of demonic being in
any technically precise way. This observation helps to put the Qumran list of
demons into perspective. The Qumran list clearly marks an advance on the
demonology of the biblical books, which, as has often been noted, are little
interested in demons or in creating systematic demonologies.”190

In Qumran’s Community Rule, John Collins also detects the paradigm shift
from “angelic” to “demonic” etiologies of evil. He writes that “the Rule makes
no mention of the Watchers, or of any angelic rebellion. Instead, the demonic
spirits are subsumed into a new system and given a new origin.”191

For our study of the yetzer traditions, it is noteworthy that in some Qumran
documents, the demons are able to operate on the psychological level. Such
psychodemonic proclivities become clearly articulated in the Scrolls. Alexander
points out that “there is a marked emphasis in the sectarian scrolls on the view
that the harm done to the Community by Belial and the demons is essentially
psychological, rather than physical. They lead the Sons of Light into error, sin
and doubt. It is appropriate, therefore, that the counter-attack against Belial and
the demons should also be largely psychological.”192
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185 Dealing with this category, Alexander observes that the expression “spirits of the bas-
tards” suggests that Qumran demonology relies on the aetiology of demons found in the Book
of the Watchers. Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 337–338. I will explore this
aetiology later in my study.

186 Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 333. On various classes of these
spiritual beings in Qumran materials, see also Stuckenbruck, The Myth of Rebellious Angels,
83; idem, “Demonic Beings and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 125–131.

187 On this, see A. M. Reimer, “Rescuing the Fallen Angels: The Case of the Disappearing
Angels of Qumran,” DSD 1 (2000) 334–353.

188 Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 332.
189 Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 332.
190 Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 336.
191 Collins, Seers, Sibyls and Sages, 293.
192 Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 345–346.



Concerning the interaction between evil spirits and humans in the Qumran
materials, Archie Wright notes that, although there are a few references that
indicate actual physical possession of the human body in the DSS, the language
of demonic possession in the Scrolls suggests that the evil spirits were influen-
cing humans through evil inclinations rather than taking physical possession of
the body.193 Wright further suggests that “the concept of demonic possession in
the DSS may have its origins in the motif of ‘evil inclination.’ 1QH XV 3 states,
‘for Belial is present when their (evil) inclination becomes apparent’ … how-
ever, this does not necessarily mean physical possession by an evil spirit. It
could simply imply the influence of Belial over the human inclination.”194

In the Dead Sea Scrolls, experts also detect possible examples of yetzer’s per-
sonification in the form of a spirit. In light of the juxtaposition between anthro-
pological and demonological dimensions, it is often difficult to discern if this
spiritual entity represents an external or an internal force. The perplexing nat-
ure of these conceptual developments often leads to ambiguity in scholarly
conclusions. For example, deliberating on the few explicit references to an “evil
inclination” in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Eibert Tigchelaar suggests that “the Dead
Sea Scrolls indicate on the one hand the influence of Gen 6:5, which relates the
‘evil inclination’ to ‘thoughts’ and the ‘heart,’ and on the other hand a new
development where the ‘evil inclination’ is personified, perhaps in the form of a
spirit.”195 Reflecting on the use the verb רעג (“to rebuke”) found in Barkhi Naf-
shi, Tigchelaar reminds us that this verb רעג is “commonly used with satan or
evil spirits” and “in Zech 3 is used to rebuke Satan.”196 He further suggests that
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193 Wright further notes that “some of the DSS do offer examples of physical possession. It
could be understood from 1QS III 20 that the sons of injustice were afflicted by evil/unclean
spirits (physically possessed as were the Giants) and thus required an exorcism of the spirit.
1QS IV 20–21, although in eschatological and cosmic language, perhaps suggests such an
exorcism. These lines describe, in very graphic language, the removal of the ‘spirit of injustice’
from the structure of a man. García Martínez translates the verse ‘ripping out all spirit of
injustice from the innermost part of his flesh.’ The spirit of injustice can be related to the
unclean spirit that causes defilement (see line 22), but the question that remains is: what is
the innermost part of his flesh? It may be possible that this phrase is alluding to Lev 17:11, 14
with the understanding that the human soul is in the blood, which, if I may suggest, could be
understood as the ‘innermost part of his flesh.’ This would imply then that the influence of an
evil spirit might be upon the soul or upon the intellect of the individual. Demonic possession
in the DSS then could be understood as something that affects the ethical behavior of an
individual, rather than in a strict sense, denoting an invasion of the physical body.” Wright,
The Origin of Evil Spirits, 178–179.

194 Wright, The Origin of Evil Spirits, 178.
195 E. Tigchelaar, “The Evil Inclination in the Dead Sea Scrolls, with a Re-Edition of 4Q468i

(4QSectarian Text?),” in: Empsychoi Logoi – Religious Innovations in Antiquity. Studies in Hon-
our of Pieter Willem van der Horst (eds. A. Houtman, A. de Jong, and M. Misset-van der Weg;
AJEC, 73; Leiden: Brill, 2008) 352.

196 Tigchelaar, “The Evil Inclination,” 351.



in Barkhi Nafshi “rebuke of the Satan in Zechariah corresponds to the rebuke of
the evil inclination.”197

The process of such an ambiguous and paradoxical personification of yetzer
in the form of a spirit or even an angelic antagonist, which affects the human
heart, can be also detected in the Hodayot. According to Rosen-Zvi, in the
Hodayot “yetzer is indeed inherently evil and is explicitly identified with Belial:
‘my heart is horrified at evil plans, for Belial is present when their destructive
yetzer becomes apparent,’ 1QH XV 3–4.”198

Rosen-Zvi sees the formative impact of these Qumran developments on later
rabbinic beliefs about yetzer by arguing that “Qumranic literature helps us iden-
tify the context within which we should locate rabbinic yetzer. At Qumran
yetzer is the source of human sinfulness, in both its demonological context –
as a counterpart of Satan, Belial, and the spirits of impurity –and in an anthro-
pological one – as a component of human depravity. Rabbinic anthropology
and demonology are markedly different – but the role of yetzer in both is the
prime explanation for human sinfulness.”199

Tracing possible trajectories of demonic internalization, Rosen-Zvi draws
attention to some Christian materials, noting that “while we did find some hints
for processes of internalization at Qumran, more complete rejections of exter-
nal demons, and their replacement with intra-personal powers, are to be found
in Jewish Hellenistic and especially early Christian writings.”200 Indeed, some
Christian monastic witnesses, including Athanasius of Alexandria’s Life of An-
thony, the works of Evagrius Ponticus, and the Pachomian writings, exhibit
some tendencies for an internalized demonology.201 The conceptual roots of
this are already present in the Pauline corpus. In respect to these developments,
Rosen-Zvi notes that “rabbinic yetzer should be located in a process of the
internalization of demons that preserves demonic traits while locating them
inside the human mind. Such a phenomenon cannot be found in the Philonic
corpus, but may be found in the Pauline discourse of sin (ἁμαρτία) as a hy-
pothesized entity, developed most powerfully in Romans 7.”202 According to
Rosen-Zvi, “Paul’s statement – ‘sin, using the commandment, seized any oppor-
tunity and produced every desire (ἐπιθυμίαν) in me’ (Rom 7:8) – should be
compared to the rabbinic assertion ‘the evil yetzer desires ( באת ) only what is
forbidden for it’ (y. Ned. 9:1 [41b], Yom. 6:5 [43c]).”203
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197 Tigchelaar, “The Evil Inclination,” 352.
198 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 49.
199 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 52
200 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 53–54.
201 On this, see D. Brakke, Demons and the Making of the Monk: Spiritual Combat in Early

Christianity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2006).
202 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 54.
203 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 54.



Cohen Stuart also draws attention to some early Christian sources which
attempt to bridge external and internal demonological dimensions. Thus, con-
cerning the process of the internalization of evil in early sources, he notes that
“the trend of identifying ‘Satan’ and ‘power of evil in man’ is already visible in
pre-Rabbinic sources. For instance in James 4:7, 8 there is a beginning of that
identification, but ‘devil’ is still used as an outside power, whereas ‘doublemind-
edness’ is the inside power. But effectively both seem to be the same. The rela-
tion between ‘Satan’ and ‘power of evil’ is also found in John and his use of
‘Devil’ and ‘sin as power’ in John 8 and 1 John 3. Both seem virtually to be the
same there.”204

We have already mentioned that yetzer is sometimes conceptualized as a
demon residing inside of a human being. Scholars have suggested that such an
understanding of yetzer is very close to the monastic notion of daimones. For
example, Rosen-Zvi proposes that “demons residing in the heart, such as the
spirits of Belial in the Testament of Reuben or the ‘Evil heart’ in Fourth Ezra and,
above all, the monastic daimones, are thus much closer, in both function and
battling techniques, to the rabbinic yetzer than Hellenistic appetites.”205 Yet,
there is an important difference between demons who can be expelled by exor-
cism and the demonic yetzer, which requires different strategies in order to be
neutralized or “conquered.” Concerning these differences, Rosen-Zvi points out
that “being fully internalized, the evil yetzer cannot use direct coercion, as other
demons do. It is restricted to inner, dialogical means in its attempts to achieve
the sinister goal of leading its host astray.”206

3.1.6 Demonological Developments in the Apocalypse of Abraham

These developments which extend the powers of a personified adversary over
inner human inclinations represent an important step toward the incorporation
of angelic and other otherworldly antagonists in the framework of internalized
demonologies. These currents are relevant for an understanding of the anti-
hero of the Apocalypse of Abraham, the fallen angel Azazel, who, like the perso-
nified antagonists of Jubilees and the Qumran materials, is able to influence the
human inclinations.
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204 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man between Good and Evil, 217.
205 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 84. In another place, Rosen-Zvi argues that “rabbinic yet-

zer should therefore not be read in the tradition of the Hellenistic quest for control over the
lower parts of the psyche, but rather in the tradition of ancient Jewish and Christian demonol-
ogy.” Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 6. Rosen-Zvi thus firmly locates the yetzer inside the Jewish
demonological tradition, “alongside entities such as Satan, Mastema, and Belial … reading it as
a component of the ontology of evil.” Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 6.

206 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 87.



It is not surprising that the bedrock of Jewish internalized demonology, ex-
emplified by the Watchers and the Giants story, plays a significant role in our
apocalypse. These connections with the foundational Enochic myth are hinted
at in naming of the main antagonist as “Azazel,” a term which was often used as
a variant of the name of one of the leaders of the fallen Watchers, Asael.207
Scholars have noted that Azazel’s story in our apocalypse is surrounded with a
panoply of peculiar Enochic motifs, especially related to the fall of the Watch-
ers.208 According to Ryszard Rubinkiewicz,

the author of the Apocalypse of Abraham follows the tradition of 1 Enoch 1–36. The chief
of the fallen angels is Azazel, who rules the stars and most men. It is not difficult to find
here the tradition of Gen 6:1–4 developed according to the tradition of 1 Enoch. Azazel is
the head of the angels who plotted against the Lord and who impregnated the daughters
of men. These angels are compared to the stars. Azazel revealed the secrets of heaven and
is banished to the desert. Abraham, as Enoch, receives the power to drive away Satan. All
these connections show that the author of the Apocalypse of Abraham drew upon the
tradition of 1 Enoch.209

Important clusters of fallen angels traditions in the Apocalypse of Abraham
appear in chapters thirteen and fourteen, where Yahoel delivers lengthy instruc-
tions, teaching Abraham how to safeguard himself against the otherworldly
adversary. Yahoel’s discourse contains several details of the anti-hero story that
allude to the myth of the Watchers and the Giants. In Apoc. Ab. 13:8, Yahoel
says the following about Azazel: “Since you have chosen it [earth] to be your
dwelling place of your impurity.”210 This passage refers to the voluntary descent
of the otherworldly antagonist to the earth. This might hint at the Enochic
provenance of the tradition rather than to its Adamic counterpart. In contrast
to the Enochic mythology of evil, the Adamic aetiology, reflected in the Primary
Adam Books, insists that their anti-hero, Satan, did not descend on his own
accord. Rather, he was forcefully deposed by the deity into the lower realms
after refusing to venerate Adam.
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207 Loader points out that, “as in the Parables of Enoch and 4QAges of Creation, here Asael
of the Book of the Watchers has become Azazel and assumed primary responsibility for their
descent and sexual wrongdoing and its effects.” Loader, The Pseudepigrapha on Sexuality, 107.

208 Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 31–33; Rubinkiewicz, L’A-
pocalypse d’Abraham en vieux slave, 50.

209 Rubinkiewicz and Lunt, “The Apocalypse of Abraham,” 1.685. Marc Philonenko also
sees Azazel’s connection with the fallen angel traditions: “dans le livre d’Hénoch, Azazel est
l’un des deux chefs des anges déchus. Il a enseigné aux hommes toutes les iniquités commises
sur la terre et révélé les mystères éternels célébrés dans le ciel. Un texte découvert dans la grotte
IV de Qumrân concerne Azazel et le mythe de la chute des anges. On peut suivre Azazel,
accompagné parfois de son inquiétant acolyte Shemhazai, dans le Targum du Pseudo-Jonathan
sur Genèse 6, 4, dans le Livre des Géants, dans le midrash et jusque dans la littérature mandé-
enne.” Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 32.

210 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 20.



The reference to Azazel’s impurity is also intriguing, in view of the defiling
nature of the Watchers’ activities on earth. There also seems to be a hint about
Asael/Azazel’s punishment in the abyss. In Apoc. Ab. 14:5, Yahoel offers his
human apprentice the following incantation to battle Azazel: “Say to him,
‘May you be the fire brand of the furnace of the earth! Go, Azazel, into the
untrodden parts of the earth.’”211 This is a possible allusion to the story found
in 1 Enoch 10, where the place of Asael/Azazel’s punishment is situated in the
fiery abyss. I have suggested elsewhere that, similar to 1 Enoch 10, the Apoca-
lypse of Abraham combines traditions about the scapegoat and the fallen angel
by referring to the wilderness motif in the form of “the untrodden parts of the
earth.”212

There is also a possible allusion to the Watcher Asael/Azazel’s participation
in the procreation of the race of the Giants. In Apoc. Ab. 14:6, Yahoel teaches
Abraham the following protective formula against the “impure bird”: “Say to
him … since your inheritance are those who are with you, with men born with
the stars and clouds, and their portion is in you, and they come into being
through your being.”213 The reference to human beings “born with the stars” is
intriguing, since the Animal Apocalypse of 1 Enoch conveys the Watchers’ des-
cent through the peculiar imagery of the stars falling from heaven and subse-
quently depicts the Watchers as participants in the procreation of the new race
of the Giants.214

In light of these Enochic allusions, the question remains: how is Azazel able
to control human yetzer, since his features and roles clearly point to the fact that
he is not a demon but rather a fallen angel, similar to Asael and Shemihazah of
early Enochic booklets. We have already witnessed the limitations of “angel”
demonology in relation to yetzer anthropology the confines which were miti-
gated in early Enochic texts by teaching about evil spirits. Some rabbinic texts
undermine the effectiveness of the “angel” demonology in relation to yetzer
anthropologies even further, arguing that “the evil impulse has not dominion
over the angels.”215 Gen. Rab. 48:11, for example, states that “the Tempter has no
power over angels.”216 Lev. Rab. 26:5 attests to a similar belief:

It is the same with the celestial beings, where the Evil Inclination is non-existent and so
one utterance is sufficient for them; as it says, The matter is by the decree of the watchers,
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and the sentence by the word of the holy ones (Dan 4:14). But as to the terrestrial beings,
in whom the Evil Inclination exists, O that they might resist it after two utterances!217

According to these sources, unlike the evil spirits who were born from the
earthly bodies of the Giants, the former celestial citizens – angels – would not
have any experience of yetzer, since it does not exist in the upper realm.

Despite its much later date, the rabbinic Midrash of Shemhazai and Azael
might provide a possible key for this perplexing issue by further elaborating
the story of the Watchers’ descent. It explains how the fallen angels were en-
dowed with the evil inclination after their descent to the lower realm, when they
became dwellers on the earth. The Midrash of Shemhazai and Azael 1–4 offers
the following account of the Watchers’ fall:

When the generation of Enosh arose and practiced idolatry and when the generation of
the flood arose and corrupted their actions, the Holy One – Blessed be He – was grieved
that He had created man, as it is said, “And God repented that he created man, and He
grieved at heart.” Forthwith arose two angels, whose names were Shemhazai and Azael,
and said before Him: “O Lord of the universe, did we not say unto Thee when Thou didst
create Thy world, Do not create man?” The Holy One – Blessed be He – said to them:
“Then what shall become of the world?” They said before Him: “We will suffice (Thee)
instead of it.” He said: “It is revealed and (well) known to me that if peradventure you had
lived in that (earthly) world, the evil inclination would have ruled you just as much as it
rules over the sons of man, but you would be more stubborn than they.” They said before
Him: “Give us Thy sanction and let us descend and dwell among the creatures and then
Thou shall see how we shall sanctify Thy name.” He said to them: “Descend and dwell ye
among them.” Forthwith the Holy One allowed the evil inclination ( ערהרצי ) to rule over
them, as soon as they descended. When they beheld the daughters of man that they were
beautiful, they began to corrupt themselves with them, as it is said, “When the sons of
God saw the daughters of man, they could not restrain their inclination.”218

Here the motif of the evil inclination becomes linked not to the Giants and their
spirits but to the fallen angels – Shemhazai and Azael. This endowment with
“evil desire” or “evil inclination” (Heb. ערהרצי ) coincides in the Midrash with
the antagonists’ descent, when the former celestial citizens ceased to be angelic
beings and became the fallen Watchers. Just as in the case with humans, it is the
deity who endows them with yetzer. The passage clearly states that it was God
who allowed the evil inclination to rule over the fallen angels “as soon as they
descended.” The statement that God allowed yetzer hara to rule over the fallen
angels as soon as they descended is pertinent to our study, since Azazel’s deeds
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in relation to the evil yetzer in the Apocalypse of Abraham are also closely con-
nected with his affairs after his exile from heaven.

If Azazel is indeed associated with the evil inclination’s economy in the Apo-
calypse of Abraham, the question still remains as to how this external personi-
fied adversary is able to control and corrupt the inner inclinations of the human
heart. In order to answer this question, we must now revisit Yahoel’s instruc-
tions given to the seer in chapter fourteen.

3.1.7 The Antagonist’s Control over the Human Race: Azazel’s Lot

The large bulk of the Enochic traditions unfolds in chapters thirteen and four-
teen. In Apoc. Ab. 14:1–14, Yahoel teaches his human apprentice an incantation
against Azazel and his malicious allies. An important phrase found in this spell
is “your [Azazel’s] inheritance are those who are with you, with men born with
the stars and clouds.” As suggested earlier, this utterance refers to the story of
the Giants who are, in the symbolic language of the Animal Apocalypse, begot-
ten from the union of the “stars” (Watchers) and human women. Not all ele-
ments of the Slavonic text, however, are entirely clear. One of the puzzling de-
tails is an occurrence of the word “clouds” (Slav. облаки).219 Although being
born with “stars” makes sense in the context of early Enochic traditions, being
born with “clouds” is a rather unusual addition. Rubinkiewicz offers a solution
to this textual puzzle, suggesting that the word “clouds” may be a corruption of
the Hebrew םילפנ / Greek Ναφηλείμ – the Nephilim, a term which occurs al-
ready in Gen 6:4.220 According to Rubinkiewicz, a Slavic scribe has retained
“Nephilim,” a Hebrew term used in some texts for the Giants,221 which later
copyists took for Greek νεφέλαι and translated it as “clouds.”222 In light of this
emendation, Rubinkiewicz suggests replacing the traditional translation “with
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219 Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 68.
220 Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham en vieux slave, 148.
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of flesh’ of the giants.” Black, The Book of Enoch, 153.



the stars and clouds” with “avec les étoiles et avec les Géants.”223 This hypothesis
is plausible, but it is more reasonable to assume that the confusion between
Ναφηλείμ and νεφέλη occurred already in the Greek Vorlage of the Apocalypse
of Abraham.224

If the original text had “Nephilim” instead of “clouds,” it is noteworthy that
our text designates their progeny both as the “inheritance” and as the “lot” of
Azazel: “Since your inheritance (достояние твое) are those who are with you,
with men born with the stars (the Nephilim) and clouds. And their portion is
you (ихъже часть еси ты).”225 The occurrence of the terminology of “inheri-
tance” and “lot” reflects demonological developments found in the Dead Sea
Scrolls. Some Qumran passages speak about Belial’s army of “spirits,” assigned
to “his lot.” This can be found, for example, in 1QM XIII 2, a passage which
conveys a tradition about “Belial and all the spirits of his lot ( ולרוגיחורלוכ ),”226

and in 11Q13 II 12, a tradition which again speaks about the spirits of the
antagonist’s goral.227

The imagery of the lots also looms large in the Apocalypse of Abraham, where
their depictions are widely dispersed throughout the second, apocalyptic part of
the pseudepigraphon. Their descriptions are reminiscent of the terminology
found in the Qumran materials.228 Scholars have suggested that the word “lot”
(Slav. часть) in the Slavonic text is connected to the Hebrew לרוג , a term
prominent in cultic descriptions found in biblical and rabbinic accounts229 as
well as in the eschatological developments attested in the Qumran materials.

The Apocalypse of Abraham shares other similarities with the Qumran mate-
rials. At Qumran, the lots are linked to fallen angelic figures or translated heroes
(like Belial or Melchizedek). In the Apocalypse of Abraham, the portions of
humanity are now tied to the main characters of the story – the fallen angel
Azazel230 and the translated patriarch Abraham.231 In the Apocalypse of Abra-
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ham, like the Qumran materials,232 the positive lot is at times designated as the
lot of the deity – “my [God’s] lot”:233

And the Eternal Mighty One said to me, “Abraham, Abraham!” And I said, “Here am I!”
And he said, “Look from on high at the stars which are beneath you and count them for
me and tell me their number!” And I said, “Would I be able? For I am [but] a man.” And
he said to me, “As the number of the stars and their host, so shall I make your seed into a
company of nations, set apart for me in my lot with Azazel.”234

A further connection with the Qumran documents is found in Apoc. Ab. 14:6.
In this text the concept of the eschatological “lot” or “portion” (Slav. часть)235 of
Azazel is used interchangeably with the notion of “inheritance” (Slav. достоя-
ние). The two notions, “inheritance” and “lot,” are also used interchangeably in
some Qumran passages that contain “lot” imagery. For example, 11Q13 speaks
about the “inheritance” of Melchizedek’s lot, which will be victorious in the
eschatological battle:

… and from the inheritance of Melchizedek, fo[r …] … and they are the inherita[nce of
Melchize]dek, who will make them return. And the d[ay of aton]ement is the e[nd of] the
tenth [ju]bilee in which atonement shall be made for all the sons of [light and] for the
men [of] the lot of Mel[chi]zedek.236

In 1QS III 13 – IV 26, the idea of inheritance is tied to that of the lot of the
righteous:

… they walk in wisdom or in folly. In agreement with man’s inheritance in the truth, he
shall be righteous and so abhor injustice; and according to his share in the lot of injustice,
he shall act wickedly in it, and so abhor the truth.237
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232 This identification of the positive lot with the lot of God is also present in the Qumran
materials. Cf. 1QM XIII 5–6: “For they are the lot of darkness but the lot of God is for [ever-
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In 1QS XI 7–8 and CD XIII 11–12, inheritance language is used in connection
with participation in the lot of light, also labeled in 1QS as “the lot of the holy
ones”:238

To those whom God has selected he has given them as everlasting possession; and he has
given them an inheritance in the lot of the holy ones. (1QS XI 7–8).239

And everyone who joins his congregation, he should examine, concerning his actions, his
intelligence, his strength, his courage and his wealth; and they shall inscribe him in his
place according to his inheritance in the lot of light. (CD XIII 11–12).240

In these last two texts, the phrase “inheritance in the lot” (Heb. לרוגבותלחנ )
seems to imply that “inheritance” is the act of participation in one of the escha-
tological lots.241 The same idea is at work in the aforementioned passage from
Apoc. Ab. 14:6, where “inheritance” is understood as partaking in the lot of
Azazel.

The incantation found in the Apocalypse of Abraham reveals an interesting
constellation of motifs with its reference to the Giants and their “progeny,” who
are depicted as the “inheritance” of Azazel and the “lot,” whom he himself
“made.” In this respect, our apocalypse goes even further than Jubilees, which
does not directly identify Mastema or Belial as one of the fallen Watchers or as
the procreators of the Giants and their malevolent spirits. Here, however, such a
“parental” link is clearly visible. Additional evidence for this connection is
found in Apoc. Ab. 14:6b: “and their portion is you [Azazel], and they come into
being through your being.” Here, the antagonist appears to be depicted as the
one who himself begot his own spiritual army. This tradition is a novel devel-
opment in comparison with the Belial/Mastema trend attested in Jubilees and in
the Qumran materials.

If we assume that the original text of Apoc. Ab. 14:6 indeed had “Nephilim/
Giants” instead of “clouds,” the question remains: how can this illegitimate off-
spring still be alive at the time of Abraham and able to represent Azazel’s lot,
despite the fact that the Giants had already perished in the antediluvian period?
One possible answer is that these Giants are now functioning not in their bodily
form, but rather in their spiritual one,242 as evil spirits.243 If so, Azazel, like
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Mastema or Belial, is now understood as the leader of the malevolent spirits
who escaped the Giants after the demise of their material bodies. Although the
text does not speak directly about the (evil) spirits of the Giants, other details –
like the terminology of “inheritance” and “lot” used in the Apocalypse of Abra-
ham in the description of the allies of the antagonist – make such an interpreta-
tion plausible. Another important detail is that the mention of the lot of Azazel
and the Giants/Nephilim is made in the incantation, which the adept must
repeat in order to safeguard himself against their harmful influence. This pro-
vides additional proof that Azazel’s assistants represent a demonic entity that
now requires such a tool.

3.1.8 Azazel’s Will: Backdoor to the Human Nature?

The category of “will” played a very important role in various anthropologies
found in the Apocalypse of Abraham as it appears several times in the midst of
yetzer speculations. These narratives speak about the “will” of God,244 Azazel,245
and, possibly, Abraham.246 What is even more important is that “will” appears
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of the Giants. Rather, in 10:5 Noah says in his prayer: ‘You know how your Watchers, the
fathers of these spirits, have acted during my lifetime. As for these spirits who have remained
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349.
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Giants came under God’s judgment, their physical nature was destroyed while their spirits or
souls emerged from their dead bodies. In this disembodied state, they continue to exist until
the final triumph of God at the end of history as we know it (16:1). After the Great Flood they
engaged in the sorts of activities that they had previously done. In particular, as before, they
wished to afflict human beings (15:12). Why? We may infer that they were jealous of humanity
who had managed to escape the deluge with their bodies intact.” Stuckenbruck, The Myth of
Rebellious Angels, 181.

244 Apoc. Ab. 26:5: “And he said to me, ‘Hear, Abraham. As the yetzer (с(ъ)вѣтъ) of your
father is in him, as your yetzer (с(ъ)вѣтъ) is in you, so also the yetzer (с(ъ)вѣтъ) of my will is
ready.’”

245 Apoc. Ab. 14:13: “God gave him (Azazel) hthe gravity andi the will (волю) against those
who answer him.” Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 21.

246 Apoc. Ab. 14:10–13: “And the angel said to me, ‘Answer him not!’ And he spoke to me a
second time. And the angel said, ‘Now, whatever he says to you, answer him not, lest his will



also to be envisioned as a tool by which Azazel is able to influence human
inclinations. Because of this, the faculty of the will is bound to play a paramount
role in various yetzer anthropologies found in the apocalypse. In sum, “will”
serves as another crucial instrument by which a personified angelic antagonist
is able to exercise his control over inner human impulses possibly even without
the help of his demonic army. Such bridging of demonological and anthropo-
logical boundaries through the category of the will establishes a new paradigm
of the “internalized demonology,” which is different from the one attested in
early Enochic writings and the Qumran materials. These materials have devel-
oped a concept of the demonic spirit with its ability to act internally.247 In this
demonological framework, a malevolent spiritual entity has the ability even to
inhabit a human body, becoming a sort of a spiritual parasite on its physical
human host. As in Jubilees and the Qumran materials, the Apocalypse of Abra-
ham shows familiarity with this demonological model when it unveils its tradi-
tion about Azazel’s demonic lot. Yet, along with this already familiar blueprint,
our text also postulates another option for bridging internal and external reali-
ties, which has not been previously discussed by historians of the yetzer symbo-
lism. This option is an ability to corrupt human yetzer by controlling the human
will. In this demonological framework there is no need for the antagonist’s
capacity to act internally or reside inside the human body, as he can exercise
his control over humans remotely, through a subject’s will. But how is the mal-
evolent agent able to influence a human being’s free will, given the fact that it
was granted to humanity by the deity himself? According to the Apocalypse of
Abraham, it is possible because God gave Azazel a special “will” that allows him
to control the inner workings of human beings.

At first glance, this paradigm shift appears not to be entirely novel as we can
possibly see its roots already in some Jewish materials. In the Hebrew Sirach,248
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the Testament of Reuben,249 the Testament of Asher,250 the Testament of Naph-
tali251 and the Testament of Benjamin,252 the yetzer speculations often portray
otherworldly figures as in charge of human inclinations. Some of these narra-
tives curiously mention the faculty of the human will in their yetzer specula-
tions. In the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs the notion of “will” appears in
the midst of speculation about the two spirits. Thus, from T. Jud. 20:1–5 we
learn the following:

So understand, my children, that two spirits await an opportunity with humanity: the
spirit of truth and the spirit of error. In between is the conscience of the mind which
inclines as it will (οὗ ἐὰν θέλῃ κλῖναι). The things of truth and the things of error are
written in the affections of man, each one of whom the Lord knows. There is no moment
in which man’s works can be concealed, because they are written on the heart in the
Lord’s sight. And the spirit of truth testifies to all things and brings all accusations. He
who has sinned is consumed in his heart and cannot raise his head to face the judge.253

The second sentence of this passage thematizes the faculty of the human will.254
As Robert Henry Charles points out, “we have here an admirable description of
man’s attitude to good and evil, which are here personified as spirits of good
and evil. His will can determine for either (ver. 2).255 The results of his volitions
are forthwith written on his heart, i. e. on his character, and are ever open to the
eyes of God (3–4).”256 According to Charles, the human “will” conditions a hu-
man person’s “attitude to good and evil.”

Although some aforementioned accounts discuss the role of the human will
in the process of choosing between good and evil, these accounts are missing
one important element which is present in the Apocalypse of Abraham. This
feature is unveiled with the utmost clarity in Apoc. Ab. 14:13: “God gave him
(Azazel) hthe gravity andi the will (волю) against those who answer him.”257
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4).” Hollander and De Jonge, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. A Commentary, 339.

256 Charles, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, 89.
257 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 21. Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham

en vieux slave, 150. Furthermore, Apoc. Ab. 14:10–13 clearly connects the “will” given to Azazel
by God with his ability to control a human being: “And the angel said to me, ‘Answer him not!’
And he spoke to me a second time. And the angel said, ‘Now, whatever he says to you, answer



I have argued elsewhere that “gravity” or “heaviness,” a concept expressed
through the Slavonic term тягота, designates here the attribute of the glory
bestowed by the deity on the antagonist.258 But what is the significance of the
other quality, mentioned in the passage, namely the mysterious “will” given to
Azazel? As we remember, biblical materials postulate the origin of yetzer from
God. Such a belief remained unshaken through the whole history of the yetzer
speculations, including later rabbinic developments. The Apocalypse of Abra-
ham also traces the origins of yetzer to God, who at the same time paradoxically
decided to delegate the power over human volition to the adversary through the
enigmatic transferal of “will.”259 This situation appears to be different, on the
one hand, from the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs and the Qumran mate-
rials and, on the other hand, from later rabbinic accounts, as they both firmly
maintained the freedom of human choice in the face of all afflictions, which
itself constitutes the very nature of yetzer as “inclination.” Could such interfer-
ence with free choice granted by God to a human being be considered as the
ultimate death of yetzer?

The gift of “will,” received by the adversary, becomes a powerful weapon
against all humans, not only the Gentiles, but the chosen people as well.260 In
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him not, lest his will affect you (како притечеть к тебѣ воля его). Since God gave him the
gravity and the will against those who answer him (волю на отвѣщавающая ему). Answer him
not.’” Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 21; Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko,
L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 68.

258 A. A. Orlov, “‘The Likeness of Heaven’ : The Kavod of Azazel in the Apocalypse of
Abraham,” in: idem, Dark Mirrors: Azazel and Satanael in Early Jewish Demonology (Albany:
SUNY, 2011) 11–26.

259 Azazel may here fulfil the role of “the dark side of God.” Alexander notes that “certain
negative actions towards humanity, rather than being attributed directly to God himself, are
sometimes transferred to an angel.” Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 342.
Furthermore, in the Dead Sea Scrolls “Satan/Belial, for all his evil intent, operates ultimately
under divine authority.” Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 343. In this respect,
Azazel’s role is very similar to the role of Mastema in Jubilees or Belial in some Qumran
materials. Reflecting on these demonological patterns, Archie Wright notes that “the author
of Jubilees (10:8) has followed a similar pattern of expanding the story concerning the evil
spirits in the Watcher tradition as the author of BW had done with the bene elohim in Genesis.
Mastema is introduced in a leadership role over the evil spirits similar to the role of Shemiha-
zah over the Watchers. In addition, he has limited the autonomy of the evil spirits. The author
of BWmakes no mention of the spirits being under a leader or as a part in the economy of God
(1 Enoch 16:1). Jubilees has placed the evil spirits within in the economy of God and under a
central leader who, in the biblical tradition, must answer to God.” Wright, The Origin of Evil
Spirits, 160.

260 A similar picture can be discerned in the Book of Jubilees. VanderKam notes that “the
distinction between the Israelites, who are under God’s rule, and the nations, who are subject
to the spirits, is a theme noted a few other times in Jubilees. The division is a strict one, but it is
possible for the demons to influence people in the chosen line. So in 19:28 Abraham prays that
the spirits of Mastema not rule Jacob and his descendants to turn them away from worshiping
the Lord. At a later point he warns Jacob to keep separate from the nations who worship
demons (22:16–18).” VanderKam, Jubilees. A Commentary, 1.53.



Apoc. Ab. 14:12, Abraham’s mentor, the angel Yahoel, warns his apprentice that
Azazel’s “will” can affect even him: “And the angel said, ‘Now, whatever he says
to you, answer him not, lest his will (воля его) affect you.’”261 In this passage,
there is a significant link between Azazel’s will and Abraham’s will. This link
demonstrates that the deity’s gift to the antagonist enables him to control a
human being’s inclinations, as he is literally able to paralyze Abraham’s voli-
tional abilities.

The motif of the antagonist’s will may have its early roots in the Book of
Jubilees, a writing that shows remarkable similarities to some yetzer traditions
found in the Apocalypse of Abraham. Jubilees also speaks about the “will” of its
otherworldly adversary, Mastema. In Jub. 10:3–7, in response to Noah’s plea, the
deity orders the angels to bind all the evil spirits.262 Their leader, Mastema,
however, objects to this action263 by uttering the following:

Lord creator, leave some of them before me; let them listen to me and do everything that I
tell them, because if none of them is left for me I shall not be able to exercise the authority
of my will among mankind. For they are meant for the purposes of destroying and mis-
leading before my punishment because the evil of mankind is great (Jub. 10:8).264

Following Noah’s plea and Mastema’s objections, God decides to leave “one-
tenth of the demons unbound” (10:9).265 An important detail in these negotia-
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261 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 21; Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham
en vieux slave, 150.

262 “[Noah] prayed before the Lord his God and said: ‘God of the spirits … You know how
your Watchers, the fathers of these spirits, have acted during my lifetime. As for these spirits
who have remained alive, imprison them and hold them captive in the place of judgment. May
they not cause destruction among your servant’s sons, my God, for they are savage and were
created for the purpose of destroying. May they not rule the spirits of the living for you alone
know their punishment; and may they not have power over the sons of the righteous from now
and forevermore.’ Then our God told us to tie up each one.” VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees,
2.58–59.

263 Michael Segal notes that “Mastema can negotiate with God, similar to the role of Satan
in the narrative framework of Job. In Job, Satan belongs to a divine council, composed of the
sons of god (Job 1:6).” Segal, The Book of Jubilees, 176.

264 VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2. 29.
265 Reflecting on God’s decision, James VanderKam says that “God’s response to Mastema’s

self-serving request is truly surprising and presents the major puzzle regarding the demons in
the Book of Jubilees: ‘Then he said that a tenth of them should be left before him, while he
would make nine parts descend to the place of judgment.’ (10:9). For some reason the author
has here departed dramatically from his source, the Book of the Watchers, which says nothing
about limiting the number of the demons or evil spirits.” VanderKam, “The Demons in the
Book of Jubilees,” 344. Wright draws attention to this aspect of limited demonic activity in
Jubilees in comparison to 1 Enoch by noting that “1 Enoch 15:12 states that the spirits of the
Giants ‘will rise against the sons of men and women because they came forth from them.’ The
context of this verse, established in 15:11, seems to indicate little restraint is placed upon the
activity of the Giants’ spirits; their end will come only in the eschaton. The author of Jubilees 10
further develops this element of the Watcher tradition by limiting the autonomy of the evil
spirits. It is possible from Charles’ reading of 10:6 that, up to this point, the spirits had free



tions is that the antagonist’s ability to exercise the authority of his will is tied
with the active presence of his demonic army.266 The text links Mastema’s “will”
with his demons, as he will not be able “to exercise the authority of his will”
without them.267

Although in his apotropaic prayer Noah prays to God not to give power to
Mastema and his demons over human beings, God still grants the adversary this
power. In Apoc. Ab. 23:13, the deity also speaks about the “power” over human
beings given to Azazel: “Hear, Abraham! Those who desire evil (иже злаго
желают) and whom I have hated as they are doing these [works], over them I
gave him (Azazel) power (власть), and [he is] to be loved by them.”268 Here,
God gives Azazel power (власть) over humans tormented with the evil yetzer,
and he empowers him to be loved by them.

Another important conceptual cluster pertaining to Azazel’s possible con-
nection with the yetzer traditions is situated in chapter thirteen. There, Yahoel
teaches the adept about Azazel’s tricks by providing crucial information about
his nefarious roles. The first aspect is Azazel’s role as personified iniquity. Apoc.
Ab. 13:6 unveils the following tradition: “And it came to pass when I saw the
bird speaking I said to the angel, ‘What is this, my lord?’ And he said, ‘This is
iniquity (бещестие), this is Azazel!’”269 Scholars often see Azazel here as the
personification of iniquity or evil. Commenting on this passage, Philonenko
notes that “dans l’Apocalypse d’Abraham, Azazel est l’impiété personnifiée.”270

In attempt to clarify the meaning of the Slavonic term “бесчестие,” Rubinkie-
wicz traces it to the Greek ἀσέβεια or Hebrew עשר .271 Azazel’s role as personi-
fied “iniquity” is reaffirmed later in the scene of the protological couple’s cor-
ruption where the antagonist is also defined as “iniquity”: “and he who is
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reign over humanity (similar to what we find in 1 Enoch 15:11–12), ‘for you [God] alone can
exercise dominion over them. And let them not have power over the sons of the righteous.’”
Wright, The Origin of Evil Spirits, 157.

266 In relation to this motif Brand observes that “Mastema’s ability to work his will among
humans is part of the divine order, demonstrated by Mastema’s right to the assistance of
demons in this endeavor. … From this point on, the evil spirits are a functional part of the
divine system, and do not represent a force independent of God’s will or control.” Brand, Evil
Within and Without, 180.

267 Segal notes that “Mastema has his own agenda (v. 8: ‘the authority of my will among
mankind’), which is not dependent upon the existence of the spirits. … The spirits no longer
act according to their own needs, and do not make any decisions for themselves, but rather
implement the authority of Mastema’s will.” Segal, The Book of Jubilees, 176–177.

268 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 28; Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko,
L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 88.

269 Apoc. Ab. 13:6. Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 20; Philonenko-Sayar and
Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 64.

270 Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 32.
271 Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham en vieux slave, 143.



between them is the iniquity (бесчестие) of their pursuits for destruction, Aza-
zel himself.” (Apoc. Ab. 23:11).272

The next role of the adversary referenced in Yahoel’s instructions is that of
tempter. From Apoc. Ab. 13:11 we learn that Azazel has been appointed to
tempt people, though not the righteous. This assignment of a certain portion
of humankind for temptation and corruption is again reminiscent of Jubilees’
demonology, according to which Mastema is able to tempt/corrupt only a part
of the human race.

Another important role is found in Azazel’s designation as “the all-evil spir-
it,” mentioned in Apoc. Ab. 13:9: “Through you the all-evil spirit (is) a liar
(и тобою всезлыи духъ лъжив), and through you (are) wrath and trials on
the generations of men who live impiously.”273

The most important verse for establishing Azazel’s role as one who is able to
control yetzer of a human being is Apoc. Ab. 13:10, which speaks about his
ability to act through the bodies of human beings. Kulik’s translation renders
this verse in the following way: “since the Eternal Mighty God did not send the
righteous, in their bodies, to be in your hand.”274 However, the Slavonic text can
be literally translated as “but the Eternal Mighty God did not give the righteous
bodily (телесѣмъ) in your hand.”275 The meaning of this verse appears to be that
God forbids the antagonist to influence the bodily instincts of the righteous.
Does this implicitly signify that he can influence the wicked’s bodies? If it is
indeed so, such interaction between demonological and anthropological di-
mensions has great significance for our study. It provides not only an important
evidence for Azazel’s role in controlling yetzer, but it also posits such yetzer
anthropology as a dualistic one, when the evil spirit is able to act only in the
bodies of the evil people. The statement in the following verse confirms such a
belief, since there Yahoel informs the opponent that he is not appointed to
tempt the righteous.276

Another aspect of Azazel’s evil economy is that, although the spirits are not
mentioned in the speculations about his lot, the text still unveils the antagonist’s
possible control over spiritual entities. For example, in Apoc. Ab. 13:9, Yahoel’s
rebuke links the adversary with the “wholly-evil spirit”: “And because of you
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272 Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 88.
273 Rubinkiewicz and Lunt, “The Apocalypse of Abraham,” 1.695; Philonenko-Sayar and

Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 66.
274 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 20. Rubinkiewicz and Lunt translate it in

the following way: “For the Eternal, Mighty One did not allow the bodies of the righteous to be
in your hand.” Rubinkiewicz and Lunt, “The Apocalypse of Abraham,” 1.695.

275 Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 66.
276 Cf. Apoc. Ab. 13:11: “Hear, adviser! Be shamed by me, since you have been appointed to

tempt not to all the righteous!” Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 20; “You have no
permission to tempt all the righteous.” Rubinkiewicz and Lunt, “The Apocalypse of Abraham,”
1.695.



[there is] the wholly-evil spirit (всезлый духъ) of the lie.”277 Curiously, Azazel
appears to be not the wholly-evil spirit himself, but rather secures its existence.
Does this signify that the evil spirit serves here, as in the case of the angelic
antagonists of the Book of Jubilees, as Azazel’s agent? Our book unfortunately
does not provide an answer to this question.

At the end of this section of our study, it will be useful to return to Philip
Alexander’s insights which underline a crucial difference between angels, even
fallen angels, like Azazel, and demons, in relation to human anthropology.278
While demons can “dwell” inside of a human being, angels are not able to do so.
In this respect, Alexander rightly observes that “demons can invade the human
body, from which they can only be expelled through exorcism, whereas angels
cannot. Nowhere do we read of an angel possessing a human.”279 This “angel”
demonology thus demonstrates a clear disadvantage in comparison with “de-
mon” demonology, in terms of its usefulness for the specific needs of various
yetzer anthropologies. By the peculiarities of its nature and operation, which
allows it to indwell or possess a human being, the demon gains immediate
access to the inner human nature, the access to which an angel is not able to
attain. Because of this, some yetzer anthropologies appropriate the concept of
demon as their first choice of malevolent opponents. Yet, as the example of the
Apocalypse of Abraham indicates, the “angel” demonology can still be appro-
priated for the purposes of the yetzer anthropologies.
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277 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 20. Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’A-
pocalypse d’Abraham, 66.

278 According to Philip Alexander, the Dead Sea Scrolls maintain the strict distinction be-
tween angels and demons: “the demonology of the Scrolls seems to envisage a clear distinction
drawn between demons and angels, whether fallen or otherwise. In Qumran thought a demon
is a non-corporeal being which is neither human nor angelic, but which causes harm and
mischief to humans in a variety of ways.” Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,”
332. Reflecting on the strict delineation between angels and demons in Jewish lore, Dale Mar-
tin notes that “we find evil angels in company with Lilith, šēdîm, and other ‘demonic’ beings.
But in none of these materials do we find the equation šēdîm = angels. And, of course, we find
no identification of fallen angels with Greek daimons. One might expect to find an identifica-
tion of demons with angels in a few other sources from ‘postbiblical’ Judaism, but that seems
not to be the case. In Tobit, the angel Raphael helps Tobias defeat the demon Asmodeus, but
they are not presented as the same species. In 6:8, demons are mentioned alongside ‘evil
spirits,’ but again the two kinds of beings are not identified; they may be just two similarly
troubling species.” D. Martin, “When Did Angels Become Demons,” JBL 129 (2010) 657–677 at
670. Such a strict borderline between two types of spiritual beings is also maintained in early
Christian materials: “nowhere in the NTare demons equated with angels, fallen or otherwise.”
Martin, “When Did Angels Become Demons,” 673.

279 Alexander, “Demonology of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 339.



3.2 Sexualizing Yetzer: Azazel

Another important anthropological “loophole” which allows the antagonist of
our story to manipulate a human inclination is sexuality. Sexualizing yetzer in
the Apocalypse of Abraham unfolds in several symbolic dimensions. It includes
not only the sexual corruption of Eve, who is depicted in our story as the per-
sonified yetzer, but also the sexualization of Azazel. His role as a possible sexual
corruptor of Eve shepherds the yetzer anthropologies of our text in a new sym-
bolic dimension by allowing the adversary to control inner impulses of a human
being through sexual temptation. In later rabbinic accounts this avenue for
corruption of human inclination will become a focal point for many specula-
tions. These ordeals will involve, like in the Apocalypse of Abraham, both hu-
man and otherworldly figures.

It appears to be deliberate that the sexual corruption of Adam and Eve in
chapter twenty-three of the Apocalypse of Abraham comes from the opponent
associated with the Enochic aetiology of evil. As we remember, it was the early
Enochic corpus where the story of the human fall became conceptualized for
the first time as sexual transgression by the otherworldly antagonists. Such
tendencies for sexualizing the fall can be seen in one of the earliest Enochic
booklets – the Book of the Watchers. Chapter six of this early Enochic text
relates the story of the descent of the fallen angels and their corruption of
earthly women.280 Comparing 1 Enoch 6 with its biblical counterpart found in
Genesis 6, William Loader notices several features that point to sexual over-
tones of the Enochic version. According to Loader,

whereas Genesis simply reports that the women were fair, 1 Enoch has “beautiful and
comely.” “The sons of God” become “the Watchers, the sons of heaven,” an interpretation
consistent with the usage of “the sons of God” elsewhere to refer to angels. 1 Enoch 1:2
had already referred to “the Watchers and holy ones” (also 1:5). For “saw” (Gen 6:2)
1 Enoch expands: “saw them and desired (ἐπεθύμησαν) them.” Similarly 1 Enoch elabo-
rates “and they took wives for themselves of all that they chose” (Gen 6:2) by reporting
conversation: “Come, let us choose for ourselves wives from the daughters of men, and
let us beget children for ourselves.” The effect is to emphasize desire as lust.281

Loader sums up the differences between Gen 6 and 1 Enoch 6 by noting that
“what appears in Gen 6:1–2 without evaluative commentary becomes in 1 En-
och 6:1–2 an account of rebellion in which three changes put the emphasis on
sexual wrongdoing: the enhanced description of the women, the addition of
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280 1 Enoch 6:1–2 reads: “And it came to pass, when the sons of men had increased, that in
those days there were born to them fair and beautiful daughters. And the angels, the sons of
heaven, saw them and desired them. And they said to one another: ‘Come, let us choose for
ourselves wives from the children of men, and let us beget for ourselves children.” Knibb, The
Ethiopic Book of Enoch, 2.67.

281 Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees on Sexuality, 9.



‘lust’ and the desire to beget.”282 1 Enoch 7:1 continues the theme of the Watch-
ers’ conjugal behavior by saying that “they took wives for themselves, and
everyone chose for himself one each. And they began to go in to them and were
promiscuous with them.”283 Deliberating on this verse, Loader notes that “the
words, ‘took for themselves wives from among them such as they chose’ is a
second reference to Gen 6:2, ‘they took wives for themselves of all that they
chose’ and has the effect of underlining what appears to be indiscriminate
choice noted above in relation to 1 Enoch 6:2.”284 According to Loader, the En-
ochic author again brings out the nature of the “great sin” by saying that “they
began to go into them,” referring to the act of sexual intercourse.285

In 1 Enoch 10:11, the motif of illicit sexual behavior of the fallen angels ap-
pears again, this time from the deity’s lips: “And the Lord said to Michael: ‘Go,
inform Semyaza and the others with him who have associated with the women
to corrupt themselves with them in all their uncleanness.’”286 Although Loader
suggests that “this is commonly understood as a reference to women when they
are in a state of uncleanness during menstruation (Lev 15:19–24),”287 Archie
Wright points out that this interpretation is problematic since menstruation
rules out the possibility of conception, which is central to the story.288

Already in the Book of the Watchers, its chief antagonist, who will appear later
in the Apocalypse of Abraham, became linked to the tools of seduction. Thus,
from 1 Enoch 8:1–2 we learn that it was Asael/Azazel who taught human beings
to make

bracelets, and ornaments, and the art of making up the eyes and of beautifying the eye-
lids, and the most precious and choice stones, and all (kinds of) colored dyes.289 And the
world was changed. And there was great impiety and much fornication, and they went
astray, and all their ways became corrupt.290

Loader points out that “these are not pieces of innocent information” since
“there is an allusion to sexual wrongdoing in the account of what he taught
people.”291

The theme of Asael/Azazel as a corruptor of humanity by illicit sexual acts is
continued in another early Enochic booklet – the Animal Apocalypse. 1 Enoch
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282 Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees on Sexuality, 10.
283 Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch, 2.76–77.
284 Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees on Sexuality, 12.
285 Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees on Sexuality, 12.
286 Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch, 2.89.
287 Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees on Sexuality, 13.
288 Wright, The Origin of Evil Spirits, 130.
289 Reflecting on this tradition, Loader notes “as it stands, the effect is to include women’s

sexuality, enhanced by cosmetics and jewelry, as a cause of the ‘great sin.’” Loader, Enoch, Levi,
and Jubilees on Sexuality, 18.

290 Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch, 2.79–81.
291 Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees on Sexuality, 17.



86:1–4 unfolds a novel interpretation of the Watchers’ fall, depicting them as
stars, who upon their descent become engaged in the sexual intercourse with
earthly women, depicted in the zoomorphic code of the Animal Apocalypse as
heifers:

And again I looked with my eyes as I was sleeping, and I saw heaven above, and behold, a
star fell from heaven, and it arose and ate and pastured amongst those bulls. And after
this I saw the large and the black bulls and behold, all of them changed their pens and
their pastures and their heifers, and they began to moan, one after another. And again I
saw in the vision and looked at heaven, and behold, I saw many stars, how they came
down and were thrown down from heaven to that first star, and amongst those heifers
and bulls; they were with them, pasturing amongst them. And I looked at them and saw,
and behold, all of them let out their private parts like horses and began to mount the
cows of the bulls, and they all became pregnant and bore elephants and camels and
asses.292

The star which descended first is our antagonist, Asael/Azazel. This becomes
apparent later in the story when in 1 Enoch 88:1,293 the first star is portrayed as
being bound in a fashion similar to Asael’s earlier imprisonment in 1 Enoch
10.294 In relation to the first star, Loader suggests that Asael’s sexual lusting
among the cattle might signify here a concern about intermarriage.295

Asael’s and other stars’ sexual transgressions are depicted in the Animal
Apocalypse with explicit erotic imagery, uncommon in early Jewish lore. Loader
rightly observes that such acts are

graphically portrayed in 86:4, where the author uses the dramatic image of stallions and
their visually striking penises. Here, then, the sexual wrongdoing of the Watchers comes
to vivid expression. They are associated with horses, unclean animals. The subsequent
birth of elephants, camels and asses (86:4), also unclean animals, which terrify the bulls
and savage them, matches the myth of the Giants (85:5–6), including their three different
forms.296

The sexualized profile of Asael in the early Enochic materials provides an im-
portant early blueprint for the later strategies of Azazel’s sexualizing in the
Apocalypse of Abraham. Along with distinctive Enochic motifs, the scene of
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292 Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch, 2.196–197.
293 1 Enoch 88:1: “And I saw one of those four who had come out first, how he took hold of

that first star which had fallen from heaven, and bound it by its hands and its feet, and threw it
into an abyss; and that abyss was narrow, and deep, and horrible, and dark.” Knibb, The
Ethiopic Book of Enoch, 2.189.

294 Cf. 1 Enoch 10:4–6: “And further the Lord said to Raphael: ‘Bind Azazel by his hands
and his feet, and throw him into the darkness. And split open the desert which is in Dudael,
and throw him there. And throw on him jagged and sharp stones, and cover him with dark-
ness; and let him stay there forever, and cover his face, that he may not see light, and that on the
great day of judgment he may be hurled into the fire.’” Knibb, The Ethiopic Book of Enoch,
2.87–88.

295 Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees on Sexuality, 63.
296 Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees on Sexuality, 62.



Azazel’s corruption of the protological couple appropriates familiar Adamic
imagery, including the symbolism of the serpent and the tree of knowledge.
We will now proceed to the close analysis of these conceptual developments.

3.2.1 Azazel as the Serpent and the Serpent as Yetzer Hara

According to Jewish lore, one of the very first occasions when human yetzer
became corrupted was during the first couple’s fall in the Garden of Eden. In
the Apocalypse of Abraham, this protological event also becomes a major nexus
for unfolding the traditions about evil inclination. In later rabbinic accounts
not only Adam and Eve but also other characters of the Edenic fall story became
closely tied to the speculations about yetzer. The most notable culprits were, not
surprisingly, the serpent and the tree of knowledge. These ominous symbols of
the human fall became closely linked in later rabbinic lore with the yetzer hara
symbolism. In the Apocalypse of Abraham, where the antagonist became asso-
ciated both with the serpent and with the tree of knowledge, such links may
again hint to his role as the personification of the evil desire. We should now
draw our close attentions to this protological imagery.

In chapter twenty-three of the Apocalypse of Abraham, the seer beholds the
fallen angel Azazel in the “form of a serpent.” Apoc. Ab. 23:6–11 provides the
following portrayal of the adversary:

And they were standing under a tree of Eden, and the fruit of the tree was like the
appearance of a bunch of grapes of vine. And behind the tree was standing, as it were, a
serpent in form, but having hands and feet like a man, and wings on its shoulders: six on
the right side and six on the left. And he was holding in his hands the grapes of the tree
and feeding the two whom I saw entwined with each other. And I said, “Who are these
two entwined with each other, or who is this between them, or what is the fruit which
they are eating, Mighty Eternal One?” And he said, “This is the reason of men, this is
Adam, and this is their desire on earth, this is Eve. And he who is between them is the
Impiety of their pursuits for destruction, Azazel himself.”297

In thinking about this Edenic portrayal, which depicts a bizarre intertwining of
Adam, Eve, and Azazel, Daniel Harlow suggests that “the three of them appear
in a ménage à trois, the man and woman entwined in an erotic embrace, the
fallen angel in serpentine guise feeding them grapes.”298 Such depiction of the
otherworldly adversary in the serpentine form is not a unique motif. A similar
tradition can be found in the Primary Adam Books in which the serpent be-
comes a “lyre” for Satan during his deception of the protoplasts. These early
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Jewish traditions, preserved in their later Christian macroforms, describe Sa-
tan’s indwelling into the serpentine creature in great detail.299 Later Jewish ac-
counts sometimes strive to compare Satan’s indwelling in the serpent with the
evil yetzer’s indwelling into a human being. Thus, chapter thirteen of Pirqe de
Rabbi Eliezer offers the following comparison:

to a man in whom there was an evil spirit. All the deeds which he does, or all the words
which he utters, does he speak by his own intention? Does he not act only according to
the idea of the evil spirit, which (rules) over him? So (was it with) the serpent. All the
deeds which it did, and all the words which it spake, it did not speak except by the
intention of Sammael.300

Here, the evil yetzer in the human being is paralleled with “the intention of
Sammael” in the serpent. Later Jewish mystical compendiums often directly
identify the serpent with the evil inclination. Thus, from Zohar I.27a we learn
the following:

When Moses struck the rock God took it back from him, and “he went down to him with
a rod,” to smite him with it, the “rod” being the evil inclination, which is a serpent, the
cause of the captivity.301

Zohar I.35b further affirms the serpent’s role as the evil inclination at the same
time connecting him with Satan:

It was Samael, and he appeared on a serpent, for the ideal form of the serpent is the Satan
… This serpent is the evil tempter and the angel of death. It is because the serpent is the
angel of death that it brought death to the world.302

In light of these later traditions, the sexual union between Azazel and Eve in the
Apocalypse of Abraham can possibly be understood as an act of corruption of
the personified human yetzer, since there the antagonist overpowers and defiles
the gendered yetzer in the form of the first woman.

Another important dimension involves the question of whether the sexual
union of Azazel and the primordial couple intends to create a race of demonic
creatures, as in the case of the conjugal encounters between the fallen angels
and women in the Book of the Watchers. In the Book of the Watchers, the aetiol-
ogy of demons is tied to the peculiar anthropology of the Giants who were born
from a union of the celestial and earthly creatures. Archie Wright states that “by
procreating through the women, the Watchers have created an unauthorized
new being, one that is a mix of the heavenly nature of angels and the body and
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flesh of humans: ‘they will be called evil spirits’ and they will dwell among hu-
mans (15:8).”303 According to Wright,

the Giants, like their human counterparts, were composed of two elements; they each had
a fleshly body, which could die, and they each had an immortal spirit (in the sense that its
existence continued following a physical death). The spiritual element of the Giants,
however, had a slightly different nature to that of the human spirit. The Giants’ spirits,
unlike the human spirit, were able to roam the earth unseen (1 Enoch 15:11), a trait
inherited from their fathers.304

In later rabbinic traditions Eve was often portrayed as a progenitor of the evil
spirits who conceived them through the sexual intercourse with an other-
worldly antagonistic figure. We will explore these traditions later in our study.

3.2.2 Azazel as the Tree of Knowledge and the Tree of Knowledge as
Yetzer Hara

Azazel’s role as the yetzer’s corruptor in the Edenic scene is further solidified by
his connection with the tree of knowledge. Apoc. Ab. 23 portrays Azazel as
standing near this paradisal sign of corruption. Yet, at the same time one can
discern a certain parallelism between the infamous tree and the fallen angel.
The depiction of both entities utilizes similar symbolism. For instance, as the
tree of knowledge held grapes on its branches, according to some traditions,
Azazel also holds grapes in his hands. In view of such correspondences, it is
possible that the text attempts to envision the antagonist as an embodiment of
the infamous arboreal symbol. The motif that the demon is entwined with the
protoplasts is reminiscent not only of the classic attributes of the serpent but
also the entwined branches of the tree. The entwined Azazel can be understood
as the tree and his hands as branches from which the humans are nourished
with the forbidden fruit. In this respect, the text appears to refer to Azazel as the
fruit of the forbidden tree.305

If Azazel is indeed envisioned as the protological tree, it provides an addi-
tional link to the yetzer symbolism since in Jewish lore the tree of corruption
was often understood as yetzer hara. Already in 3 Bar 4:8, the angelus interpres
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tells Baruch that “in the first place, the tree was the vine, but secondly, the tree
(is) sinful desire,306 which Satanael spread over Adam and Eve.”307 This motif
was not forgotten many centuries later as it appears in Zohar I.27a from which
we learn that if one transgresses the law, he become “watered from the bitter-
ness of the tree of evil, which is the evil inclination, and all his limbs are full of
bitterness.”308

3.3 Sexualizing Yetzer: Eve

Azazel’s bizarre interaction with Adam and Eve in the protological scene of the
Apocalypse of Abraham, overlaid with the panoply of erotic overtones,309 has
often been interpreted by scholars as sexual intercourse,310 in the form of a
ménage à trois.311 This possibility looms large in the view that God himself
designates Azazel as Eve’s seducer in the text.312 The antagonist’s sexual role is
further corroborated by the ominous symbolism of feeding when Azazel, in
serpentine guise, nourishes the primordial couple with the grapes from his
hands. Scholars have noted that in rabbinic culture food and feeding often
become metaphors for sexual activity.313 The tradition about the sexual inter-
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course between Eve and the otherworldly antagonist, hinted through the sym-
bolism of nourishment with the forbidden fruit, is attested in several Jewish
sources. In the Greek version of the Primary Adam Books 19:3, Satan places
ἐπιθυμία (a term which often serves as the Greek cognate for Hebrew yetzer)
on the fruit which he handles to Eve:

And when he had received the oath from me, he came [and entered] and placed upon the
fruit which he gave me the poison of his wickedness – which is (the sense of) desire
(ἐπιθυμία), for it is the beginning of every sin – and he bent the branch to the earth
and I took of the fruit and I ate.314

Is feeding, as in the later rabbinic traditions, and possibly in the Apocalypse of
Abraham, envisioned as a metaphor for sexual encounter? In the Slavonic ver-
sion of 3 Bar. 4:8 the terminology of “desire” coincides with the symbolism of
the infamous tree: “the tree (is) sinful desire which Satanael spread over Eve and
Adam.”315

The Protevangelium of James is also cognizant of the story of Eve’s sexual
corruption. Chapter thirteen of this early Christian text reads “Adam was (ab-
sent) in the hour of his prayer … the serpent came and found Eve alone and
deceived her and defiled her.”316

Rabbinic corpora also offer extensive speculations about Eve’s sexual encoun-
ter with the antagonist, who often appears in the serpentine disguise. However,
new facets of the familiar story receive attention in these texts. Daniel Boyarin
points out that “in the midrashic texts, Eve is nearly always presented as the
victim of the snake … According to the midrash, the snake did not seduce Eve
to have sex with Adam, she had already had intercourse with Adam, as we shall
see but rather, he seduced her to commit adultery with him … The woman is
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plain, nor did the destroyer, the deceitful serpent, defile the purity of my virginity.” Cf. also, Sir
25:24: “From a woman sin had its beginning, and because of her we all die.”



portrayed as the victim of the snake’s sexual aggression.”317 Some details of these
rabbinic depictions are important for our study. For example, b. Yeb. 103b offers
the following portrayal of the sexual encounter between Eve and the serpent:
“For R. Johanan stated: When the serpent copulated with Eve, he infused her
with lust. The lust of the Israelites who stood at Mount Sinai, came to an end,
the lust of the idolaters who did not stand at Mount Sinai did not come to an
end.”318 Boyarin points out that “although this saying sounds like a version of
Original Sin, it is such with an enormous difference. The woman is portrayed as
the victim of the snake’s sexual aggression, which renders her and all of her
descendants temporarily impure.”319 Boyarin further suggests that “the filth,
then, that is transmitted to Eve’s descendants temporarily is not that of sex but
only of the lust for illicit sex – either adultery or bestiality or both.”320 b. Abodah
Zarah 22b attests to a similar tradition: “R. Johanan said: When the serpent
came unto Eve he infused filthy lust into her.”321b. Shabb. 146a again speaks
about the antagonist’s injection of lust into the first woman: “Why are idolaters
lustful? Because they did not stand at Mount Sinai. For when the serpent came
upon Eve he injected a lust into her [as for] the Israelites who stood at Mount
Sinai, their lustfulness departed; the idolaters, who did not stand at Mount
Sinai, their lustfulness did not depart.”322
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Eve’s infusion with lust or filth in these passages might provide a possible key
for understanding the Apocalypse of Abraham’s depiction. Could “lust” be un-
derstood as evil inclination, since in the aforementioned rabbinic passage it
became subdued and neutralized as did yetzer hara by (the reception of) the
Torah? If so, could the antagonist’s nefarious actions be understood as infusion
of the first woman with evil yetzer?

Some rabbinic passages depict Eve as conceiving and giving birth as a result
of her illicit sexual encounter with the antagonist. Targum Pseudo-Jonathan on
Gen 4:1 states that “Adam knew his wife Eve who had conceived from Sammael,
the angel of the Lord.”323 Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer 21 attests to a similar tradition:
“Just as with this garden whatever is sown therein, it produces and brings forth,
so (with) this woman, what seed she receives, she conceives and bears through
sexual intercourse. (Sammael) riding on the serpent came to her, and she con-
ceived; afterwards Adam came to her, and she conceived Abel.”324 In these tra-
ditions Cain is often understood as the progeny of the evil otherworldly temp-
ter.325

This tradition appears in Targum Pseudo-Jonathan on Gen 5:3: “When Adam
had lived a hundred and thirty years, he begot Seth, who resembled his image
and likeness. For before that, Eve had borne Cain, who was not from him and
who did not resemble him.”326 The Primary Adam Books depict Cain with the
attributes of the angelic being, possibly hinting for his origin from the other-
worldly parent.327 Silviu Bunta has proposed that the tradition of the mixed
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when she bore the child, the colour of his body was like the colour of stars. At the hour when
the child fell into the hands of the mid-wife, he leaped up and, with his hands plucked up the
grass of the earth near his mother’s hut; and infertilities became numerous in that place.”
Anderson and Stone, Synopse, 24E. The Georgian version of the Primary Adam Books 21:3
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Fortress, 2014) 189.



angelic-human conception and nature of Cain in the Primary Adam Books is
connected with the Enochic Watchers/Giants developments.328

The story of Eve’s illicit sexual encounter with the otherworldly antagonist is
further perpetuated in various Christian materials. The Apocryphon of John
records that Yaldabaoth’s seduction of Eve resulted in the procreation of two
sons.329 In this version of the story, not only Cain but also Abel was understood
as the fruit of the illicit sexual encounter. Epiphanius of Salamis in his Panarion
1.40 affirms this variant by telling that “the devil came to Eve, lay with her as a
man with a woman, and sired Cain and Abel by her.”330

Furthermore, some rabbinic passages speak about the antagonist’s arousal
when he beheld the first couple’s sexual act. Gen. Rab. 18:6 reads: “Said
R. Joshua b. Karhah: It teaches you through what sin that wicked creature in-
veigled them, viz. because he saw them engaged in their natural functions, he
[the serpent] conceived a passion for her.” This tradition evokes the erotic sym-
bolism of the Apocalypse of Abraham’s scene where Azazel is present at the
conjugal act of the protoplasts.

An important tradition for the purposes of our study is the motif of Eve as
the mother of demons.331 In early Enochic lore, illicit sexual unions between the
fallen angels and women offered a unique anthropological opportunity for the
origin of evil spirits. The story of Eve as the demons’ progenitor provides a
witness to an Adamic counterpart to the Enochic tradition. Gen. Rab. 20:11
states:

He showed her how many generations she had destroyed. R. Aba interpreted it: The
serpent was thy [Eve’s] serpent [i. e. seducer], and thou art Adam’s serpent. Because she
was the mother (em) of all living. R. Simeon b. Eleazar said: That means that she is
associated with (ʿim) all living. It was taught: If [her husband] becomes wealthy, she rises
with him; if he becomes poor, she does not descend with him. R. Simon said: the mother
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of all living means, the mother of all life. For R. Simon said: Throughout the entire one
hundred and thirty years during which Adam held aloof from Eve the male demons were
made ardent by her and she bore, while the female demons were inflamed by Adam and
they bore, as it is written, “If he commits iniquity, I will chasten him with the rod of men,
and with the afflictions of the children of man – Adam, which means, the children of the
first man.” The reason for the view that house spirits are benevolent is because they dwell
with him [man], while the opinion that they are harmful is based on the fact that they
understand man’s evil inclinations. He who maintains that the spirits of the field are
benevolent does so because they do not grow up with him, while as for the view that they
are harmful, the reason is because they do not comprehend his evil inclinations.332

Yishai Kiel points out that according to R. Simeon, “the biblical phrase ‘mother
of all who live’ (Gen 3:20) alludes to the notion that Eve was not only the
mother of all humans, but also the mother of all spirits. R. Simon further asserts
that, during a period of 130 years in which Adam abstained from sexual inter-
course with Eve, male spirits impregnated Eve, who in turn gave birth to spirits,
while Adam impregnated female spirits, who likewise gave birth to spirits.”333

B. Erub. 18b is also cognizant of this motif:

R. Jeremiah b. Eleazar further stated: In all those years during which Adamwas under the
ban he begot ghosts and male demons and female demons, for it is said in Scripture: And
Adam lived a hundred and thirty years and begot a son in his own likeness, after his own
image, from which it follows that until that time he did not beget after his own image.334
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Kiel further notes that “according to this tradition, during the period in which
Adam was under a ban (perhaps after he was banished from Eden) he produced
spirits, demons, and Liliths.”335

Furthermore, in some rabbinic traditions Eve became understood as the “ser-
pent of Adam,” being envisioned as a female antagonistic counterpart. Gen.
Rab. 22:2 unveils that “no creature ever copulated before Adam: it is not written,
man knew, but ‘And man knew’ intimates that he made known sexual functions
to all. … He knew how he had been robbed of his tranquility; he knew what his
serpent [i. e. Eve, his tempter] had done to him.”336

These traditions provide an important conceptual background for rabbinic
beliefs that human yetzer was already compromised during the primordial fall.
In this perspective, the first woman now became understood as an archetype of
a gendered “weak link” through which the otherworldly antagonist would be
able to corrupt and control human yetzer in the future generations.

In view of Eve’s designation as yetzer (Slav. помышьление) in our text, it is
possible that the Apocalypse of Abraham reflects not only a process of gendering
but also a process of sexualizing yetzer. This conceptual development reveals
some similarities to later rabbinic understanding of evil yetzer as the sexual
desire. Scholars have often underlined this aspect of the yetzer symbolism. Da-
niel Boyarin notes that “sexuality337 … is called the Evil Instinct solely because
of its destructive side.”338 Michael Satlow also points out that “Babylonian rab-
bis shared with their Palestinian counterparts an understanding of the human
body as having two competing desires, one of which – the sexual – they termed
‘evil.’”339 Peter van der Horst also argues for a connection between sexuality and
yetzer in rabbinic thought by arguing that for the Rabbis “the evil inclination is
a necessary and even essential element in human life on earth in that it is also
the source of sexual passion and hence of procreation.”340 In a similar vein,
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the lower beings, so that the sons of God went astray after them.” Sperling and Simon, The
Zohar, 5.81–82.

335 Kiel, Sexuality in the Babylonian Talmud, 125–126.
336 Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah, 1.180.
337 Boyarin argues that “the Rabbis inherited the term ‘Evil Instinct’ from a first-century

Judaism much more averse to sexuality than they were, and unable to dispense with it, they
ironized the term – ‘The Evil Instinct is very good’ – and rendered the concept itself dialectical
– blind in one eye, as it were. Sexuality, according to them, neither is itself evil (as apparently
many first-century Jews held), nor is it an uncomplicated good, despite the fact that it leads to
building houses, marrying, procreation, and eggs! It is called the Evil Desire solely because of
its destructive side, from which it cannot escape, but at the same time there is full recognition
not only of the necessity for desire but of its very positive overtones.” Boyarin, Carnal Israel,
63.

338 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 63.
339 M. Satlow, “Marriage, Sexuality and the Family,” in: The Cambridge History of Judaism,

IV: The Late Roman-Rabbinic Period (ed. S. T. Katz; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2006) 621.

340 Van der Horst, “A Note on the Evil Inclination,” 60.



Cohen Stuart argued that in the rabbinic corpora sensual passion was regarded
as the main manifestation in which the evil inclination reveals itself.341 In his
study of sexuality in Jewish lore, David Biale sums up the previous scholarly
insights by arguing that although the Rabbis considered the yetzer as the force
that drives human beings toward all types of sin, they associated it primarily
with sexuality.342

Many rabbinic passages unfold their speculations about yetzer in the midst of
their discussions about human sexuality and procreation.343 For example, Avot
of Rabbi Nathan rec. A 16 unveils the following speculation about the evil yet-
zer: “Rabbi Reuben ben Astroboli says: ‘How can a man escape from the evil
impulse within him? For the first seminal drop a man puts into a woman is the
evil impulse!’”344 Here, the advent of evil yetzer is linked to the act of procrea-
tion when even the very possibility for human life became overshadowed by the
evil yetzer. In the same chapter, yetzer is again tied to a sexual behavior, this
time, however, the illicit one: “When a man bestirs himself and goes off to some
unchastity, all his limbs obey him, for the evil impulse is king over his two
hundred and forty-eight limbs.”345 Human sexuality, both in its legitimate and
illicit expressions, is so laden with the danger of the evil yetzer, that it virtually
becomes unavoidable. Such fatalism in relation to the effects of the evil inclina-
tion is summarized in b. Abodah Zarah 5a: “Said Resh Lakish: ‘Come let us
render gratitude to our forebears, for had they not sinned, we should not have
come to the world.’”346

For the analysis of the Apocalypse of Abraham, in which the female figure
became personified as yetzer in the midst of sexual intercourse, another aspect
of evil inclination’s sexualization is important. This facet involves rabbinic spec-
ulations about connections between female sexuality and evil yetzer. A short
excursus in these traditions is necessary since it provides a better understanding
of the paradoxical sexual union of Adam, Eve, and Azazel in the Apocalypse of
Abraham.

Some rabbinic testimonies underline two aspects of female sexuality which
are relevant for understanding the yetzer economy. The first aspect pertains to
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341 Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man between Good and Evil, 28.
342 Biale, Eros and the Jews, 44.
343 Boyarin notes that “perhaps the most arresting fact about the discourse of sexuality

throughout the talmudic literature is that desire is nearly always concatenated with having
children … Indeed, ‘procreation’ [Hebrew piriya uriviya] is often used as a synonym for sexu-
ality itself.” Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 71.

344 Goldin, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan, 85.
345 Goldin, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan, 83.
346 Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Abodah Zarah, 5a. Zohar I.61a holds a similar opinion

when it transmits in the name of R. Hizkiah the following dictum: “How could they have
begotten children there, seeing that, had the evil inclination not enticed him to sin, Adam
would have dwelt forever in the world by himself and would not have begotten children?”
Sperling and Simon, The Zohar, 1.197.



the danger that female sexuality poses for male yetzer. The second aspect in-
volves the assistance that female sexuality provides to the evil forces in subver-
sion of human yetzer. Both aspects appear to be interconnected.

Concerning the first aspect, Yishay Kiel points out that in the Babylonian
Talmud “all women, including relatives and underage girls … are perceived as
sources of sexual temptation, while all men (including the greatest of sages) are
subject to its overwhelming power.”347 Kiel further notes that the Bavli “shifts
the focal point of the discussion from the fear of actual sin (i. e. prohibited
sexual intercourse) to the internal struggle (of males) against the yetzer. In this
context, the evil yetzer, as a psychodemonic embodiment of sexual desire, be-
comes the main protagonist of the talmudic drama.”348 In this androcentric
cultural framework, a woman was perceived as “a temptress” whose role is to
challenge male’s yetzer.349 Michael Satlow notes that “rabbinic perceptions of
the overwhelming power of male sexual desire, and of passive female acquies-
cence to it, gird their general wariness of women as temptresses.”350

Furthermore, according to the Rabbis, on the battlefield with evil yetzer the
two genders are equipped very differently. Satlow points out that rabbinic tradi-
tion viewed women as being more “‘lightheaded’ than men, lacking self-con-
trol.”351 For example, b. Qidd. 80b explains the rule according to which “a man
may not be alone with two women, but one woman may be alone with two
men” by postulating that it is because “women are temperamentally light-
headed.”352 Often such lack of self-control intends to justify why women are less
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347 Kiel, Sexuality in the Babylonian Talmud, 37. Cf. b. Ber. 24a: “To tell you that if one gazes
at the little finger of a woman, it is as if he gazed at her secret place! – No, It means, in one’s
own wife, and when he recites the Shema. R. Hisda said: A woman’s leg is a sexual incitement,
as it says. Uncover the leg, pass through the rivers, and it says afterwards, Thy nakedness shall
be uncovered, yea, thy shame shall be seen. Samuel said: A woman’s voice is a sexual incite-
ment, as it says, For sweet is thy voice and thy countenance is comely. R. Shesheth said: A
woman’s hair is a sexual incitement, as it says, Thy hair is as a flock of goats.” Epstein, The
Babylonian Talmud, Berakoth, 24a; b. Shab. 152a.: “A Tanna taught: Though a woman be as a
pitcher full of filth and her mouth be full of blood, yet all speed after her.” Epstein, The Baby-
lonian Talmud, Shabbath, 152a.
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tempt men into sexual transgression. One rabbi advises avoidance in conversation with any
woman, even one’s own wife and all the more so another man’s wife, in order to avoid ‘inherit-
ing Gehenna.’” M. Satlow, Tasting the Dish: Rabbinic Rhetorics of Sexuality (BJS, 303; Atlanta:
Scholars, 1995) 162.

350 Satlow, Tasting the Dish, 160.
351 Satlow, Tasting the Dish, 158.
352 Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Kiddushin, 80b. Pondering on this tradition, Satlow

notes that “because women are thought to have no sexual restraint, it was thought that one
woman would not stop the (illicit) amorous activities of a couple in the same room. When two
men, however, are in the same room, each would be restrained by the other. Similarly, a man
would be shamed by the presence of his wife. The Tosefta and the Talmudim contain similar
strictures.” Satlow, Tasting the Dish, 164.



able to govern their sexual desires then males. Mishnah Sotah 3:4 sums up these
beliefs in the statement of R. Joshua who suggests that “a woman has more
pleasure in one kab with sex than in nine kabs with modesty.”353

Satlow notes that according to these rabbinic beliefs only men were capable
of controlling their overwhelming desires.354 B. Ket. 65a further illustrates wo-
men’s lack of control by pointing out that “no allowance for wine is made for a
woman. And should you point out the Scriptural text, I will go after my lovers,
that give me my bread and my water, my wool and my flax, mine oil and my
drink, [it may be replied that the reference is to] things which a woman de-
sires.”355 Another passage from B. Ket. 65a again underlines women’s lack of
self-control: “a Tanna taught: One cup is becoming to a woman; two are degrad-
ing, [and if she has] three she solicits publicly. [But if she has] four she solicits
even an ass in the street and cares not.”356 Concerning this baraitha, Satlow
notes that “it asserts that the more wine a woman consumes the more sexually
solicitous she becomes, emphasizing the link between her ability to control
herself and her sexual desires … by the time she drinks four cups, the baraitha
asserts, she will solicit even an ass.”357

Satlow points out that in rabbinic materials women were depicted not merely
as passive temptresses “but also as seductresses, actively testing male sexual
control.”358 One can find portrayals of such alleged female behavior in various
rabbinic corpora.

Satlow notes that the Palestinian Talmud records a tradition that wanton
women would attempt to seduce men even by reciting to them suggestive bib-
lical verses.359 Y. Sot. 3:4, 19a speaks about “a predatory woman” – the “one who
sits and makes fun of the words of the Torah: She said, you shall come to me …
and he slept with her that night.”360 Here, the Torah itself becomes a tool of
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353 Danby, The Mishnah, 296. See also b. Ket. 62b: “A woman prefers one kab with frivolity
to ten kabs with abstinence. … Thus R. Rehumi who was frequenting [the school] of Raba at
Mahuza used to return home on the Eve of every Day of Atonement. On one occasion he was
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The roof collapsed under him and he was killed.” Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Kethuboth,
62b.
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seduction. Such imagery appears intentionally to evoke the well-known rabbi-
nic beliefs about the Torah as a weapon against the evil yetzer. Here, paradoxi-
cally, this portentous tool against the evil inclination is used in order to open a
back door for it. Lev. Rab. 16:1 offers another account of the Israelite women’s
seduction techniques:

Haughty eyes, we learn from the daughters of Zion. Of them it is written, Because the
daughters of Zion are haughty, and walk with stretched-forth necks and ogling eyes,
walking and mincing as they go, and making a tinkling with their feet; therefore the Lord
will smite with a scab the crown of the head of the daughters of Zion. “Because the
daughters of Zion are haughty,” because they were proud of their tall stature, and walked
arrogantly; “And walk with stretched-forth necks,” because every one of them put on her
ornaments and stretched forward her neck in order to show her ornaments … R. Abba b.
Kahana said: Figures of a serpent were on their shoes. The Rabbis said: Awoman used to
take an egg-shell, fill it with balsam, and place it beneath her heel; on seeing a company of
young men she would press on it with her foot, and the odor would go through them like
the poison of a serpent.361

Here, the beautification rituals of the “daughters of Zion” are compared with
the deeds of the primordial snake as they have “figures of a serpent on their
shoes” and their parfum represents “the poison of serpent.”362 In some rabbinic
passages, these beatification routines are put in conspicuous parallels with har-
lotry and used as proof that women lack self-control. For example, b. Ket. 54a
openly expresses such connections:

R. Hisda ruled: If she played the harlot she is not entitled to maintenance. R. Joseph
ruled: If she painted her eyes or dyed her hair she is not entitled to maintenance. He
who ruled: “If she played the harlot” would even more so deprive her of maintenance if
she paints her eyes or dyes her hair. He, however, who ruled: “If she painted her eyes or
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361 Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah, 4.199–200. A similar tradition is also attested in
b. Shab. 62b: “Raba son of R. Ilai lectured: What is meant by, Moreover the Lord said, Because
the daughters of Zion are haughty? That means that they walked with haughty bearing. And
walk with outstretched necks – they walked heel by toe. And wanton eyes: they filled their eyes
with stibium and beckoned. Walking and mincing: they walked, a tall woman by the side of a
short one. And making a tinkling with their feet: R. Isaac of the School of R. Ammi said: This
teaches that they placed myrrh and balsam in their shoes and walked through the market-
places of Jerusalem, and on coming near to the young men of Israel, they kicked their feet
and spurted it on them, thus instilling them with passionate desire like with serpent’s poison.”
Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Shabbath, 62b.

362 b. Yoma 9b attests to the similar tradition: “Moreover the Lord said: Because the daugh-
ters of Zion are haughty, and walk with stretched-forth necks and wanton eyes, walking and
mincing as they go, and make a tinkling with their feet. ‘Because the daughters of Zion are
haughty,’ i. e., they used to walk with proud carriage. ‘And wanton eyes,’ i. e., they filled their
eyes with kohl. ‘Walking and mincing as they go,’ i. e., they used to walk with the heel touching
the toe. ‘And make a tinkling with their feet,’ R. Isaac said: They would take myrrh and balsam
and place it in their shoes and when they came near the young men of Israel they would kick,
causing the balsam to squirt at them and would thus cause the evil desire to enter them like an
adder’s poison.” Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Yoma, 9b.



dyed her hair” would allow her maintenance if she played the harlot. What is the reason?
– Her passions have overpowered her.363

Curiously, in this conceptual framework, sometimes even wives are depicted as
seducers, responsible for inciting the evil inclination of their husbands. For
example, b. Qidd. 81b records one famous sage whose evil desire was incited
by his wife’s seductive behavior:

Every time R. Hiyya b. Abba fell upon his face he used to say, “The Merciful save us from
the Tempter.” One day his wife heard him. “Let us see,” she reflected, “it is so many years
that he has held aloof from me: why then should he pray thus?” One day, while he was
studying in his garden, she adorned herself and repeatedly walked up and down before
him. “Who are you?” he demanded. “I am Harutha, and have returned today,” she replied.
He desired her. Said she to him, “Bring me that pomegranate from the uppermost
bough.” He jumped up, went, and brought it to her. When he reentered his house, his
wife was firing the oven, whereupon he ascended and sat in it. “What means this?” she
demanded. He told her what had befallen. “It was I,” she assured him; but he paid no heed
to her until she gave him proof. “Nevertheless,” said he, “my intention was evil.”364

Satlow points out that these materials postulate that the female sexual desire can
literally “seize” women, thus “making them unaccountable for their loss of self-
control.”365 This reflects another aspect of the sexualizing and, at the same time,
gendering yetzer in rabbinic literature, namely, the Rabbis’ tendency to depict
women as ones who are unable and unwanting to control their yetzer. Rosen-
Zvi notes that “rabbinic women never struggle with their passions or against
seduction. Only men struggle against the temptations of women, who are al-
ways cast in the role of willing or unwilling seductresses. The rabbis are focused
on the danger arising from women, and not on the psychological sources of
these dangers.”366 Satlow also points out that “only rarely are portraits of women
who resist sexual temptation found in this literature.”367 In a similar vein, Ro-
sen-Zvi notes that “while most sources do not use gender-specific language
regarding the yetzer, their context implies that the ‘person’ struggling with the
yetzer is a man, for whom the Torah was created as a drug and who is expected
to drag his yetzer to the house of study.”368
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Besides assisting the evil yetzer through their passivity, women also are envi-
sioned as active allies of yetzer’s activities. According to Rosen-Zvi, “women are
sometimes even placed in the same category of ‘stumbling block’ as the yetzer
itself.”369 He further notes that “yet another reason for the special difficulty of
the rabbis to explicitly discuss women’s yetzer – their tendency to associate
women with the other side of the yetzer economy, as its allies, not its victims.”370

According to Rosen-Zvi, “such association appears even before the yetzer has
gained any special sexual connotation, as in the famous baraitha: ‘Yetzer, chil-
dren, and women should be repelled by the left hand and brought near with the
right.’”371

In some rabbinic passages, women, who are initially portrayed as objects of
the male protagonists’ sexual desire, suddenly disappear during the narration,
and their place is taken by the reified sexual yetzer. One such portrayals is found
in b. Qidd. 81a:

Certain [redeemed] captive women came to Nehardea. They were taken to the house of
R. Amram the pious, and the ladder was removed from under them. As one passed by, a
light fell on the sky lights; [thereupon] R. Amram seized the ladder, which ten men could
not raise, and he alone set it up and proceeded to ascend. When he had gone half way up
the ladder, he stayed his feet and cried out, “A fire at R. Amram’s!” The Rabbis came and
reproved him, “We have shamed you!” Said he to them: “Better that you shame Amram
in this world than that you be ashamed of him in the next.” He then adjured it [the
Tempter] to go forth from him, and it issued from him in the shape of a fiery column.
Said he to it: “See, you are fire and I am flesh, yet I am stronger than you.”372
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Women probably have a yetzer, since it is a basic human characteristic, but the rabbis are not
really concerned with it. The yetzer holds their interest only inasmuch as it can be overpowered
and resisted, which women are not capable of doing. The rabbinic story of the struggle against
the yetzer is clearly a masculine one, and so images of virility and heroism are its building
blocks. The yetzer, at first, is ‘weak, like a female, and then becomes strong like a male’ (Gen.
Rab. 22:6, ed. Theodor-Albeck, 210); the Mishna remarks that a hero is someone who can
‘conquer his yetzer’ (m. Avot 4:1), and, of course, ‘it is the way of men to conquer and not the
way of women to conquer’ (b. Yeb. 65b). In fact, the very question with which we began our
section is somewhat misleading, for it assumes that rabbinic literature presents a systematic
anthropology in which women have a yetzer, but this yetzer is nonetheless absent for some
mysterious reason. Rabbinic literature, however, does not have an interest in anthropology as
such, only in its ethical implications. The focus of these homilies is not the nature of the yetzer
itself, but is rather the question of how people should cope with their attraction to sin and evil.
This instruction is limited to men, who are exhorted to overpower and conquer their yetzer.”
Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 120–122.
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370 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 122.
371 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 122.
372 Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Kiddushin, 81a. In the adjacent talmudic stories in b.

Qidd. 81a, the antagonist also appears in “the guise of a woman.” b. Qidd. 81a reads: “R. Meir
used to scoff at transgressors. One day Satan appeared to him in the guise of a woman on the
opposite bank of the river. As there was no ferry, he seized the rope and proceeded across.
When he had reached half way along the rope, he [Satan] let him go saying: ‘Had they not
proclaimed in Heaven, “Take heed of R. Meir and his learning,” I would have valued your life at



Analyzing this excerpt, Yishay Kiel notes that “the captive women, who were
initially the source and object of Rav Amram’s desire, disappear in the course of
the story and instead Rav Amram struggles with the sexual yetzer, which is
portrayed as both an internal drive and a reified demonic entity possessing his
body.”373

In rabbinic yetzer anthropologies, the female body and sexuality, as in the
scene of the protological corruption from the Apocalypse of Abraham, become
the battleground of the evil yetzer’s economy. Such development in the Apoca-
lypse of Abraham, as in rabbinic corpora, is overlaid with explicit erotic over-
tones, which appear to be otherwise uncommon in the early Jewish pseudepi-
grapha. The Apocalypse of Abraham’s symbolic universe, with its peculiar
sexualization of yetzer, may be standing on the borderlines between the Jewish
apocalypticism and later rabbinic developments.374 Boyarin points out that
“there were two types of androcentric social formations in late-antique Judaism:
Hellenistic Judaism(s), in which the flesh was abhorred and women and sexu-
ality were feared as a central theme of the culture, and rabbinic Judaism, in
which the flesh was greatly valued and women and sexuality were controlled
as highly prized essentials.”375 The Apocalypse of Abraham may represent a
paradoxical bridge between these androcentric paradigms.

Azazel’s seduction of the protological couple in chapter twenty-three, how-
ever, is not the only place where yetzer became sexualized in our text. Another
specimen of such imagery is in chapter twenty-four which unfolds God’s reve-
lation about the Gentiles and their iniquities. Apoc. Ab. 24:6 combines the ter-
minology of “fornication” and “desire” together in one clause: “And I saw there
fornication (любодѣяние) and those who desired it (желающая его), and its
defilement and their jealousy.”376 An even clearer connection between illicit
sexual behavior and “desire” appears in Apoc. Ab. 24:8, where the visionary sees
what is usually interpreted as a sexual intercourse between two males: “I saw
there two bare-headed men against me and their shame and the harm against
their fellows and their retribution.”377 The text uses the familiar formulae of
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“desire” for the description of this encounter: “I saw their desire (желание),
[and] in its hand the head of every kind of lawlessness (беззаконие) hand its
torment and its dispersal committed to perditioni.”378 (Apoc. Ab. 24:9). The
important detail of this portrayal is an emphasis on the antinomian quality of
yetzer since here the concept of “desire” (Slav. желание) coincides with the
notion of lawlessness (Slav. беззаконие).

The connection between yetzer and sexuality in the Apocalypse of Abraham
raises the important question about the possible timeline when yetzer became
sexualized in the Jewish lore. Some scholars argue that the inclination was not
openly sexualized in early Jewish biblical and extra-biblical materials, postpon-
ing this move to later rabbinic developments. Even in respect to the rabbinic
corpora, experts propose a relatively late date379 by pointing out that the sex-
ualization of the yetzer appears only in the Babylonian sources380 and represents
for the main part a post Amoraic development.381 However, the conceptual
developments found in the Apocalypse of Abraham pose some challenges for
this late dating.

3.4 Gendering Yetzer

The disclosures about yetzer can be envisioned as the conceptual apex of the
second, apocalyptic section of the text. The significance of these revelations is
underlined by the fact that they were conveyed to the seer by the deity himself.
God explains the symbolism in great detail, supplementing it with graphic il-
lustrations, a pinnacle of which is the vision of Adam and Eve’s corruption.
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clear sexual context. There is no doubt that this is indeed the source for the common scholarly
perception of the yetzer as a primarily sexual desire. Taking the Bavli as the representative for
‘Rabbinic’ beliefs in general, is a common (and highly problematic) tendency.” Rosen-Zvi,
“Sexualizing the Evil Inclination,” 269.
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actual sin (i. e. prohibited sexual intercourse) to the internal struggle (of males) against the
yeṣer. In this context, the evil yeṣer, as a psychodemonic embodiment of sexual desire, becomes
the main protagonist of the talmudic drama.” Kiel, Sexuality in the Babylonian Talmud, 37.



Furthermore, in the Apocalypse of Abraham, the revelation of the primordial
fall becomes the pivotal crux for revealing not one but several yetzer anthropol-
ogies. Apoc. Ab. 23:10 provides the following designations of Adam and Eve:
“And he said, ‘This is the reason of men, this is Adam, and this is their desire on
earth (помышьление ихъ на земли), this is Eve.’”382 Here, the inclination ap-
pears to be envisioned both as an external personification (Eve) and as an inter-
nal human drive (“desire”).383 William Loader suggests that “the Apocalypse of
Abraham has Eve symbolize desire, and expounds desire as the head of all law-
lessness.”384 Although at first glance Eve seems to stand as the main focus of the
depiction, closer attention to the text reveals that here, as in the rabbinic lore,
the main concern is the male desire, since Eve is specifically labeled as “their
desire” (помышьление ихъ). In this respect, Boyarin reminds us that “when
male cultural products speak of women, it is sexuality that is the subject and not
women. Men often think ‘with women’ as a tool for thought about men’s own
bodies and their affect-fears, desires, and ideologies about sexuality.”385

In the peculiar distinction of the roles hinted in the protological scene where
Eve is portrayed as the “desire” of “men,” one can detect striking similarities
with the rabbinic understanding of gendered yetzer.

The depiction of the first women as the personified yetzer in the Apocalypse
of Abraham brings to mind a parable found in the Book of Zohar where the
yetzer hara is also identified with a female figure with whom the king decided
to tempt his son. Zohar II.163a unveils the following parable:

But, indeed, the evil inclination also does through this the will of its Lord. It is as if a king
had an only son whom he dearly loved, and just for that cause he warned him not to be
enticed by bad women, saying that anyone defiled might not enter his palace. The son
promised his father to do his will in love. Outside the palace, however, there lived a
beautiful harlot. After a while the King thought: “I will see how far my son is devoted to
me.” So he sent to the woman and commanded her, saying: “Entice my son, for I wish to
test his obedience to my will.” So she used every blandishment to lure him into her
embraces. But the son, being good, obeyed the commandment of his father. He refused
her allurements and thrust her from him. Then did the father rejoice exceedingly, and,
bringing him in to the innermost chamber of the palace, bestowed upon him gifts from
his best treasures, and showed him every honor. And who was the cause of all this joy?
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382 Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 88.
383 The biblical curse found in Gen 3, according to which Eve will have desire, serves here as

an important background. Gen 3:16 reads: “To the woman he said, ‘I will greatly increase your
pangs in childbearing; in pain you shall bring forth children, yet your desire shall be for your
husband, and he shall rule over you.’” Reflecting on Eve’s designation as “desire,” William
Loader points out that “this would have its roots in the curse in Genesis according to which
the woman has desire which is to be controlled but projected back into the very nature of
woman from the beginning, a notion present also in Philo, for instance.” Loader, The Pseude-
pigrapha on Sexuality, 109.

384 Loader, Making Sense of Sex, 111.
385 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 77.



The harlot! Is she to be praised or blamed for it? To be praised, surely, on all accounts, for
on the one hand she fulfilled the king’s command and carried out his plans for him, and
on the other hand she caused the son to receive all the good gifts and deepened the king’s
love to his son. Therefore it is written, “And the Lord saw all that he had made, and
behold it was very good,” where the word “very” refers to the angel of death.386

Although this parable might initially seem to be another allegory of the first
couple, similar to the one found in the Apocalypse of Abraham, the outcome of
the story is very different – unlike Adam, the king’s son does not succumb to the
temptation. While the outcomes are dissimilar, the gendered ideological gist of
both stories is nevertheless identical, since in both accounts women (Eve and
the harlot) are envisioned as the yetzarim of two respective males: Adam and
the king’s son.

The proclivities for the gendering of desire in the Apocalypse of Abraham
have been noticed by scholars. Touching on Apoc. Ab. 23:10, William Loader
suggests that it contains “a depiction of human sin as occasioned by human-
kind’s failure to control desire, expressed in gendered form, as failure of the
man to control woman’s desire.”387

Although some studies propose that in rabbinic tradition women do not even
possess a yetzer, the more nuanced opinion postulates that women have yetzer,
but unlike men they are not able to manage it. Michael Satlow suggests that in
rabbinic sources women are thought to have an evil inclination at least as strong
as men, but only men are thought to be able to fight their yetzer.388 Satlow
points out that “although desire and other carnal impulses ( רצי ) threatened
both men and women, only men are thought in rabbinic sources to have the
ability to subdue those desires.”389 Such an attitude can be discerned in the
following passage from b. Abodah Zarah 19a:
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386 Sperling and Simon, The Zohar, 4.62.
387 Loader, The Pseudepigrapha on Sexuality, 109.
388 M. Satlow, “‘Try to Be a Man’ : The Rabbinic Construction of Masculinity,” HTR 89

(1996) 19–40 at 27–28. See also idem, “Male and Female They Created Her,” in: Continuity
and Renewal: Jews and Judaism in Byzantine-Christian Palestine (ed. L. Levine; Jerusalem: Yad
Ben Zvi, 2004) 486–504.

389 Satlow, “Try to Be a Man,” 27. Satlow notes that “that self-restraint is constructed by the
rabbis as a manly activity is seen more clearly against rabbinic portrayal of women and their
own sense of self-control. Women are consistently portrayed as lacking sexual self-control.
Women are thought to have an evil inclination at least as strong as men’s. According to one
mishna, a woman prefers one measure of material substance along with sex to nine measures
of material substance and abstinence. According to one baraitha (tannaitic teachings outside of
tannaitic documents), when plied with wine, womenwill lose control to the point that they will
sexually proposition animals. The redactor of the Babylonian Talmud even goes so far as to
suggest that a woman’s sexual urge can seize her making her unaccountable for her actions.
Because women are seen as sexually tempting to men and as unable to resist sexual advances,
rabbis present them as posing a particular threat to male self-control. This latter supposition
generates some of the rabbinic laws against ‘seclusion.’ ‘A man should not remain alone with
two women, but a woman may be alone with two men.’ Why should a man be forbidden from



Happy is the man that feareth the Lord: Does it mean happy is the “man” and not the
woman? – Said R. Amram in the name of Rab: [It means] Happy is he who repents whilst
he is still a “man.” R. Joshua b. Levy explained it: Happy is he who overrules his inclina-
tion like a “man.”390

Reflecting on this passage, Satlow suggests that “implicit in R. Joshua b. Levi’s
statement is the assumption that a woman cannot typically overpower her
רצי .”391 The gendering of yetzer in rabbinic sources is closely connected with

its sexualization, to the point that sometimes it is very difficult to demarcate
clearly these two processes. Rosen-Zvi points out that “the two phenomena
seem tightly connected. When yetzer becomes sexual it necessarily also becomes
‘gendered.’”392

Furthermore, in rabbinic materials women’s inability to subdue their yetzer is
closely tied with their deprivation in relation to the study of Torah which is
considered in rabbinic tradition as the main tool for controlling the evil yet-
zer.393 Relationships between women and Torah are a classic example of a
“catch-22” – “a problematic situation for which the only solution is denied by
a circumstance inherent in the problem.” Satlow notes that “because this quality
of self-restraint is a prerequisite for Torah study, Torah study is constructed as
the masculine activity par excellence. Thus for the rabbis the manly character-
istic of self-restraint is necessary for acquisition of the manly virtue, Torah
study; and it is the virtue of Torah study which leads to a relationship to
God.”394 According to Satlow, “many rabbinic stories revolve around male re-
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remaining alone with two women, but not a women with two men? Unlike women, men are
assumed to be able to control each other: a single man may succumb to temptation, but if there
are two men at least one will resist and prevent his fellow. Women, however, cannot prevent
each other from sexual advances, because they cannot control their desires. As a baraitha
explains. ‘What is the reason [that a man cannot be alone with two women]? As it is taught
of the school of Eliyahu, because women are light-headed.’” Satlow, “Try to Be a Man,” 28–29.

390 Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Abodah Zarah, 19a.
391 Satlow, “Try to Be a Man,” 28.
392 Rosen-Zvi, “Sexualizing the Evil Inclination,” 275. Rosen-Zvi reiterates this argument in

his book by noting that “while the Bavli’s sugiot usher in a new era for the yetzer and its
discourse, the gender economy basically remains the same. Although the sexualization of the
yetzer in the Bavli unavoidably genders it, making room for a specific female yetzer the interest
in such a yetzer is limited to the narrow context of criminal culpability. The struggle against the
yetzer, the main interest of the rabbis, remains men’s business.” Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires,
126.

393 Thus, y. Sot. 3:4 reads: “Α lady asked Rebbi Eliezer, why did one sin of the golden calf
lead to three different kinds of death? He said to her, the wisdom of a woman is only in her
spinning rod, as is written: ‘All wise women span with their hands.’ His son Hyrkanos said to
him, in order not to give her an answer you made me lose 300 kor of tithes every year. He
answered him: May the words of the Torah be burned and not be delivered to women! After
she had left, his students said to him, rabbi, this one you pushed away with a stick, what do you
explain to us?” Guggenheimer, The Jerusalem Talmud, Third Order: Našim, Tractates Soṭah and
Nedarim, 148.

394 Satlow, “Try to Be a Man,” 27.



sistance of the רצי . One (apparently Palestinian) tradition urges men even when
physically ill with love (or perhaps, lust) to resist. A series of Babylonian stories
illustrates both the power of the רצי and the ability of holy men to resist temp-
tation. According to a tannaitic tradition, ‘just as righteous men adjure their רצי
not to act, evil men adjure their רצי to act.’395 Men are portrayed as praying for
God to help them control their רצי .396

Concluding this section, we should note that in the Apocalypse of Abraham
the yetzer terminology appears both in the description and in the interpretation
of the scene of the primordial corruption. Two verses after the portrayal of the
corruption scene, in Apoc. Ab. 23:13, the deity utters the following: “And he said
to me, ‘Hear, Abraham! Those who desire evil (иже злаго желают) and whom I
have hated as they are doing these [works], over them I gave him power, and [he
is] to be loved by them.’”397 Here, God’s verdict on the humankind’s corrupted
state includes two pivotal terms: “evil” and “desire” (Slav. злаго желают). The
deity’s verdict on humankind’s corruption uses different yetzer terminology
(zhelanie) than the description of corruption, where Eve is designated as po-
myshlenie. It provides an interesting glimpse of the interplay between various
yetzer anthropologies in our text.

3.5 Nationalizing Yetzer

In his analysis of the rabbinic yetzer anthropologies, Rosen-Zvi notes that one
of the important traits found in the Babylonian Talmud was the appearance of
the yetzer as a social entity. He notes that in one Babylonian sugia in the tractate
Sukkah, yetzer is envisioned not merely as an enemy of humanity at large, but
specifically of Israel, thus manifesting the transformation of the yetzer from a
universal to a national enemy.398 b. Sukkah 52a reads:

Our Rabbis taught: “But I will remove far off from you the hidden one,” refers to the Evil
Inclination which is constantly hidden in the heart of man; and will drive him into a land
barren and desolate means, to a place where there are no men for him to attack; with his
face toward the eastern sea, [implies] that he set his eyes against the First Temple and
destroyed it and slew the scholars who were therein; and his hinder part toward the
western sea [implies] that he set his eyes against the Second Temple and destroyed it
and slew the scholars who were therein. That his foulness may come up and his ill-savour
may come up [means] that he leaves the other nations in peace and attacks only Israel.399
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395 Sifre Deut. 33.
396 Satlow, “Try to Be a Man,” 28.
397 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 28; Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’A-
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Rosen-Zvi notes that this “homily may be read as an account for the transfor-
mation of the yetzer from the intra-personal entity it is in most of rabbinic
literature to an external one.”400 The Sukkah passage refers to known historical
events, namely, foreign nations’ destructions of the First and Second Temples.
Yetzer not only “leaves other nations in peace,” but those nations themselves
now become its agents in the fight against Israel. This identification of yetzer
with the foreign nations is reflected in the Apocalypse of Abraham since it also
connects the lot of the Gentiles with the evil yetzer.

The Sukkah passage’s connection between evil inclination and the nations is
not an isolated incident. In other ancient Jewish texts, speculations about yetzer
often unfold in stories about Jews who are being tempted by powerful non-Jews.
One early specimen of such a tradition can be found in the T. Reu. 4:8–9, a
passage which links the biblical story of Joseph’s temptation by the powerful
Egyptian woman with yetzer symbolism:

You heard how Joseph protected himself from a woman and purified his mind from all
promiscuity: He found favor before God and men. For the Egyptian woman did many
things to him, summoned magicians, and brought potions for him, but his soul’s inclina-
tion (τὸ διαβούλιον) rejected evil desire (ἐπιθυμίαν πονηράν). For this reason the God
of our fathers rescued him from every visible or hidden death. For if promiscuity does
not triumph over your reason, then neither can Beliar conquer you.401

Besides the familiar strategies for gendering yetzer, this passage reveals some
tendencies for its “nationalizing.” Such proclivities are hinted at in the conspic-
uous association of yetzer’s deeds both with a foreign woman and with the fact
that the temptation occurs when the Jewish patriarch resided in Egypt.402 A
similar conceptual cluster can be found in the Avot de Rabbi Nathan,403 where
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400 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 78–80.
401 Kee, “Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,” 1.783–784; de Jonge, The Testaments of the

Twelve Patriarchs. A Critical Edition of the Greek Text, 8.
402 Analyzing the rabbinic stories about Joseph and Potiphar’s wife, Joshua Levinson notes

that in them the very nature of the seduction is modified since now “Joseph’s sin is presented as
a type of social-not sexual-infidelity. … the sexual nature of the seduction recedes into the
background, and in its place emerges the theme of a cultural seduction. In this new paradigm,
Potiphar’s wife functions not only as Joseph’s sexual other but as his cultural other as well,
whose unruly body becomes a symptom of a threatened national culture. Thus, the story of the
trials and tribulations of a Hebrew slave in a foreign and hostile environment becomes emble-
matic of rabbinic culture itself, and Joseph’s body becomes an arena for cultural conflict.”
J. Levinson, “Joseph and Potiphar’s Wife. Staging the Body Politic,” JQR 87 (1997) 269–301 at
274. Levinson concludes that “in the social imaginary of rabbinic Judaism the story of Joseph
and Potiphar’s wife” reveals “a body politics that explicitly combines both a gendered and an
ethnic conflict.” Levinson, “Joseph and Potiphar’s Wife. Staging the Body Politic,” 271.

403 A talmudic counterpart of this tradition can be found in b. Qidd. 39b–40a: “R. Tobi son
of R. Kisna pointed out a contradiction to Raba: We learnt: He who performs one precept is
well rewarded; hence, only if he [actively] performs it, but not otherwise. But the following
contradicts this: If he sits and commits no transgression he is rewarded as though he has
fulfilled a precept! – Said he to him: There it means, e. g., that he was tempted and successfully



the accounts of R. Sadoq’s and R. Akiva’s temptations became patterned after
the patriarch Joseph’s story.404 About these accounts, Jonathan Schofer points
out that “these stories present tests in which men are subjugated to powerful
non-Jews around them, yet at the same time each is offered the possibility of
sexual intercourse. They are both under threat and sexually tempted. Gender
and power are intertwined in complex ways, and the key point is that in all three
cases, the hero withstands both the threat and the temptation.”405 The story of
R. Sadoq from Avot of Rabbi Nathan 16 offers the following version of this
tradition:

And do not be astonished at Joseph the righteous, for lo, there was (the case of) Rabbi
Zadok, the leader of his generation. When he was taken captive to Rome, a certain ma-
tron acquired him and sent a beautiful maidservant to him. As soon as he saw her, he
turned his eyes to the wall so as not to look upon her. And all night he sat studying. In the
morning the maidservant went and complained to her mistress. “I would rather die,” she
cried, “than be given to this man.” The mistress sent for him and asked him: “Why didst
thou not do with this woman as men generally do?” “Now what could I do?” he pleaded;
“I am of a family of high priests, I come from a distinguished family. I thought: If I come
to her I shall bring bastards into Israel!” When she heard what he said, she gave orders
that he be sent off in great honor.406
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resisted. As in the case of R. Hanina b. Pappi, whom a certain matron urged [to immorality].
He pronounced a certain [magical] formula, whereupon his body was covered with boils and
scabs; but she did something and he was healed. So he fled and hid himself in a bath-house in
which when [even] two entered, even in daytime, they would suffer harm. The next morning
the Rabbis asked him, ‘Who guarded you?’ Said he to them, ‘Two Imperial [armour] bearers
guarded me all night.’ Said they to him, ‘Perhaps you were tempted with immorality and
successfully resisted?’ For it was taught: He who is tempted with immorality and successfully
resists, a miracle is performed for him.” Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Kiddushin, 39b-40a.

404 Avot of Rabbi Nathan 16 has its own version of Joseph’s temptation: “And some say: The
verse in Ecclesiastes refers to Joseph the righteous. When that wicked woman came along she
kept outraging him by her words. She said to him: ‘I shall shut thee up in prison!’ He answered:
‘The Lord looseth the prisoners.’ She said to him: ‘I shall put out thine eyes!’ He answered: ‘The
Lord openeth the eyes of the blind.’ ‘I shall make thee to stoop!’ she said. ‘The Lord raiseth up
them that are bowed down,’ he retorted. ‘I shall fill thee with wickedness!’ she said. ‘The Lord
loveth the righteous,’ he retorted. She said to him: ‘I shall make thee a pagan!’ He answered:
‘The Lord preserveth the strangers.’ Finally he said: ‘How then can I do this great wickedness? ”
Goldin, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan, 83–84.

405 Schofer, “The Redaction of Desire,” 33.
406 Goldin, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan, 84. The talmudic version to this story

can be found in b. Qidd. 40a: “R. Zadok was summoned by a certain matron [to immorality].
Said he to her, ‘My heart is faint and I am unable; is there ought to eat?’ She answered him,
‘There is unclean food.’ ‘What am I to deduce from this?’ he retorted: ‘that he who commits this
[immorality] may eat this.’ She then fired the oven and was placing it [the forbidden meat]
therein, when he ascended and sat in it. Said she to him, ‘What is the meaning of this?’ ‘He who
commits the one [immorality] falls into the other [the fire – of Gehenna],’ was his reply. ‘Had I
known that it is so heinous,’ said she, ‘I would not have tormented you.’” Epstein, The Babylo-
nian Talmud, Kiddushin, 40a. However as Schofer rightly observes “the Babylonian stories do
not present explicit threats in the way that the ones in R. Nathan do, and these threats are
central to the commentary upon ‘from the prison house he comes to rule,’ with its complex



Here, the strategies for sexualizing and gendering yetzer are closely intertwined
with another important conceptual dimension, namely, its socializing. The sex-
ual temptation comes not simply from any women but specifically from a
powerful female of Gentile origin. The traditional gendering aspect is enhanced
with novel dimensions of power and foreign provenance. The story of R. Akiva,
from the same chapter of Avot of Rabbi Nathan, is slightly different. In it, a
Gentile male figure of authority sends women to tempt a famous sage. Yet, the
gist of the story remains the same, as the foreign power is still lurking behind
R. Akiva’s tests:

And do not be astonished at Rabbi Zadok, for lo, there was (the case of) Rabbi Akiva,
greater than he. When he went to Rome, he was slandered before a certain hegemon. He
sent two beautiful women to him. They were bathed and anointed and outfitted like
brides. And all night they kept thrusting themselves at him, this one saying “Turn to
me,” and that one saying “Turn to me.” But he sat there in disgust and would not turn
to them. In the morning they went off and complained to the hegemon and said to him:
“We would rather die than be given to this man!” The hegemon sent for him and asked:
“Now why didst thou not do with these women as men generally do with women? Are
they not beautiful? Are they not human beings like thyself? Did not He who created thee
create them?” “What could I do?” Rabbi Akiva answered: “I was overcome by their breath
because of the forbidden meats they ate!”407

Concerning Avot’s accounts, Schofer notes that “these narratives present two
rabbinic sages – Rabbi Sadoq and Rabbi Akiva – whose control of sexual desire
is tested while they are among Romans. The two stories have the same structure:
(1) opening, (2) capture and temptation, (3) display of self-control, (4) com-
plaint by the rejected women, (5) question from a powerful Roman, and (6) ex-
planation by the sage.”408 According to Schofer, “as in the story of Joseph, poli-
tical subordination and sexual temptation are intertwined. The rabbis are either
in prison or threatened with it. Both are offered women for a night, and their
sexual control is astonishing to the Romans, but it earns honor. In refusing to
join physically with the Roman women, or acting ‘as men do,’ the rabbis main-
tain cultural separation.”409

In these conceptual developments, the danger of the evil yetzer is symboli-
cally tied to the external threat of the Gentiles. Rosen-Zvi notes that in these
traditions yetzer and the Gentiles became envisioned as internal and external
“Others.”410
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ideal that combines self-governance and resistance to Roman power. Also, the accounts in the
Talmud do not have the same concern as we find in R. Nathan with the sage’s desire (R. Tza-
dok’s struggle and R. Akiva’s disgust), and with the role of traditional learning in controlling
that desire (in the story of R. Tzadok).” Schofer, “The Redaction of Desire,” 38.

407 Goldin, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan, 84.
408 Schofer, “The Redaction of Desire,” 35.
409 Schofer, “The Redaction of Desire,” 36.
410 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 89. On association of the Gentiles with the evil yetzer, see



Another important aspect of the socialization finds its expression in the mo-
tif of generations affected by the evil yetzer. According to Gen. Rab. 22:6, the
yetzer “destroyed many generations – the generation of Enosh, the generation
of the Flood, and the generation of the separation [of races].”411 Rosen-Zvi
points out that “in Genesis Rabbah … a yetzer that is not a personal enemy …
but functions instead on a cosmic scale. In this context it is not individuals who
learned how to fight the yetzer as they grew up, but generations of humanity,
thus transforming a biographical coming of age into a historical one: ‘The evil
yetzer destroyed several generations until Abraham stood!’”412 It is not surpris-
ing that yetzer is depicted as affecting those generations which existed before
Abraham – the generation of Enosh, the generation of the Flood, and the gen-
eration of the separation – envisioned here as outsiders to Israel’s history. Later,
during the time of Jacob, “Esau and his people” will take upon this role of
“Other,” becoming closely associated with the evil yetzer. Scholars have sug-
gested that yetzer’s association with social groups has very early roots. Jubilees
35:9, a verse also preserved in 1Q18, speaks about Esau’s evil yetzer. Deliberating
on 1Q18 3–4 “for you k[no]w Esau’s inclination which i[s] [evil from his
youth],”413 Ishay Rosen-Zvi suggests that in this Qumranic passage “the yetzer
is no longer related to the heart, and it is not the yetzer of all people that is evil,
but that of specific evil persons. The evilness of human yetzer – which Genesis
considers a basic trait of all human beings – becomes ‘sectarian’ and is identified
only with the wicked, such as Esau and his camp.”414 Miryam Brand affirms
such an interpretation, arguing that “the description of Esau as ‘evil from his
youth’ is a reference to Gen 8:21, where God describes the inclination of all
humankind as ‘evil from his youth.’ The author of Jubilees has reduced this
statement regarding all humankind to refer to Esau alone … The author of
Jubilees thereby succeeds in transferring the deterministic aspect of Gen 8:21
to the paradigmatic Gentile Esau.”415 According to Brand, for the composers of
Jubilees “certain Gentiles do not operate under the same paradigm of sin as Jews
or the rest of humanity. While Jews may be subject to external demons … these
Gentiles are born with innate sinful nature.”416
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In the Apocalypse of Abraham, the Gentiles become closely associated with
yetzer’s economy through the symbolism of “lots,” one linked to God and the
other to Azazel. The antagonist’s lot in our text, like in Jubilees and the Qumran
materials, is envisioned as an entity by which Azazel and his forces are able to
corrupt human yetzer. The enemy’s lot includes not only the Giants, or their
spiritual remnant, but also the nations, the people who, according to Apoc. Ap.
14:16, were “born” with the stars and the Nephilim.
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Chapter Four

Conquering the Evil Inclination

If the yetzer traditions played a major role in the theological universe of the
Apocalypse of Abraham, as demonstrated earlier, it is significant that the teach-
ings about evil inclinations were unfolded in the midst of Abraham’s story.
When rabbinic passages report that Abraham turned evil instincts into good
ones,1 or convey that the deity made him master of his evil inclination,2 they
may be cognizant of the details of a larger story, bits of which still manage to
survive in the extant rabbinic materials. In these later materials, one can discern
echoes of larger and possibly more ancient tales about the patriarch’s fight with
idolatry, his encounters with the otherworldly antagonists, and his major tests,
such as the Akedah, during which his trust in God was tested again and again.
The Apocalypse of Abraham may serve as an important witness to these larger
ancient developments in which Abraham’s efforts in mastering his inclination
were unfolded in the midst of various yetzer anthropologies.

4.1 Adam, Azazel, and Abraham

While in the first part of our apocalypse the protagonist struggles with his
“heart,” which is portrayed as neither good nor evil, in the second section of
the text he encounters the evil inclination both as the inner desire of the sinners
and in the form of various personified antagonists. The text locates the advent
of the evil inclination in the time of the first human couple, paradoxically de-
picting Eve as a personification of yetzer. As in many other Jewish accounts,
such development sets an important anthropological background. Yet, the
Apocalypse of Abraham’s appropriation of the protological traditions is different
both from early Jewish accounts and from later rabbinic counterparts. In order
to understand better these differences, we will now examine the use of Adamic
traditions in these accounts.

As has been shown above, yetzer was connected with the protoplast’s story
even in early Jewish lore. Sirach 15:14 records that God created the human
being in the beginning, and he left him in in the power of his inclination. Im-

1 y. Ber. 9:5.
2 Gen. Rab. 59:7.



portantly, Sirach alludes not to the creation account found in the first chapter of
Genesis, where God created ( ארביו ) humankind in his image but rather to the
second chapter of Genesis, which tells that the Lord God formed ( רצייו ) human
being from the dust of the ground. John Collins points out that “the word yetzer,
inclination, is related to the word for “potter” in Sirach 33 (yōsēr) and to the
verb used in Gen 2:7 (‘The Lord God formed man out of the dust of the
ground’ ; the fact that there are two yods in the word wyysr, ‘and he formed,’
was later used to argue that there were two inclinations, one good and one bad).
One might infer that the ‘inclination’ is the form given to human beings by the
creator.”3 The two yods of Gen 2:7 will be invoked in a number of rabbinic
discussions about the creation of Adam. While Trg. Ps.-Jon. on Gen 2:7 only
briefly mentions two inclinations,4 other rabbinic passages, including b. Ber.
61a, offer more detailed reflections on this issue.5 The two yods speculations
may be intended to underline the fact that when God created the first human
being with yetzer, he simultaneously provided Adam with choice. This might be
another specimen of the “two ways” tradition.

Yet, in the Apocalypse of Abraham’s version of the protological story, the
endowment of the human race with yetzer became overlaid with ominous over-
tones. Unlike previously mentioned accounts, where the teaching about Adam’s
yetzer is placed in the story of the protoplast’s creation, in the Apocalypse of
Abraham, it is presented in the midst of his fall. This presentation of the yetzer
imagery is closer to the tradition preserved in 4 Ezra 3:21: “the first Adam,
burdened with an evil heart, transgressed and was overcome, as were also all
who were descended from him.” Here, as in the Apocalypse of Abraham, the
teaching about the evil yetzer is closely tied to the story of Adam’s transgression.
Scholars traditionally date both 4 Ezra and the Apocalypse of Abraham to the
time after the destruction of the Second Jerusalem Temple. Similar ideological
concerns might force both of them to situate their reflections about yetzer in the
story of the protological mishap.
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3 Collins, Jewish Wisdom in the Hellenistic Age, 81–82.
4 “The Lord God created Adam with two inclinations. And he took dust from the site of the

sanctuary and from the four winds of the world, and a mixture of all the waters of the world
and created him red, black and white.” Maher, Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, Genesis, 22.

5 “R. Nahman b. R. Hisda expounded: What is meant by the text, Then the Lord God
formed [wa-yizer] man? [The word wa-yizer] is written with two yods, to show that God
created two inclinations, one good and the other evil. R. Nahman b. Isaac demurred to this.
According to this, he said, animals, of which it is not written wa-yizer, should have no evil
inclination yet we see that they injure and bite and kick? In truth [the point of the two yods] is
as stated by R. Simeon b. Pazzi; for R. Simeon b. Pazzi said: Woe is me because of my Creator
[yozri], woe is me because of my evil inclination [yizri]! Or again as explained by R. Jeremiah b.
Eleazar; for R. Jeremiah b. Eleazar said: God created two countenances in the first man, as it
says, Behind and before hast Thou formed me.” Epstein, The Babylonian Talmud, Berakoth,
61a.



Yet, the Apocalypse of Abraham goes even further than 4 Ezra in its grim
rendering of yetzer’s economy at the fall by bringing its antagonist, also asso-
ciated in the text with the yetzer symbolism, into the scene of the protological
corruption. The placement of Azazel plays an important role not only in the
unfolding of the yetzer ideology in the second part of our text, but also for
Abraham’s role as the “master” of the evil inclination. Here, the anthropological
dimension became entangled with the demonological one. In this framework
the hero’s struggles with the demonic antagonist and his eventual defeat, cryp-
tically announced by Yahoel in Apoc. Ab. 13, are not only a battle with the
external enemy but also a battle with the internal one. Yahoel’s proclamation
that the heavenly garment of Azazel will be transferred to Abraham and that the
sins of the patriarch will be given to the fallen angel contains not only the theme
of the hero’s endowment with the protological robe once lost by Adam in the
Garden of Eden, but possibly also the motif of taming the evil yetzer, personi-
fied in the story by Azazel. In this respect it is noteworthy that some later
rabbinic traditions envision yetzer as a garment.

4.2 Torah and Yetzer

A large part of the second, apocalyptic section of the text deals with lengthy
disclosures which graphically portray sinful acts of humankind. Revelations
about the deeds of the evil yetzer, unfolded before the adept’s eyes in the form
of visions, and the detailed interpretations of these cryptic disclosures by the
deity himself might also play a vital part in Abraham’s preparation for his role
as the master of the evil yetzer. The office transcends the adept’s personal story
and can be seen as a portentous blueprint for the future generations in their
upcoming struggles with yetzer economy. The peculiar context of these revela-
tions is reminiscent of the reception of the Torah by Moses on Mount Sinai.
Since the Torah is often seen as the antidote for the evil yetzer, we will now
examine these developments.

The Apocalypse of Abraham is permeated by the Mosaic motifs as noted
above. Yahoel’s instruction, as in the story of Moses’ reception of the Law, lasts
forty days, during which the adept is nourished on the words of the great angel.
Abraham’s supernatural feeding is reminiscent of Moses’ nourishment on the
divine Shekinah during his reception of the Torah on Mount Sinai. At the end of
Abraham’s nourishing ordeals, at the pinnacle of the angelic instruction, the
seer and his celestial guide arrive at Horeb, another name for Sinai in some
biblical accounts. All these details might hint to the fact that Yahoel is preparing
the adept for a reception of a special revelation which may be understood here
as an early counterpart of the Mosaic Torah. One of the distinctive hints for
establishing the connection with the Mosaic traditions is the theme of Abra-
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ham’s forty-day fast. This motif is first introduced in Apoc. Ab. 9:7, where God
orders Abraham to hold a strict fast for forty days.6 Here, as in the Mosaic
traditions, the fast coincides with the promise of a divine revelation on a high
mountain:

But for forty days abstain from every food which issues from fire, and from the drinking
of wine, and from anointing [yourself] with oil. And then you shall set out for me the
sacrifice which I have commanded you, in the place which I shall show you on a high
mountain.7

The theme of the forty day fast on the mountain receives an even more dis-
tinctly “Mosaic” shape in chapter twelve, where the text connects it with an-
other cluster of Mosaic traditions. The Apocalypse of Abraham has a reference
to Horeb (an alternate name for Sinai in some biblical passages), and in both
accounts the adept receives nourishment through the vision of a celestial being:

And we went, the two of us alone together, forty days and nights. And I ate no bread and
drank no water, because [my] food was to see the angel who was with me, and his speech
with me was my drink. And we came to the [most?] glorious [of?] God’s mountains –
Horeb.8

The passage represents an allusion to Exodus 34:28,9 which reports that Moses
was with God forty days and forty nights on Mount Sinai without eating bread
or drinking water.10 The reference to alternative sustenance through the be-
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6 David Halperin notes the Mosaic flavor of this passage, observing that “in preparation,
Abraham must abstain from meat, wine, and oil (Apocalypse of Abraham, chapter nine). The
immediate source of this last detail seems to be Dan 10:3. But, significantly, it recalls the
abstentions of Moses and Elijah (Exod 34:28; Deut 9:9, 18; 1 Kgs 19:7–8); for like Moses and
Elijah, Abraham is to have his experience on ‘the Mount of God, the glorious Horeb.’” D. Hal-
perin, The Faces of the Chariot: Early Jewish Response to Ezekiel’s Vision (TSAJ, 16; Tübingen:
Mohr Siebeck, 1988) 105.

7 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 17.
8 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 19.
9 Daniel Harlow notes that “the patriarch’s fasting ‘for forty days and nights’ marks one of

several places in the apocalypse where the author models Abraham’s experience on Moses’s
(Exod 34:28).” Harlow, “Idolatry and Alterity: Israel and the Nations in the Apocalypse of
Abraham,” 312.

10 Martha Himmelfarb observes that “the account in the Apocalypse of Abraham implicitly
compares Abraham’s ascent to Moses’ experience at Sinai. Thus, for example, Abraham per-
forms the sacrifice described in Genesis 15 at Mount Horeb (the name for Mount Sinai in some
biblical sources) after forty days of fasting in the wilderness. The exegetical occasion for the
association of Genesis 15 and Exodus 19–20 is the manifestation of the presence of God in
smoke and fire in both passages.” M. Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven in Jewish and Christian
Apocalypses (New York/Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993) 62. For the Mosaic back-
ground of the patriarch’s actions in chapter twelve, see also N. L. Calvert, Abraham Traditions
in Middle Jewish Literature: Implications for the Interpretation of Galatians and Romans (Ph.D.
Diss.; Sheffield University, 1993). Calvert observes that “the similarity between Abraham’s
actions in chapter twelve and those of Moses are striking. He first travels to the mountain
Horeb, known also in the Old Testament as Mt. Sinai, which is called ‘God’s mountain, glor-



holding of a celestial being again evokes the cluster of interpretive traditions
associated in Second Temple and rabbinic literature with the figure of Moses.11

Although the biblical accounts of Moses’ and Elijah’s theophanic experiences
often mirror each other by sharing similar imagery,12 David Halperin argues
that in the Apocalypse of Abraham Mosaic traditions have greater formative
value than traditions about Elijah. He notes that

when the angel tells Abraham that he will see God “come straight towards us” (chap-
ter 16), this reminds us that God “passes by” both Moses and Elijah (Exod 33:22; 34:6; 1
Kgs 19:11–12). But it is only Moses who is told in this connection that “you cannot see
my face” and “my face shall not be seen” (33:20, 23), just as the angel goes on to tell
Abraham that God “Himself thou shalt not see.” Moses, not Elijah, “bowed down upon
the earth and prostrated himself” when God passed (34:8) – which explains Abraham’s
frustrated urge to do the same thing (chapter 17).13

In light of these Mosaic details, God’s revelation to Abraham might be under-
stood in the Apocalypse of Abraham, as in some other apocalyptic writings, such
as receiving the Torah before the Mosaic revelation. Another specimen of this
reception can be found in early Enochic writings where the seventh patriarch
obtains a revelation fashioned as the Torah before the Flood.14 If it is indeed so
and Abraham’s revelations are understood here as an early version of the Torah,
this motif can be related to the yetzer traditions found in our text, since in later
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ious Horeb’ in the Apocalypse of Abraham 12:3. Like Moses when he receives the law, Abraham
spends forty days and nights on the mountain. Abraham is said neither to eat bread nor to
drink water because his food ‘was to see angel who was with me, and his discourse with me was
my drink.’ (Apoc. Ab. 12:1–2). Philo reflects a Jewish tradition of Moses’ time on the mount,
saying that Moses neglected all meat and drink for forty days, because he had more excellent
food than that in the contemplations with which he was inspired from heaven (De vita Mosis
II.69). Because Mt. Horeb and Mt. Sinai are names for the same mountain, Abraham receives
his revelation from God in the same place that Moses received God’s commandments. Finally,
as the Lord ‘was like a devouring fire on the top of the mountain’ in the Exodus account, so the
fire on top of Mt. Horeb burns the sacrifices over which Abraham and the angel ascend to
heaven where God also appears as fire.” Calvert, Abraham Traditions in Middle Jewish Litera-
ture, 274.

11 Box notes the connection of this idea of alternative nourishment with the Mosaic tradi-
tion found in Philo. He observes that “there is a close parallel to our text in Philo, Life of Moses,
III.1, where it is said of Moses in the Mount: ‘he neglected all meat and drink for forty days
together, evidently because he had more excellent food than that in those contemplations with
which he was inspired from above from heaven.’” Box and Landsman, Apocalypse of Abraham,
50.

12 Christopher Begg argues that “making Mt. Horeb (Apoc. Ab. 12:3) the site of this incident
(contrast Jubilees, where it takes place at Hebron) serves to associate Abraham with the figures
of Moses and Elijah, both of whom received divine communications at that site.” C. Begg,
“Rereading of the ‘Animal Rite’ of Genesis 15 in Early Jewish Narratives,” CBQ 50 (1988) 36–
46 at 44.

13 Halperin, The Faces of the Chariot, 110.
14 On this motif, see A. A. Orlov, The Enoch-Metatron Tradition (TSAJ, 107; Tübingen:

Mohr Siebeck, 2005) 293–295.



rabbinic traditions the Torah was often envisioned as the pivotal tool in con-
quering the evil inclination.

Just as God created yetzer hara so he also created the means by which a hu-
man being could overcome its temptations.15 One of such tools, which is often
mentioned in rabbinic discourses about the yetzer hara, is the study of the
Torah16 and the observance of the divine commandments.17 David Biale writes
that “like the Stoics’ belief that study of philosophy can control the passions, the
rabbis held that study of Torah is a way to channel libidinal energy.”18 Nicholas
Ellis points out that “in Gen. Rab. 22:6, R. Hanina b. Papa and R. Simon ‘weap-
onize’ the Torah against the yetzer: ‘If your yetzer tries to drive you to frivolity,
throw the words of Torah at it like a spear. R. Simon says: If your yetzer tries to
drive you to frivolity, gladden it with words of Torah [as it says] gladden the
yetzer (Isa 26:3).’”19 These developments may not be entirely later rabbinic in-
ventions. Karina Martin Hogan notes that in 4 Ezra 3:20–22 the idea of the
Torah as a remedy is implied, yet “Ezra is pessimistic about the power of the
Torah to prevail over the evil inclination.”20

A similar development can be found in Avot of Rabbi Nathan where R. Si-
meon ben Eleazar compares the evil impulse with iron that a human being
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15 J. Cohen, “Original Sin as the Evil Inclination: A Polemicist’s Appreciation of Human
Nature,” HTR 73 (1980) 495–520 at 500. Cf. Sifre Deut. 43: “God said to them, ‘Take care, lest
the inclination to evil should lead you astray, and you separate yourselves from the Torah, for
when a person separates himself from the Torah, he goes and clings to idolatry.’” Hammer,
Sifre: ATannaitic Commentary on the Book of Deuteronomy, 92.

16 Reflecting on this rabbinic tradition, van der Horst notes that “the best means of con-
trolling this formidable tempter are the precepts of the Torah (b. Qidd. 30b; Sif. Deut. 45; cf.
Ben Sira 21:11).” Van der Horst, “Note on the Evil Inclination,” 61. Such belief is firmly rooted
in earlier Jewish traditions. Miryam Brand writes that “the idea that the Torah is a defense in
the internal battle against the desire to sin is found throughout Second Temple literature.”
Brand, Evil Within and Without, 51. On the development of this idea in the Words of Lumin-
aries and Barkhi Nafshi, see Brand, Evil Within and Without, 51–52. See also M. Kister, “De-
mons, Theology and Abraham’s Covenant (CD 16:4–6 and Related Texts),” in: The Dead Sea
Scrolls at Fifty: Proceedings of the 1997 Society of Biblical Literature Qumran Section Meetings
(eds. R. A. Kugler and E. M. Schuller; EJL, 15; Atlanta: Scholars, 1999) 169.

17 Cohen, “Original Sin as Evil Inclination,” 500. Reflecting on the evil yetzer as the enemy
of the divine commandments, George Foot Moore observes that “the evil of evil impulse is not
merely that it does harm but that it does wrong, running counter to the commandment of
God, only moral agents are capable of it, does not seem to have suggested itself to Jewish
teachers, who indeed manifest no interest in the impulses of animals.” Moore, Judaism in the
First Centuries of the Christian Era, 1.483.

18 Biale, Eros and the Jews, 45. He further notes that “the idea that Torah and sexuality tap
the same desire may shed new light on the most famous bachelor of the Talmud, Ben Azzai.
When confronted by his colleagues for preaching the necessity of procreation while himself
remaining unmarried, he retorted: ‘But what shall I do, since my soul lusts [hashkah] for the
Torah?’” Biale, Eros and the Jews, 45.

19 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 137.
20 Hogan, Theologies in Conflict, 115.



holds in a flame.21 So long as it is in the flame, one can make of it any imple-
ment he pleases. R. Simeon then postulates that this fire is the words of Torah,
for they are like fire and should enable man to be at peace with his passions.22 In
these traditions, the Law serves as the important instrument in taming yetzer.
Michael Satlow points out that “among its many social functions, Torah study
was seen as almost as effective as consideration of the day of one’s death in
combatting the רצי . When feeling overwhelmed with desire, men should hastily
get themselves to a study-house, for Torah study is the antidote to desire.”23

Some rabbinic passages express the Torah’s effects on evil yetzer in medicinal
terms.24 For example, Sifre Deuteronomy 45 compares the Torah to a bandage
for evil yetzer:
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21 Avot of Rabbi Nathan rec. A. 16 reads: “So too the evil impulse: its only remedy is in the
words of the Torah, for they are like fire.” Goldin, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan, 85.
See also b. Qidd. 30b: “The School of R. Ishmael taught: My son, if this repulsive [wretch] assail
thee, lead him to the schoolhouse: if he is of stone, he will dissolve; if iron, he will shiver [into
fragments], for it is said: Is not my word like as fire? saith the Lord, and like a hammer that
breaketh the rock in pieces? If he is of stone, he will dissolve, for it is written: Ho, everyone that
thirsteth, come ye to the waters; and it is said: The waters wear the stones.” Epstein, Babylonian
Talmud, Kiddushin, 30b.

22 Cohen, “Original Sin as Evil Inclination,” 500–501. Cohen further suggests that “the evil
inclination of the rabbinic tradition may thus be characterized as follows: A divinely created
aspect of human nature bequeathed to every individual, it has the capacity to overcome man’s
reasonwith irrational passion and lead him to the worst of sinful acts. Man must therefore seek
to subdue – not to obliterate – it by pursuing the life prescribed in God’s revealed law, with the
goal of channeling it and directing it towards worthwhile ends.” Cohen, “Original Sin as Evil
Inclination,” 502.

23 Satlow, “Try to Be a Man,” 32. b. Qidd. 30b speaks about the Torah as the antidote of the
evil inclination: “Even so did the Holy One, blessed be He, speak unto Israel: ‘My children! I
created the Evil Desire, but I [also] created the Torah, as its antidote; if you occupy yourselves
with the Torah, you will not be delivered into his hand, for it is said: If thou doest well, shalt
thou not be exalted? But if ye do not occupy yourselves with the Torah, ye shall be delivered
into his hand, for it is written, sin coucheth at the door. Moreover, he is altogether preoccupied
with thee [to make thee sin], for it is said, and unto thee shall be his desire. Yet if thou wilt, thou
canst rule over him, for it is said, and thou shalt rule over him.’” Epstein, The Babylonian
Talmud, Kiddushin, 30b. See also, Zohar II.267b-268a: “So it is with the evil inclination. He
becomes the ‘man,’ the master of the house. The man has enslaved himself to him, while he
does his pleasure with him. Therefore one should direct words of Torah at him all the time, so
that the evil inclination is shattered by them, for only words of Torah can confront the evil
inclination. For this reason it is written ‘These words … shall be upon your heart’ (Deut 6:6) –
upon your two inclinations: the good inclination will be adorned by them, and the evil inclina-
tion will be subdued by them. Rabbi Judah said: Why does the good inclination need words of
Torah? He said to him: The good inclination is adorned by them. As for the evil inclination,
when he sees that a man is unrepentant, and does not wish to occupy himself with Torah, he
goes up immediately to the world above, and levels accusations against him, as it is written
‘Ignominy exalts the foolish’ (Prov 3:35).” Tishby, The Wisdom of the Zohar, 2.804.

24 David Biale notes that the Rabbis believed that “study of Torah could serve as an antidote
to excessive sexual desire because the yetzer is itself the passion necessary for study: ‘Every
(scholar) who is greater than his fellow, his yetzer is greater also.’ Because one’s yetzer is neces-
sary for both procreation and Torah study, competition between them was inherent and in-



Therefore shall ye lay up these My words in your heart. This tells us that words of Torah
are comparable to the elixir of life. A parable: A king grew angry with his son and struck
him a violent blow, but then put a bandage on the wound and said to him, “My son, so
long as this bandage is on your wound, you may eat whatever you please, drink whatever
you please, and bathe in hot or cold water (as you please), and you will suffer no injury;
but if you remove it, the wound will forthwith become ulcerated.” Thus also the Holy
One, blessed be He, said to Israel, “My children, I created an Inclination to evil in you
than which there is none more evil. If thou doest well, shall it not be lifted up? (Gen 4:7) –
busy yourselves with words of Torah, and the Inclination to evil will not rule over you;
but if you abandon the words of Torah, it will gain mastery over you, as it is said, Sin
coucheth at the door, and unto thee is its desire (Gen 4:7).”25

Avot of Rabbi Nathan rec. A 20 also speaks about healing, this time healing the
heart with the Torah: “Rabbi Hananiah, prefect of the priests, says: ‘He who
takes to heart the words of the Torah is relieved of many preoccupations –
preoccupations with hunger, foolish preoccupations, unchaste preoccupations,
preoccupations with the evil impulse, preoccupations with an evil wife, idle
preoccupations, and preoccupations with the yoke of flesh and blood.’”26

George Foot Moore draws attention to another important dimension by not-
ing that Torah is effective for taming yetzer “not solely because in it the will of
God for man’s life is set forth, with the blessings promised to conformity and
the penalties of transgression, but because the mind thus preoccupied with
religion excludes temptations from without and evil devisings within. This
way of thinking is akin to ours when we speak of the Word of God in itself as a
means of grace; devout attention to it makes men better.”27

If God’s revelation is indeed understood in the Apocalypse of Abraham as the
Torah that helps the adept to conquer his evil yetzer, it is noteworthy that sev-
eral passages speak about commandments (Slav. заповеди) as a remedy for the
evil works of impiety. Apoc. Ab. 27:9 records the following revelation of the
deity “And I said, ‘Eternal Mighty One! Let the evil works of impiety now pass
by, but make commandments (заповеди) in them!’”28 Apoc. Ab. 31:4 again
mentions the commandments: “For those who do justice, who have chosen my
will and clearly kept my commandments (заповеди моя), will see them. And
they will rejoice with joy at the destruction of the abandoned.”29 These refer-
ences to the divine commandments before the Mosaic law may provide addi-
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evitable. At times, the Torah is described as an object of desire in terms that are frankly erotic.”
Biale, Eros and the Jews, 45.

25 Hammer, Sifre: ATannaitic Commentary on the Book of Deuteronomy, 97.
26 Goldin, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan, 94.
27 Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era, 1.491.
28 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 31; Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham

en vieux slave, 188.
29 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 35; Rubinkiewicz, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham

en vieux slave, 202.



tional evidence that revelations given to the adept are envisioned as the Law
unveiled before the disclosure at Sinai.

Finally, in the Apocalypse of Abraham the seer beholds what can be inter-
preted as visions of various sexual transgressions: the intercourse involving the
primordial couple and Azazel and also a sexual act between two males. What is
the significance of such bizarrely explicit portrayals in God’s message to Abra-
ham? A possible key for understanding such unusual depictions can be pro-
vided by the occurrence in these disclosures of distinctive vocabulary linked to
the yetzer symbolism. In light of such terminology, it is possible that these
episodes, illustrating the deeds of the evil inclination, represent a part of God’s
teaching about the yetzer, empowering the adept against this psychodemonic
entity.

4.3 Angelic Assistance

Dealing with Jewish traditions about the reified yetzer, scholars have previously
noted that the limited human ability to resist demonic interference required “a
strong reliance on angelic assistance, apotropaic prayers, and other supernatur-
al interventions.”30 Such peculiar tools can be found already in the Book of
Jubilees where God commissions one of the angels to teach Noah remedies
against the malevolent spirits.31 This angelic office brings to mind Yahoel’s role
in the Apocalypse of Abraham, where the great angel teaches his human appren-
tice a protective incantation against Azazel and his allies. The curses found in
this spell have been seen as having cultic significance.32 I argued elsewhere that
in the sacerdotal framework of the Apocalypse, permeated with the Yom Kippur
traditions,33 Yahoel’s curses are reminiscent of the ones bestowed on the scape-
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30 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 61.
31 Cf. Jub. 10:10–14: “He told one of us that we should teach Noah all their medicines

because he knew that they would neither conduct themselves properly nor fight fairly. We
acted in accord with his entire command. All of the evil ones who were savage we tied up in
the place of judgment, while we left a tenth of them to exercise power on the earth before the
satan. We told Noah all the medicines for their diseases with their deceptions so that he could
cure (them) by means of the earth’s plants. Noah wrote down in a book everything (just) as we
had taught him regarding all the kinds of medicine, and the evil spirits were precluded from
pursuing Noah’s children. He gave all the books that he had written to his oldest son Shem
because he loved him much more than all his sons.” VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.59–60

32 C. Fletcher-Louis, “The Revelation of the Sacral Son of Man,” in: Auferstehung-Resurrec-
tion (eds. F. Avemarie and H. Lichtenberger; WUNT, 1.135; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2001)
282; A. A. Orlov, “Eschatological Yom Kippur in the Apocalypse of Abraham. Part I. The Sca-
pegoat Ritual,” in: Symbola Caelestis. Le symbolisme liturgique et paraliturgique dans le monde
chrétien (eds. A. A. Orlov and B. Lourié; Scrinium, 5; Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2009) 79–111.

33 With respect to the Yom Kippur traditions in the Apocalypse of Abraham, see L. L.
Grabbe, “The Scapegoat Tradition: A Study in Early Jewish Interpretation,” JSJ 18 (1987)
165–179 at 157; R. Helm, “Azazel in Early Jewish Literature,” AUSS 32 (1994) 217–226 at 223;



goat on the Day of Atonement. Besides these sacerdotal functions, Yahoel’s in-
cantation reveals its apotropaic potential. It is possible that here the ancient
atoning ritual takes the form of an exorcism. Harlow has noted this dimension
of Yahoel’s instructions by arguing that “Yahoel teaches Abraham a kind of
exorcistic spell to drive Azazel away.”34

The exposition and the application of exorcistic tools in our text unfold in
two narrative clusters: (1) exorcistic spells bestowed on Azazel directly by Ya-
hoel in chapter thirteen and (2) an incantation which the angel teaches Abra-
ham in chapter fourteen. Both clusters contain similar elements, including
curses, expulsion formulas, and details of etiologies of evil. We will start our
analysis with Yahoel’s bestowal. In Apoc. Ab. 13:7–14, the great angel utters the
following words:

Reproach is on you, Azazel! Since Abraham’s portion is in heaven, and yours is on earth,
since you have chosen it and desired it to be the dwelling place of your impurity.35 There-
fore the Eternal Lord, the Mighty One, has made you a dweller on earth. And because of
you [there is] the wholly-evil spirit of the lie, and because of you [there are] wrath and
trials on the generations of impious men. Since the Eternal Mighty God did not send the
righteous, in their bodies, to be in your hand, in order to affirm through them the right-
eous life and the destruction of impiety. … Hear, adviser! Be shamed by me, since you
have been appointed to tempt not all the righteous! Depart from this man! You cannot
deceive him, because he is the enemy of you and of those who follow you and who love
what you desire. For behold, the garment which in heaven was formerly yours has been
set aside for him, and the corruption which was on him has gone over to you.36

It is possible that Yahoel performs an exorcistic ritual which provides a blue-
print for the human adept on how to deal with the antagonistic power. The
address contains several peculiar commands that attempt to denigrate and sub-
due the antagonist, including the expressions “reproach is on you” and “be
ashamed by me.”
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B. Lourié, “Propitiatorium in the Apocalypse of Abraham,” in: The Old Testament Apocrypha
in the Slavonic Tradition: Continuity and Diversity (eds. L. DiTommaso and C. Böttrich; TSAJ,
140; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011) 267–277; D. Stökl Ben Ezra, “Yom Kippur in the Apoc-
alyptic Imaginaire and the Roots of Jesus’ High Priesthood,” in: Transformations of the Inner
Self in Ancient Religions (eds. J. Assmann and G. Stroumsa; SHR, 83; Leiden: Brill, 1999) 349–
366; idem, “The Biblical Yom Kippur, the Jewish Fast of the Day of Atonement and the Church
Fathers,” SP 34 (2002) 493–502; idem, The Impact of Yom Kippur on Early Christianity: The
Day of Atonement from Second Temple Judaism to the Fifth Century (WUNT, 1.163; Tübingen:
Mohr Siebeck, 2003) 94.

34 Harlow, “Idolatry and Alterity,” 315.
35 The phrase “dwelling place of your impurity” alludes to the purgative function of the

scapegoat ceremony, the rite that centered on removing the impurity heaped on the sacrificial
animal to the dwelling place of the demon in the wilderness. As Jacob Milgrom observes, “the
goat is simply the vehicle to dispatch Israel’s impurities and sins to the wilderness/nether-
world.” Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 1021.

36 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 20.



The great angel orders the adversary to stop his demonic attacks on the hu-
man adept by urging him to “depart from this man.” Yahoel’s address also con-
tains a motif of the transference of Abraham’s sins on Azazel: “the corruption
which was on him has gone over to you.”37

Further details related to the bestowal of curses onto the scapegoat are found
in Apoc. Ab. 13:738 and 13:11,39 which describe Yahoel’s reproaching and sham-
ing Azazel. Yahoel’s speech not only denigrates and expels the antagonist, but
also explains the aetiology of his fall, which again points to the pedagogical
thrust of the exorcistic rite. The main function of this ritual is to teach Abraham
how to deal with the spiritual enemy.

4.4 Exorcistic Tools

In its use of apotropaic tools, the Apocalypse of Abraham demonstrates close
similarities to the Book of Jubilees, at the same time revealing some striking
differences. As has been noted, Jubilees contains several apotropaic prayers in
which the exemplars of Jewish tradition, Noah, Moses, and Abraham solicit
divine assistance against Mastema and his demons.40 In relation to these
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37 The high priest Yahoel is performing here the so-called “transference function” – the
crucial part of the scapegoat ritual – wherein the high priest conveys the sins of Israel onto
the head of the goat through confession and the laying-on of hands. On the “transference”
function, see also Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 1041. Clarifying the conceptual background of this
ritual, Stephen Finlan notes that “curse-transmission is one of the key moments in expulsion
rituals.” S. Finlan, Problems with Atonement: The Origins of, and Controversy About, the Ato-
nement Doctrine (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2005) 45. The transference of Abraham’s
sins to Azazel has been traditionally interpreted by scholars in the context of Yom Kippur. For
example, Robert Helm notes that “the transference of Abraham’s corruption to Azazel may be
a veiled reference to the scapegoat rite.” Helm, “Azazel in Early Jewish Tradition,” 223. Simi-
larly, Lester Grabbe argues that the phrasing in the statement that “Abraham’s corruption has
‘gone over to’ Azazel suggests an act of atonement.” Grabbe, “The Scapegoat Tradition: A Study
in Early Jewish Interpretation,” 157.

38 “Reproach is on you, Azazel!” Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 20.
39 “Be shamed by me.” Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 20.
40 On apotropaic prayers in Jubilees and other early Jewish materials, see M. T. Brand, “At

the Entrance Sin is Crouching”: The Source of Sin and Its Nature as Portrayed in Second Temple
Literature (Ph.D. Diss.; New York University, 2011); M. W. Broida, Forestalling Doom: “Apo-
tropaic Intercession” in the Hebrew Bible and the Ancient Near East (AOAT, 417; Münster:
Ugarit Verlag, 2014); E. Eshel, “Apotropaic Prayers in the Second Temple Period,” in: Liturgical
Perspectives: Prayer and Poetry in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Proceedings of the Fifth Inter-
national Symposium of the Orion Center for the Study of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Associated
Literature, 19–23 January, 2000 (eds. E. G. Chazon, R. Clements, and A. Pinnick; STDJ, 48;
Leiden: Brill, 2003) 69–88; eadem, “Genres of Magical Texts in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in: Die
Dämonen: Die Dämonologie der israelitisch-jüdischen und frühchristlichen Literatur im Kon-
text ihrer Umwelt (eds. A. Lange et al.; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003) 395–415; D. Flusser,
“Qumran and Jewish Apotropaic Prayers,” IEJ 16 (1966) 194–205; Kister, “Demons, Theology
and Abraham’s Covenant (CD 16:4–6 and Related Texts),” 167–184; L. T. Stuckenbruck, “Pleas



prayers, Ellis observes that Jubilees “illustrates that God’s people are not com-
pletely helpless: they are equipped with a powerful weapon to combat demonic
forces, namely a prayer-form with the power to bind the yetzer to the divine will
and release it from demonic control.”41 According to Ellis, “the series of apotro-
paic prayers in Jubilees by Moses, Noah, and Abraham functions as the means
by which God’s people can escape demonic powers.”42

In contrast to Jubilees, the Apocalypse of Abraham does not contain the
adept’s apotropaic prayer. Instead, Abraham receives an incantation43 – or an
adjuration44 – against the demonic enemy from his angelic mentor.45 In this
respect, the Apocalypse of Abraham goes further than Jubilees in the description
of the exorcistic tools provided by God and angels. While Jubilees only briefly
mentions the angelic help against demons, the Apocalypse provides not only the
actual account of such instruction but also a precise formula given to the adept,
which he then applies against the demonic enemy.
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for Deliverance from the Demonic in Early Jewish Texts,” in: Studies in Jewish Prayer (eds.
C. T. R. Hayward and B. Embry; JSSS, 17; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) 55–73; idem,
“Prayers of Deliverance from the Demonic in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Early Jewish
Literature,” 146–165.

41 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 68.
42 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 68. In relation to apotropaic prayers in Judaism, Ellis notes that

“in an apotropaic prayer, the worshipper asks for divine aid in protection against evil powers;
this prayer-form is a recurring feature in Jubilees. Scholars have argued that apotropaic prayer
as a remedy to supernatural powers serves an important role throughout ancient Judaism.
Flusser argues that apotropaic prayers illuminate a shift from personal to demonized sin, and
function primarily as a personal shield against evil.” Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 64–65.

43 Archie Wright suggests that “the term ‘incantation,’ if it is to be given a technical defini-
tion, must carry with it some key concepts. First, the person must be operating under some
kind of authority, whether it is by divine name or a word of power. Second, it requires a
repetition of what can be defined as a certain formula of words given to the person by a figure
who is connected with the authority, i. e. a prophet, diviner, etc. These words must then be
spoken directly to the spirit in question or the divinity in question.” Wright, The Origin of Evil
Spirits, 180. The incantation against Azazel found in Apoc. Ab. 14 clearly meets such criteria.

44 Loren Stuckenbruck defines “adjuration” as a direct address to “the evil being or beings
in order to compel them to act in certain ways.” Stuckenbruck, “Prayers of Deliverance from
the Demonic in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Early Jewish Literature,” 146. The spell
against Azazel found in Apoc. Ab. 14:1–8 fits such definition.

45 Reflecting on the distinctions between apotropaic prayers and incantations in Qumran
materials, Eshel notes that “whereas apotropaic prayers request God’s protection from threa-
tening external evil forces, incantations address the evil forces directly, seeking to expel de-
mons already at work … Incantations and apotropaic hymns share some elements of form and
content. Both genres may make reference to God’s mighty deeds in the past, apotropaic hymns
as part of their thanksgiving to God, and incantations by way of forecasting the doom of the
evil forces. Both genres share a perception that these forces control both body and mind or
spirit … Both the apotropaic prayers and the incantations draw on traditions stemming from
1 Enoch and Jubilees, particularly those pertaining to the Watchers.” Eshel, “Apotropaic Prayers
in the Second Temple Period,” 69 and 86–87.



Apoc. Ab. 14:1–8 describes how, after Yahoel’s own handling of Azazel, the
angel verbally instructs Abraham on how to deal with the antagonist and his
hosts:

And the angel said to me, “Abraham!” And I said, “Here am I, your servant.” And he said,
“Know by this that the Eternal One whom you have loved has chosen you. Be bold and
have power, as I order you, over himwho reviles justice, or else I shall not be able to revile
him who scattered about the earth the secrets of heaven and who conspired against the
Mighty One. Say to him, May you be the fire brand of the furnace of the earth! Go,
Azazel, into the untrodden parts of the earth. Since your inheritance are those who are
with you, with men born with the stars and clouds. And their portion is you, and they
come into being through your being. And justice is your enmity. Therefore, through your
own destruction vanish from before me!” And I said the words as the angel had taught
me.46

This address contains exorcistic formulas intended to further denigrate and
neutralize the otherworldly opponent, depicting him as an enemy of justice
and a damned celestial creature, predestined for exile in the lower abode. As in
chapter thirteen, the incantation contains the details of the etiological myth,
explaining to the adept not only Azazel’s own origins but also the provenance
of his demonic hosts.

The narrative also contains peculiar commands urging the antagonist’s ex-
pulsion. Such orders are more decisive and forceful than in Yahoel’s own inter-
action with Azazel in chapter thirteen. They now include such commands as
“Go” (Slav. иди)47 and “Vanish from before me” (Slav. буди от мене ис-
чезлъ).48 Moreover, we find a banishment formula: “Go, Azazel, into the un-
trodden parts of the earth.” The word “untrodden” (Slav. беспроходна, lit. “im-
passable”)49 designates a place uninhabitable to human beings, reminiscent of
the language of Lev 16, where the scapegoat is dispatched “to the solitary place”
( הרזגץראלא ) “in the wilderness” ( רבדמב ).50 This terminology again hints to
the cultic context of the antagonist’s expulsion. Commenting on these sacerdo-
tal allusions, Jacob Milgrom observes that “the purpose of dispatching the goat
to the wilderness is to remove it from human habitation.”51

These expulsion rituals bring to mind the story of Abraham’s expulsion of
ravens found in the Book of Jubilees. In Jub. 11:11–19 the young hero drives out
the “ravens of Prince Mastema” by uttering what looks like an exorcistic spell,
which includes the phrase “return to the place from which you came”:
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46 Kulik, Retroverting Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 21.
47 Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 68.
48 Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 68.
49 Philonenko-Sayar and Philonenko, L’Apocalypse d’Abraham, 68.
50 Lev 16:22: “The goat shall bear on itself all their iniquities to a barren region; and the goat

shall be set free in the wilderness.”
51 Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 1045.



Then Prince Mastema sent ravens and birds to eat the seed which would be planted in the
ground and to destroy the land in order to rob mankind of their labors. Before they
plowed in the seed, the ravens would pick (it) from the surface of the ground … When
the time for planting seeds in the ground arrived, all of them went out together to guard
the seed from the ravens. Abram – a child of 14 years – went out with those who were
going out. As a cloud of ravens came to eat the seed, Abram would run at them before
they could settle on the ground. He would shout at them before they could settle on the
ground to eat the seed and would say: “Do not come down; return to the place from
which you came!” And they returned.52

This Jubilees passage shares some common features with Azazel’s episode in the
Apocalypse of Abraham. Both accounts stem from the same biblical source –
Gen 15:11, in which the patriarch drives away “birds of prey” threatening his
sacrifices.53 In the Apocalypse of Abraham, Azazel is depicted as an “unclean
bird” who descends on the patriarch’s animal offerings.54 This language of a
polluted avian creature hints at the demonic nature of the otherworldly antago-
nist. The same understanding appears to be present in Jubilees. Interpreters
often see in Jubilees’ story of ravens a specimen of exorcism. For example, Erkki
Koskenniemi suggests that “the ravens and birds in Jubilees are reinterpreted as
demons and the young Abraham knows how to expel them. The story can be
called an exorcism.”55 Koskenniemi also draws attention to another early ac-
count where Abraham is depicted as an exorcist – Genesis Apocryphon – where
the patriarch expels an evil spirit out of the Pharaoh.56 According to Kosken-
niemi, Jubilees, Genesis Apocryphon, and the Apocalypse of Abraham represent a
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52 VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, 2.66–68.
53 Gen 15:11: “And when birds of prey came down on the carcasses, Abram drove them

away.” Reflecting on the background of Jub. 11:19, VanderKam points out that Abraham’s
“ability to drive off birds is documented in Genesis for a later time in Abram’s life: in the
covenant of the pieces (Genesis 15), he divided the animals following the Lord’s instructions,
and ‘when birds of prey came down on the carcasses, Abram drove them away’ (Gen 15:11).”
VanderKam, Jubilees. A Commentary, 1.435.

54 Apoc. Ab. 13:1–5 reads: “And I did everything according to the angel’s command. And I
gave to the angels who had come to us the divided parts of the animals. And the angel took the
two birds. And I waited for [the time of] the evening offering. And an impure bird flew down
on the carcasses, and I drove it away. And the impure bird spoke to me and said, ‘What are you
doing, Abraham, on the holy heights, where no one eats or drinks, nor is there upon them food
of men. But these will all be consumed by fire and they will burn you up. Leave the man who is
with you and flee! Since if you ascend to the height, they will destroy you.’” Kulik, Retroverting
Slavonic Pseudepigrapha, 20.

55 E. Koskenniemi, The Old Testament Miracle-Workers in Early Judaism (WUNT, 2.206;
Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005) 47.

56 Thus, 1Qap Gen XX, 28–29 reads: “So I prayed over [hi]m, that I might heal him, and I
laid my hands upon his [h]ead. Thus, the affliction was removed from him, and the evil [spirit]
driven away [from him].” D. A. Machiela, The Dead Sea Genesis Apocryphon: A New Text
Edition and Translation with Introduction and Special Treatment of Columns 13–17 (STDJ,
79; Leiden: Brill, 2009) 76–77.



conceptual trend57 in which “Abraham is reinterpreted as the lord over de-
mons.”58 In relation to the mold of such tradition present in the Apocalypse of
Abraham, Koskenniemi argues that “in Apoc. Ab. Abraham is not yet, but is
becoming the master of spirits, even of Azazel, the prince of demons, whose
former garment has been set aside for him.”59
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57 Koskenniemi suggests that “Abraham is thus reinterpreted as the lord over demons in the
early Jewish texts at least three times. Although the two texts cited (Genesis Apocryphon and
Apocalypse of Abraham) are markedly younger than Jubilees they certainly help us to under-
stand it. Apparently a broad tradition had given Abraham control over the demons.” Kosken-
niemi, The Old Testament Miracle-Workers in Early Judaism, 50.

58 Koskenniemi, The Old Testament Miracle-Workers in Early Judaism, 50.
59 Koskenniemi, The Old Testament Miracle-Workers in Early Judaism, 50.



Chapter Five

Anthropologies of Yetzer

5.1 Anthropologies of Yetzer in Rabbinic Accounts

In his seminal study Carnal Israel, Daniel Boyarin suggests the existence of two
yetzer anthropologies within the rabbinic tradition which were partially in con-
flict with each other. One yetzer anthropology, which Boyarin calls “dialectical,”
regards the human being as an entity which has a single monistic nature, which
is at the same time dialectical in structure.1 In this model, the inclination is
responsible for good deeds, like giving birth to children in a family. At the same
time, the inclination causes human beings to do evil actions, such as illicit sex-
ual behavior. In this anthropological framework, good is inseparable from evil,
since it represents the same force.2 Boyarin illustrates the dialectical model
through the story of R. Abbaye’s struggles with his sexuality found in b. Sukkah
52a. According to this rabbinic narrative, the very passion that drives R. Abbaye
to study Torah and makes him its great master is the same desire that holds the
potential danger for illicit sex.3 Boyarin notes that in this model “the desire is
one, and … the same drive that in the study-house will lead a man to study
Torah will in bed lead him to have intercourse with his wife, and this is the very
same drive that will lead him into sin when he is alone with a woman to whom
he is not married. The passion is one.”4

Another rabbinic yetzer anthropology, which Boyarin calls “dualistic,” envi-
sions the human will as being composed from the good and the evil instincts,
which are at war with each other.5 Boyarin suggests that the rabbinic tradition
inherited this dualistic anthropology from Second Temple Judaism.6 In this
anthropological paradigm, “a fully formed Evil Instinct contested with a Good

1 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 64.
2 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 64–65.
3 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 65.
4 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 65.
5 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 64. Reflecting on the dualistic yetzer anthropology, Elizabeth

Shanks Alexander notes that “in the dualistic conception of the human will, the Evil Impulse
is a goad to sin and is evaluated in negative terms, while the Good Impulse is a goad to right-
eousness and is evaluated in positive terms.” Shanks Alexander, “Art, Argument, and Ambi-
guity in the Talmud,” 115.

6 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 75.



Instinct within the breast of each human being.”7 Boyarin emphasizes that the
label “dualistic” does not signify the dualism of body and soul or the dualism of
matter and spirit.8 Unlike in the previous “dialectical” model, in which both the
sexual transgressions and desire for Torah stem from one passion, in this model,
the desire is not the driving force for Torah study. Furthermore, Torah itself
now becomes the cure for the evil desire.9 Boyarin suggests that the dualistic
anthropology was more generally held among Jews in the rabbinic period than
the dialectical one.10

Later in his study, Boyarin further nuances his distinction between two
anthropological paradigms by explaining the different ways they conceptualized
human sexuality. In the dualistic anthropology, “the Evil Instinct was identified
with sexuality … although some texts seem only to identify illicit sexuality with
the Evil Instinct.”11 In contrast to this, in the “dialectical” model, while the term
Evil Desire is still used, it was appropriated “in paradoxical ways that subvert its
association with evil per se and make it refer to the destructive aspects that are
inseparable from sexuality along with its creative aspects.”12 According to Boy-
arin, “at times, in this tradition, we find even the disappearance of the modifier
‘evil,’ and we are left with Desire alone, Desire that leads human beings both to
enormous feats of creativity and love and to enormous deeds of destruction and
violence as well.”13

Boyarin’s hypothesis has provided an important methodological framework
for recent studies of yetzer symbolism in the rabbinic tradition. In turn, these
later studies supplied further nuanced corrections to Boyarin’s original pro-
posal.

Ishay Rosen-Zvi, in a series of articles and a monograph, offers a further
development of Boyarin’s initial proposal about dialectical and dualistic anthro-
pologies of yetzer. Rosen-Zvi’s research strives to develop a detailed map of
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7 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 74.
8 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 64.
9 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 66.
10 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 66. Shanks Alexander notes that “the extent to which these two

conceptions co-exist in a conflicted way within the rabbinic corpus can be gauged by scholar-
ship which has variously characterized the Evil Impulse according to both dualistic and mon-
istic conceptions. On the one hand, George Foote Moore … and Solomon Schechter … de-
scribe the Evil Impulse in monistic terms. In their writings the Evil Impulse is characterized as
a force to fight against and conquer in order to do good. On the other hand, while acknowl-
edging both conceptions, Porter … suggests that the dualistic conception is the dominant one.”
Shanks Alexander, “Art, Argument, and Ambiguity in the Talmud,” 115.

11 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 74.
12 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 74.
13 Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 75. Boyarin further notes that “although the second (dialectical)

tradition uses the language of the dualist tradition, it does so only to subvert it. For this tradi-
tion, the use of the term Yetser Hara does not by any means mark desire as evil but only
denotes a recognition of the potential for evil that resides within all sexuality and desire.”
Boyarin, Carnal Israel, 75



yetzer developments in rabbinic materials. According to Rosen-Zvi, the conven-
tional division of the Tannaitic literature into two major schools, named after
Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Ishmael, has paramount significance for understanding
early rabbinic anthropologies of yetzer.

Rosen-Zvi proposes that the one of the earliest rabbinic anthropologies was
R. Akiva’s concept of “natural” yetzer. In this model, represented among others,
by Sifra Kedoshim 3:9 (ed. Weiss 90b) on Lev 19:2,14 a homily in the Mekhilta of
Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai on Exodus 34:24,15 and in Sifre Deut. 222 (ed. Finkel-
stein, 255),16 “the yetzer stands for the natural human predisposition to treat a
foe and a friend differently, a natural tendency that one should overcome and
subject to higher moral precepts.”17 R. Akiva’s yetzer thus represents “nothing
more than the normal human tendency toward self-interest.”18 According to
Rosen-Zvi, such a view of human inclination follows the biblical model which
“carries a neutral meaning: human tendency, proclivity, or choice.”19 It does not
envision the human inclination as good or evil.

Another anthropological model is represented by the single “evil” yetzer of
the school of R. Ishmael. One of the differences with the previous model is that
while the school of R. Akiva speaks about an undefined yetzer, the school of
R. Ishmael prefers to operate with the notion of “the evil yetzer.” Rosen-Zvi
suggests that “a clear manifestation of the new, developed image of the yetzer
in R. Ishmael’s midrashim appears in a homily in Sifre Numbers,20 which reads
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14 “And on the fifth year you may eat its fruit, that its yield to you may be increased (Lev
19:25) – R. Yose ha-Glili says: It is as if you are adding the produce of the fifth year to the
produce of the fourth. … R. Akiva says: The Torah spoke regarding the yetzer, so that a person
would not say: for four years I have troubled myself for nothing. Therefore, it is said: that its
yield to you may be increased.” Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 14–15.

15 “I will drive out nations from your path [and] … no one will covet your land (Exod
34:24) – the Torah spoke regarding the yetzer, so that Israel will not say, ‘How can we leave
our land, our homes, our fields, and our vineyard and make pilgrimage, lest others come and
dwell in our places?’ Consequently, the Holy One, blessed be He, guaranteed them: no one will
covet your land when you go up to appear [i. e., to make pilgrimage to the Temple].” Rosen-Zvi,
Demonic Desires, 15.

16 “Your fellow’s ox (Deut 22:1) – this is only regarding your fellow’s ox, whence do we
know that this applies to your enemy’s ox? Scripture teaches (Exod 23:4): your enemy’s ox
[indicating that this applies] in all cases. If so, then why does it say your fellow? To teach that
the Torah spoke only regarding the yetzer.” Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 16.

17 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 16.
18 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 16.
19 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 16.
20 “As the Lord lives! Lie down until morning (Ruth 3:13) – because his evil yetzer sat and

importuned him the entire night. It said to him: ‘You are unmarried and you want a woman,
and she is unmarried and she wants a man (teaching that a wife is acquired by sexual inter-
course). So go and have intercourse with her, and she will be your wife.’ He took an oath
against his evil yetzer: As the Lord lives! – I shall not touch her; and to the woman he said:
Lie down until morning. (Sifre Num. 88, ed. Horowitz, 88).” Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 18–
19.



(or retells) the biblical story of the nocturnal encounter between Boaz and Ruth
on the threshing floor (Ruth 3:6–15).”21 Rosen-Zvi points out that “the evil
yetzer, as presented by the school of R. Ishmael, is not a natural disposition or
a simple embodiment of human desires, but an antinomian entity residing
within humans that incites them against the Torah.”22 Summarizing the innova-
tions of R. Ishmael’s school, Rosen-Zvi points out that “not only did it develop
the image of the yetzer into a demonic enemy, it also placed it at a central point
in its anthropology.”23 This anthropological model “presents the evil yetzer as an
independent entity, which is distinct from humans though it resides in their
bodies.”24 It represents a striking contrast to the school of R. Akiva, where “the
yetzer stands for the simple human tendency (or weakness) and occupies a
marginal place.”25

Rosen-Zvi sees the single evil yetzer of the school of R. Ishmael as a reaction
to two pre-rabbinic models, one of which was the “simple biblical model of free
will,” perpetuated especially by Sirach and the dualistic model, “prevalent in
Qumranic and related literature, where sin is attributed to external cosmic
forces ruling humans.”26 He suggests that Tannaitic developments “argued
against the former that sin is not a simple consequence of men’s free will, but
is caused by an independent entity, the evil yetzer in the heart, and against the
latter, that the yetzer is not an external cosmic force, and that humans are cap-
able of prevailing over it.”27 In Rosen-Zvi’s opinion “this twofold repudiation
led to the birth of a complex and distinctive model that could explain human
tendency to sin without compromising individual agency [since] it is caused by
the evil yetzer that dwells within people, who nonetheless have the ability to
fight it and prevail.”28

Reflecting on the difference between “Akivan” and “Ishmaelian” yetzer, Ro-
sen-Zvi notes that

the terminological divergence between the two schools … represents a major ideological
difference. The developed tripartite doctrine of the evil yetzer – its reification, antino-
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21 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 18.
22 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 18.
23 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 18.
24 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 19–20. Rosen-Zvi further adds that “Ishmaelian homilies

seem to agree about the basic dangers of the yetzer, but not on the techniques of the struggle
and the possibility of breaking free from its yoke. Some contend that either people (‘remove the
evil yetzer from your hearts’) or God (‘and keep you from the evil yetzer’) are capable of doing
so. Most homilies, however, present the evil yetzer as a permanent presence in humans, who
should lead a lifelong struggle against its dominion (‘it will not reign over you,’ Sifre Deut. 45).
This struggle is facilitated by various techniques, primarily the study of Torah, the elixir of life.”
Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 28.

25 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 18.
26 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 61.
27 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 61–62.
28 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 61.



mianism, and the imperative to struggle against it – appears only in the school of Rabbi
Ishmael. Ishmaelian homilies repeatedly present the yetzer as a reified being, which re-
sides in people’s hearts, and struggles against their religious obligations. It is a sort of
parasite, a foreskin to be circumcised or a wound inflicted by an angry father, which must
be perpetually dressed.29

Despite their striking differences, both anthropological models still operate
with the notion of a single yetzer. Rosen-Zvi notes that although the homilies
of the school of R. Ishmael present a yetzer that differs significantly in character
and scope from the school of R. Akiva, both schools posit only one yetzer – a
natural human tendency in one school, and a demonic entity in the other.30
According to him, “this simple fact runs contrary to the conventional scholarly
view which holds that the rabbinic yetzer system has two yetzarim, good and
evil.”31 Rosen-Zvi suggests that if we take the one-yetzer model seriously it
“demands a thorough revision of the conventional theory of rabbinic anthro-
pology.”32

Yet, the concept of the double yetzer still appears to be present in some rab-
binic materials, expressed in the previously mentioned traditions of the double
heart (lebab) and two yods.33 Nicholas Ellis notes that “scholars often point to
double-lettered words ( ךבבל in Deut 5:5 or רציי in Gen 2:7) as indicating a
doubleness within the internal constitution. However, homilies expounding
the ‘double bet’ in בבל appear rarely and from the later amoraic generations
and in the stammaim.”34 He further points out that “despite the limited evi-
dence, this late and infrequent usage forms the core description in almost all
scholarly discussions35 of the yetzer whether Second Temple or rabbinic.”36 Ro-
sen-Zvi argues against this old consensus about the presence of two yetzarim in
rabbinic literature by suggesting that “a systematic analysis of all available rab-
binic material on the yetzer leads to conclusions that diverge widely from this
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29 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 28.
30 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 26.
31 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 26.
32 Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 26.
33 In relation to this tradition, van der Horst notes that “the notion of two opposing in-

clinations is a major feature of the anthropology of the rabbis. They found biblical support for
this notion in the fact that in Gen 2:7 (‘the Lord God formed [wayyetser] man’) the verb
‘formed’ is written not with one but with two yods, which is unusual and hence loaded with
meaning: It was God himself who had created humankind with two yetsarim, a good one and a
bad one (see, e. g., b. Berakhoth 61a; Sifre Deut. 45).” Van der Horst, “Note on the Evil Inclina-
tion,” 60.

34 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 132–133.
35 Porter, “The Yeçer Hara: A Study in the Jewish Doctrine of Sin,” 110; Moore, Judaism in

the First Centuries of the Christian Era, 483; Schechter, Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, 243; A. L.
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cance of Form and Structure for the Meaning of the Book (SBLDS, 29; Missoula, MT: Society of
Biblical Literature, 1977) 51; Cohen Stuart, The Struggle in Man between Good and Evil, 10.

36 Ellis, The Hermeneutics, 133.



consensus. For the most part, rabbinic literature discusses only one yetzer that
is completely evil in nature and lacking any specifically sexual characteristics.”37

Finally, we must draw attention to another inference from Rosen-Zvi’s ana-
lysis, namely, his thoughts about sexualizing and gendering yetzer in the Baby-
lonian Talmud, especially in its late strata. He points out that while sexual yetzer
appears only “in a single tannaitic homily, expounding the narrative of Boaz
and Ruth on the threshing floor (Sifre Numbers 88),”38 in “the Babylonian Tal-
mud thirty out of eighty occurrences of the yetzer have a clear sexual context.”39

Furthermore, in the redactional layers of the Babylonian Talmud “the yetzer
becomes almost exclusively sexual.”40 Summarizing his findings, Rosen-Zvi
concludes that “sexual yetzer does not appear in amoraic statements in the
Bavli, but is present in three other strata of Babylonian sugiot: (a) redaction
(revising, recasting and grouping tannaitic and amoraic statements), (b) stam-
maitic give and take, and (c) anonymous aggadic narratives.”41 Rosen-Zvi also
argues that this later process of sexualizing yetzer goes hand in hand with its
gendering because “when the yetzer becomes sexual, it necessarily also acquires
a gender.”42 In his opinion, such gendering tendency represents a later develop-
ment since it occurs only in the redactional layer of the Bavli. He points out that

it is the anonymous layer of the Bavli that first attributes an explicit sexual context to the
yetzer. This transformation forces the Bavli to distinguish between male and female yet-
zer. It is thus not surprising that it is in this anonymous layer that we also first hear of a
female yetzer; not just a yetzer which can be attributed also to women, as discussed above,
but one that is identified specifically as relating to women.43

These verdicts about the roots of sexualizing and gendering yetzer in the later
rabbinic traditions are important for our study.

5.2 Anthropologies of Yetzer in the Apocalypse of Abraham

Rosen-Zvi’s hypothesis about the gradual development of the yetzer symbolism
from its “biblical” mold in the school of R. Akiva to its reification in the school
of R. Ishmael and to its sexualizing and gendering in the late strata of the Ba-
bylonian Talmud has gained wide recognition in recent studies of Jewish demo-
nological traditions. In such a methodological perspective, yetzer symbolism
underwent its steady evolution to its most nefarious and antagonistic mold in
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the course of lengthy rabbinic developments. Each stage in this growth of yetzer
imagery becomes linked to certain historical and ideological realities of the
rabbinic milieus. Rosen-Zvi argues that some of the symbolic dimensions of
yetzer symbolism, like its sexualizing and gendering, were acquired during later
rabbinic stages of its development, and he objects to projecting these tendencies
on early rabbinic witnesses.44 Yet, the cluster of yetzer traditions found in the
Apocalypse of Abraham challenges such an evolutionary model. In this pre-
rabbinic Jewish text, one encounters the simultaneous existence of various dis-
tinctive features of several anthropological paradigms outlined in Rosen-Zvi’s
studies, including the “biblical” pattern, a pattern of reified evil yetzer, and
finally a pattern where yetzer becomes sexualized and gendered while at the
same time acquiring its antinomian qualities. All of these various yetzer anthro-
pologies became curiously intertwined in the story of the patriarch Abraham in
this early pre-rabbinic apocalyptic text.

Our in-depth analysis of yetzer traditions in the first and second parts of the
Apocalypse demonstrated their terminological and symbolic differences.
Furthermore, in the second, apocalyptic section of the text we identified several
yetzer anthropologies. Through the spectacles of Rosen-Zvi’s and other scho-
lars’ classifications, we can discern, with some caveats, at least three distinctive
anthropological paradigms of yetzer symbolism found in the Apocalypse of
Abraham, which include:
1. A “biblical” pattern, found in the first, haggadic part of the apocalypse (chs

1–8);
2. A “pseudepigraphical” pattern, found in the second, apocalyptic part of the

text in the story before Abraham’s ascension (especially represented by the
developments found in chs 13–14);

3. A “late rabbinic” pattern, found also in the second, apocalyptic section of the
text, but in the story after Abraham’s ascension (especially represented by the
developments found in chs 23–24).

We will now look more closely at the peculiar features of each anthropological
model found in the text.

5.2.1 “Biblical” Pattern

The two sections of the apocalypse operate with different terminologies for
yetzer. The first, haggadic section uses “heart” as a metonym for yetzer and
never uses “desire,” whereas the second, apocalyptic part uses “desire” but never
uses “heart” as a metonym for yetzer. When the second section speaks about
yetzer in relation to “heart,” it renders it as the “desire” inside of this human
organ.
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Another feature of the first part of the apocalypse is the striking absence of
any antagonistic reified entity which may directly or indirectly affect the hero’s
inclinations. In his inner struggles with idolatry, Abraham is alone. His chal-
lenge stems from his own involvement in the sinful practice of idolatry insti-
tuted by his father. Yet, already in the beginning of the second, apocalyptic
section of the text, the patriarch will encounter both positive and negative spiri-
tual entities, one of whom will attempt to corrupt him and the other to protect
him.

This points to the possibility, which was previously expressed by some scho-
lars, that the first haggadic section was once an independent narrative which
was re-used by the author of the apocalypse for its final project. In this scenario,
the earlier portion had its own unique “biblical” anthropology of yetzer which
was initially different from the anthropology of the second, apocalyptic section
of the work. The first section never uses expressions like “evil heart,” nor does it
attempt to link yetzer to an otherworldly figure. Unlike in the apocalyptic part,
yetzer is not sexualized nor gendered in the first part of the pseudepigraphon.
In contrast to this, the second section uses the expression “evil desire,” reifies
yetzer, personifying it in the individual (Eve), sexualizes and genders yetzer, and
depicts it as an antinomian entity.

Our analysis suggests that the first part of the Apocalypse of Abraham oper-
ates with a distinctive yetzer anthropology which adheres to the “biblical” mold.
One of the features that illustrates such an adherence is the previously men-
tioned expression “in the thought (yetzer) of your heart,” which is found in
Apoc. Ab. 8:3 at the conclusion of the haggadic section after Abraham’s fight
with idolatry. This expression brings to mind the biblical use of yetzer termi-
nology in Gen 6:5. This expression is also reminiscent of the one found in Jub.
12:20 where the patriarch prays for protection of the yetzer of a person’s heart
against demons. Although both statements occur after Abraham’s fight with
idols, the yetzer anthropology of the haggadic section is radically different from
Jubilees. In Jubilees, yetzer was already linked to Mastema and his demons who
are able to control the human heart. Therefore, the apotropaic prayer of Jubilees
12 where the expression is found explicitly ties it to “demons.” In contrast, in
Apoc. Ab. 8 the phrase is not transmitted inside the apotropaic context and it is
not tied to demons.

5.2.2 “Pseudepigraphical” Pattern

The initial chapters of the second, apocalyptic section of the text demonstrate
some similarities to the yetzer developments found in the Book of Jubilees. One
of the most striking parallels in this respect is the tradition of Azazel’s lot,
represented by the Giants or what is left of them. It parallels the testimonies
about Belial/Mastema and his lot of the evil spirits who control human yetzer in
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Jubilees. In this section of the Apocalypse of Abraham, several details of Azazel
and his lot, such as the peculiar application of “inheritance” terminology – an
endowment of the antagonist with “will” in order to tempt only a certain por-
tion of humankind – are reminiscent of the developments found in Jubilees.
Another unique feature is the introduction of “desire” terminology, which in
some passages is described as “evil” and placed inside of the human heart.45
Such terminological usage posits a striking contrast to the haggadic section,
where the metonym for yetzer – heart – is never described in such a way.

Another important feature is the presence of the positive otherworldly figure,
the angel Yahoel, who protects the adept by teaching him an incantation against
Azazel. This tradition can be compared to Jub. 10:13–14, where angels teach
Noah the tools to resist Mastema and his demonic hosts.46 The motif of tools
used in spiritual combat brings to mind apotropaic prayers found in the Book of
Jubilees47 and apotropaic prayers48 and incantations against demons49 attested
in the Qumran materials.

5.2.3 “Late Rabbinic” Pattern

The later chapters of the apocalyptic section deal with God’s lengthy revelation
to Abraham, which includes the visions of Azazel’s corruption of Adam and Eve
in chapter twenty-three and the Gentiles’ sexual sins in chapter twenty-four. In
this section, Eve, who is depicted in a sexual union with Azazel, is labeled as
yetzer (Slav. помышьление). Such gendering and sexualizing of the personified
yetzer in the form of the first women reflects rabbinic developments found in
the late strata of the Babylonian Talmud. Such proclivities for sexualizing the
inclination can also be detected in the description of the Gentiles’ sexual trans-
gressions in chapter twenty-four. There, yetzer became envisioned as an anti-
nomian entity. Thus, from Apoc. Ab. 24:9 we learn that the “desire” holds in its
hand “every kind of lawlessness.”
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Conclusion

To conclude our study, let us return again to the rabbinic accounts that speak
about Abraham’s role in relation to the evil yetzer. These traditions about the
patriarch’s unique stand against the evil inclination might indicate that the
Rabbis were cognizant of a broader story of such a battle, remnants of which
survived in the Apocalypse of Abraham. Indeed, in the Apocalypse one can wit-
ness a complex interaction between various early Jewish yetzer anthropologies
that are further developed in the rabbinic corpora. In this respect, our text’s
anthropological developments represent an important bridge between the early
biblical and extra-biblical testimonies and later rabbinic speculations.

Although some of the text’s yetzer speculations are reminiscent of the devel-
opments found in the biblical materials and in the Book of Jubilees, the Apoc-
alypse of Abraham seems to advance these earlier Jewish traditions to the con-
cepts which are similar to later rabbinic molds. These advancements are
important pre-rabbinic witnesses to the development of the yetzer imagery,
and it appears not to be coincidental that such speculations became attached
to the biblical figure whose story served as a prominent vehicle for advancing
such traditions in later rabbinic environment. The Apocalypse of Abraham can
thus help to contextualize later rabbinic testimonies about the patriarch’s spe-
cial role in conquering the evil yetzer.

Our study outlined several molds of the yetzer imagery found in the Apoca-
lypse of Abraham. This cluster can be seen as a portentous conceptual transition
in a complex and lengthy evolution of yetzer symbolism from early biblical and
pseudepigraphical traditions to developments found in later rabbinic milieu. It
demonstrates traces of several paradigms of yetzer symbolism that will become
influential in later rabbinic corpora in the various stages of their evolution. The
Apocalypse of Abraham strives to portray this human inclination both as an
internal faculty of the human heart and as an external manifestation embodied
in several antagonistic figures of the story, including Azazel, the Gentiles, and
the fallen Eve. Although the first part of the Slavonic pseudepigraphon does not
speak about the evil yetzer, envisioning the inclination of the human heart as
the monistic anthropological construct, the second part of the text uses such a
designation, openly speaking about “evil desire.” Along with the notion of the
evil yetzer, the Apocalypse of Abraham is also cognizant of the concept of good
yetzer.



This close analysis of yetzer molds found in the Apocalypse of Abraham chal-
lenges previous scholarly hypotheses about sexualizing and gendering yetzer
only in the post-Amoraic sources by tracing such conceptual moves to an early
Jewish apocalyptic source. In this respect, sexualizing yetzer in the Apocalypse of
Abraham itself becomes an important conceptual nexus which again provides
additional support for the presence of the yetzer tradition in this text. Here, as
in rabbinic debates about yetzer, the sexual behavior of the characters reveals
something about their inner inclinations. If we take the developments found in
the Apocalypse of Abraham seriously, it would lead to rethinking the current
models concerning the evolution of the yetzer symbolism and to redrawing the
previously established chronological lines of these conceptual developments.
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